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INTRODUCTION

The,1975 Institute of the Chief State School Office45 was an opportune

place and time or thle discussion of critical issues in'education. [luring

recent yOrs the probleMs of local districts arising .out of desegregation,

negotiations, financ'ing, student ri1its, and other new or intensifying

phenomena have caused increasing' pressure on the State eduCatio agencies.-

At the same.time th re has been'a remarkab%growth in the responsibility of

the.State agencies' because of the enactment of federal laws with increased

funding and complex regulations to carry out those laws. Thee, too, the

State legislatures have imposed broad new responsibilities on both the state

iCand local` ag ncies through their efforts to extend education to all children;

to insure accountability; to give employees bargaining rights; toset certii- ..../

cation standards; and evento mandate in matters of curriculum and instructional

\.

materials: When these p.reures are examined in the context
.

9f a number.of1-..
,

Court decisions which'have, had powerful impact upon the statoveroance of

)
education, one can readily understand the desire of the Chief State School

Officers, upoh whom these forces most strongly ctnter, to study and discusg'

4 critical issues in American education and to make'recoMMendations for needed'

'policy or procedural-changes.

Concurrently, United States Commission f Education Terrel H. Bell was

'seeking broader involvement in the developm
.

f federal educational policy

by the educational community. Itylas through his efforts and those of CSSO
. r

President Jack Nix and Executive Secretary Byron Hansford that part of the . /

. /

4
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1975 Insti ute was giv'en over to'thd discussion of cMtical

To set the stage for such discussion each Chief, was'asked to At in

writing a description of the most important issues firing-him on th,e state

level and those he believed to be the most'iMport'ant nationa1,4ssues. The

0
resulting papers were distribute.0 to the Chiefs at the opening ofthe Institute

and formed the basis for ensuing discussions and the-recommendations made at

the Institute to the United States Commissioner of Education.

As the Intitute began a committee 41 the Chiefs was appointed by Greg'

Anrig, Massachusetts Commissioner, who-chaired the initial meeting. The"

committee was made up of Mark-Shedd, Connecticut' Commissioner of Edkation-,.

Frank B. B4ouillet, Superintendent of PUblic Instruction-for Washingthn;
0

Cyril B. Busbee, Superintendent of Education for Sbuth Carolina; and John W.

Porter, Superinterident, Michigan State. Each committee member chaired a

discussion session utilizing as a format a condensation of the Critical Issues

made by John Porter.' For all the discussions the Chiefs met together in

Seminar -of- the - whole. The follow4ng overview of the Critical Isstesl has been

derived from (a) the papers submitted, 65) the discussions at the Institute:and

(c) the summary made'at the Institute by John Porter.

I

1

See Appendix A.

0
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# AN OVERVIEW

OF

THECRITICAL ISSUES

The issues Acussed by the 'chiefs were by no means all - inclusive., 4n.

analyzing.the following categorizgd imperative' issues, the Chiefs recognized

that there was a systematic interrelationship between these issues and the

issues described in the various papers but not discussed because of time

limitations .

I. ,FINANCE AND GOVERNANCE

A. Finance.
. ,

It is not surprising that matters related to t4 financing of education

ranked high on the list of issues facing .the states and nation. The hydraheaded

impact of inflation and recession along with general enimilment declines have

been felt at rlesame time that many states have been-struggling toward major

reforms in bo0 the raising of school revenNand their dis tion. The .

Chiefs took note of the widely pdblicized crisis of New York City, 66 thron4

deficit_positions of a number of major districts and such recent'catastrophic

results of levy losses as that in SeatAzhere the SChool Board was 'forced to

send termination notices to over 15Q0 employees. To a lergg degree these"have

grown out of continuing'and Unresolved Cbnditions in our cities where problems

of education, health tsing, employment, security, and isolation' relate

dLrectly to the dignityeven the survival of minorities and the urbgn
.

s10

4
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And they expressed grave concern that the accumulation Of these.crises, large

and small,across the country-are eroding public confidence and thus may slow

the rate of economic recovery.

The 'Chiefs_ realized that while these 'Crises were symptoms surfaced by

recess on and .inflation', deeper causes were, perhaps, related to the need for

a fundamental national reordering of priorities.; As revenues become
4

and finite, public servi.ces of all kinds are puf on notice that they are in

competition vithone another for what is left. Recognizing that priorlties-

ought to be aligned on the basis'of ratio941, cooperative, and comprehensive
-1

planning amonghe various public agencieS,.the Chiefs nevertItless have fit
L+,

-Ni
the growing factionalization and politiczation of arjous constituencies resulting

4

in diviSive *tbbying and-whipsaw collective bargaining. Public sector unions

have increasingly banked their demands against the sanction of strikes,

threatening local governance structures, pushing settlement requirements toward

the State Educatir agency and pressing for financial from state
.

.' legislatures or beyond, from the federal level. The Chiefs discuS'sed with

concern the implicationS of proposed federal legitlation -Which would place

Myronpublic employees under the NLRB or some similar Federal Board. Myron Liebermab

g0:40L,was oA hand to help with the analysis of this issue which has farrran'ON.011,

'complex potentialities fir the future of-educational priorities and consequently

for chool financing.

As. a reaction to all this, the Chitfs\have noted'a stiffening resistance

onthe part of the state legislators to bailing out deal districts. They have

seen an increased elues'tioning of the qu lity or relevance of educational programs

and a rising demand for an accountabili y which will somehow fie appropriations
;

to results. They see a greater'need on the part of educational leaders to

demOnstrate.the relationship between qua ity and expenditure. And they agreed.



. ,-- 71" /):
with Mirk Shedd who said' that Atiere i0-d;.relatiohshif5 between expenditures and

.- , .
. .,,

,

breadth ofprogram;-and the breadth'bf educational opportunities.is an important,.
J ',

measure of quality.' the coin' of the Philadelphia'S' Federal. ReservOank
A'

' tv b-.- ,
e

/

economists th4t"expencitUres'when allocated/rroperly do ma a difference in

Page

the dchievem t of students 'were discussed, and the Chiefs were urged to become

acquainted with that study. i,

They. are firibing'themselvestcaught lip more and'mOre in the
1

search for

4
competencpand performance criteria, to be . used in certification. They have

been faced with 'renewed pressures to economize increase efficiency in the state

and local educational- enterprise and reduce admipistrative overheads.. They -have -
. . .

.

.

sensed the warning signs which indicate that the ealation of educttion costs (
,.

. ,
.

4 3
must be reduced

.
if public' -Tupport for education is to be

,

maintained. At the

samesame time t hey see the growth of legislated programs for the handicapped,

kindergarten, vocational training', bIlingtal education which raise expectations

of parents but are insufficiently funded .by the state. TheyeseFed dperpetdal,
..-

-

reluctance on the party legislatures to reduce the number of uneconomical ')

districts through consolidation.

Yet despite these forces the Chiefs have been Steadfast in their search"'

for waA'of providing equal educational opObrtunities: They have come to see

that the traditiakal line between the act of thing ficir revenue and that of
,

distributing for expenditure has become blurred. Lawsuits such as Serrano v.

A ,
...

r,

Prie'st and odriguez v. San,NAntonio Independent,District liavce stimulated a I

(4S........+ (
number f remedial state court actions 'aimed at reducing the inequite4 it"

educational expenditures' among school districts which result f)bm disparities

in those districts' property tax base. The actions continuedespite the fact

4

2
Anne Campbell, Nebraska State Commissionr of Education., p.179.

3,

See Howard Caspel's computer proposal ,

looe
I r'

l2 r
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that in Rodriquez the U.S. Supreme. Courtappears tit, have said that education is
,

-

.

not a fundamental interestto which the Equf Protection Clause of the Federal
J.-

anttitUtion Would apply and thus require state support,progres to-be fisplly

r neutral. Wilson Riles predicted that as a result of Califprnia Supreme Court gr

action and subsequent legislative'action the State's system of sao-ol finance

will -have to'be substantially revised:

,
. ,

The' basic goal as stated by Mark Shedd-should be that of equalizing'
T

ducational opportuniti=es by equalizing expenditures within and among states

and equalizing th,tax burden among taxpayers'withi.aod tmong states. As

would -be expected, the Chiefs raised a whole h C.O. questions which attested

to the complexities involved in achieving this g Funda6iental questions

related.to the meaniri4of equality. The courts :h long wrestled with the

meaning, but the Chiefs examined it in a modern context. What is meant by

. equality in the tax burden?, What is- meant by eq4ality in'the way revenues are

distrihLJted?- What is the relationship of equalityto educatiOnal.quality?

Does the definition of equality differ from state to state,- from locality to'
. '

".locality ?' Does financial equalization necessarily reduce he discretion, of

local district What are the ingredients of a financing system which will

:e.nJance the expansion of Uucational%opportunity ratherthan stifle, it2.1
.

.

There were other iwstions.related to the tax base, includingiwh'at shout.d,
.

.

,

be the balance among the various ba'ses such as property; income, 'sales;
. .

business, and'octupational? How should power equalizing-,be combined ,ith state

sources. and state distribution methods? And Walter Talbot raised the question

as to whether the intervention of.the federal government produces an element Of
.

. .;,.
,

inequality. In a highly equalized state such
,
as Utah, whenever the-federal:

-allocations are made as flat grants or without reference to the state-'s criteria

. .,

of need,'. ability, and effort the result is. often a disequalization. There?ore,

I

4See ques'tionsraised in 'Cyril Busbee's paper, p.243,
s

13
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.

. i

the searchfor equality should include the federal asiwell as the state and local

sources.
. .

0 ,

,

.
Because of these compleati4,es the Chiefs qxpressed,stron.g. support for

4Ideralfundin9 of Aies of state educational finahCial.systems. Since,eich
. . .. I.- *

state has unique 'problems such studies should be carried On by state edu *ational

..

..74k *agencies with the aim of defining'end achieving equity among schwl,di-stricts
.

within states.

The Chiefs recommended that the U.S. OffjIe of Education with what resources

it has at hand including vigorous involvement of the.regional offices, assist

states withtechnicar expetise in the search for information, studies,,and,

where possible, provide consultative help.

They also expressed-to the Board of Directors of the Council of the Chief

State School. Officers the importance ofsharing of information among the s6tes,

especially published materials related to this problem.

The Chiefs'were reminded by Duane S. Mattheis, USOE ExeCutive Deputy

'ComMissioner, that the Education.Commission of the States has a°significant

study underway in schoofinance which should be of considerable help to the

Chiefs' when it is completed.

After considerable discussion about the complex ramifications.of placing

public employees under the National Labor Relations Act, the Chiefs ?ccepted

a suggestion glay Illinois State Superintendent Joseph M. Cronin that a meeting

be,held of five or ten Chiefs or their, delegates to study the issue in more

depth and hammer out recommendations forthe November meeting.' He offered to

host a meeting in Chicago sometime in September or'' October.

RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING FEDERAL-STATE RELAWONSHIPS IN SCHOOL FINANCE

The followinlstatements are not based upon a concensus of the Chiefs,but

.wereexpressed in discussions and in the papers as areas of major concern.

1
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A

11 Federal funding mechanisms should not bypass the state educational
.

.

agency. All 'Federal educational funds should flow through the state agency. rf

exceptions are inevitable the state agency should havl .the opportunity to

examine and approve all grants.

2. Some Chiefs argue that there is now a need for a federal foundation

program which Will work toward equalizattonof financial resources among states.

A few favor consolidation of programs to reduce overlap and bring.intorne.

packagethe programs which have proliferated not only by category, but'by

governmental department'.5 It would also help ease the problem caused by

federal "seed" money which encourages programs to get underway but'ofte6 cannot

be,continued at the local level. Qther Cpiefs question the wisdom of consolida-

tion, especially as conceived by Title IV P.L. 93-380. The mplexity Of

rules and regulations would wipe out the very goals of consolidation.,

3. Federal regulationv (a) Problems occur both in the'?ieldand with
/

Congress when the regulations are'too exacting or exceed the extent of the law.

(b) While.the'Title I ES5Koncept of comparability is a good one federal_

requirements often do not consider "'cal needs. Each state should te'allowed,

to submit comparability criteria as part'oftheir annual program plan.

(c) .The "HoldHarmless".cOncept should ,be re- evaluated.

(d) Eariy guidelines, with.significant input'from,the Chiefs and local
$

"administrators, are much needed for new federal programs.. it'is' recommended

that the USOE develop a procedu4 for getting guidelines out in timely fashion

and for, involving the state and local amdinistrators in their drafting.

(e) Paper work: The reporting requirementS of the'federal gove0ofilent

have d the stage where there is a detrimental impact on the s r)cesreached
1

(P

5
See-Marshal) Lind"s paper which describes how some Alaska children are

enrolled in'iitle I, Title IV Bilingual, Title IV0110ohnson-O'Malley ,,etc.,
causing teachers,to complain; p.35 .
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0

provided by state and local education ag ncip. It is recommended that the

USOE Commissioner empaneJ.gioMmission to ,review the extent of paperwork

which goes into programtplans, rippdeS, studies, and develop a design for

V

reducing the fragmentation, redundancy, ipd4tnnecessary data requirements of

the process for all levels of,government.

410"
.

(f)- Forward funding pf Title I ES'EA is seen as a necessary step'for

efftctive_use of those funds. Late funding has resulted in poor planning and

*

loss of trained talent.

(g) 'Administrative funds for federal projects should keep pace with
. r..

-inflation and expanded requirements. -

(h) Special adaptation of federal funding programs for the U.S. territories

would make the ydirtg_moreuseful to their untqbe situations.

(i) Title I Maintenance of Effort requiremeKts while useful in discouraging

the calculated substitution ofLjdtral for state funds should not be used to-,

pena lize children in district where levy losses were beyond both the children 's

and the school administration's,ability to remedy. The xequirementichould'not

be used to force change in a state's tax structure.

1

4. Because of its potential- impact on finance and on govern nce the Chiefs

expressed conviction that they shbuld beco -ctly n any federal

collective bargaining legislative efforts:-

B. Governance.

OW'

"Who -Should govern, manage, regulate, and operate American elementary,_

' secondary, and vocational education?" This question asked by.Lythan Ginger,

Kentucky State.Superintendent of Public Instruction, pervaded the entire

discussion of critical issues.*

The Chiefs- have watched the growth of the infl ence of the courts' upon .

educational governance. JudiciaT'decisioqs. on equa opportunities, `civil

el 6

1
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rights, student rights, due process, open records, and other matters have had

considerbleeffect upon the management of schools.

Thby have seen the impact of federal legislation and the power of federal'

rules. and regulations upcin the, governance of state and local systems. They

have resisted the Aendency of federal efforts to bypass the state agency and

have expressed concern over the disunity which often results from a prolifer8-

tion of programs and regulations to administer them. And they have been

perplexed by the paradoxical approach to aid to private schools and the dil4tidn

of the concept of separattlin of ch6rch and state by the,federal regulations.

The opinion has been expressed that the level of 'influence and control by the-

federal government is,far out of proportion to the amount of funding whigh

the federal government provides. Indeed, small government grantssometimes

deteOgne the'prioritjes for the -use of all other state local' funds.

They have witnessed the growth of organized school employee groups which

have demandei and often won large concessions in the governance of local school

districts.
4

They have observed the trend toward increased_cOmmunity involvement, With '.,

decentralization and community control as extreme manifestations. Less extreme .

.,4n-

but nevertheless, significant has been ti proliferation of state agkK local.

.

advisory committees required by ederal legislation for the numerous federilly,-

7
funded programs.

They haveseen the growth of educational .entetprises in governmental

departments and agencies outside the USOE and outside the state education agencies.

With local districts looking more and more to the state for resolution of

pronenis, such as inflation, declining enrollments, bargaining, etc., and the

federal government channeling more
I

of its proAmS throughthe state agency,

Chiefs have watched the role of the state board of education-change.
.

1
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And there are increasing questions as to the governance.of prOfessional

certification, of vocational education, of education beyond the high school',

such' as regional technical scloals and community colleges. The proliferation
4 -4-,

-

of-private Schools because of dtsegregation and veteran's b'efits raises-the

question of who protects the public against educational quackery,

RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING GOVERNANCE OF EDUCATION

Ttle USOE or NIE should establish a commission to sponsor studies

which: - <

1

(a) arify the edjcatiOnal roles of the various levels of government--

naMely, local, intermediate, state, regional, and "federal.

(b) Examine ways in which feder'al program's might enhance the capabilities'

of state and local governments to-solv educational problems,, to

(
develop creative solutiobs at the local levels.

(c) Suggest methods for unifying efforts through consolidation or

coordination of effortsvto improve efficiency:

ti

(d) Examine the,proliferation of advisory councils with the aim of

determining whether they are needed-40ndeed, if they have become
1 .

I
politicized to a point that they are interfering with the efforts oolk,---

the state and cal governme s to provide services ifrik effective way.

2. The USOE
7

Regional ficer shou141 be given greater respOrsIsibilitces in

providing expertise and stim a ing studies of governance:

3. -Tte USOE should'take the leadership within HEW and among other federal
P .

departments to coordinate educational programs such as early childho d5 day

care, etc., and manpower, vocational, etc., .pieces of which are now the

responsibility of pious offices and agencies. In fact, as Calvin Frazier
4

spoints out there is-a need for the feder;a1 govern4ent to continue to set an

examp4 by bringing coordination to all human services and delivery'systems..
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I
c4. The Chiefs shouldeximine very cafuily the effortS,td move

r ,

collective bargaining from the local and state levels,to the al'level.

The implications for such a mo \e would have serious impact upon the governance
6,

of state and local education..

A5.
Within states there .k a)teed to.redefine the.legal roles tf state ,

board, intermediate boards, and local boards of education. The definitions

'*\*

should he in terms of pulling educational pOlicymakin. into more efficient

and unified models. This would include the roles of vocational education and

education beyond the high school as well as preschool educational efforts.

6. The USOE should establish a national educational policies commission,

which commission would be free from federal control in promulgating educational

policy direction.

7. "The state education agencies should Woek,to bring greater .c9ondfnation

and comprehensive planni4among the various state agencies with the ai/rof

improving the total living environment of children adults. ,

8. The Council of,Chief State School Offices should .sponss; a,proposat tqv

establiSh4U.S. Department of Education with a 'cabinet rank Secret&y.

II. PLANING, EVIJATION, ACCOUNTABILITY

In their papers the Chiefs almost'Aoniversally, either directly or

indirectly, emphasized the importance of planning. In Colorado Calvin M. crazier
AI

has listed as high priority among ten critical issues that /f improving short

and long range planning. In fact, he sees planning as e vehicle for moving

all the other nine priorities. Gregory R. Anrig views the inevitable shrinkage
St

of resources and of the public OChicational establishment as a rgaSon orirNther,

a challenge for long-range planning strategies. To Mark Shedd, planning and
A I

evaluation are distinct but interdependent activities. "Planai4 feeds into

evaluation and evalution feeds into iii'ann* in a never-ending cycle. It is

rAt
A
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imfaerative, therefore, that educatory at all levels work together to determine

their specific needs for'planning and evaluation jnformatioh;' to decide how best

to get this information to one another; and to apply (it) in ways which will .

keep . .process in smooth running order."6

am
The Chiefs have described this 4S being part of the system of.accountabil)ity".

Tbey'discua'sed the need.for clar(ification of goals, refinement of '646,ctives and

. for obtaining more general agreement about the mission of the schools. They

explored the topic,of community and staff involvement in the planning"Iwocess
1

as a way to obtain that agreement.

The need for the development of management information systems which would

<gather, store, consolidate, and provide relevant, usable, accurate information

for.planning purposes was recognized as a critical one. The streamlining of

data collection-and reporting systems mas emphasizedi. For as Robert G. $hrader,

Wyoming State Superintendent, wrot "The Collection of dada is necessary to

identify priorities, to contribute 'the solution. of major issues, to plan and

manage programs, -to allOcate'resourt s, to a-ssess program effectiveness, to enact

legislatioh,- to audit expenditU "7res and to stewardship over public funds. .

.In this. respect Byrdn Hansford suggested that federal data collectT?On efforts

should be coordinated with 'state andwlocal efforts as'to help reduce the

,data re and eliminate, unnecessary "Paperwork.ff-

Barbara Thompson, Wisconsin State Superintendent, wrote that there will be

a major emphasis in the future upon program evaluation and that the state agencies /

will coordinate their management strategies more Closely with the local education

6
Seq.Zritical Issues -in American Education, 62.

7 t I ' .

%
Ibid., p. 278..

8

Ibid., p. 281.

2 0
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,.,

,

.ragencies to complete the" accountability chain.
9

Delaware Superintendent

Kenneth C. tiadden states that the refinement'of monitoring, evaluation, and

dissemination should be a goal of state education agencies.° And Jack Nix
.

/
sees (he need -for specific criteria for evaluating student achievement. He

'Heves that criterion-referenced tests provide promise for evaluating the

-educational systems in .terms goals}
1

Both in their discussions at the .Insti&e and to their .papers the. Chiefs

expreted the imperative need for reliable evaluation of the effects-of school

exp ience6. on students, parents, and the professional school staffs. Because

of the publicity giv,elp to recent studies which contr one another, and

O'cauSe of-the lack of\a stable, reliable,baSe upon which the schools can re?),

, -

for feedb&ck corrective information, a great deal of confusion exiksts in both

the public and professional ranks.

Changing conditions require better pl4nning techniques. For instance,

,he problems of developing career and occupational educational programs-relate

1

to information about jobs. The Chiefs pointed 'up the desirability of having an

updated manpower needs assessment system at work nationally and 'locally for, that

,purpose.'

RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING PLANNINqz,! ik

i!ALUATION,
ACCOUNTABILIl

1. Te usu and the NIE should harmonize their effort?, in helping state
-44*

and local -systems grow in their ability to carry out action research, to

disseminate and use the results. .

2. The USOE should provide incentive funds to states to enhance their

9
See Critical Issues in American Education, p 261.,

10Ibid.; p.74.

p.86.

-"'2 1
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internal management abilities and to help through regional offices with

cooperative interchanges or partn rships between states.

3. The Council of Chief S te School Officers and the Education'Commissjon

of the States should place at a high level of priority the activity of the/CSSO

Committee on Evaluation and Information Systems to the end of meetingthe

inforgation demands of the federal goiernment and getting a handle on some of

4
the basic questions of cost and effectiveness 6f.ed'ucational prograMs and

,services.

4. Educational planning should be apart of comprehensive planninTand

incentives for such planning should be 'provided it national and state levels.

The "linkage",incentives of Ue federal programs ought to be expande and

strengthened.

III. PROFESSIRNAC DEVELOPMENT

Recognizing that the quality of education depends upon the competency of
It

the people involved, the Chiefs have placed staff developMent 'high on their

TistAilf critical issues. They foresee a period of very little turnover because

ofthe recession. They also have predicted that with the enrollment declines

.

pluS-the.advent of increased numbers of-negotiated seniority contra there
.

will beta preponderance of mid-career professionals in the 4teaching, nd

administrative ranks during-the next decade or'N'to. ,As they see the .complexities
6

4

of the problems facing education the Chiefs have set alikajorpriori-ty that
4. .

I"

`of helps h9 sUch'imiiividuals prepare to deal with these problips.

In addition, the growing demands for accountability have led to the search

for, competency and performance -based certification and staff development eftprts.

Increased requirements fdr bilingual, bicultural, special educatibil,

career education, v1 other exigent and emerging needs also place unusual

demands upon staff development.

1

2 2,
A I
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The Chiefs strongly stated the need for long-range planning in the whole

field of teacher training, both inservice and pre-service. Many of them indi-
.

cated that the programs Were moving from the college c.a'mpus to the scene of

action - -that' is, the schools and classrodmS.
.
But' there was a conviction stated

4 .-

1011
a closer relationship should be developed with the state education agencies,

. .

the.schoolsm,andithe universities.

.

Jri ', .' IF

RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING PROFESSNNAL DEVELOPMENT

The Chiefs felt that the 'need for staff development was critical". It is

a matter of such national impbriance that federal interverKion should continue.

DA was helpful, the id of teaciaer,centert is good, and_t14e Title IV and I

],.
bits have had their effec

(
But there\is a need as Kenneth Madden, Delaware"

State Superintendent 'stated for a massive federal effort in educational stiff

development. Principals and other administrators should be included since

nothing happens unless there is'total organization nprovement, and their

leadership is of primary importance.

IV. SCHOOL CURRICULUM - RESPONSIVENESS _

ti

I

The Chief concerns in this area relate to the educational system's ability

to provide basic or "survival" skills. The economic bind in which most districts

find themsellioeS, the'expanded national, state, and local commitment to equal

educational opportunity and increasing pubUcis411usionment with the-perceived

failure of the schools t9, provide a minimum of the basic skills are all forcing

a reassessment and reaffirmation of the fundamental goals of theoystem. Part . .

of the public perception of failure may result from a lack of first-hand-exposure

and media misrepresentation, and perhaps an adult preference for a more tradi-

tional style and content, an education not unlike that which adults themselves'had.

In their discussions the Chiefs recogiiized that discipline was of paramount

/ Al

2 3
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concern to parer-its, as successive polls have indicated. They took account of

the criticisms. direCted at the schools for permissiveness and other contributions

to the alleged.lack of discipline. In their analysis the Chiefs viewed the

situation as very compek. .They understand, that many arents are frustirated

in their attempts to 'relate to their own children, who g n much of their

value and behavioral inspiration from peer or general societal groups, rather

than from parents. They have seen the close reflection im School attitu4es of

manifestations.in the general,society. For instance,when one sees the extert

to which violence is glorified in press, television, theater, and literature,

A

'when,one'observes a'half million" eople'rioting in the streets of Philadelphia

ra

because )he local sluggers win the Stanley Cup, and when Congress fails to take

national actiom in'gun control it becomes apparent that the schoolsn're asked

to proyide and enforce one standard for youth while there iS yOtIranother for

. _adults. The Chiefs viewed the causes of.delinquency as deeply rooted-in our

social system and recognized that basic remedies would h e to come through

total environmental improvement.'

Nonetheless, they were realistic in examining the responsibilities of the
/ -

schools in de ling with these problems. Factors cited such.as significant

'dropout ates, the relationship of reading.failure to delinquent behavior and

declining stores on achievement tests all- raise a number of questions, among

them: How can-the schools improve upon their ability to effect a more indivi-

dualized Instruction? How can they betterengage children by weaving the
,

;

educational procss mo tightly into the real - world, experiences and perceptions

of the children? And h w. can educational services be best integrated with

other support services, such as health, guidance, nutrition, transportation,

atildin some cases even housing to assist the multi-problem child?

ti

Another focus1of the basic skills was the area of special education, for

4
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1

the,handcapped, those children'with behavioral problems, ant the exceptional
c.

. 4 .

ones. The three main problems in thisarea are the expanded PespAsibilities
t

/ A
. 1 . -

without commensurately increased appropriations, the,insUfficients number ofw
-, A : - - a

teadqrs trained to deal with special education problems, and the dilemma of

balancing: individual needs, with mainstreaming.

Occupational competency has in recent times become regarded as part of

the fundamental education provisions. This shiffin the, school mandate neces-
,

sitate d'number of revision fin the concept of careereducaiion. The most

significant oft these is the new emphasis on career education for every child,

integrated into the general curriculum. Other concerns exprese by the Chiefs;;

were that career education be tailored to fiethe needsand talents of the

individual as well as the society, and thait stress alternatives for every-

child; that career)educatiOn be deschooled and,deprofessionalized as is'practical

and that curriculum planning be flexible and continuouslyupdated based on the

most current information,and most reasonable projections available to ensure-.

the best possible fit between entry skills and the job market.

John Porter suggested that even .under these best Of:circumstances, the

schools will be a bitter disappointment because the gparantee of any job,

much less.a potentially fUlfilling one, is'out.of the range of their catrol.

There are simply not enough jobs and an even.bleaker projection unless there is
-

a reordering of national priorities and policy. 'Among solutions offered by the

Chiefs to this very pressi-hg problem were a youth corp not unlikelhose.of the.

1930's to provide job experience;' Federal support of staff and.program develop-
,

ment and "model" evertmental projects; anew counseling/guidance system
4P

involving employment services, fiabor and employers; increased coordination on

the national and state level with other departments -and agencies,-and the need

.-
for the privatt sector to become more, involved, including assuming smile

responsibility for. pcoviding job experience.
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I

The expansion of the Concept of 'survival skills abome mentioned to i.pclude

i-N
life;br °..quality of life" skillS was (repeated cOncernof the Chiefs. ,Among-

: those things mentioned as neCe 'sary in preparation. for an adult role were:,

.

citizenship skills--moral and ethical values articOated as an understanding of

aind respect for freedom, the democratic system, and the law; student rights;

including particjpation. tn the determination of his or her iducation; and

"coping skill " incli?ing an exposure to anti. understanding of the various

adult roles o husband or wire, parent, ,and consumer, and adult concerns such

as p114. i 1 mental health, use of leisure tiine,,aging, and continued growth.,

f

The issue 'of educating a diverse student body for a pluralistic future as

already been mentioned. Schools are faced not only with providing fndividWized

inStrucbion to meet the very different styles and capabilities of each child,

involving the provision of alternative styles or education as well, but'they

are faced with'integrating disparate multi-cultural and multi-lingual groups

withinthe same framework. Concerns of the Chiefs in this regard included the

necessity for a shift in the current teacher supply to meet the special multi-
,

cultural, multi-lingual needs and the develoRment of'human.relations still as

an integral c omponent,of t"'s,chool program.,

",E
Concurrent with a renewei001004(M on.a.."basie and perhaps somewhat

traditional education, and a logieil extension of the "lifeskills".aoprOach

0
. is the shaping of new educationalsdielsions based on various changes either

beginning or accelerating in the society. Curriculum planning, reflective of

-

the accelerating of educ'ation Snd the rapid outdating of knowledge, is shifting

in emphais.from content to process, with an embhasis on sharpening skills of

sele,ction, synthesis,-and evaluation. The focus. of the qduCatiorial effort is

becoming change--that'ts, how to teach an understanding of it and an ability-to

cope with it. Further,'the overview of education as a limited stage or stages;

2 6
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4

time - 'tied' to children and adolek4ents with periodic sabbaticals for - career .

retraining, i,s shifting to a concept of life-long learnisig.

RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING SCHOOCCURRICULUM -.RESPONSIVENESS,

I. -A national.poticg'of education should ele enunciated'which includes,as.'

a major theme a renewed. effort in providklg all children with-basic "survival"

te".4,:et4f

skills. Included:in-this is an'effOrt.' to'define bask skills, to find appropriate

ways of teachpingwthem and to devise valid ineasilfs of progress.

2, In their search for better ways of dealitg with discipline and behavior'

,problems Chiefs shoUld consider?'

(a) Working with,other agencies and ,groups on the problems and supporting

efforts to,iMprove the livin9envieonments of ,children.'.

4 (b) Providing a range of alternatives in educatIon.to mate learning .

. 4
experiences more real to learners with varyidg learning styles and

.

backgrounds. ThiS is specially important on the secondary school-
s

evel with attention.dirpcted to such studies as that of ASCD and

the California RISE report.-
0

3. 'CareereduCISpn should be integrated into the total curriculum with

the deschooling of some,aspects of career education to include the involveMent

of the working and bus'ineSS.communities. Programs should be constantly updated

1.!-based upon valid,-upAto-date job 'information.

(a) There should to a national youth corps prog atri patArned upon'the

C1C.C., Job Ceps, and others to provide' work experienCe and public.'

',
(

/
service 9ppartunities for young-men and women:

(7.:04 ...

(b) Counselling services should be expanded 'to include empldyment/

. ',..

employers,.labdr,,and governmen17 ,

-
..,.. li

,

.
'4.- There should be Federal incentives' to retrain teachers in arder.to-

,

411?

shift them from over- supply areasto under)-suppTy areas. The.lattfr are now ..

. , -41,

.

2 7
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in spe al education, multi-cultrual, bi-lingual, and the human relations

fit4(ds.1 But the,effort should be to make the profession one of life-long

learnirig 'in order to deal with changing requirements of the schools.

5. The momentum in early:childhood education shoUld be continued-as both.

a national policy and as state-and local efforts.

r

Y. ..sociAL'IssuEs

',The Chiefs,,view the relationship of school to society as a dynamic"ohe, one

seemingly out of balance at present Ind undergoing tremendous stresses.' The

educational system is. sebn as a_fungion of the society not only in its potential

but in its limitations. 'And the educational system today is and will continue

to be faced with problems largely outside its possible range of influence.

4
Three 'major interrelated areas of social concern are finance, Control, and

the role of the schools as Agents for social chahge.

. The financial double-bind of expanded responsibilities in a time of
. ,

.

declining-enrollments/declining-revenues and skyrocketing costs has been

10eviously described. The public demand.being _pressed upon the system at all '

levels is for accountability, Several of the Chiefs cited the need for schools

to respond With a demonstration of more effective, efficient fiscal management ,

and of a tighter relationship between present and increased levels of funding

and the quality of educational pfferings. As noted by Craig Phillips, North

, Carolina State Superintendent, the..current fiscal -crfsts may be, in fact, a
4 .

/alangerous opportunity"; mow the positive aspects-suggested by some of'the

Chiefs were the hope that declining enrollments may stimulate creative alter-

'natives such as an expanding of the traditional uses of facilities and personnel'

to include more "lifelong" educationalopportunitiesandearly childhood

education And that limited resources may result in innovative utilization of

personnel, experience, and space outside the schoOl to dkpand the breadth and!

2S
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. "increase the relevancy of the educationoffering.

School personnel trained and experienced in the problems as pCiated with *'

growth are having to'shift gears to deal with the double probleni of inflation

and shrinking enrollments. That/rOcess may,afford an excellent fraMework in

-'which to teach s.tiidents both about thienvironmental issues of limiting growth,

pollutton.and .conservation, and about the resultant impact of those" forCes on

. .

Rage 22

the economy, thereby helpingostudents achieve a more -'realistic appraisal-of
. .

their ecdnomic potential anthe future.

The components of the very volatile issue of control have been elaborated

under the heading of "Governance". Chiefs number among the constraints

significantly affecting the"funclioning ofthe tional system the pro-
,.

. .

liferation and inflexibility of Federal
S

regulatiOns; advisory councils,

public sector bargaining,- and efforts at parent control. Many of them

expressed concern about the public perception of the schools as being out o
4'1"ft.

,

coRtrol asfar as' the students` are concerned, as places of violence and

;vandalism, where drug abuse is prevalent and discipline problems Preclude

proper teaching.' Violence in the schools and student discipline are very real

issues; to the extent that they reflect the world outside the school a. double

standard exists between acceptable adult behavior and that acceptable for stud-

ents, and the educator'sresponseis limited tosuch indirect after-the-fact

efforts as-seeking,involvement in the development of television material and
,

the shaping of other media. Early childhood intervention was dited-bymany

g' Chiefs .s a y critical handle the schools. Must grasp to head of the' roblems../,
(

In.creased efforts at.identifying and, reaching potential dropouts was another:

.

There are a numb studies, one'if not.more federally sponsored, of the

'
dropout problem,problem, and,a critical. nee for the many creative program% existing

4 .

to die evaluated art ipformatjon about them made availableto.pther communities.
ism f

To the _extent that parents (or 'more intensively, non-parents) percep4pn

9,(4

1
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of the discipline problem reflects a preference for a more authoritarian)

"traditionalist" education, there exists a dilemma. It is tremendously ironic

that the adults who feel most out of contror in their own lives frequently

seek,out a kind of education and training which encourages' passivity and,

full circle, which ill prepares the student ever'to shape his or her own

environment as a'dynamic force instead of becoming an impotent victim.
I. .=

But perhaps the single most pressing Social issue iS the manner and

extent to.which the schools are viewed as tools to effect social change.

Although law, desegregation continues to be challenged both conceptually and

in practice and in many arees' a significant riesegregation trend is emerging.

The recession has erased many minority gains in employment, limited opportunities

for recent graduates, reduced the motivation for,many coming up through the

educational system, and inensifiRd the survival struggle required of the.pbor

and thedisadvantaged in this country. And Schools have been given-a° dipro-
,_

portionate responsibility for r ying these crises'.

That responsibility seems to be threefold: (1) to preparq.the student,

specifically, to-enter2th job market, and generally, to Make the functional
4

transition to a productive adult role; -(2) _taprovide equal educational oppor-

tunity ,thereby,countering the handicapping forces of poverty and generations

of inadequate education; and (3).to reduce,isolation among children to effect

*a more tolerant and hariionious sOctety.-.

There is a desperate need for constructive dialogue on this subject, and

_for a concerted effort to provide a.clearer public vision,of the limited

lb
capability of the school in meeting these responsibilities.

4

The interrelation-

ships of schools to other,'societal systems must be studied and defilied, and the

questions at hand approachtd with e concentrated cooperative effort. On the
4,

Federal leveAhe USOE must effect more coordination between its activities and

.a
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those of the Office of,Civil Rights; the Civil Rights Commi.sSion, the Civil- 11...

Rights Office under the Department of Justice,, and other pertinent departmetts

and agencies. The Chiefs described a strong' need for NIE leadership in

identifying those factors and programs which affect increased equal -ity of

educational opportunity.' The definition of equal opportunity must be expanded.

to encompass the reduction of all kinds of isolation, including socio-economicY

age.and suburban/urban, as well as racial segregation because "failure to learn

to live devoid of fear in multi-ethnic situations today will have grave i,

. implications for the future. .(and) poor human relations robs even the best

achiever from realizing his full potential."12

RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING SOCIETAL ISSUES

1. There spould be constructive dialogue within our society regarding the

role and responsibilities of the public schools.

2. School efforts cannot be separated from the actions of the rest of

society since social issues immediately impinge upon the schools, therefore

educational plannin14'should be part of comprehensive planning for the improve-

ment of the total living environment of all people. This requires that the

. federal and state governments coordiriate their efforts in providing planning

.and incentives for such improvement..

The Chiefs examined the issues with insight and candor. Despite the fact

that many of the probleffs seemed of incrediblecOmplexity and beyond the ability .;

of the Chiefs or the schools to resolve, there was expressed a realistic

,

confidence that thft resources were ayailable if only they could be mobilized

and brought to bear. As Robert Benton said, "To the optimist, a problem really

becomes a challenge." The mood Of the Chiefs indicated a desire to accept the

challenge"and get on with the job.

12
See Critical Issues Amerinn Education, p. 143.
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ALABAMA

LeRoy Brawn
State Superintendent of Education

Problems a d issues related to federal edueatioW programs in

Alabama are presented in this paper. No attempt was made to identify

and discuss-all of the problems or issues. Only such detail as wasjelt,

necessary to identify the problem and to stimulate discussion is presented.

Church-State Relationship in Federally Funded fducationaT Programs

-..#Public agencies which administer,federally funded educational programs

are ;aced with the difficult task of providing benef4ts and services/to

children enroTled in non-public schools. Problems related to this task

include:

, 1. Benefits and services mast be prove in such a manner as not

to benefit the non-public school. is(difficult to see how any

service provided would not benefit the school. For example, e

project which provides liVary resources for non-public school

. chilOren,may result in the ny-public school lowering expenditures

Ph this area.

2. Section'i34.101 ofd the Proposed Rules for ESEA, Title IV provide

that "any project to be carried out in.public facilities which

.44
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ALABAM(continued)

t

;

involves joint participation by-children enrolled in private *$

schools and children enrolled in public'schools shall include
$,.

' such provisions as are necessary to avoi the separation of

IIchildren by school enrollme or religious

affiliation.". Evidently, no flexibility is allowed. This

could produce anadministrative problem.

3. Title IV of ESEA appears to "blackmail" the loc educational

.
i

agency into providing services to non-public scho 1 children.'

The local educational agency must "tonsult with 'appropriate

private school officials' with respect,to all' matters' concerning

'Title IV pep6grams. However, shoblel any problem arise whereby

the local educational agency cannot provide the services, then

the local' educational agency is,subjectto losing its Title IV

funds. The local educational agency .is prohibited from dividing

the funds on -a per pupil basis and allowing the private school

to provide the services.

4. A local educational agency must work with the officials from
/

each of the non-public schools. For example, a local educational

agencyeWith ten'An-public schools, in its school district must

-,

work with officials from all ten schools.. It shOuld be noted that

the local educational agency does not receive any administrative

funds Under Part B of ESEA, :Title IV.

We recommend LW the Office of Education initiate a study..which would

explore the'problems related/to providing services to non - public school

children. Such a study should Attempt to identify alternative mettods for

providing such services.

33
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ill ALABAMA (cont

4

Relationship of OE - SEA - LEA in FederaTTY7tinded Programs

The Tenth Amendment to the O.S. Constitution maintains that "powers

not delegated to the Federal Government and not prohyited to the*States

4re reserved to. the States or to the people:" Sirice the Constitution does

not mention educatioh, one would assume that the responsibility :for eCtation

reserved for the State or fOr -the people. Accordingly, each State has

recognized its responsibility in regard to education and has enacted State

. laws to provide for education based on State and local priorities. Additionally,

the U.S. Congress has enacted laws providing financial aid designed to meet

specific national concerns and priorities. In achieving the'rpurposes outlined

by Congress, funds tare made available in one of the three following means:

1. From a Federal agency to the State educational agencies- (Example:

Title V of ESEA), or

2. From a Federal agency through the State educational agencies to

the local educational agencies (Example: Title I'of ESEA), or

3. From a Federal-agency directly to the'local educational Agencies

(Example: Indian Education Act).

It would appear that the first tdo methods are approp iate and in keeping

with provisiOns of the Constitution while the third method apparently*

ignores the State as the agency responsible for education. No probletn is

4

presented with the direct OE to LEA grant: The problem arises in by-passing

the SEA in the application process. Funding mechanisms or procedures

designed to exclude State educational agencies certainly appear to deviate,

from the intent of to Constitution.

Compounding the problem further a e...programs such as Part A of the

National Reading Improvement Program 040 glvide funds to both State and

local educational agencie5kpn a wilOftive basis.

4.
. f
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Ideally, the Problem would be solved by:

1. Eliminatihg provisions in laws which create LEA and SEA

.,;competition for funds.

t. 'Maintain provisions in existing laws which provide for funds
,

to be provided'to LEA's,through

3. Require through the various laws and applicable Rules and

Regulations that all agencies, institutions, organizations,

and/or indiiiduals submitting appliCations to the U.S. Office

of Education for funding under any discretionary program must

submit the application tb the SEA in that particular State for

review and comment prior to submission to USOE.

The USOE should work with the Congress to bring about appropriate

changes in the laws.

b

Formula for Distribution of FederaT Funds

/
Currently, the National Institute of Education Is initiating a study

.

to explore alternative methods,for distributing ESEA, Title I funds. 'This

study is greatly needed and'hopefully will result in a formula which is

,fair and equitable for all concerned.

SinCe theenactment of the Education, Amendments of 1974 (P. L. 93-380),

a problem has been discovered in the formbla for the distribution of funds

for ESEA, Title IV, particularly, for Part C of Title IV'. It has been

pointed outout that the current Title IV formula creates a hardship for some

of the less populous States-r

-Additionally, the criteria presented in P. L. 93-380 which are required

to be dtilized by the SEA yin devgloping a formula for the distribution'of

Title IV, Part 81fUnds present a problem irrAlabama. The Law requires that

substantial funds be provided to LEA's whose tax effort for education is

S5
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substantially higher-than the average for Ihe State but whose per pupil

expAditure is no higher than the State average.. This means that the tax'

/

effort for education for each LEA must be examined in relationship to the

average for all LEA's in the State. This would not present'a Problem if

all taxes for education in each LEA were based on the same source, i.e.,

ad valorum tax. 'However, in Alabama, each LEAhas flexibility in determining
,

its source of educational revenue. For example, one LEA may haVe a ten mill

42

ad valorum tax and a one cent per can beer tax w e another LEA may have

a twelve mill ad valorum tax, a two cents per pa age cigarette tax, and a

one percent sales tax. It would be difficult to determine, with any

significant degree oflcurac

education.

ich LEA has the greatest tax effort for

--..__.
We re ommend that a study be, made to determine an equitable means for

distributing all federal funds. Such a study should include an examination of:

1. Method(s) for determing students to be counted in a formula including

a means for updating the count.

2. 'Method(s) for determing the amount of funds per child. (Example:
. .

Should it be "the, same per child in each State_or sP(ould it be

bised on some cost of living factoor on an eqUalizattiiii factor?)

3. Method(s) for determing administrative funds for each progrartin

each State.

4. Alternative method(s) for rewarding LEA initiativ

Comparabllity

-o

x effort.

The ESEA, Title I requirement that all local edu4ional agencies

exhibit and maintain comparability between Tit14I and non-Title I schools

is an important one.' Not only hasit pointed out inequities between Titl'e I

and non-Title I schools, but' it has also pointed out differences within both

3
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categories of schools. No one can dis)416w the fact that state and local,

services should be provided equitably to all,children. We have no objection

Inor havewe heard any objection to e concept of coMplrability!

However', certain problgms exist in the.method.currently being

utilized by the Office of Education in determining comparability within

the LEA's. These problems include:

1. Data must be collected on.a date selected (arbitrarily) by the

U.S. Commissioner of EducatiOn. Each Stake should be allowed

to determine the date when data will be collected. This way,

ay
the selected data could coincide with existing data-collecting

-

activities. -In Alabama this could be thedate set to collect data

for the first or second monthly reporting period. This not only

would assist in LEA's exhibiting compa.rability, but would`be

'extremely' eneficial to the State in checking comparability

reports and monitoring the maintenance of comparability.

. 2. When schools wit LEA are not comparable by pupil-teacher ratio

or the annual average per pupil expenditure, the -must report the

amount rpended and to be expended in total and per child for

textbooks; library resources and other _instructional' materials

and supplies. The latter requirement i -s punitive and should be

deleted if the LEA will ultimately be required to satisfy the former

two criteria.
A

3. In many cases the grouping of schools provided in the Rules and

Regulations' does not meet LEA needs.

4. Current Rules and_Regulations provide no flexibility where conditions

would warrant such. Experimental programs must-be included the same

as a regulir sctiool program. School principals who propide leader-

ship and encouragethent which results in teachers pursuing and
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:Attaining higher degrees may cause serious comparability problems

for the school system; thus, individual school initiative is .

stifled.

To overcome the problems presented by comparability, -the U.S. Office'

,
of Education should allow States to submit 'a comparability Plan which would

outlinehow the State educational agency was going to determine and

monitor LEA comparability. This Plan coul'd be part of the currently.

required Annual Program'elan.

In\addition, I should like to mention several issuestwhich I think

are of importance as We work together in the field of education, and I

shall list them as follows:

1. Relationships and role ,of the professional versus the lay

Leadership.

2. Finance -- adequacy, sources, equity of distributi8n and lead

time 'heeded for planning.

3. The need for articuption`and understanding by the profession -in

the' various segments of education; such as higher education,

vocational education, elementary, secondary, preschool and adult.

The should,be no empire building, but there should be a moti-

vation to se ve at all levels without unwholesome competition.

4. Advisor committees and thr.,,place in the schemed\things in

education.

5. Mdral and ethical values that should', practice, with the

elimination of greed and potler struggles motiv td by telfish

desires versus motivation for the pod ofs., iety.

-6. The free enterprise sy?tem.

7. Employment and training con\istent with needs of the

and society.

idual
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8. Respe law and country.

.
,

9. The meaning of freedom and loyalty to convictions and priiciples.

10. Health

11. Energy -- environ eat'

12. International goo will -- family, the neighborhood, national

and international.

13. A look'to thefuture with hope and not despair.

14. Character building

-15. .Teacher'competency and quality schools for el.

16. The federal share of financing.education should be approximately

one-third of the total because this is in the national interest.

%Or

. .' ALASKA

Marshall L. Lind
State Commissioner Of Education

,Critical educational concerns in Alaska at this point in time revolve

around two central issues; first, ihe need to develop and sustain a unified

system 4 education for all Alaskan students and second, to assure that

this system, both in the whole and in its parts, meets the identified

heeds of the individual student. In addressing these central issues,

Alaska is both helped and hindered by one of its major partneri in the

educational enterprise -- the - federal government.

Although Alaska has in the past Ind continues to receive benefits

through federally funded programs, this position paper will deal with some-
-,

of-the major problems in the federal-state relationship which keep Alaska

from maximizing its use of federal education monies.

In analyzing the present status of federal/state education
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relationships, I. am indOted to a work sponsored and produced by the Council

of Chief State School Officery entitled State and Federal Relationships

in Education. Althougtrthis work/is rather dated, as it was published,

several years ago, in 1971, many of the concerns raised then continue to

adversely affect our relationship today.

The Acument begins wjjh a detailed consideration of the roles of

the several levels of government concerned with education -- local,, state and

federal. In
)

defining the federal role, the CCSSO study committee states:

"The federal government has a significant role in educaSon"bas on its

concern for the national welfare... The federal government should assist

the states finan6e1fy in these endeavors but Should not seek to require

uniformity among the States;' fbrough regulation or other teipniques affecting

eligibility of%tate or local education agencies to receive federal funds."

(emphasis added)

This concern regarding- orced heteresteneity among the several states_
.

is a predominant_ one in-Alaska,;where geographic, climatis and'demographic

conditionyspawn a range of unique problems and needs. ,Ip,short, in our

stale, as quite possibly in others, the goals of the state-.-educational.
r .

*system differ--at times radically- -from, the goa s of the larger, national

.
., ,

,
..../ %

education scene'. In those cases wfre goals are cOrigi'Lleht: methods-'0t5
. .

attaining these goals Will vary conside-rably from,place to plate.,

The document cited above'defines the state role in education as

threefold: first, to establish aCcseptati elevels of quality programs iti.fs

instruction withiti its boundaries, sec d, to provide leadership in

establishing and maintaining, instructional programs of increasing quality;

and third, to allocate bothiptate and'federal funds to locafi distOcts for

.the purposes of strengthening local programs. .

In Alaska, we have a system of state funding whichguarafite

yo

most

7

411
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..,

.

. fulT stae.support for basic education..." The state share of basic education

costs is ow at least g3% of the total. In some districts, the state share

l'.approache 100%. An'addition, or state support foeboth special and
46

vicati-onalfeducationcii nearly 100% of programcosts, except in the very

large (by,Alaska to Bards) districts. The state also recognizes its

responsibility intheareas of bilingual education, community education,

adult education, and career education and these areas are generating.increas-
.: '

,.
ing,;.state,support.
. , a

Yet, insPite of this mddor state l'committment, we are still, in several-
.

--of these areas, bound, by federal rules; and ,regulations which are not inthe 7-77

best interests of the total statewide.program. good example-is Vbcationaall'

Education where the comparatively small,federal contribution to the total

-program wields unbalanced power and in reality, dettrt4ws priorities for

I the use of all funds allocatedto vocational education in Alaska. ,:4111

The CCSSO study docuojent points-out another area in-which federal

:
1

4

intervention works ag stittfunctions. "The administration "of the State

education.semL State agencies must be unified, not fragmenteetiY federal

programs; flexidfiA not burde.4614th-arbitrary constraints Aposedby

fe4gral programs; and aggress.ive, not bogged down by unreaystic''Adtinistrivil

required by federal regulation

, . .
.

In Alaskaoas elsewhere, the categorical nature of federal funding
, 4.

. WI., .

encourages fragmentation of effort, both at the state and local levels.
. .

Unrealistic constraintsonrthe codperatiVe use of federal funding establiOfs

an organization, on the state level, which gives automatic and in some way,
A

reprehensible, importance to tftose areas generating the most federal funds.

-
Thus? Oriorities'are artificially tied to levels of federal funding rather

1 .

than to'ideblified needy at the state and local-level. Again, federal fear

of comingling of fjonds:Lfdmittedly Aistified-in some case from &Pi/accounting.

0
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standpoint--works against cooperative, comprehensive planning addressed toe'

generic needs. For txamp.e, itAlaska special education funds accrue from

several federal sources: ,ESEA Title VI, P. L. 89-313,VOca0onl Education

'handicapped funds and now, P. L. 874. Regulations for each program differ;

funds must be expended and accounted for separately, definitions of eligible

recipients are not consistent. IV, in reality, we are speaking generally

of the same child in each, of these progi-ams. Statelevel confusion multiplies

at-the local level. In some ooUr rural, "bush" schools, the same-.child is

enrolled in an ESEA Title I program, end ESEA Title VI bilingual program,

an ESEA Title VI program, a Johnson'O'Malley enrichment program, etc. Teachers

complain, seriously, that,* the time the child has.been removed from the

regular classroom for each of -these activities, less than 30 minutes of-'

the school day remainsCio bring some cohesion into his educational .program.

4
Coordinated planning on the local level receives little support from the

federal regulations mandating separating consumer advisory councils'or

) ,
groupsfor each program. Parochialism abounds. Each aifill.sory#group strives

C for status.,. Each established, its own priorities and activities.-,Each"

411

views the recipient child as i'ts special prerogative. EachreceiVes at
.

6, 'least implicit support from the federal government for such feelings.

in 9714CCSSO recommended that "The pr.oljferatiOn of advisory councils

OP
, _ .

.

at the statelgvel 'should be. halted andthosesnow requivd should be reviewed
, 4 . '

for ppssibleconsolidation or elimination." .Since 'that tiMiT the numbers
,

of feder ally-mandated advisory.groups have cont,Anued,to groW,at-the sate.:%
.

level and have, infiltrated the local levels as well. The problem, identified

four years ago,worsens. 0
.

>IThe State.and local fragmentation mirrors the confusion' at the

y
.

national level, where diverse federal agencies s'ponspr .and administer educational
.

programs. The CCSSO ddcument recommends that the U.S. Offite of Education

P
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.

assume national responsibility for all federal education - related, programs;

and (ntdblished several.acceptable functions for the Office of Education

which are still valid, although not always visible, today. ' "The Office

of Education-should fulfill the following administrative functions (for

all federally funded educational programs):

1. .Interpret federal laws and write regulations necessary for

implementation.

4

Provide leadership for gathtring, processing and interpreting

data to assess national education needs, formulate broad goals

and establish national priorities.

. Prepare guidelinesjor the preparatfon,of state plans and project
*6.

proposals.

4. Distribite funds to states according to legal requirements.
4

CCSSO also recommended that the Need for and operational objectives'

of regional offices should be careklly reexamined." In the four years

since that recommendation was made, Alaska has 'seen a steady gpowth'in the

usefulnev, of its reoional office. A recent USOE document, A General.

Description of the MisAn of the ;OLgional Office, outlines two broad

categories of,service'which the Alaska Depart Educalhon endorses

as appropriate to its regional office: information and 'advice with

wwwect to siatutoryl policy and administrative requirements for Federal

fillancOal assistance or-benefits, intended to facilitate the efficient

transfer.of federal resources; and 2) development and management assistance

to education servi,ce'providers intended to enhance the leadership roles

-throughout the educational ,community, consistent with State and local

responsibilities for education.".

In this context, Alaska'finds its iegional office servtceable and

AA ,

,

w

Igh

-5
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commends Region.X, USOE, for its, attempts to provide comprehensive

assistance, paiticularly in the area of rural education.

Another aspect of some federally funded programs which must be

b

mentioned as dehabilit'ating to the State Education Agency is that of

federal bypass,of,state agencies to deal directly with LEA's. Perhaps

4 .

no other action by the federal government so undermines a state in its

constitutional role as educational leader than that of dealing directly

with local agencies in the operation of educational programs. Here, I

again echo the ,recommendation of the CCSSO study: "Federal funds of

all .types should be allocated through state education agencies."
I

The above discussion has dea}t at some length with federal barriers

to the provision, in Alaska, of a unified system of education for all

Alaskan students. Much'of the difficulty.puy be resolved were the

federal government to actively pursue a policy 'outlined by CCSSO: "The

bulk of federal government funds should.te tOblorm of general or block .

aid, grants._ Categorical adds 11-,,with the exception, of critical,

national eme6ency needs'; be li mitecr6to excess of cost programs that deal

with national goals." Turning,now,to Alaska's second primary education issue,

that of assuring that'educatiOnal prograsare designed and implemented to

-
meet individual needs, I suggest several-ways in which the federal government

could be an active, beneficial partner, Again, many of the recommendations

6
. 0

I have are similar to those raosed
.

several years ago, but which have not been

follsred through.

Right now, Alaska is at-a turning'pont in education. It.has, as

ba

mentioned.abovei vigorously, assumed its fiscal resinnsibiiity for both basic

educatianand for special education programs. With over 40% of the state's

% A

,annual budget directed to operation'of ed*ation programs, the state-haslew

,lit
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resources left'to expend on theresearch and development functions neJ6sany

for educational renewal and change.

y
The CCSSO report stated the SEA'need in this area succinctly: "State

Education Departments require research personnel expert in sensing problems,

in supporting researchers in many institutions in working on such problems

and in disseminating to the field useful information growing out of such

activity:: In this area, the federal go'vernment could provide 'valuable

assistance, first by making available those funds heeded for state level R&D

and second, by disseminating, in a usable form the results.of those R&D

t activities carried on eisewhere.
, .

As a possible course of action in this area,- CCSSO recommended:

"A joint 0 fice of Education/State Departmentlof Education committee

on research' nd development should be formed to give, continuing

attention to the folloWing:

1. 'Identifying educational problems req'oring research,ind

development; .

2. Recommending priorjty areas for research, development and

dissemination' programs;

3. Providing a coor:Ating machinery whereby .states may work

tog'ethe'r,with other institutions on common problems; and

4. PrOiding training for state education agency and local educatiod

ageniy personnel and users of research and development."

'Although various federal programs and agencies have, in recent years,

begun to address this problem from the state viewpoint, at least, the

federal approach is agaid characterized by fragmenption.and lack ofk-
coordination. Nor has the federal government moved to provide R&D funds,

in any significant amount,'to thoss,agencies most responsible for the
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identification and alleziation,of educational needs--the state education

'agencies.
A

Without such support, Alaska'sefforts to move toward an educational
,

system responsive to individual needs will be sporadic.

I would like to summarize briefly the most importantwconcerns

.Alaska has concerning federal education programs.

First, is the lack of congruence between federal education goals and

methods and Alaskan educational goals and needs. Secokt: federal rules

and regulations even those in the areas addressing common state/federal

goals, exert undue and lnappropriateinfluence over state administration

and local program operation. third, regulations for various federal

programs prohibit, albeit inadVertently in some cases, coordinated;

comprehensive planning. Fourth, the proliferation of unrelated and often

competitive advisory groups for arious federal programs interjects

parochialism and fragmentation whilh limits program effectiveness-.

Fifth, the federal practice of bypassing SEA's to deal, in some *grams;
4

directly with LEA's undermines the State's mandated, constitutional

responsibility for educational leadership. Sixth, federal support of research

and development is spotty, uncoordinated and, in many cases., unrelated

to the needs of the front line educational agencies. In partial resolution

of these concerds, Ala a recommends that federal intervention in education,

except in cases ordicei documented national emergency, take the formof

,block grant_supoort,to SEA's the Use of which is a? the discretion of SEA's

in meeting identified local needs. Further, Alaska recommends that

eduCational efforts at 'the federal level be coordinAed to avoid present

fragmentatio.both at the .national and state levels. Finally, Alaska
4

recommends increased federal support tot states for research and development

activities direfted at changing and improving the existing state' educational systems.

Ilk

Sq.
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AMERICAN, SAMOA

Mere T. Betham
. Director of Education

1 Accountability and Assessment

While many state legislatures have passed "accountability'''-

statutes, the term itself may appear alien not only to our
4

own educational system but to the tePitory as well. Nevertheless,

the critical need in the area of accountability is quite obvious.

The Michigan model is one.that relates more perhaps for steps

that must be taken toward providing an effective evaluating and

assessing tocrl to measure the adequacy, efficiency and effective-

ness of our total 'instructional program. Pee(-able measuring

instruments must be researched. The capacity to evaluate the

,value of one instructional alternative over another must be

developed. Accountability raises some serious questions which

A must be answered:.

(a) 'What can we accomplish with the money that is made available

for education? -

(b) What do parenti/want their children to learn in school?

(c) What should public education provide?

(d) What end-product is being realized in education as a result

of the money being put in, the time that the children put in,

and the expertise that the educators put in?
J

2. INSTRUCTIONAL PERSONNEL COMPETENCY

'Personnel training for teachers and administrators. Upgrading

leadership skill at all agency levels. Leadership skills in a

bilingual /bicultural situation are a concern.

7
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e

3. FACILITIES MAINTENANCE, RENOVATION,AfVD CONSTRUCTION,

4. PERSONNEL RECRUITMENT.

Talent in highly profe;sianat and technical fields must be

recruited continuously from overseas. Terr'itory lacks large

reservoir of human resources to recruit feom.

5. DIFFICULTIES IN IMPLEMENTING FEDERALLY FUNDED PROGRAMS

Criteria relativeto federally funded programs were written and

(aligned solely with stateside conditions in mind. Thus, our

1'

agency must attempt to fit our own unique situation into a

program designed primarily on stateside conditions. Some of

the difficulties experienced by our agency (and other territories

as well) 'in complying-with federal laws in education are illustrated

as follow:

(a) Funding agencies are often biased in favor of.values and
4V

interests manifested.by larger and more persuasive states.

Congrestmen and other lobby groups are influent-al for the

states but our Territory lacks.this political influence

except for some of our few sympathetic friends in Congress.

This, of course, results in some programs being culturally

insensitive to territorial needs.

(b) Proposal fili-r m \date always presents a problem. The guidelines

submitted to Ore usually either delayed or lost in the

mail. Th results in insufficient time between receipt of

)guideyes and required date.

The co nicatfon gap is obvious as thp great distance

instant communication with the appropriate- funding

agencies. Sometimes the funding agencies forget to send

application forms and guidelines.

8
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(d) Many projects require constant monitoring. Feedbacks from'

monitors, are seldom helpful for program improvement. This

is due to either no on-site visits '43,monitors fr unfamiliarity

of.monitors with programs upon arrival.
,

(e) Parental Advisory Council is always a problem in our

society. One of the prevailing difficulties is.the complete

lack of communication among ranking members of the community

in the Council and non-ranking m bens.

12:71(f) Matching requirements are a pr lem especially. in a territory.

like American Samoa where mostlf ilstudget derives from

congressional appropriation.. , 1

Competitive bidding requirements result in delay of project

implementation which in return results in loss of funding.

Due to distance and identification purposes, the sole source'

(g)

justification is more desirable.

6. FURTHER DEVELOPMENT AND EXPASION OF.CAREER EDUCATION AND ADULT'

BASIC EDUCATION.

.7. OVERSEAS RECOGNITION OFANSTRUCTIONAL PERSONNEL'

A certification program for ourclilssroom teachers has been

implemented, the uniqueness of territorial situations and the

element of isolation taken into consideratiori. What are tht chances

for such certification to lc recognized stateside?

8. EXPANSrON AND CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT UPON FEDERALLY FUNDED PROMS.

Federally funded programs which have been implemented have shown

successful results. These progrkms must be expanded accordingly and

continuously assessed for further improvement.

4

. 49
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ARIZONA

Carolyn Warner
$uperintendent of Public Ins ruction

(

Education is more than A public service..-edu anion is a public trust.

Pis understanding is the basis for the Arizon partment of Education's

400

thrusts. Thq Department seeks to utilize all available resources to provide

even more effective, improved educational services. Certain basic needs are

recognized,,espec aTly competency in what has been called the six R's:

Reading,

sRithmetic,

despopsibilittes,

Respect.

Both academic And human concerns are reflected in these six R's: Success-

ful attainment of these six Os should enable-students to derive personal

satisfaction and successfully contribute with reality in the "real world."

iThe following is a list of some of the concerns in education in

Arizona. These concerns are viewed as opportunities toimprove education.

The Department has categorized these concerns although they,jnterrelate

and overlap-in actual practice. The categories are: '1) student needs,

2). personnel, 3) school relationships, 4) curriculum, 5) finance, 6) legal.

STUDENT NEEDS: Career Awareness, Student Responsibility, EdUcation

for Minorities, Compensatory Education,-Worth Ethic, Alternative Education,

.Dropout 'Alleviation, Human Relations Skills, Mandatory Special Education,

Bilingual Educations Student Population Age, Career Exploration, Mobility,

Tfuancy, Citizenship (Rights, Responsibilities, Respects); Career Preparation,

Basic Surviva Skills (Reading, Writihg, Arithmetic), Preparation for an

Adult/tocietS,.

PERSONNEL: Administrator Renewal, Teacher Negotiations,-Commitment,
Nw

Teacher'Accountability, Responding to Needs of Pre -service and Inservice Teacher

_ $
Training.
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SCHOOL-COMMUNITY RELATIONSHIPS: Cbmmunity Involvement, Parent Education,

Alternative Education, Public Information, Local Control, Education for Minorities,

Adult Education.

CURRICULUM: Community Education, Citizenship (Rights, Responsibilities,

Respects), Education for Minorities, Basic Survival Skills (Reading, Writing,

Arithmetic), Worth Ethic, Cross-Discipline, Human Relations Skills, Parent

Education, Early Childhood (Age 5-), Bilingual Education, Measuring Student

Achievement, Mobility, Career Exploration, Open Entry-Open Exit, Student

Leadership, Articulation Between Levels to Eliminate Redundancy, Adult

Education, Equal Educational Opportunity, Career Preparation_

FINANCE: Declining and Increasing Enrollments, Lateness of Funding

Authorization, Inadequacy of Funding Appropriations, Indian Education, .0

Mobility, SeriOce to Rural Education, Funding for Innovative Projects,

dost/Effectiveriess, Deflated Purchasing Power.

LEGAL: Extended Scho4 Year, Education for Minorities, School Time

(Minutes, Days, Beginning/Ending Age), Students' Rights, Parents' Rights,

Teachers' Rights, Collective Bargaining, Mandatory Special Education,

Cour Decisions, Re ordkeeping, Paperflow Reduction, Local Control, Open

EntryLOpen Exit, Gover ncg of Education, Seriice to Rural Education, Working

Relationship (Federal, State and Local), School District Reorganization,

Equal Educational 'Opportunity, Public Education (Right or Privilege),

School Liability

COLORADO

Calvin' M. Frazier

State Commissioner of Education

The following represents ten critical state issues as reflected in the

Colorado State Board andDepartment of Education priorities. Approximately
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every two years we.are attempting to identify such a list as our basis

for thdrstate.budget request and federal applications.

1. --111PROVEMENT OF STATE AND LOCAL EDUCATIONAL PLANNING:

One of the Agh_p:iorities of our state has bek to assist

each -school district under the provisions of the State Accounta-
*

bility Act to have a systematic way of establishing short and

long-range objectives, priorities, programs to achieve these

objectives, evaluation commitments, and procedure for annually

reporting, to the public on progress in these areas. From the

local level objectives and priorities we 'at the State Department

prepare an overview of the major needs and interests of the

state as a basis for our presentation to the state legislature.{

Development of the local expertise and the'procedures whereby

this cycle is carried out has been a major focus in the last

few years.
,

USOE/Federal Implications: The federal dollars coming to the-

state through ESEA Title V an)k.n64 the new Title IV have been

most critical to implementing this planning prwess. It would seem

that the USOE ought to be most interested in collecting the

priorities of the4"states and territories as a Vay of initiating

leadership practices at the federal level and preparing recom-

mendations to Congress. if this were a federal interest, states

would be encouraged to be more systematic in their-statement of

objeCtives and priorities. An excellence base would 4R laid for

meaningful "communication and direction to legislative and

executive offices.
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2. STATE COLLECTION OF DATA ND INTERNAL-MANAGEMENT TO ACHIEVE STATE

PRIORITIES:

In support of the first objectiVe of state planning, there

has been a major effort to stheamiine the data collection and

reporting by and to the Colorado Department of Education.` In

addition, a program-type budget has been developed with specific

objectivevlisted and the dollars necessary to, achieve these

objectives. There is monitoring of these projects and the filial

}r"

reporting of the outcome of these objectives back.to the legislature

and the Executive Office at tfie time of the next budget review.

Alth9ugh still not of high quality, the cycle is improving each
4

year.

USOE /Federal Implications: The USOE stimulation to states to

enhance their internal manageMent ability would be a meaningful

commitment. Through existing meetings such as the June USOE

meeting, the CCSSO meeting, and diher sessiOns for chief state

school officers, the USOE could promote.a focus on department

management improvement. Exchanges between states might be

encouraged in such a way that the leadership of a'state department'

has an opportunity to observe first -hand the manner in which

each depahment operates. Such exchanges right be stimulated

by specif federal grants and/or even promoted and planned by

Regional USOE USOE people could participate and add the

federal relations dimension during such exchanges.

3. REVISION OF STATE FINANCE ACT PROVISIONS:

4' Much headway was made in the adoption of the 1973,Coforado

'School Finance'Act.1- The State will be examining this area again

63 .
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A
In the coming legislative interim st dies. A major considerat on

wil`l-center around the equalizing of inassessments the state,

A ('

inasmuch at the property tax is still one of the.cornerstones,of,

our foundatiop program. The second major issue will be one of

bringing many of our ttate categorical programs, e.g., Handi-
.

capped Children's Educational Act and Bilingual Educatidn Act,
ei

into a closer relation'ship to the 'regular, ongoing school

foundation program.

USOE/Federal Implications: Federal tppropriations to states to

do a review of their finance plans' would be most helpful (at this

point. AS more and more states bed'ome involved in sychran

evaluation, there should be a place 40' some regional USOE

meetings. to bring department and state finance planners together

topcOnsider new funding approaches; The Education Commission of

the States does some of this but the USQE ought to be the primary

resOurLe and facilitator.

4. TEACH-ER EDUTION PROGRAMS:
4

1

Another high priority for our state inthe comir1 twelve

months will be the development of standards and an intitUpenal

evaluation plan for professional preparation programs. Legislative

changes in teacher certification were accomplished in this last

session. Part othe Act reqUires systematic evaluationjf all 4

teacher education programs,by follow-up coht(tt.Wiqrgraduates

after'they haVe been in the field. A major concern is also

developing over the problems posed by very little turnover-of

personnel tn-a local school district: The continued growthof

such personnel Is probably -going to:be part of a major thrust
k,

by the Board/Department in the coming year.



i
°. recent yeas. The federal level has not ,given this a major

'f

a

focus and ix may be a gobd time to step up activities in this
, e

r ,

AtAl
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SOE/Federal JAPieitions: It seems that state and national '.

at'tentioli on teacher education programs has diminished some'in
. ,

-

area. 4t-Could be that the-"teacher center" concept for

pos,tgrarduat- # and inservice work should be< explored again, State
tl

dr

-Ind federal stim /needed if we are teexplore snelliprograms
A.

to achieve faculty and staff growth. Some resolirces are avail-
..

able through the,State Title LV dollars but an additional

national focus it neelled. .se,, . .
0-

5. COORDINATION 04,DEFARTMLNI OP EDUCATION EFFORTS,WITH QTHER STATE
f i "- ,' .. .40 '

GENCIES: ,

.
, ; .

. . .

lk' Societal efforts to salve yetioUls social, physical, and I

psychologica4 probleMs have emphasized some of the` overlapping

*

efforts ofstate%agendiei: Common data systems,,,better tracking

ar10 ttansfer policies, Shd'caoperativ0 planning between state
. ,

."
,, 46

deciSian makers have beep factors ordating more, opportunities' ,-

. , a .14. '. .

1

'OP. for gucatioA but also s6me'time-consuming interactiT. , .v.
...

.Coordinated sodhietal planning has a great potential and isla Board/ it
t '9

..

Department priority.%
. ,

. USOPjederal Implications: It appears.that more grants are being. -

made available4rom federal sources to further coordinate human

-9.0,

serAvice'deiivery services. This/shoUld"be continued and encouraged.

N. : k ' ,
'0

, Federal ageniri should set examples of interagencx,cOoperation

whenever'Oosstb3e. ,

.

'A $

6. .PROVIS4.0NOOPHNUAt EDUCATIONAIOPPORTUNITY:

By retafing

..

the EEO efforts to ac Irritability aq accreditation',-
-, .

programs and reports, greater°0rO'gress Kisbeen made, in epcouraging * 401,'

P-.

443°.
.

4 ,
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--Colorado schog1.0istricts give attention to thlt area. Affirmative

action,.due process, and ge ral recognition afsecent1ourt: w *
4 -. ,

, .
,

.
trends remain a majorl4fillenge for many educational,uptts. The

.

Department has held joint meetings with fedlial and state civil

rights agencies and a better feeling exists between these,groups

a's:the understanding level has risen.
4

USOE /Federal' Implications: More coordination i§ needed between

the civil rights related thrusts of the Office of Civil Rights,'

Civil Rights Commission, the Civil Rights Office under the
/)

JfAti ce Department, and the'Egual Educational Opportunity office.

Perhaps this unification can be accompliShed through, the Regional

k % i.

Offices, although there seem to:be jurisdictional obstacles to
qw

the attainment of this coordination at this time. Secondly; .

a critical need exists -for NIE leadership in.identifying those,

fatocs and programssthat effectively 1,ncrease'education ,opportunity

th

4

for all students.

7. EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM NEEDS:

Colorado has focused'in recent-years on Handitped ildren's

programs, Bilingual 'Education, and Career Educiption. With a

4
segarate Occupational and Vocational Department, hone of;the

state efforts has been a greater coordination of the two. The

major program interests now deVeloping would relate todopgrading

guidpce/counseling and, media programs, assessment of lifted and

taleoted.program possibilities, and continuatiOn of kight,to Read
.

,

.

,
. ,

projects. .An=overridflig publ i c concern seems to be the question -.-

.
K

-

"Are schodls doing a 'bettelliob tody than they werelfve, tin,

fifteen years ago?" .

wa

/4
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At
USOE/Federal Jmplicat'ions:- Through Title4V-funding, a state has

considerable flexibility in establishing its priorities. This ,

4

shOuid 'be continued as a pattern, of support. Is there so4, way.
c

USOE/NIE canavist in achieving better'prograWevaluationlov

local districts and possIbly relatfng'state /local evaluation to

the National assessment project? -

8 LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT:

.

A major BOard/Department commitment has been made to promote
_

groWth of the state's administrative leadership (incuding State,

Department personnel). 'Collegial 'Teams have been organized and

'many discussions held as tb ways.to increase.frinformal

Darning among leaders. ,An extension will be-begun this year

to'inclilde local lay leadership on school boards atlikey advisory

committees. Deans of schools of educationnd other higher education

personnel have been of,great assistance. Established administrative
46

preparation and inservice programs have not been,reduced necessarily

but reevaluated as to their effectiveness for Oveloping creative,

,responsive leaders.

USOE/Federal Implication/s: No major involvement wouldIppear

'to be needed,.at this time. This issue could be a part Of a 1,j

USOr re-emphasis on.teacher education. A real need exists to

rate some of the work findings and personnel of regional, labs

end administrative centers (such'as the Center at the University

of Oregon) to this need for leadership development. TO many ,

of 'these efforts seem tpgo on an unrelatedpath.

9. REASSESSMENT OF EDUCATIONAL 'FACILITY USE:
. 6

Colorado has begun tb look at state responsibilities relative,.

to lifelong learning needs of t4 population. It is felt bysome

S7
4 I

. .
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vthat greater flexibility ivneeded to provide each community

with a wider range of programs to serve preschool needs through

retirement age interests. With a drop.in enrollment in over

half of he state's School districts,. space is becoming

available.' Interest inthe community scflbol concept, adult

retraining programs, and exploratory opportunities in general'

ts on theincrease.

USOE/Federal Implications: .No special role is visualized at this

time. Community Schools legislatio would be of assistance.

10 UTILIZATION OF RESEARCH FINDINGS.ANOA BROADER COMMITMENT TO

JUDGE EDUCATIONAL EFFORTS:
4.

One of-Colbrado's major needs that of expertise and .

commitment to evaluate the impaet.of the school experience

on students,'paents,and professional staff. Were this

component to-be fully appreciated, a built-in correction and

creativeness would exist ineur.schpol programs. BUdget

priorities (locally, state and natio9a }ly) would be more'

defensible. 7Wrough the Accountability Act we are attempting
.

to bring abOut growtAk this area, bUt it remains one Of'ou
,

. unmeCneeds. . .

USU/Federal Implications: It, is critical that'national 'research

.

and,disseMination efforts be unified as,at least a stable base

addressing thiI nationwide problem. NIE efforts and USOE
\,

,projectS should be harmonized as Much as possible. NIE Must

- 1. -4

be a stimulus/facflititor of local and state. growth toftdo and

utilize research and evalUetion. This inservi.ce'and leadership

role of NIE may be.asjmportant as the actual resea4 findings.

511
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District and state personnel involvement in NIE effortS,

through sabbatical.and internships (leaves of'absence);

should be utilized whenever possible.

Commissioneri's View of Nationwide Issues

POSTURE OF USOE .

A. Under.the present Commissioner, USOE has assumed a greater

role ay spOkesman for desirable educational programs

and legislation. -`This is S welcome .trend and should be

continued as a means of clarifying national priorities'

in education and the appropriate federal role in respect

to tkeie_priorities.

B. The Regional USOE Offices ch-d-usld15e utilized more as

- mr
dissemination vehicles for USOE and NIE findings and

projects. This particular state commissioner sees the

Regional Associate CommisSioner-as_being a means for

promotift9 adialogue,betwcen the states of the region and

sponsoring4meaningfu1 educational conferences and projects.

One of the-most imp9 nt responsibilities of the USOE is

to support those rqg'rams and legislati4'Proposals that
I ,

.:..J"
. .

t , ._,

enhance the capa ility;ofthestates and local school districts

to educationa l problems. -Creativ.e.solut)ons and

dial* must de,foster4d at :the lowest level,POssible in

:

4 , ;

our OrgSnizational hierarchy.' Legatioh that \seeks to

be too specific and controlJing-rat p;e-fede ai 1 evel ray

restrict potential growth of alternatiV'es a d ultimately

,
hurt students and Mutation in general). It is hopitthat ,±k.

. 1

the USOE and State Departments of Edutation can be.mjndful
t .

of such a'danger.

Alm
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CANAL ZOVE

CANAL ZONE

David Speir
Superintendent of Schools

PROBLEM: Increasin umbers of Spanish-speaking children fn the

U.S.-citize schools.

-OBJECTIVE: ' To provide instruction inkthe English language for such

children so that they will profit more from the educational

program of the school; to instruct such children adequately

without detracting from the instructtpn of the English-
,

speaking children.

Indicators: There are substantial and increasing numbers-of

sponsored shildren who come to school unable to be taught

effectively in the regular classroom because,of language

deficiency. These are primarily military dependents.%

Puerta Ricans and those with Panamanian mothers. We

have some Panamanian Spanish teachers helping these pupils

make a transition to English, but not enough.

Proposed Actions.:

1. Transfer additional teachers from the LatihAmerican Schbols

who are presehtly,excess because of decreating enrollments.

40

2. Purchase of a structural language deelopment program tobe

designated as the core' for this curriculum.
-"4

3. W-service training for these teachers to handle the

children described above. /r

4. InClusionof many of these children in a pre-:kindergarten
I

summer school session.

5. Expansion of summer program for these students.irgrades 14.
.

. .

bo

4
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6. Pilot prograrr,to'explore other alterAtives for this

pppulation, e.g an tarfentation.room:programAlanguage

deficientichild would enter an all day program to:be

handled in both languages with English language proficiency'

as its goal. Students would then be moved to a regular

clissroom whem this was accompljshed).

PROBLEM: .Accelerating pace of curriculum change.

Indicators: The rate at which the curriculum in our schools

has adjusted to the rapid, chariges'in our society is.stiWtoo

slow. During the last year, significant changes in the -content

. of Epglisb classes have been Made. The secondary English program.

is being transformed into ewide range of single semester .

elective courses. Smaller enrollment has limitedthe number '

of new courses at Cristobal High as has lfbited funds for the,

purchase of new texts. NeverthelesS,,curriculum development ,

has not'taten place at the speed anticipated a year ago. Money

was not for research and development. Budget cuts

eliminated plans to obtain consultants; to purchaSe new

curriculum materials, to encourage participation by staff

members to attend meetings in the United States, and to

develop in-service 'training._

Proposed Actions: A new rmitiOn in the central office for

research and bevelopment has. been established ,The research

and development officer'will workwith the Director of

Curriculwm to playa and coordinate curriculum chaqes. The

'objectives to be sought are a wider range of offerings, more

flexibility in adapting the program. to individual needs and
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capacity, and less rigidity, in the mode and manner of

instruction. A comprehensive re-evaluation of the total

second ry urriculum structure and'instruCtionq techntpues

is appropriate. Topics that need special consideration are

ecological. balance and environmental Oollution, inter- _

national relations and human relations, the impac'of

science and technology in the future of our society, 'and

career education as a'new focus for curriculum.

PROBLEM: Increasing'nUmber of children who are emotionally disturbe0.

Indicators:- The number of children with serious emotional

problems has continued to increase for the past several years.

These childr8n-not only are not learning properly, but the

v

disturbance they cause in class decr4ases the amount to be

!

learned by others.

A recent study of the kindergarten pOpulation.indicatesthat.

31% ofthe pupili have learning and Oehavioral.disorderi. A

,
related study conducted a decade ago in the,Canal Zone revealed

, .--A,,

a 10% prevalence irigure. This represents 20% increase in
I . ,

students with learning and behavioral disorders.

Proposed Actions: Teachers must be provided-Jbditional guidand'

by psychologists and social workers, who will also give' counseling

to the children and their parents. Special classes may need

to be established in certain schools for children with severe

emotional problems. These classes must be staffed by special

.
-teachers on a volunteer basis, teachers who either already have

are provided training related to the task. The Divisioh of

S hools wip-study the need and insert a budget item to begin

workdin
/1

this area. .Cohsyltant services will be needed._

ba
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-Students certified as eligibld.for services in this category

frequently need placement in a full-time special class until

sufficient progress is -made in their adjustment and achievement

-for them to be returned to a regular class. Supportive-

services are also- needed to assist teachers in managing

effectively the children in the special and regular classes.

PROBLEM: ® 'Staffing - numbers.

OBJECTIVE:, Provide additional staffing to operate a superior educoltional

4

program.

Indicators: Present Situation: The following additional

professional staff positions are badly eded:

1. yditional counselors/educational pre riptionat

Curundu Jr. High School, Balboa Migh School, Cristobal

Jr.-Sr. High School.

2: An additional assistant principal at Cristobal Jr.-Sr. High

School.

3. Additional librarians/media spec alists at Balboa High -,

School and Curundu Jr. High School.

4. Full-time nurse for Curundu Jr. High School, Balboa High
. .

School, and Cristobal Jr.-Sr. High School.

5. Twelve class 15 teachers to implement-Middle States

recommendation of providing department chairpersops with ,

time during the school day'to function in an effecti,ie

manner.

b. Additional reading consultants at Balboa High School and

Cristobal Jr.-Sr. High School.

7. Activity coordinators r Balboa High School, Curundu Jr. High

School, and Cristobal Jr.- r. High School:

6,3°
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4

8. ;.uffifient ClaSs 15 teachers to maintain-a-Pupil Teacher

*Ratio of 22.5.

The following additional positions have been recommended

at Canal Zone College by co ultants from the Middle States

Association:

PROBLEM:

1 -Dean of Instruction

1 Instructor, Social Science

1 fnstructoi., Science-Math

t Instructor, Art

1 Counselor

1 Librarian

1 Instructor, Business Adminitration
11"

2 Para-professional instructional media assistants

Library Technician

.1 Clerk-Typist

The following additional positions are needed in the U.S.

Elementary Schools:

30 Librarians/Media Specialists,

14 Clerks/Library Assistants

2 Reading Consultants
%.

7 Language Development Teachers

1 MISic'Teacher

1 Art Teachbr

Recruitment - quality of applictnts

IndtcatQrs: There are insufficient numbers of available

applicants on existing registers to assure quality teaching

personnel in'the schools, and tenders of employment are made

too late to obtain those available.

.41#
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Proposed Actions: Much more advertilsing should be done for

teachers'. Registers should be pared of all unusable candidates.

There should_be enough persons on the register to enable high

quality selection. Since most needs are known by the end of

December,- tenders of employment should begin to be made shortly

thereafter. Every effortshould be made to extend all employment

tendersfor the doming fermi year before the March 15 contratt

date in the United States, to avoid unethical pressure to have

teachers'break signed _contracts. It mq,also be desirable

to establish a position of "personnel coordinator" in the

'^

..;.Schools Division Central Office to supervise-the preparation

and,execution of personnel action requests, to handle much

of the routine now taking up time of assista'n't superintendents,

and to serve as liaison with the Personnel Bureau.

PROBLEM Yearround schooling in the Canal Zone.

OBJECTIVE4- To provide additional educational opportunity for Canal Zone

children; to better utilize present school vacation peripds;

to enable Panama Canal home leave to be better scheduled;

Ito compensate for the breaks in schooling occasioned by

PCS of military personnel.

Indicators: Employment needs of the Panama Canal makes it-

virtually impossible to schedule U.S. employees with children

for leave only during school vacation periods. Also transfers

in and out of the schools by military dependents pose great

educational probleA for those transferring,'other pupils, and

the teaching staff. The situation is mot*? tlian an inconvenience,

and results in real decrease iireducational quality for many

lg.
persons.

4.5-
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The G.A.C.O.E. did form a committee to Study the year round

school. Unfortunately, the committee never met. The chairman

stated that he would submit his,individual report.

Two members of the committee that was formed spoke to the

GACOE at one of their monthly meetings on year-round schooling.

At the'clbse of the Meeting the thought was to accept the,

chairman's report and put the whole idea to bed as- omething

not workable far the Canal Zone.

A plan can be worked out without too mgch difficulty for the

secondary schools. Due to the various sizes and enrollments

in the elementary schools, so far it has been impossible to

come up witlf.a plan.

1/4.

Proposed Actions: The G.A.C.O.E. needs to form another

committee to conduct on in depth study of the feasibility;

advisability,,and acceptability of the year-round school. There

are administrative and staffing difficulties to overcome,

community acceptance to develop, and budget preparation needed

before such a change can be made. Ate east two years would

seem necessary° plan and implement such a schedule change,

and it might best be phased in experimentally in.Some schools

at first.

CONNECTICUT

Mark R. Shedd-
State_Commissioner of Education

*a.

State education agencies- -with the and cooperation of the

U.S. Office of Educition--are commissioned to serve the end purpose of

education; providing learning opportunities which meet the diverse aspirations,
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'concerns, interests, earning styles, and needs of each individual child

And young person.

Each of the'following pages takes up'an educationa purpose to which

- state education agencies and USO

to help improve education in the states.

dressTremsel eOn their efforts

Every state educationagency has played, is playing,.and will continue-

to play a part in the pursuit of each of these. educational purposes.

..None of these purposes can ever'be completely, lastingly, and

perfectly attained:- But each purpose is approachable, and the challenge

of trying to come assclose to realizing each one as is humanly possible

should be'taken up by state and federal education agencies with enthusiasm,

perseverance, and zeal.

I. Educational Finance

The.amount'of money spent per pupil is widely acknowledged as an

essential factor in'the preadth of educational opportunity a school system

provides. Breadth of educational opportunity, in turn, is widely acknowledged

as one important measure of quality in education.

Even those who hold that no one can prove a'direct-relationship

between, the amount spent on eduation and the value,received are hard put

to disprove this argument.

Whatever positions people takdon the telationship between educational

expenditures and eduCational qughity, the fact, is that the present educa-

tional finance systems in this country are not conducive to equality in

.educational opportunity.

Great inequalities in learning opportunities exist between theschools
4

of every community in every state and betweeh the schools of the various

states as well.

. `\)

(
- 4 7
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These inequalities exist chiefly becausecof the/ inequities in the

educational finance systems under which the schools must operate.

In more than a score of states; including Connecticut, the percen-

tage of state aid to local education is below the national average. In

37 states, the state is less than an equal partner in sharing local

',education costs. In 27 states, the main%burden of financing. education is

on local communities. Thus, there are, in many states; thousands of glaring

disparities in edutational opportunities between communities.

Communities with low property tax wealth, no matter how turd they

try, cannot provide educational programs and services equal. in depth,

quality, or, scope to those provided by communities with high property

tax wealth'. The ill-favored communities range all the way from the largest

m
of-cities to the smallest of towns.
41.

To move toward equity of educational opportunity, states should

adopt educational finance systems designed to help communities deal with

educational needs which are beyond their capacity to meet. The aim of 11'

such systems should be to bring the states into positions of equal part-

nership with communities.in sharing educational costs: Such,a development -44

should not, and led not, lead to any dissipation of local autonomy in

school governance. Rather, local-state partnerships--in which the state

manifests its recognition that communities differ widely in thei/r.ability

to supporteducation--would be a source ostrength for education at the ,

very places mutually agreed upon as most in 'need of strengthening.

Restructuring of educational finance systems would be further enhanced
*

through' greater federal particidatiOn. A strong federal-state-local part-

('
nership would do much to assure far greater equity'of local educational

opportunity.

48

V
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II. Planning and.EValuition,,

. -
A majorlinks inAthe education accountabillty'ctlain, state,educatiOn. f i '

'agencies mot constantly imprOvetheir capabilities in planning and evaluation.
. 4

Even the SEA' which are most *11-favor,ed when it comes, tostKhnological ,v
$ 12.. . .

sophistiEationmuff stay on the lookout for better ways'to get, study,,and
e

use information for the statewide improvement of instruction. ir
.

,rt is through plannihg and evaluation that individual teachers become_A
, .

_better prepavid.to deal With the'diidse needs, concerns, and learning '

.
. ,

styles of individual learners. It is through planning and evAlyation that ."

school administrators become better able to coordinate the efforts of their

staffs., It is through pluming and evaluatiOn that school vsikm administrator's

14 become bettec able to coordinate the efforts of tnereentriloftice staffs.

And it is planning and evaluation that state education agencies *

Apt a composit'e'picture of local, district progress and problems so that state

educators-can,contribute their expertise to the improverlent of fnsIruction,

elanning_and evaluation are distinct but interdependent-activities.

'Planning feedt into evaluation and 'evaluation feeds into pionning in a

never- ending cycle. 'It is imperative, therefore, that eduCatots at all
A

levels work togeth6r to determine their spelific needt ,for OlanWtAt and

k
.evaluation inforMe estion; to decide best to get-this fmation'to one ,

4r another;.and to apply thitinfolination ineviay.whith Will keep, the planning--

evaluation OPodess.in smooth running order.:
4

Where state education,agencies are Conci

need for highry devVoped management informat
or

master planning efforts Which lend theselvel,to

all this implies the

ems and for slatewidet

constant evaluatie and
.

revision. Good management information sY teMs need good ingredients --

:_,

information which is basic, relevant, and sound; clear objectives to plan

for,apd measure agNnst;-technical know-how and,capacity; and efficiept
,

:49
y. . . k
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r

r.

"Ws

disseminati4.methods to inure that plans and 44a1 fesults are
_ .

_ N
ill> used to best advantage.

r n.

a
- State edutation agencies need to improve their ability to d th .

."

sh&t-teem and-long-term planning. rThey need to know t asic dimensions1111-

of current state systems of education to determine how to keep them

healthy over the next five years. ,They need to prepare themselves also

to take a critical and imaginative view,of which economic,, psychological,

rent social trends are likely to become influences upoji education ten,

fifteen, and twenty years from now.
-

State-regibnal-local partnerships in plannikg and evaluation should

reflect-the same type of cooperation and coordtnation which goes into

0
the restructuring of educational filince systems. The enepurposeor

-both endeavors, after all, is the improvement of instruitien.
.

III. Professional Development.

-

4

,

Declinif enrollments offer state education agencies the opportunity.

to'kand'and strengthen their leadership role in thethe
.

.

development c) teachers, ;administrators, and other school personnel.,
lilt

t . . , 1
When enrollments were rising' rapidly and teacher 'shortages were

'''

4- ,-

,

chronic, the-emphasis in professional development was on preservice

. preparation. ,

\''

4 P o
-

'Now, with fewer newtetcher entering the scKpalS, teachgri in..'

4. ,a . 4

a .
service make tip a larger and larger percentage of the total teaching force.

These teachers- -from the ones with-a couple of years-Of experience to ,
_ ...,

.
.

the ones with twenty, thirty, or more'years ofexperience- anieb

loSP,

benefit greatly from well7conceftd and well-p44nteti tnse te education.
fp

actIsfities.,4?It can..sa6ly bi assumed` that the.great ffiajority of these
.

teachers want to take part in'a broad range of inservice activities than

70
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-

, 4

7-, have eenlavailable to them in the past. What'S more, they Want to be
, .

actively and directly involved ir, the planning and presentation of such\

activities., .

An'abapdance of kriowledge, skills, and taientg is waiting to be
#

tapped among workinveducators. Teachers wandOto share, What they know

and what they can do with their colleagues. They want to help other

i* teachers and to receive help themselves.
,

State education agencies Can facilitate opportunities for teac e s

and other school personnel to improve themselves. 1n this endeavor,

.state educators should consider the potential of tnservice activities

beyond traditional approaches, which have.provided a relatively low

yield. State educators shoUld view i-nservice education as akin to

good education for alllearnersthat is, view it as startfhgivith

learners where they are:

This view Would requi(le pegging ProfessidEal develpPment to

the sitgational needs', both ,present and pronective,,of the participants

in inservice activities. Such activitiesneed.to be presented,in ways

.

whjcteachers'find applicable to the challenges they encounter, every

day. It follows that, for suchoctivities
-

to be effective, teachers
, .4. .

. , .
.

have to6be involved deep4 in their develOpment. Like men and women

in. other-..kcareer fields, teachers wiht to find satisfaction in their work.
, .

,',

They want toowork-in organtgations which recognize, nurture7, arid are

supportive of their knowledge and.ski.11s. :They welcome having their

,talents drawn up in Ole causesof improved instruction, and thelook

with fator upon-involvement in such forms as partitipatory Management

and shared decision-making.

State educatToil-iiincies'should develop a greater capacity to provide,

leadership and assistan -tolocal scipool syStams in their inserVice

7)

7

a "t
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education activities. 1,1 this effort, state, educators should help ldcal

tdaucatdrs identify` resources, available through-regional eICatiOnal

Service,centers, higher education institutipns, libraries, hospitals,

industry and other agencies.

IV: Career Preparation.

The changing nature of the world -of work, acid of the persons in the.

%

world of work, must be treated by state education ageKejes.as.matters of

great concern. The entire. relationship between the ,school and the- workplace

,

,

has to be rethought with an eye both toward adjusting to today's realities.
.

and toward preparing young people for what the best foresig4 says wi,11 be
.

v

tomorrow's real itis.

This rethinking must inVolve the predeKtion of al) Children and ,/

-,:yoUng people--whether they 'bran to work gr'aduation from high. school

or after po'stsecondary education of somectoe.

,

Rethinking the s chool-Workplace relationship implies strongly the-

need for statewide ma ter Planning-for vocational and career education.

ti
Vocational pro ,ams'--whether in state or regional vocational schools

or in vocational programs in comprehensive high schools--must'be reeAluated'

..constantly td make sure they are in tune With the fields in 'which there

are jobs and in whi ;h there are likely to be join.- .

The eduCatiop of all children and young people must be.d igned With

an eye to Making it broad enough ''so that; none of them will b 1 o ked into

.4

dissatisfying or shrinking job markets.

Though schools cannot make boring jobs interesting; they can heli!

,. ..
$

young people acquire knowledge and skills which will give them the fleribli-ty

and resourcefulness they-need to .cave UPinspiring.ibbs for"better and more-.

satisfying jobs.

s.
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r

,,State education agencies,- while maintainipg-and 'strengthening vocational
A

. .

programs of proven lasting merit, should at the same time explore possi-

bilities in new or expanded work study programsandPother Paver preparation
. /. .. .0 ,

j
;h4

. alternatives.: They should al5o help local school dis1ricts.in their efforts

. 4

to keep young people out-of the no-man's land betweentScademically-oriented ,

&

.,. And vocationally-oriented education.' j ° -
.

1 ' , . - .9

. Career education--infused as a'concept throughout the en*re,
..,

t_. r, . .
. .-,.

currieulum, not as a detached discipline--shoujd-be fostered as widely
s' ,

r)eas good sense indicate. Each cat 'leer education elementawareness,
,

. ,

exploration, preparation, and counseling -- should be:imptemented so.that
it. . .

.

.- .

'it -unfolds in logical progression, providing each'yOung person with a

sense of direction: Yet ev as the individual's tense of direction is

crystalizing, +tAhould be subjected to consiant review both in the light.

o*thanging realitieS" in OcCupatior0 fields and in the light of changing

meptions-bY the individual.

The career prepara0on-goai-Snbuli'beid.help the individual make
t

enlightened Choices.

o.

, V. Students' Needs
r k

'At U'iexiame time that they are laying great.strekon individualized

,edocatt9D:educit are ditcovering that thirdren and young people are

.. 40,
more differen rodonvitnother than they h&d, ever imagined'.

,

'The sChOls have
o.

done A great deal: p ticulirly dur:ing tne'past'
,..

,

, .

.-'ten years, to respond
ip.,

to the needs, aspirations, and learning-styles of

,

1 ..

"r
-many' different groups V students.

A

Programs and services abound for-the poor, the handicapped; the, retarded,

-the emotionally disturbed, the Mon-English speaking, and those -'of diverse

' ethnic herqage..
N.,

73
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- 11,ef, today, the demand goes beyond' this type of responsiveness.

EVen those who by, demographic and other statistical measures were once

Identified as typical are \low seen as spanning an enormous range of

differepce5 where learning needs are'concerned.

4

The schools, the , are faced with the task of becoming, far more

//\.
.

responsive than ever., They need t makeavailable 0 whole set of
11t

alternative learning environments, programs, teaching styles, and options.
.

I

But the creation. of these alternatives -and-opt'ions are just one

,

of four broad areas of priohty'of- w4ch schools should be mindful. The

other priorities are:, guaranteeing that every student attains basic

literacy, occupational cOmpetency,and civic responsibilityzamaintainiq

h4gh standards of excellenCe in all instrUctio41 phgrams;* and acknowledging;

the need to honor the rights of'students in the spirit aswell As the letter

of the law.

.

o

Altehatives and options are particularly critical at the secondary

level where the student demand is the greatest and_where the complexit---
a

CC large high school organizations frequently constrains flexibility in

programming.,

/
State education agencies -- working in partnership w th local chool

syStem's in the fields ,of teacher development, curriculu develome t, and

manageme 7tsyteMs developmeptcan_ help schools be e more responsiv

to 'the needs of st ents. Amdng approaches worthy of exploration are

lexble pt
. /

.115 of staff deployment, flexible ,uses of student time,

p

'.-ear-round use of 'school 'faci3fties, out-of-school laatIon-..for 'learning
. .

.
activities, wider use of television, computer-assisted, instructionand

'etner applications of technology in the teaching-learning process.

741
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DELAWARE

DELAWARE .

Kenneth C; Madden
State Superintendent of Public Instruction

Part A lists the'criticl problems in Delaware at the present;)art B ,

is a listing of objectives assigned to the deparikent staff seeking stlutions

to tnose problems; Part G 11 a lit-of recommenda,tions for Office of

Education'coniidemtion.

Part A

The major educatiOnal proLllems.in Delaware, as I see,them, are tMe

fit

Interdistrict Remedy for -Desegregation of Wilmington Public Schools
:

A sizeatle part of the department staff is devoting full time

to the devellopment of interdistrict plans in compliance with a

'federal co rt order. Ten school distriCts are involved and it

is the m jor interdistrict plan before federal courts at this time.

The flsc 1 costs connected with plans proposed are staggering,

in h we obviously face a leveling up pfteess in regard to

staff salaries_and expenditure levels.' The sociological part

Of'the plan, irikolving human relations- workshoP's and inservice

training for pupils, sta,ff.and boarirmembers; likewise'taxes

available funds.

I

2. Manda65 Education for All Exceptional Children, Ages 0-21

Pre atiton in advance of IegisYation for M datory education

. of
/7 exupti9nal children, ages 0-21, is underWay with activities

nned in the following areas: .
.

).
. .

=-identlfication.of mnserved and underserved;
. t .

. .

--diagnosis and evaluation 'of ohildreri4idektified in statewide

tgarch; `.
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- -pilot program development for service.delivery to all

exceptional children 0-21 not presently being served;

- -assessing data collected in regard to development/and
f adoption of proposed legislation.

3. Insufficient State Funding for LEA's to Offset Inflationary Casts

Inflationary costs in a recession period for fuel and'

electricity are familiar problems everywhere. This issue.is

I

a serious financial problem iR Del!ware, since revenue projections

are down and funds are not availablto keep pace with inflationary

costs. School districts must rob money from school supplies and

equipment or salary accounts to pay fixed costs of fuel and 4

electricity. '

4. insufficient State Funding for Equalization to Reduce Differences'

in Funding Per-Juni.] Among LEA's

Delaware has a high percentage of state support (70%), but

differepces in local funds varies from the richest distriCt to

the poorest district b ratio of,10 to 1., Each year improvement

has-been Made in sta to a lization 6nding to reduce this

difference; but low rev nue
.
projections fofiscal '76 pr4clude

any improvement in equalization funding. (Variances in total

expenditures for education among school districts' in Delaware is

2 to 1).

5. .Clarification of Roles of State Boar- Local Boards of Education

With'the advent of student rights, EE'OG procedures', etc.,
. ,

more State Board intervention has
0
taken place than formerly. This

.
./ has aroused considerab)e concerniAoutiboth the legal and Opropriate

role of the State Board as it iTtates to Powers form0190considered

local 6oaYds, of education. A-special committee has been appointed

1 .to clarify roles anta,zansultint has been,vgaged.to lead the study.

IA

0
. \
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6. Image of Education and Educators

The education community today does not enjoy a high rating

among parents, citizens-at-large, and legislators. Problems of

discipline, concern about progress of stud dalism, student

disruptors, high taxes, and'the present WilMington desegregation.

suit all combine to make a iiery.tense situation in our state.

' Failure of tax referenda is commonplace.

7. Jealousy of Other State Agencies of the Legislative Clout of

School Administrators and Boards of Education

All agencies in Delaware, with th5exception of education,

are headed by a cabinet secretary.' The education establishment

is thus free-to lobby independent of the budget recommendatipns

of the Executive Branch. ',meet monthly with all school super-
r

. intendents and working with theSchool._BoardS Association we have

developed a powerful lobby. As a result of-the fiscal situation.

in Delaware for fiscal '76, all-agenc es have been required to

take a F% cut from the original budget recommendations. The

education lobby has been able to have its cut reduced to .5%.

This obviously'has caused much bitterness and considerable"jealousy

of the ,power of edupators. While we want to retain this independencel ,

it is, nevertheless, a continuing irritant to other agency heads

and makes coordination and cooperation difficult.

This raises the point in_My mind about the ability of the

Office of Education.to ever ly speak on a national level for the

needs of education. As pr'e ently constituted, and even Older a

separate cabinet position for education, the Admthisttation's budgdt

will have to be preSented and supported. The education establishment

under, this system will always be at odds with the'Officeof Education,

77 .
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unless there is a, President or Budget Director in ,tune with the
4.

eds of education. Some way should be found for OE to have

the independence to speck for the needS of education at the

_
national level.

8. Lack of Funding for Massive Inservice Training Programs for

Teachers and_ dministrators

The major unstated problem in Delaware is and has been the

real need for, Fpprovement of instruction. The practice in

education of teachers receiving one training period in their

lifetime is inconceivable in todiy's world. Education has

devised all kinds of organizational schemes. and gimmicks to

irTiPrqve'eduettion; but in my opinion, real improvement will only

be-made when we require.teachers and administrators periodically

to- become involved,in a retraining program tosupdate their

skills and techniques. We do not have the funding at the

state level to do this and recommendations in Part C speak

more specifically to this.

9. Inadebque Coordination of'Health and EducatVon Needs of

.Children Among State Agencies

This is a problem in Delaware-to which w haveaddressed

ourselves, as indicated in Part B of this paper. Many programs

exist for the educakion'of children in various state and federal

agencies, but to date we have not given adequate attention to

4

coordination of programs and planning e forts.

. 10. Problems Brought About By Declining En lments

Serious problems-exist with regard to'reduction of

staff'is a result of declining enrollments. EEOC regulations
3

relattng_to minorities and women presentproblems, which have not
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been resolved at this time. Related to this area are use oT

buildings no longer needed for education, early retirement, and

reduction of class size and/or use'of-additional Specialists for

remedial or enrichment purposes.,

Part B It"

The following issues have been identified as educational objectives in

Delaware, and will receive priority in terms of staff effort and available

funding:

1. Implementation, evaluation, and refinement of educational

delivery system for the severely; mentally retarded, who were

formerly in day-time care centers

2. Implementation, evaluation, d modif cation of exemplary

*program as set forth in State Plan for-Vocational Education

/

of the Handicapped;
,, Ivo

3. Development and'imfementation of guidelines for providing

educational alternatixes for students with specialibehavioral

.problems.

4. Modification throu 'continued developmen

1curriculum activit s of the Human Relati

and impleMentation of

project as part of

educattOrial and sociologi 1 concerns relative to court-ordered

redistricting of the public schools,in New castle County.,

5. Field testing of acceptable org'anizational and instructional

programs Standards for elementary education, K-4. and/or K -6.

6., Corrective action training sessions with teachers resulting from

the reporting of the statewide testing scores.to assure better

understoding'and commitment to subject area improvement.' Further

refinement of the Delaware Edutational Accountability System.

79
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: Coordination of leadership and program activities of the Right-

to-Read project and the Delaware Reading Center to insure improved

impact on the developmeq of basic reading instruction.

17-

8. Development and.implegientation of a comprehensiv'e curriculum

guide for vocational and career education exploratory programs'

in the middle schools.

9. Development of programs to improve the lame of education and
_ .

educators with parents, public in general, and legislators.

10. Clarification of roles of State Board/Local Boards in te'ms of

responsibility for educational matters.

11. Delineation of rules of State Education Department/School Districts

and the Department of Health and Social 5gfvices for the health

and educatiop of exceptional Children from ages 0-21. -

12. Refinement of the Career Education concept.

13. Development-of a program as follows to insure equal educational

0
opportunities for all children who have been identified as having-

4

different or exceptional abilities:. -

a. TO develop and implement a search and census system which

screens aC.1\6)unts all unseiwed and underserved handicapped

1

Children, 0-21, by May 1, 1976,

b. To develop and implement an 'identification system whicO!

validates 25% of the searched and screened population and'

refers all school age children to LEA plograms by June,30, 1976,
.

and tbe other 75% of the population.by December 30, 1976:" .

c: To develop by Janualy 50, 1977, a report for the State Board

Of EdUcation which provides accurate program and bUdget figures

.
Mr mandatory speci-'education as it relates to the handicapped

. .

children searched, screened and validated.

90
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d. Td develop and implement pilk programs in the LEA's for

identified and .,'..41idated one to six year old handicapped

children by June 36. 1976.
t

e. To provide for the ordely phase:in of the Daytime Care

tenter population,of students into the spt-cial schools ON_

the 'state'bx:September 1,,1975.

f. To develop and implement a feasibility study of providing

;
program§ for dlaf children in -downstate Delaware..

14. Development of a manpower needs assessment system to be used as

a basis for new program. implementation:existing program deletion

and/or programs revision correlated with manpower needs. .

415. Development of performance based curriculum guides for al,l

0- vocational areas _o9red by vocational-technical schools.

16. Refinement ormonitoring, evalulation, and dissemination
. qbe

capabilities,of the education department..

17. 'Prov1siop of. leadership and coordination of state and local

actiwrties in preparation for the Bicentennial.

18. Refinement of plans for school facilities use in a period of

declining school enrollments:

19. Clarificatipn of fiscal responsibility (sift/local) for extra'
I

state costs for local salarysupplements and persons #mployed
, ..

fully from local tviciofunds.

llit

20. Refinement of efforts to achieve.a g

of funding among the school district

r measure of equalization

, he state and improvedent

of state funding'at all levels to offset inflationary costs.

_

el
3 .."

a
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Part C=4,-
The following re'critical problems which relate to federal -funding

of education and are,submitted as my recommcdations for .consideration

by the rice of Education staff:

OE Should Establish a National Educational Policies Commission

The purpose of such a commission WOuldbe to establish

educational priorities, be the voice for education, and in .effect,

be the major educational- planning agency. The commission should

be'staffed with outstanding edlkors,-philosophes, economists

and such others as would be considered appropriate. This woul'

minimize theower of pressure groups to establish .

both nationally and on the state level. This would help us &,

the states, since most pressure groups existing on the national
'

level have a strong operational base at the state level alSo.

2. .0E or NIE Shoid Establish and Fund Demonstration Schools for

1,

Massive Inservice Education of Teachers and Admi-nistrators

* .

The need to upgrade teachers'and administrators Ts so-obvioi,!,/

:-7
.

that iS hardly needs to be said, but it is not being done. We . ...

. ,

have countless educational problems and we count upon field grants,

occasional workshops, coursework, or general reading for
.
dissemination

and implementa4n. In my opinion, it has not worked well and never

will. I think teaches and administrators should periodiCally go i

through an extensive retraining program to upgrade their skills

and techniques, and acquire new knowledge.

*
Industry has long 'since learned the value of retraining.

*

personnel at all levels including management. General Motors

recently installeda new motbr in their Bu'i.ck automobile.. Auto

mechanics all over,the country were trought in to deMongtration
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fur

4

oliaers to letrn' to maintawin the new motor. -Since, motalways
, . ,liek

react Ihe *same, given the.same ;set of :conditions, one coiStd have
..

,
assumed this was' a needless expense.

.,
p

`', . 4. ' But co r% this Wi.th what we do in education: Teachers have
1

,

one 'student- teathipg experience' and then they are tossed with '
;1

kids for 'Vie rest 'o.f their teaching 1 ire pith little, or no super-
.

vision and foemost, litzl opportunity fbr upgrading: And kids

aren't like motors,..:theyare different every day. .

And .inps _try1sendsw orierg to training sessions at full salary
fp .

and expenws. That a wonderililOpportimity we now
.
have with

exc-ess teacners to orrde -a-p anent-floating staff to replace

41.

tedchlis who qlotrld be sent to deinonstration centers for a.mgy
'

4,--, .

learning opportunity. s" ,

(.... 04,
e ' .

'. I 'have in mind r4ional .demonstration centers which would be:

stall ziwitb the-best practiiionrs and .theoreticians available

in to y's market. I envilvion this ,experience for'CeaChers at

least every. ten'yoedrs.._

or---administisatdri, the situation is even wor*e:. The majority
4

has never even had an internship' .program _and learn right ,on the

job:job. Sc oohs c.-houldterprovided' foi them so. `ill,
I, 6 II t

3,, OE Should Establish a Commission to aluate Federal Aid to Edu,catiOn

A'-. --

... ,

: .Programt, a
6.--

.' Fedeill money is needed, but i,t 'is.,iime for.us to lbok- at
. _

., whey* weta;e and Where we are going jn ttermt of federal education' 4
...1

PcpraMS . ' The 7% Or educat
1111

on's cats provided from federal fUhd
., . \-. . ...- .

. )
.

, , .,. . ,

cohtrol-- ,an awful 1 otoof ?or operation. 14e- need to take a4.1 orig. hard
,

-...
...,, / 'k

.
look at the contrtifs,,imp.K.ed by the littje bit ofimoney received.,

..: .,,

m

Theloonstanttheeat of femds being withih41.4,for thi-s or that
,-,

, . , .
%Of 4". .

46 .t_ ,
. . i-

.- ... . ...., IF

6*
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.16 .

reason is disturbing. federal bureaucracy and all its power

isfrightening.

4. .NIE Should CeaSe to Be a Grants Agency-arid Conduct Applied
. .

,

..__ .

6 ,
.-A, Research on the Real Needs.of EducatiA-

:
,Alke

. `

411

n

.-
1,

X

4.
. In my opinion, the best brains in the country ought to'be

assembled to dev,elop the programs.,, techniques, etc which' would

then,be disseVnated through theedemonstration centers mentioned.

in point )bove. Presently, too many people untrained in research

receive gr nts and th,,contributions inmost cases areMinimal.
9

Dozens of problems besetting teachtfl ancPadmihistrators need
41,6

, the attention of experts rather than ourPresent hit and miss

approach.

5, 'OE Should
it
Establish a Commission to Clarifyllthe Roles of Federal/

.State Jurisdictions
A

Just as there is concern' withid our state fOt overlapping

unclear jurisdiction between state a cal oards, there is the

same with regard to the Office of Education and EA's. .dbngres .

/4- Continues to add new programs and the Office of Edudation'Write C
. . . .

,

.

, .

.pages.o
..

f

,

new rues ant
,

regulations in the Federal Register. ,
,_

'''
.

Many problems areaused by federal rpguations which create-1r
,

an unfavorable i mprehitn in the mindsof-the general pujc. In .

fact, restrictive re tions cause many=people to question the

4# .-,

_...

worth of cont.inued-participationlin federal.pridgrams. _Admittealy,-
. '

t 11 --

other agencieoutside,t6 &fice'.of-EdtkatiAe.iuch as EEOC,

,
.CivilRights Office, and others, are the =root cause more so than

.

-.the GE. '
(.

..,;r

My point, however, is Aat we are developing more federal controls'
0

all the time and Awericaneducation is well on the way to losing its

.` . c-1
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AF:

uniqueness, local control by -a oard of Eductiion.

6.. Changes in Existing OE Pro _grams

Thq_following it a list ofssuggestions for hanges in existing

dE or HEW Programs:

a. That an adequate floor.(guaranteed allocation) be i,pcluded

'for small itates,

b. Forward funding should be put into effect baseckin minimal
-r

activity support.

c. Revisiorivand,amendment Procedures should be clarified and made

more efficient.

d. Th.0 local needs assessment data, primarily for'LEA improve-

ment, should be maintained.

e. New flexibility goals.fik "in kind" services. w

f.' More information and specificity in annual reports; also,

more,eliable da;i1M1"'

g. Take necessary action to assure that regulations and guidelines

for additional programs are promptly developed and -issued. 411t

FLORIDA
,,,

.. , .

--,, Ralph D. Turlington
State Commissioner of Education

.._.

Collective Bargaining: m

Passage of a federal collecii4 bargaining'law has become a major issue in. the

94th Congress. As with any comp1 issue, a,,nomber of interrelated problems,
.

--and*Contending,positions are'relevant to collectivebargaiging
/
in the public.-

. ...

Sector: FroM our perspective, the two most important problems ~caused av a

-: -31gt
result of-this-issue are: '4

. .._, .

. m.
A
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I.' Preemption of State responsibility and-authority by a federal

statute in an area legally, historically and traditionally

included within the parameters of State iiirisdictift; and,

2. The pervasive, disruptive impact of a (proposed) federal collective

bargaining law in polarizing and alienating complementary segments

of the eddcational community.

The'1974 Florida legislature `formulated a unique and comprehensive collective

bargaining procedure to meet the needs of the State's educational structure

and community. Thus, for Florida_the issue of collective bargaining has already

been resolved. Congress, however, seekd to impose uniform standards and

conditionsin collective bargaining situations inherently unique. Not only

would COngress "preempt" State authority and responsibility, but it would

also arbitrarily disrupt the "equilibrium" already established in each' State.

It is our position that the issue of collective bargaihing best resolved

by eachTridividual State, consistent with its ullique educational development

and structure.

Principle of StatelnW441knt
e,

Both-Congres's and the U.S. Office of Education must'recognize and accept the

context of federal, state, and local roles in education. Where federal and
r

state roles- meet, each level of government must assume a "partnership"

perspective. Both state and local education agencies should. bet viewed in
de

terms arcooperation k Congress!' USOE, grid other responsible executive

agencies. Too often in the past; an adversary relationship has been the rule,

.

rather than the 'exception: :The concept of state-fe!ral-local partnership..

, should be emphasized and reinforced by angreSs and USOE at every opportunity.
.

. , .

_State' educdttdrVagencies, as th\primary-r'eSpoffsible,agenciek for education,
v -.

.

g' 4:1d be ,invived., and participate :i:5011 re/els and phases of the federal
.

.

.

, .

o ernment,including:(1).all phasivs of the legislative process;

13*
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(2). the deVelopment and promulgation of rules,frregulations and guidelines;

hand (3) the ongoing and continuous administration of feder education
.......

...
6 . , V .

programs,. Only dien the "partner-ship" concept pervides,' 1 aspects of the
. ,...

federal-state relationship can the true impact of their biped effort

be felt and appreciated.

,'?

..,

/
Advisory Councils

.

f

Congress, as well as state educatiOn agencies, has long realized the importance

of par=ental adk lay involvement in the educational process. Both state and

local education agencies have accepted and emphasized the concept of parent/ ,

community/professional involvement. .H9wever, advisroy committee requirements

have rapidly proliferated as one condition for the approval of categocical

'grants. To cope with the growing profusion of advisory council requirements,
4

Florida has specifically.assigned an executive assistant to.coordinate our
.

y

federal advisory council activities. Just keeping track of the appointments

.requires close to fifteen percent of his time. NotwitIttanding their value and
.

-

function, advisory councils At comriitees often, redundant or ineffect:fve

V

1St

bbcause they operate in relative isola ion from other important facets of their

.111 \ ,1 .. - ,

educational environment. Opportuniti to blend or integratioprograts into state

or local ongoing programs are sometimes missed s- imply, because-advisory- councils

exhibit a limited perspective of the othl educational sys-fem. 409r.ess can "1

and should assume the responsibility for monitortng the large number ofadvisory,
.

councils4and committees lhich it authorizes, and review their effectiveness
,

periodically. Although advisory councils perform an invaluable role in pro-

moting pi-ental participation, it is entirely possible to have "too much of a

good thing." Congress must be reasonable in' Lim\ting A.,he number of advisory

councils to 9intain the value ands impaFofl their role within the educational,

. system.

Armw*:-

AP'
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.
, ti

"Hold Harmless" and the Impact bf federal Involvement )

n
The prinsOple,.intent, and equity' of the "hol&harmless" concept should

. be reevaluated in lig

and mobile.society.

it of the rapidly changing deMands of a technological

The equity of the hold-harmless concept must be measured
At

insterms of the clierAs participants' due to'changes in

.

grant formulas should be phased-Out through.deCreasing allocation floors.-

The cogrept of "hol.d-harmless"'.haS. serious. implications for rapidly growing.

_'
states such as FlOrida: When funding'levels are held-harmless, states with ".

. 4

eligible tlientsreceive considerably lower "per-client" allotments thaR states.z

without the necessary number of eligible clients. For example, congressional

..1N1licy designed to aid disadvantaged Children-may Suffer because funds are

not allocatO entirely o'n the basis. of need, as demonstrated by the actual

- -
number of eligible.clientsf for each state. The hold-harmless concept should

be a factorto facilqate,,not obstruct-or delay, change in-congYess4onal.

It is difficult to minlhige the impact and value of federal involvement.
. ,

.

intent.
.

,

, .

'Nevertheless,,
,f,

, from a state perspectifethe impact of federal authority
,

e. t
has'far exCeededtheir r-elative share of the total educational expenditurls:,

.0,
.

Admittedly, Federal '. did as-..prompt-ed innovative' programs in virtually every
' "1 ' 4

. -

area of educatioi despite Limited 'funding The federal government, anti

.

. ... .

. .. . . q , - ..- ,
.

.

'especially Courg;, can and must continue to pei-formlln important functiOn
7 -,, . ..... ,

, .r. . ,
'for

s
education, fir equilly important amoremust.be moreequitable 6alance

0 .4

betWeen the Available funds andithe regulatory authorit y. imposed op state/ ),

4.,.,. i
4

0 ' X (
:,-.

and)local.eduaatignal systeMs.. The mei nance of existinTeducatilone

' i

fr,
peograms is necessarily a state and loca function. therefore, fedei'

.1,..

-.programs must reflect the unique tondjtions of eich'stAteend lotality,

as well as continue to address natiOnarconoernt and4objectt'ves 'and P-ovi'de

new avenues of edudatibMal development. Most -importall, federal regulatOn
. . ., ,

, ..
.

-I.

...

,

,

.
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14._

should and must not supersede the authoritylegally vested to the states

to administer and,oeprate education programs.

National Educational Unity
.

Contemporary American politicslre characterized by occatiepluralism

in which various interest groups compete for sower and money. Viewed from this

perspective, the edycetion community is but a single "interest group" among

many. Yet, few ed cators and administrators actually perceyve the-relativ'e

priority of ation in the federal buTget.- Unfdrtunately education is not

.1
a high federal priotity as'evidenced by annual appropriations.

A coalition of education "iiitecests" rather than simply Competing interest

.

a

-

groups would be much more effective in achieving national, or even regional,

'goals and objectives. On some issues coalition may be difficdlt, if not impossible,

to attain. Yet, where important issues such as funding or equality pf educational

opportunity are concerned a consensus canand mus be maintainedto achieve

common goals. Where conflict' exists,-compromise and consensus must prevail.-. A-

coalition of educational interests must also work to implement'compromise

decisions. Coalition consensus and compromise are importadt building,-blocks

for the tontinued growth andrdevelopment of edqwtion.

Post-Secondary Education
.

Comprising public. and private colleges and universities,. -community colleges,

public'vocational 6chools., and proprietary schoo s, the bost-secondaryseducation
.

r

yield is as diverse'in- coposition as it is co 'issues which cut across
. .

. .

it; poliCy reform as it%is.aci ing in conceiving'new
.

chalTenge;; and as Thifamiliar to the public-at-la geas it, is important to .

,theiPcujtural and economic well-being. ,Thus thg post-secondary education field

is characterized-essenti,ally by paradoxes. a
. ,

, .

,..., .

, . .

. . BuT theseparadoxes can be favorably resolved dy the development of-leader-
,

ship--and vision which concentrate on tfie future challenges in this collex field.

416 re-... ;
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The major 'challenges can be summarized by the "three A's": access,
. ..

adaptability, and authenticity. .

o

Expanding access to post-secondary education institutuions has placed

severe resource demands upon an already financially troubled \ystem. As the
(-

impetus for gi'ving even greater access to students in the post1-519ondary

education Systemgrows, and as resoles for this system continue to become

scarce, political., economic, and ethical issues will become more intense

over, open enrollment, educational demoncracy, and quality. In order to face

these issues, post-secondary education leaders will have to focus on the

challenge of adaptability. These leaders will haveZto look beyond their

. -

educational institutions in two ways in order to be successful. First, they0

have to look spatially beyond their institution,;--to an.understanding of e

. .

external political; economic,"soeial, and cultural factors which are re aping
4.4

,
post-secondary education. Second, they haVe to look futuristically beyond'

their institutions to anticipate how,thete-external fattors willlpshape post:

. -

"secondary-educatiOn over the next fifty'yeart., '..

. .4 ,
! Finllly,7-. the successful meeting of these first two challenges depends

largely upon whether' a third challenge is confrOn ed--that of authenticity. *In 1

order to 4develop enlightened poli 'cl ies for the futur of post-secondary- education,
..t. .

. .

.

the purpose of post-secondary institutions mUse.be clarified, 'for there is
-4-

pnesently a tonfusion 6f 'oles,
.

a duplicating of functioa, and a blurring of
.--

scope within the postsecondary educattonentenprise. A lack of authenticity--

in.purpose, in role, and in scope--underlies may of the:-programmattt and

budgetary problems 'which confront us today.

Post - Secondary Student_Involvement
. . .

.
--. ..

Students should be involved n educational decision-making, for they are the

lim

-
. ,

imate constier of, education. :S any pe6plelporget-thast students
.,.........-

,
$

I.

94
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A

as clierits of the educational system have the right to participate in decisions

effeCtingeducational policy.Lmaking and ,administration. Students are also

a great and invaluable' resource. Not mily are they young, energetic, and-

2

creative, but they possess unique per,pectives on education. As consumers

and as human resources, students should and must be.involved in appropriate'

ways in the decision-making processes.

' GEORGIA

a Jack P. Nix
State Superintendent of Schools

Georgia's public school system began 105 years ago. Since that time,

it has g awn om a system accommodating a few privileged individuals to

a system- establish d_by.constitutional provision mandating that all Georgians

be provided an equal and adequate educational opportunity. the last two

deCades, the States I moved aggressively in consolidating schools and

ab.

lhool systems-to provide a more efficient management-operation and to

broaden the educational opportunities fdr all individaall, jncluding those

who hive special needl. The State educational system is composed of 188

local school systems operating.10846 schools., There are more than one

million stude s enrolled in grades 1-12, with 94 secondary schools-- operating

a substantial vocational component making them a cgmprehensive high School.

,

In addition, 25.,000 Stude4ts are enrolled inrearly childhood education;

1115,000 enrolled in 26 area vocational - technical schools; a,n 26,000 enrolled

in basic adult education. More than 50,000).4achert, supervisors and school_.

administrators are:required to operate the system. The tae educational.

agency operates one residential school for the deaf; one non-residential school

for the deaf; one residential School fo the blind; one residential school
. -

,
for muthe lfi-handicapped;. on enter for youthful offenders;.two residential

t.
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% 1
__

vocational=technical schools; and a_network of eight educational television

'-.

tdtions, with an elaborate production center. In FY 1976, the State

school system will involve an expenditure of $658,671,754 in State funds,

$143,017,893 in federal funds, and.approximately'$350,000,000 in local

funds. The Stateqgency consists of-1,591 employees with a constitutional

State Board 'of Education, appointed by the Governor and confirmed by the

Senate, with one member representing each congressional district, serving

seven-year terms, and a constitutional State Superintendent of Schools,

elected by the people for four-year terms, and for as many terms as he

may be reelected.

The following are critical issues 'facing the Georgia public school

system:

1. Education of young children, including day care, preschool, and

1'

kindergarten proOams, and parent education for the parents of

young children. Existing laws and policies on the local,, state

and'federal_levels tend to overlap, frustrating

local school addinistrators

and confusing

their efforts to provide Complete

services to young ohildien. There are too many
4

dissipating the meager financial' resources avai

agencies involved,

1 ,e. There should:

be a consolidation of programs and funds to/mor dequately meet

this responsibility.

2. Finance forMulas and equality.of educational opportunity tend to

be,distorted by special interest The increasing eduallipnal
y,

,costs and declining student population with a public mandateAhat more

,'be.accomplished with less requires. a redistrjbOtIon of wealth

through a change in tax,bases. Cost beKefits of programs andAre
.

_

business-like management practices are needed at every level of

government to reclaim sufficient support from the pipTib to'redirect

,* 'so

41/4t

ti
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finanCial resources in providing for more,equality of

educatioreal opportunity. The future will necessitate

substantial improvement and explanation in the traWing of

school, adMinistrators to function a more highly sophisticated

educational management system.

3. Evaluation of student achievemenicontinuesto be a difficult

issue for educators. The educational establishment does not

)-
-

really know how to measure what it produces. Specific

criteria are needed to evaluate student progress in terms of

the student's ability to achieve. is not enough for a student

to be able to master questions on pencil-and-paper tests since

this type achievement will-hot suffice in today's way of life.

The student must be able to function as a member of our social

-order and particularly is this true.as,it+elAtes to our economic-*.

system. Criterion- referenced tests could be used.in evaluating i;

2

the educational system, its °grams and Methods:

Preservice and inservice teacher tion_pkgrams are. inadequate.

It is ekentia:1 that the educat
....

terprise Commit itself to the

development of a competek-Inpd ionwprocedure. An
ma....,-

individual wishing td bec16:C,prOfessional edUcator should

demonstrate that heca,lip:IVrm mecestary skps-and.possessei

sufficient knoydledg functio at a reasonable leyel of e!cipectan6 *,-

41,. It is only reasonable that we ring up, the issue of "a teacher

.4
..

i

7 . ,

.t' . cinnot teach, that which he does not know." "For a solution to be

found'in this area of need will heceslitAe A much closers working

,
, .. V-. .

.

. .

,,,,---lationship between schools, local school systems, ttate-educatAon

, agencret, ligllege's and universitieS. It will, of necessity, involve
'c . t

a conttnuoita process of evaluation at every stage of development.1
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5. ,The governance of eduMion,continues to be debated at every

levetELgovernment. The role pf government on the federal;

state. and local levels, is'well as involvement of parents,

professional orgaezations, special interest groups, unions,
k

etc. should be defined before there is a further deterioration.

of the educational-system in this Nation.

6. Energy and environmental probelms reflecting on our international
00,

4

.
economics and World problems are a'n issue in which the educational

, . . .

enterprise must become involved if we are to solve our international

probltms. The economic, gevernmental-and social systems. of other

nations are exceedingly important in Our'internationabl,relationships

as we learn to live in a nuclear age, with the-spread'ot nuclear,

weapons'. On an,intra-national basis,Athe concept of a "throw away"

SO eti creates environmenialwIroblems relating to a need foi-

conservation of our resources and less exploitation of. our

polluting.energy resources.. Public education is falling short in

this entire area of education for "the-masses" an steps should
,

-be taken to fi.11this,important educational vacuum.

7. -The increasing number of non-product ve older people r:ecessitates
?

our seriously modifying the educational enterprise to accommodate

this segment af.our populition. How do we retrain and utilize for

second'and thir careers these experienced and skilled individuals?

'

Is it not possible for them to participate in,publia service, even

to'the extent of increasing retirement ages? Ifan increase in

retirement age is not the lter, then how do we deal With increased

leisure time for retired employees and' schoolchildren?

The abovesitems are not Only critical issues .facing, the public schodi

system in Georgia, but they ire issues.to which solutions must be found.

1
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for the Nation. A redirection of our efforts could very well assist in

resolving some of these lisues. However, in my opinion, it is going to

require leadership at every level of government that is.willing to

"stand up and be counted" for as well as aainst actions and activities

that will result'in a more adequate,educatir for.our entire pdpulation.

It seems to me that solutions to the above.problems will solve many of

the less critical issues with which we are confronted.-
I

'r

IDAHO

, State Superintendent of Public Instructio

, I Roy Truby

I believe the role of the state superintendent and the department

of education is changing and must'continue t6 change if we are to make,

an impact. We must continually ask:
AA.

Where do we want to go?
What do we want to do?
What do we want edOcation to do for us?
What kind of help is needed by the chief state school officer

and the department of education?

_dr

As we assess the role of the department of education in all Of this,

I would like to share these observationsHwith you. The education enterprise'

A
consists of a partnership between,state, federal and 16cal'governments.

Social mobility has caused much of this. A state or local district can no

longer: claim exclusive rights-to a temporary citizen. We are all in this

business of education together, and musticoordinate-our efforts for the

welfare of children and adults.

This partnership, however much it-As needed, cannot be controlled by

_
411shington if we are to make_ an impact on our respective states. In our

-

state, about 10% of the total dollars for idjcation come from the'federal

OW' government, yetiat times-thi-S is accompanied by 50% control-. It' often
,)

ik3 SC
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a

7
,seems as though the tail is wagging t44 dog.

State2Jeadership

State leadership, is a continuing ed1;in ou-p-tate, as irrother--

states. I am convinced that a strong' to department of education in'the
low

position occupied in the federal-state-local partnership wilrbenefit all
4

parties. The state has a constitutional responsibility far ti* education

of the.;14jzens of the state, and I .believt'it is legal, logical and
. .

desirable to have strong leadership emerging from departments of educatioo..

It must be acknoigledged that historically, state departments have

'played a relativet/ passive role in most states-' this is partially a

result of the historical role of departments- -that of statistic gatherers

and regulator's. t

\../ i ,

.

..1.,),N..

_ But all of this is changing now and we must, in truthy'give rpitc-k-----2

of the credit to Congress and the U.S.Office of Education. Through
- a

the administration of Title V, ESEA, states 4ave improved their capa-

bilities and services in planning, research and 'demonstration programs,

'dissemination; evaluation staff development a consultative and technical

services, andin many othe areas. While the ffice of Education deserves
# ,

much credit for the growth of state agencies, it's somewhat analogous tl, the
,

.

parent who nourishes a chil 4and then'is the last to reaj.ize-when that ;chilli
. :

A

has grown into a healthy, strong adult who needs self-determinatiir.

We,must now take more responsibility for our own destiny. The

late Wayne 0. 'Reed, Qeputy CoMMissioner',,Office of Education, said, "I am

comyinced that strong state departments of education, equal to the demands of
..:-- ,

_J_

-.1,4

. .

the s rategic'position 'they occupy in the federal-stdte-loc artnership,,are .

.
- ,

, !-

,......"
ul'.,.

esse tial to...the improvement of education and our begt,hope for progresl. _ i

i

,.
1 4

1A paper''ftesented at th lati

Massachusetts, April 6,1965--
1 Schoo1.8oards Asso;lation Convention, Boston'

_ -0
94' 74

4L-14:71P67-.
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. . c.. .

Having discussed briefly the role of state leadership, I would
.

now like to touch on a few areas in whith I believe. we must, extend our .

. .

-leadership role,to meet some of opr educational needs in Idaho.. .

Political Awareness
.

.

. . , .

, -

It was oncg.thbught that educators should-stay out-of politis.
.

r We. now know that we cannot provide effective.leadership in Our state
A % y

without stepping into the pol4tical atena6 The st e superintendent must

maintain effective relationships With loth-the legislativ and executive

'0

branches of government.'

The.state superintendent and the department staff must work to

establish and maintain the,credibility of the state agency. This

requires year-rqund communications with the legislature and the public.

We must continually keep our legislature informed, not just when money, is

4

needed. bur staffihas peen involved in a political awareness workshop at

all levels. of the organization. We have dealt with legislative, press and

community relations. This is an ongoing effort, and it is-important

,that we have the lexibility and time 'to deal effectively'with political

constituencies withih'the state.

Need for Information

I

All top often we haye goOd ideas, but lack the pertinent facts to

back uR our best of:intentions. Our methods are often ineffective and. -

inadequate%

We cannot overstress the-need for statistics related tweducation

in the United States.- We must continue to work for modern methods of

preparing records, of educational accounting and data processing.

Research and Development

Our state department doesn't have the capabilitieS, and probably

shduldn't-have, for pure research activities. But we should be more involved

r\
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fr doe
in Wplied research. The 'state agen4_:shoul,d'be studyi ng and planning for

.
. ,

%the, 1,Inds of.experiments, curriculum improvement projects and demonstrations

011101-should-be carritd on in each state Resparch activitie of. Title III,

[SEA have been coordinated through state agencies, but,now it aPpears,that

we may be taking a step backward if'NIE,-continues to ignore state agencies
-1-,

by wgrking
,

,

'Regional Orfices of Education

While each state has different experiences in'Working with the ten

respective regional offices, we.feel that.the Region X Office.has developed
VIA/

a quickening, tempo to needs. in Idaho. This is_partially because of the

excel lent staff,. but, even more ilortant is the philosophy .that the regional

offite is there to assist tht states. We feel we have an ombdsman ('or

ombUdsperson--how's that for a word!) who is willing to gb to bat for us.

We believethat We need service and assistance more than we need another

intermediate bureaucray Making administrative decisions for Ida0.

School Finance Studies

.

The Idaho Supreme .Court, in May of 1975, overruled 'the District

Court which had previously held'that Idaho's system of financing schools

was unconstitutional. Even though the highest court h4s held by a narrow.

margin (3 -2) that'our finaming system is constituti 1; we stil-have

the problems with us.
ti

The U.S. Office of Education.cannot be expected to alter state financing

A

systems for us, but this is an area where Ole Office of Education can provide

leadership. As we try to develop a plan for a more fair and equitable

system that wecan sell to ourlegislature, we woulike to call on the,
.

.

l....__.'

Oftice of Education for information and techniial,assistance. We need

N. ''''

current infbrmation about school finance reform in each state, and the Office

of Education could serve. as-a lOgiCel clearinghouse fors:Anfprmaeion.and
7.....,.

...*:
98 , ..,' .A.

,
.

. -A .,..'.11
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.

techniCal assistance.

Summery

State depart-gents of educatiOn(must emergeas the leaders in the .

)

federal-state-local partnership for the improvement of educatiOn. Theirs is

a constitutional resptnsibility which must be mer.'.No longer can the state

agency be passive and content as a regulatory.agency, but instead must be

sensitive to the political climate and maintain:a viable position of educa-

tional leadership. The U.S. Office of Educa:tion with its r gional -offices

should take the initiative to pruide those services which are.impractiCal

for the states to provide, such as in-depth studies on problems-applicable

to.any state, research 'activities, eft. The days of "staying off the firi4g

line so you won't get shot" are gone for the state departments of education.

ILLINOIS

Joseph M. Cronin
State Superintendent of Education

rromthe Chicago metropqlis to the smatl rural ammunities of the south,

)jinois reflects enormous diversity. As of 19n, 11,236,000 people lived here

f'

Sending tter 2.3 million children to school in one'of 1,031 public school

,

distri,fts: , Illinois ranks fifth among the states in population, sixth in per

capita income-and spends approximately $2885 billion dollars for public education.

Illinois, like other-states, is faced with many challenges--declining

enrollment, unequal levels of educational quality, represented by widely
7

,varying expenditures, simultaneous shortag and surplusesof teachers in many

fields, adult illiteracy, non-coftplj-ance with mandatory program s, violation in

health and safety codes, school district consglidation, desegregation.
. .

'And Illinois. as elsewhere, with a new State Board of Education intends to try

to meet these chal.lenges.

9.9
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In FY-76, the State of Ulinois.will prdvide approximately 45%-of the

'dollars needed -to ;run local school districts. A ."resource equa)ifW formula

asSuntesthat every district has the, tax base to aiipport a minimum 1w1 of

$,1,260 per student-f-or the state makes up -the difference. But here, as etse-

where, land is not equal--all land does not have costly governmental facilities

located on-it; some is only red ciay. Consequently one unit district, Brookport,

has nly $3,032 assessed valuation per pupil while, Monticello, has $108

as ssed valuation working for each pupil. While the amount of local o sate

money behind each pupil does not insure quality education, it cannot h

What are the prospects--the solutions? The legislature can try` to raise

the lel/el of state support. But, during a recession and drop in revenue this

is not too easy,as Illinois found out several weeksago during budget time.

t

Almost as urgent a need 'is district consolidation--reorganization.

school distrtcts--elementary districts, high school

districts, and unit districts: 'One-district has one building and houses 66

pupils while another, Chicago, has well over 500,000 students. The poorest

district in the state, Brookport, is 20 miles from one of the richest, Comm ity
.

support is needed to make these changes and efforts are being directed toward

getting the citizens concerned about the inequities ight in their own

backyards.

Illinois is faced also with the problem of declining enrollments, In the

next ten years, it is estimated that a decline of 300,000 students will take

place. While some suburban di6tricts around Chicago are increasing, many other

.

school buildings will have.to close.' In fact, one district.very near Chicago

wil-lose 50% of its entire school-agepopulation. Districts Will be closing

schools, some built as late as 1950.

But I see thiS problem as one that could be very helpful in alleViating
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1

others. Illinois has more than four milliom adult who lack high school

diplomas or the equivalent and 200,000 functional illiterates. Illinois has

46,000 dropouts who leaveo-the system and'rfiany adults who seek basic, supplemen-.

tary, and'preparatory education,through,the local school and community colleges.

School buildings empty fn ten years can be filled in wit the eople who pay.

V
for them--the taxpayers. Adult educakionis certainly one s:s11tion to the

declining enrollment problem.

There are several other areas where Illinois might also redirect efforts --
.

)

where work in one area can relieve several other problem areas.

Teacher supply and demand is,an issue that. Illinois must face. We have
_

too many teachers in many areas and a scarcity in others. Illinois has
1

thousands of teachers of the liberal arts looking for work while schools beg

, for health education teachers and special education teachers." For too long

colleges have emphasized the liberal arts while s1 hting the practical arts.

Illinois needs 1,000 more.bilingual and bicultural education teachers and

people with majQrs in health educatiOn who can deal with drug abuse, alcoholism,

and venereal disease. Illinoisneeds More special education teachers to comply

with the Illinois.law that mandates special educ;6on services for handicapped

children from alge'3-21. Vocational education t chers are needed and mans'

more teachers trained in adult or pre-school education. Illinois Will need

specialists to teach metric education, data processing, media,. and individUaliza-

tToo many teat ers? LoWering the retirement age and the shutting down of

very.,small teacher 'preparatjpn programs are methods proposed along with a 50%.1
-;

reduction in the number of students entering teacher training. The solution is

in refraining-those wq do want to, can be, and are already good teachers. The
0

/0/
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potential students ar there. Long-range pl nipg is needed in teacher prepara-

tion and'training teachers for 1985 and 1990 a well as for today.

We are wotking.to solve many of the inequities in Our school system. We

are working on the "mainstreaming" Of special' education students into the' school

world of the non-handicapped. We are tryir to find more 'dollars to train

teachers to teach bilingual students. (Twenty-nine languages are spoken in

) Illinois.) We are working'in "vocational education and 6Tati41g alternative

education programs f students who'cN2_t or Won't make it in the regular

school program.

Equal,educatio al opportunity for our childrenis a top priority goal./ Of

the 2.4 million stydents in Illinois, 431,054 are black-and 92,469 Spanish

.

surnamed. The ten largest school districts in the state account for 422,867

or 80.8% ofthis total population in the state. 'Chicago alone has 375,000 .

black- or Spanish-surnand students in the sehpol district.

More than 25 lOcal school districts have desegregated'siike 1965 but the

largpr cities still present serious challenges. A',dozen school districts, due

,to shifts in housing patterns, have actually increased segregation between
,

1971:1976.

.

In addition to seeking an amicus curiae status in several desegregation

suits in federal court the State Officer. offers. technical assistance in program .

development, Materials selecon, human develophient trairring'. The Equal'.

Educational Oppbrtuqty Section of the office has even paid for computer -

.

assisted,assignme nt of students, and We ha) been working with the.local'schoOl
.

'districts and Washington to secure Title VII funds.

Yet anothearea of discrimination needs to be seriously`looked at

nationally-, as wellas in and that; Of course; is sex discrimination - -

sex discrimination in program.offerings, sex discrimination in program content,

/0.2
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sex discrimination in the hiring of school persanRel.

tThe new Title IX regulations will do much to assist s in th1s are

but I gxpect resistance to the federal law. We aretcoing t have to deal' with

people who say "fine, we'll set up a girls' tennis team; we'll even.let them

be on the once 'all boys'team--but who is going to give us the money to make

everything equal?" I believe we will be needing..some very strong support from
)

-Washington in this area.

. -In Illinois 62% of the elementary school teachers are women but fewer than

8% of the superintendents arew. Although almost one-half of the nation's 88 .

women school superintendents are in Illinoismost are elementary school

superintendents and many are nearitg retiremecleage. Can we open courses and

opportunities to girls and yet administer them by men? I think not. This ig.an

area, the development and training of more women admin4strators,'where we need

more state and federal assis.tance. We cari develop affirmative action and

clean up Our,own houses, the state offices of education', but we will need a

little"more fkleral clout when we try to move frOM the talking stages into the

.

actual-trpining and placing of minority administrators.

Most of the critical issues that face
*

Illinois are under by

the State Board of EduCation, the first in the state's-- history:

Soon after taking office the State Board attended.a workshop and.got down

to the business of identifying goals and priorities. 'Many IiikaVe mentioned

4 above, bUt I will list them fOr you herd --as they may well be piorities we

.oughtto consider at this.worksNp.

FIRSTQuality integrated education for'all children-;What are we doing to

t
insure that every child has equal access to the be schools, materials, and

e4uipment--and the .opportunity Ito learn about or stady with students of

-different and varied backgrounds?

?,/
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SECOND -- Teacher certificat+On and preparation -What are we doing to ,train

and re -train teachers? 'Do-our teachers really want to teach? Do they want t

and can they relate to.students? Can we find a way to6elp us determine this?' \

THIRD--Vocational education -- Commissioner Bell 'has said that our goal should\

be that every ycung person completing,our schoor program at Grade 12 should be )

ready to enter higher eduction or enter useful and rewarding employment."

Vocational education coyperatives are forming in Illi
.

~andand offering prograrqs

that will help u$ train entry level workers. .But EPDA funds can only go so far.

Car. we look to the federal government for more money without state-matching

efforts?

FOURTH--Finance--How can we insure the Adequate financing of school districts?'

Changes in the Title I formula like the last one made are devastating to urban

industrial states like Illinois.

FIFTHIMprovin4.reading and li-teracyIilinois has gone along way in

securing comunity involvement in our Rightrto-Read program--but with 200,000

illiterates,-we obviously have,a long way to go.

SIXTH--The desegregation of all school districts in the st$,teOurState

'Board wanted to be quite Bear that they want steps taken to achieve the first

priority =- quality integrated education by eliminating all traces, of segregation.

SEVENTH - -A simplified reporting system between the Illinois Office of

Education and local school districts - -The new federal contolidatians, while also

giving the states more discretion irpawarding funds; also. help to ease the

paperwork problem.' How-good it is .te, consolidate advisory councils and state

0.
plans. We want to try to do this on a state 1 pl and in the-process cut our

850 forms to a minimum.

EIGHTHA'way to evaluate the work of the Board and the Superintendent--

Are we effective and, accountable?

NINTHBiiflgtlal and bicultural education--We are working on getting more

4
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money and els/to-refine the certification laws to allow South American

"normalista" students to teach.

TENTH--Better and coDrdinated service to local" school districts.

The/Board has also listed other goals and priewities. Theywill.be

studying the role of the office in the evaluation of schools. Each year

265 schools are visited to determine if they meet criteria set out in they,

? Illinois Program fbr Evaluation, Supervision. amend Recognition of Schools
1.

.,Criteria for school governance, administration, instruction, tnd support

services and programs, life safety codes--will all be evaluated and qu ite

possibly tightened up:

Additionally, Illinois will 'review the functions of-communication and

information disseminalsion, dropout and truancy prevention,,studenOrights and

responsibility an goals development.

Illinois will try to squeeze every pennir's wOrth-U-value .from our

-educakion dollar. And, we are trying to find m re dollars. Hopefully, .

the economic indicators that show an,upswing wil be reflected in our state

and loca- -al-es taxes and next year we will be able to increase the level of

state funding, at least enough to keep up with in lation.

qllinois will be agressivelyieeking a greater'and_fairer share of

federal education dollars for our state. In 197347- Illinois received

6.1 per cent of our school revenue from the federal government compared

with a national average of 8.2.

Illinois deserves creOit for past efforts. many, maw' exciting things

are happening here. One of the best special eduOtionbills in the country

is on the books in Illinois and we are making great strides toward full

implementation.' We have'110;000 teachers, the/vast majority dedicated and

doing a find job. We have schoolS with super media programs and resources

4
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quite unlike any,I haV'e seen elsewhere. We have successfully integrated

many school districts. We are self-conscious about the unmet needs', maybe
,

more than most states;

But we need to find more morky, we need to look at redefinitiOn--

redirection.. All the states dO. And, this is why Illinois and the qdeql

government must work on education issues together.

C.

INDIANA

Harold H. Negley
- State Superintendent of Public Instruction

4,
4

In this short paper an attempt is made to comply with the USOE request

that critical issues be identified within the writer's state and perhaps,

withih the nation as well. As a variation, of this, natter there has been

set forth an abstract of educatiqnal matters at the elementary-secondary

,

level as they apply.to the USOE and to our Department. ft may be inferred

that the men and women of the Indiana Department of Public Instruction have

discussed these and related matters widely. The mattes under:considerition

do apply partially to the USOE and probably to some of the other state edu-

cation agencies,

As a conceptual framework there is a general statement concerning

changihg.conditions and then the topics related afire refined fromthere.

I

A

,,,,

0
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The changes around us are Cccurring at uneven paces with varying'

iritensities and with a wide rahge in their completenes. Most of 64se---:

crdnesare'activated by groups of peppledemanding greater opportunity

for themselves or others but within frameworks of action in which 'the

:changes are,partially under their control. For example, most class suits

today'emanate from planned attacks in'which a number of posIble suits

are examined and only a few selected.

One strong by-product,of the pathways now utilized foe change is

that we are becoming a very laW-orient society and th4gh law much

utilized j a determiner orsociet41, c nge, this does not seem to be one
4' lk

of the law-abiding, acquiescing epochs in our national history. A laws

evoked change may'be accepted withminimal dissention in one sector of

our population but resisted fiercely in others. We see these differences-

in acceptance occurring whenever added services are authorized for distinctive

groups (such as migrant youth) or.when changes in status are legislated

(as with women).

-A pertMent resultiof differentiated change'is to fotOUp any systematic

and orderly way of achieving desirable goals whether in educatiog youth or

in, setting an energy policy. Thereris much ado but much of thea06 is for

the sake of ado. Office seekers and office holders often talk on equality

in education generally or upon the need for greater opportunity for groups

f young people. who have less oppoillunity thalitpe majority. And in doing

so, the effect maybe ,good - -to keep attep.tion on -a problem4lir it'may be

bade -to advocate unfruitful actions.

In thg midst of this disorganized thought and feeling the imperatives

41/4for t4 USOE and for leaders such as Chief State School Officers invOlie

clarification of the means to acknowledged endi and ofc implementation of

1
a,

107.,
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to,

. 41 , .

means to these ends thrOugh cleatlyAocusetl but coprdinated plans of

instructional actiqn. 1
e. -.

- cl,

-- .

'There'already seem lb be some7pOgrams having iuggeed gOals

/-
worth developing and emphasizing. Theseinclude early childhood,

e . ,

. the reading program, careen education, vocattonal ducation, and

i ',inteimationareducation.. Inaddition, an empbasi-S upon science education
,,- r

(including metrication ), environmental education plus'the cultural arts

needs'to be mounted and,sustaipd., '. -..

These are the. instructional areas of concern. To whom dothey

,apply and how? .
The educaticin needs of Indians, Span ishtspeang, packs.and the

6ndicappd doliot lie out'id-f these learning areas bdthave variety.

of differences in their application:' In a general way what is needed is

-

grater coordination in attacking the common educational need§ of ive
I/
rse

group.s.
4-\

'/Y1 of this is at` odds with some of, the philOsophiC premises noW

apparent in the Congress; refleaed in the USOE and probably, in>someSEA's.

'What may be callec-"cafeteria efforts" have characterized at least Title III,

'certain CoMMissioner's Grants and a part of AB.E. Under existing statutes

and existing implementation it seems almost impossible to mount a concerted'

,attack upon illiteracy. There less than optimal actiop possible In

coordinating.Pupil Perssnnel efforts, for example', with those o'f Title I:0.

(Thus, attention to t6 absenteeism'whicOampers development in

urban areas seems' currently better related to the Migrant Education program

than to the
t
much larger Title I program.)

In essence, the-chief efforts tci be)ut forth by both the USOE and

this Chief State School Officer .seen to be, the following:

v

fr,'

/06
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. , ..
1. ,Keeping focus upon a set of prioritjes and acting to implement

. ,

. ,

I

- 4

them !3S well.as possible. , . A .
.

.

,
.

.

2. .COordinating prd4raWis that are,widely soughtiby minority groups
. , w

(such as improved ,
literacy and vocational programs).

. 3. Keeping attenti on upon the' C6d-itions that permit,successful \

,

, , i .
. .-.

School performance.
:

Some of these 1h4o1ite 'control Mechanisms! (whi-c h

.we try to effect through a Crisis Division) and,some involve

,, ..

expended service activities (e.g., Early C4ildhood).
P

I

9 1 .

4. Pruviding'a yista for intercultupa rawareness within and

across national boundaries.

When these desired efforts.,are related y to Indiana's SEA,

annoying and recurring problems emerge w may be loosely categorized

as (a) diversionary, (0 roadblocking,'or (c) lacking in energetic support,.

Diversionary problems may be exemplified by any of the following:
,

,--interagency squabbling over jurisdictions

- - substandard buildings and programs in rural areas

'-'-federal and state audits far ifter tngfact
&

-- pressure group attacks on materials or programs.
. .

. Roadblockinirproblem inClUde:
. ..-7

.

,

--legislative opposition to'a variety Ofjinancialcreforms'in.
. .

ublic education
.

. . . 4

- -statp budget agency restrictions upon SEA
pei

rsonnel practites.

A.
&

-.- legislative opposition to intermediate districts and.to

reorganized districts,
5

efi

--locality opposition to orderly vocational pl4nning.-
, .

Problems of a lack of support include:'

lack of'suppor't for mandatory kindergarten offerings

109 (r,
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ft-lack of, financial support for vocational schools

-lack of s'uppol-t for pre-kindergarten funding

--lack ofieneral interest in international education:

It dogvnbt seem productive to set forth every goyernmental
,

and societal problem which has an impact upon our ducationel system .

or' for :Which ducators, are asked to prdvide help., That kind of 'diffusion

draws attention,from the sdlvable prafeMs facing educators everywhere_

/

' The people in the USOE and those of us who are thiefState School Officers,

both know how to do more than we do well. We should continue to strive

to keep a focus and an impact upon the vrobles the nation has not

" solved butcould if there wereenough will to-do so.

4
IOWA

Robert D. Benton
Stei4uperintendent of Public Instruction

There are-literally hundriids of "critical problems and issues" that

, .

one could identify when surveying 'the entire educatidnal enterprise in '

.
. ,

Iowa -. .Obviously the degree of severity of these problems and issues varies

-4 markedly. Ir( addition, the impact that a problem has on any given group

varies considerably. Whit may 14a very serious problem or issue 70, one

segment of the population, may hive minor impact on another grqup. Be that

as it may, the writer considers the following to be the "critical problems

and issues in education" in Iowa:

1. School finance.'

2, Early chjlhood education

3. Implementing complete programming for the handicapped.

4. yaribus federal mandates and practices in educational programming.

/JO
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(
It should be understood.that these four, "problems and issues",are-

not iisted in any rank of importance. In the sections that follow, each

problem or.issue will be treated thusly: a statement of the problem;

a discussion of the background of the problem and its implications for

and affects on education in Iowa; and a "relating,of the problem'to the

federal situation, both present and the future.

ISchool Finante

The problem.--The financing of public elementary and secondary

education...in Iowa is based almost exclusively on a formula approach. -A

:school district's operating budget is difierminedty a formula contained

in state law, and no discretion is given to local boards o education to
.

vary from that formula. Only the School Budget Review Committee (a state'

body) or a vote of the people to impose an income surtax car authorize a

school district to exceed the "formula" budget. This has created a

situation whereby local distOkts have found it very difficult to

respond in a reasonable manner tqfpnflation, changing enrollment patterns

t,

(particularly declining enrollments), employee bargaining?, and program

improvement and/or growth:

Background,Amplications and affects.--"A property tax revolt" is the

term used by iNany,opservers to explain the drastic action taken bythe

legislature in 1971 to 'reverie almost total autonomy for local school

districts in filia*bal matters to complete.buclgetaty limit control by the

state via -the foundatibn,./aid formula. This '"revolt"°was triggered by,Vhe

dramatii rise in property taxes for the_suppart Of education that occurred

in ,the three -year period-:1968-71. During that time property taxes increased

a dnamatic 31.4% -or an'average of $138 per student statewide. Projectons

by tax experts indicated that that rate would continue and probably accelerate'

/ /11
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,

if something wasn't done tsp chieve a differ01t."mix" of reveble sources
. .

and place some type of a liportpnexpendifures. (Note:. In 1970-71, the
dW r

"mix" of revenue for subortcpf local school districts was asjollows:
. Alf

local property taxes, 66.1%; state -aid, 27.0%; and miscellaReous income,

6.9%.)

Without giliThg into extensivedetail,' the Iowa school foundation

aid plan Operates thusly:

.,1. A.state cost per pupil is determined'as a base cost for each

district's controlled budget.

2.'° To fund the local budget, a district must-levy 20 mills of
q--

property tax anethe state will provide the difference_ between

.

the amount raised by the 20-mfill levy and 70%'of the state CO*

f

per pupil. The district must levy an additional property tax

411r
to finance the remaiMr-of the-controlled budget. This foundation

level of 70% increases 1% per year until a foundation level of 80%

is reached (1982).
4e

4 Al4

3. Following the base year,,, each school district has been, able 'to

increase its expendtthres annually based on an annualallowable

growth.' his allowable growth was to be computed using a three-year

1
aiferage of tbe*.gtowth in state general fund revebues'and statewide:

,

assessed valuation of taxable property. This produced an Iowa
r.

economic growth factor similar to the national consumer price

index. This allowable_ growth percentage-was taken times the state

cost per pupil to determine the increase per pupil allowed for

local.§.chool districts. (Example: State per"poll"cost $920

x 5% -allowable growth = $46.00.)

4. F.inally, a school budgettreview coMmitteewas.established whose

JUnction was to hold hearings for school districts who wished to be

//a
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granted permission to Exceed their,con'tr011ed budget level

of expenditures..

' The basic implications And 'affects are these:

1. It has achieved a new nix of revenue. DUHng the 1974-75

school year, 'state aid exceededthe 50% mark, and local

property taxes have decreased appreciably,

2. The disparity among local school district per pupil costs

has decreased Considerably.

3. A school diftrictis-eneollment takes-on:radded significance

under Iowa's sphool.foundation plan. It determines a district's

budget; and declining enrollments; so previlirt currently,'

have created problems for many school districts.

4. The method of preparing budgets has completely Changed. Instead

of deterifilning needs, developing an educational plan and-then

01,

making financial decisions in light of Nue eduCation .

thlreverse is now true.

5. Having only so many dollars presents.many priority-setting

dilemmas. One is the'diffiCufty 'in developing-new-programs

under thit. If.a new need is i entified, something

else "has to go"if it is to be implemented. This isn't always 4

,bad, but low-spending districts find-it extremely difficult to

fill voids in.their programMAg.

6..,A second dilemma brought aboUt by "limited dollars" concerns

col,lectiVe bargaining by public school emPloyer Iowa's

public employee' collective largiinjng law,which is considered

-one of the most comprehensive in the nation, becomes fully operation'al

a
July 1, 1975. Normally, employees bargain fors "neemOney. In

/13
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the private sector;'employees 'usually raise that "new" money

by either increasing the price of the product or effecting /.'

additional production efficiencies. In either case, "new"

dollars are raised. With controlled budgeting, there is no

way to "raise new dollar&." Thus,,employeesmust bargain for

a bigger percentage of those dollars.

Fecieral implications.--The propensity of the federal government to
(

identify a new thrust in educatim-provide "seed money" to launch_

that thrust; and, then, expect focal school districts to continue

funding those programswhen federal monies are withdrawn presents
.

the pigreatest problem. 1ted; this is a genera ation, but a
4 ,

nuer of examples, of this could be cttedito document the point.
;

,

F 't-
The most current example is-the. discussionMirrently going on in

the'Congresi concerning new directions in vocarTuna.4 fncatiory funding
..1

at,the federal level. The seems to be some concern,that suchuch 'a

large percentage'of federal vocational funds is being used to

"maintain" ongoing pPograms. A number of. congressmen and senators seem
1

to be stressing the "seed".money concept. Many Iowa school districts

are seriously considei'ing
,
not-accepting dollars (federal or state)

that may be withdrawn tn the 14ure because of the'difficulty of
1/17

finding replacement dollars within their controlled budgets.

In summary, then, the "cripical, problem or issue" of school finance -

in Iowa is that school districts must operate within formula-determined

budgets. This products jyst so many dollars. If the federal government

wishes to become a pa- rtner in providing educational services to students

fin the various states, it is the opinion of the writer that it must 4

`be willing to become a full partner,'hot one that is "in and out."

-.\
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This opinion doesn't preclude .the necessity Of conSta evaluating

programs and making qualitative judgments, but there are a lumber of

programs where the "seed money" concept"just isn't practical.

41,

Vocational education programs and programs for the diffidvantiged and

handicapped, in the opinion of the writer, are two such example's.

II. Early Childhood Education 74
s.

The problem.--A recentTy passed 'state laW prohibits, the counting

'.of prekindergarten children in a school district's enrollment, thus -

.making it imposssible to fun early childhoothEducation programs .

Is
,

through' the state school fouhdaffbn aid formula; The funding of

A)rekihdergarten programs for handicapped chilaren, whiCh.is'provided

for under separate state statutes, wes excluded1fr4.this prohibition.

In addition, a law* was passed which mandated a-licenstqg procedure

for child care centers to be admihistered by thE Department of Social

Services. Finally, a statewide task force appointed by the Governor

to make recommenPatiMeconc4rning a comprehensive state plan for

early childhood Programming seems to be leaning in the direct"

proposing an earl? childhood department.

Background, implications Old affects.--During the 1974-75 sch604,

year, approXimAtely 300 preschool,-age handicapped children were enrolled.

in approved programs in Iowa's public school dis icti.

Also, a number of private nursery school programs were operating

in Iowa. IroniEally, theseprograms, if t 11ey wished official approval:

had to be ficen0d by the State Department ef Health, not the Department,

...my

of Public Instruction. .

1

In the meantime, many unfavoriblOVractices of daycare centers
.

started to receive public notice. Considerable interest inmandatory

,/
1 N

'4
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licensing of,day care centers developed. Such legislation did pass

this last session.

As one can yeadilyifee, this "ho.dge podge" of early childhood

educational' endeavors was literally "crying for resolUtion." The

Governor's task force, mentioned earlier, 'was ,the result.

'Although the writer has not been personally involved to any

degree in the deliberations of this task farce, Departmental .staf

people hav6 been active members. They report little real progress

toward solying the multitudinous problems and aspects of thi.s

situation. As mentioned in "The problem" section above, it would

appear that the "turfmanship" activities of the various segments may.

result in all of them beingtexCiuded: and a new State Department of

Child Care may be formed.
.

Now, what are implications and affects of all-this acti'vity?

First, regular ekiddergarten progr:aWng; although not outlawed

per se, has beef statutorily excluded from:enr011ment counts foi-

budgetary purposes.

Second, the inability of the various groups interested in early

-chilipoodrprograms)to resolve their diffei-ences is a serious matter.

There is much expertise to be found in all groups, and it would be a

shame if a new department were formed. It always-takes time for a

new agency to "get off the ground." In the meantime, the needs of

preschool age dfildren would go unmet, at least from an organized

d well - planned standpoik

Eedbral implications.--The piroblem, implications and affects of

the early childhood scene in Iowa as described above is, in the opinion-*

Of the writer, jutt a microcosm'.of the situation on the national

level. The same acttrities have been observed in operation with

//
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feieral agencies.
.r'

. Should early childhood programming'be the domain of the'educational

enterprise?..

Should early childhood programming be the domain,of welfare, agencies?

Should early childhood programming be the domain of health 'groups? Or,

should early childhood prograMming be the_domein of node of these

three, but come into its own by 'the development of a new and separate_

agency? These are the pertinent questions tPiat need thprough study.

It would seem that the federal agency that has all three of these j(4

components inclutied ;Wits name-.-the Department of Health, Education/

-,.and Welfard--could adequately address-this problem and come up,with 4

sod suitable answers.

III.. Implementing Complete Progrmming for the Handicapped.

The'Vroblem.--During the 1974 session of the Sixty-fifth General

Assembly, Senate File 1163 was passed. Basically,this piece of
, .

legislation mandated t4at every child shall be,provided a Suitable

educ4tional program, regardless of his or her physical or mental
,

. .

condition, and a sxstemof financing that programming was developed.

In the case of handicapped youngsters, that programming could,be

provided frombiroth to age twenty e. Prior to this legislative

enactment,:special educational programme g, although mandated at all

levels, was being offered to only an est mated twenty to thirty per

cent of those needing it. In addition, certain exclusionary provisions

contained in other paFts of school law had literally eliminated any

significant programming for the ptofoundly_ot'severely handicapped.

.The."gut" issue- -how does a state move from meeting only about twenty

to. thirty per cent of the needs of the handicapped to one hundred per

cent commitment of providing a "suitable" prOgram to all youngsters?

0.
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Background, implications andaffects.--ThisTegislation was

developed and enthusiastically supported by the Department which the

writer heads. It was one of-the "essential needs" O,f the State

.

Boar of Public Instruction discussed earlier in this paper, so
r

the difficulty of implementing the program is the only aspect that

makes-it a problem.

Special education programming had been mandated at all levels

1970, but fulfillment of the mandate was less than complete.' This

was caused by lack of staff at the state level to adequately monitor

the mandate; inadequate state appropriation to fully reimburse the

"excess costs," thus shifting heavy financial burdens on local school

di'stric't budgets; and the lack:.of a total 'commitment on the part of '

profestion;l'educitors and the lay public to meeting the educational '

0
needs of all people.

t-

In 19741 after years, Of development and proMotion by the Department

personhel and other interested parties, Senate File'1163 was passed,

and Iowa became one of the few states pledged to a one hundred per

dent commitment to fulfilling. all of the educational needs of its

handicapped children under the age of 21, including thYwho might

be classified as "profoundly or severely handicapped."

- The legislation contains the following defillitn: " 'Children

r.equiring special education' eans persons under21 years of age,

including children under 5, years of age, who are handicapped in

--obtaining an education because of physical,mental, emotional, /.

commnicatio, or learning disabilities' or who are chronically

disruptive.

The implications and affects that hAe developed during this

planning and'transition year .have been interesting, to say the least.

f.

.
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First,'the financial implications have just begun surface.i.Aven

though legislators were warned that costs would be significotly

'greater, the degree of increase was not anticipated. It was

mated that the state's 1974'45 commitment of approximately $12 million

loyld double to $25 million in 1975-76,.and ultimately go tb4pbout

$50 million. Ih actuante the 1975-76 commitment is.prqjected to be

about $40 million and the "leveling off" figure is nowptimated to

be about $75 million: In fact, inoider to-limit expenditures to the

$40 million figure, the Department had,to "hold the line" spgeial

education support services budgets of the area eduCation agencies to,

statewidl average of $40 per student instead of the'proposed $56.

A five-year phdse-in plan was inaugurated by the Department:to

"soften the blow," even though thelaw does mandate immediate fulfillment.

This disparity in expenditure projections was caused by inadequate-

needs data. Because of inadequate funding, a huge backlog of identified

students not being served had developed. Thus,.when:_means for

funding programs became available, this_ backlog was immediately "ready"

for services.

Second; the staffing implications, of moving from meeting twenty to

' thirty percent of special education needs to a one hundred percent

commitment are enormous. The ending of the overall teacher shortage

has not occurred in special education. Qualified personnel have always

been at a premium, and such an increase in demand could be horrendous.

Surprisingly enough,this situation has not been as serious as

anticipated. Even though some positions are'still vacant, larger

numbers of-qualified personnel have been employed than anticipated.

Finally, the expectation levels_of parents lef handicapped youngsters

hays created some interesting implications and affects. Naturally, the,

1/4/
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general feeling of parents has benone of "at last, our needs are

being recognized and dealt with." This feeling of exhilaration has

sometimes turned to frustrattpn and anger, though, 'when the hard'

realities of not being,able to implement this one hundred percent

mandate'immediately have become apparent. This "expectation"

problem is a very serious one and can create a severe credibility.

'gap.

Federal implications.--Normally, this 'pe of problem would not

have serious federal implications. Implementing complete programming

for the handicapped is'basically a state functiomand federal involve-.

ment should be minimal: Not so, in this case.' The Congress unexpectedly
. ,

decided to consider rather sweeping changes in federal.legislation

'dealing with funding for programs for the handicapped.
%

The details of this proposed legislation will not be discussed in

this paper because the provisions seem to change almyst from day to day.

Rather, one general provision that seems to be receiving' considerable

support will be pinpointed. That provision concerns the supplanting

issue. section 614 of the May 21, 1975 draft of HA. 7217 contains

the following provision:

ti

"Federal Funds" expended for programs under this part
shall be used to pay only the excess costs directly
attributable to. the education of handicapped children,'
and shall eso,provide satipfactor) assurance that such
funds shall be used to supplement and, to the extent
practicable, increase the level of 'State, local, and

private funds expended for the education of handicapped

children, and in no case to supplant such State, local,
and private funds...

This provision would create difficulty in Iowa because of the

special education mandate
.

for the handicapped from age .0 to 21, with

the statutory provisions to generate the necessary funds. There would

be diffic lty in fully utilizing these federal funds in Iowa without
,f\

/AD
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I

supplanting, to some degree the responsibilities that are contained

in the Iowa statutes.

.

rN Since that May 21st-draft, some'amendtents have been adopted that

`supposedly alleviate that problem. The exact wording is.unimportant,

but the concept is crucial. States that have assumed the respon-
,

sibtlitrof meeting the educational needs of their handicapped

and that haveadopted a complete funding plan to finance these

programs should npt be penalized by being denied federal funds. If

a state has made and is fulfilling that type of commitment, in' the
,

,opinion of the writer, it should be allowed, indeed encouraged, to .

use those federal funds to supplant local and state funds. As pointed

out earlier, the costs of implementing a one hundred percent commitment

are enormous. Why should states that aren't Making that Commitment
.

be rewarded9for their neglect?

IV. Various Federal Mandates and Practices in Educational Programming

Federal "mandates" and "practices" are more "concerns" than ,

"critical problemS and issues." Also, their origin comes from outside

the state rather than emanating from within,

1. Statutory advisory committees.--Increasingly, Congress and/or

the USOE are mandating that fully or semi-autonomous advisory

committees)be appointed to 'adVise" the duly designated state

agency in the'implementat/on and administration of federal

Programs. A number of problems have arisen from this practice.

First, these advisory committees are sometimes appointed

by some one other than the agency to be "advised_," i.e., the

Vocational Advisory Committee is appointed by the Governor.

This often results p2 "political" appointenfe?ts rather than

"expertise" being the main criterion.

a.
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Second, thesp conlOttees almost bclome aidual state agency..

This would have been the case if the state Vocational Advisory

Committees had een'granted the'policy-making authority that

was being proposed in the early drafts of the vocational

education amendments. Also, early drafts- of the federal .

handicapped education legislation contained.provisions for

the state advisory committee to becharged with strong monitoring

responsibilities.

Finally, the mandatory advisory,committee mania can create

problems at the local level. The recent changes in ESEA

Title I iftat mandate building level advisor$.eommittees is an

example. "Too many cooks spoil the broth" seems to be appli-

cable in this instance.

The distinction between the advisory and policy-making

functions needs to be maintained. AlAp, It 17S'tAe writer's

Akt
belief that the decision to have or not to ha advisory

committees is by-and-large best left to the agen.cy concerned.

,/

Mandating such advisory committees often leads -to either attempted

usurpation of the policy-making function or an,act of tokenism

in involvement.

2. Mandatory "set' asides" in categorical aids. - -This practice

is best illustrated in-the allocating of vocational educational

andESEA Title III funds. The former act provides for "set

asides" of 10% and15% for vocational'programming,for the

handiCapped and disadvantaged, respectively. The latter has

a 15% "set aside" for .handicapped programming. When one

considers that massiVe separate programs arejvailable for both

of these categories, this "set aside" practfa tends to "stack
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program'upon prog-ram." For example, cit would seem more

resonablvtojandate that a portion of ESEA Title I.

(programming for disadvantaged) be allocated to Vocational

programv, if that is de6ed desirable, than-the present

practi-ce of reserving vocational funds for the disadvantaged.
40, -

This may seem like a "which c4pes first, the.chicken or the

egg" argument, but these types of mandates seem.,"a bit mu,.

3.

0 .

Dual author1zation of'peograms.Closely related to the "set

aside". issue discussed above, is the problem of dual authorization

of piograms. The prime exa4mpleof this concern's'the "authorization"

provisions for-Oreev education in P. L. 93480 and the

'"authorization" for career education 'in the proposed vocational

education amendment. The solution to this problem seems to

( t obvious. 'A designation decisiOn should be made, and then all,

authorizing legislation should be channeled to...,t4 "designated"

4 l

0

ports bn of federal law.

4. Data gathering and reporting demands.Volumes have been written

on thts topic. Millions of man hours (and, no doubt; mil ions

, 4
!

of.dollars) have been expended in trying to deal/with this

issue. TheCommittee on Evaluation nd Information Systems,

0(CEIlliof the Council Of Chief. State Schoor,Officers has begn

f
operational 'for at leasf,four years. Its main function has'

been to counsel-with USOE on ileissue. Oniy one point will
, I

be stressed. Usually, the.USOElisks that state education

4

agencies coordinate data gathering activities im-the respective

states.,Each request usually requlre a slightly different data. .

basei .It would be'.highly desirable to finally achtelie the goals
$ t

/4"
.
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.

/7
6f the "Common Core ofData" proposals of several years

ago. This has not been done.' It Is a wort* goal, in the

opintici of the writer.

V. Conclusion

As indicated earlier, a numbercof other "crTttcal problems and

issues in educatio90 Iowa" could be identified and discussed at

some length. The three main "problems and issues" originating di

4

S.
the state level and the fourth general top of "federal concerns"'

appear to the writer Est crucial. I is hoped that the

lbdiscussion contained herein will p 'de "grist" or meaningful

diitussiqn at the T975 Institute for Ch of State hoolOfficers.
-

;.;
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KENTUCKY

Lyman V. Ginger
State Superintendent of Publid'Instructibn'

INTRODUCTION

Some ,of these issues relate to elementary and secondary education,

some relate to vocational education, but-all of them wills-,be

to the general area'usually administered by state departments ofraducatfOn.

It is recognized that some departments have a.vereidefinite responsibility

foe higher education.: Higher edudtion'tn this .paper will not be mentioned.

It is also recognized that vocational education. is pot,the responsibility.

of some departments of education and in those states thisirill not be a

question or topicthat will relate to them.

GOVERNANCE

The first general topic that would like topresent is that of

governance of American education. Who should. govern, manage, regulate and

operate American
0

..

1

elementey, d and.seconary an vocal This isona education? T
.

. .

,

Ike V
... . 14y- ,..,......

. .

4

.
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one of the very pressing problems 'confronting American education. Some

of the illustrations that will be given indicate why this is a concern.

The federal court has had a very definite bearing on American education.
#

The decisions of the federal court44'and for that matter; other courts

have influenced to a great degree,not only hat will be taught but hori the

schools in general will be managed. This has to do with the decisions on

open 'records, equal opportunities, busing, and a host of other topics that

have-been handled in the past by the courts. The question is, how'much

influence should the courts have? And, is thecourt.the prOper race to

manage and control education?'

It is recognized that federal guidelines must be. determined, must be

written, must be planned, and that programs must be implemented with the

wishes of the federal government and"the desires of Congress, and it is

iinderstobj that membersof the U.S. Officeof Education posses the capacity

--...._

1,, and the ability to write and develop' guidelines that are practical and workable.-'

However, there IS mot a chief State School Officer in the nation who has

not had a very campliOted and difficult time in administering some-of the

_guidelines, and of knowing, understanding and .interpreting what the guidelines
r

mean.

Title I'is a casein point. If state departments, as weiT as super7

intendents.and administrators of the public schools of this nation had had

a more direct and important voice to shaping these guidelines and regulations,

a different set would have been developed

A11 Of us have suffere at the hands of the auditor; where th6 auditors

have.one view of whatthe guidellnes say, the state depailmentsilaye another

view of what thty tay, .and'the U.S. Officeof Education still another.: What

should,there be such a great variety of poliOgs and plans for adminirering

programs ?'
I '
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Title IV is a new programs and even though the federal legislation

,was enacted more than two years ago, the guidelines have only been recently

developed. There exists many mitunderstandingk_between the state and

the U.S. Office relative to the interpretation-of the guidelines and'

whether they actually carry out the intent of the law. Opinions differ

greatly and the)nterprdiation of the guidelines from the U.S. Office and,

from the state level, in many cases,'ts quite different-- This illustration

is being used only. for. the purpose of suggesting that problinMs via exist

even with new programs'and that qeestions are raised relative to the practicality

ofsome of the rules and regulations already being required of State

departments,at education.

The basic question is, what can de done to bring about a better working

relationship so that states will he a better understanding of how some

uniformity can be developed in providingjor the-development and interpretation

of guidelines?

It has been stated that while the"federal government provides only

some 6 or 7 percent of the money, it exerts some 30 to 40 percent of the
4

control at almost every level in state departments of education: While the

exact amount of control is MITknown, certainly as far as percentages are.

concerned, it is a fact_that the guidelines which regulate federal programs'

constitute a Very.small'part of'the total operation. When categorical aid

is the general purpose of the.legislation, the imiSactIpn the rest of the

program in.the entire school syste4,cannot be considered to be minor in

nature.

The governance which has4rown out of the busing situation is one

that in many, many sections of the nation is of more than little concern

and interest. No one 1:cartsay that these court decisions have not had a

masSive.effect on curriculum, instruction, methods, prifedures, and

,
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finally, :outcomes of the program.

There are many other governance areas which could be mentioned:

the impact of ADD's'districts, governing boards, The Educatio -Commission

of the States._ What we are concerned'with and considering no is governance. e,,

as a generalssue. It is understaodAble that all the factors from/6e

outside that impinge on local control, on state boards-and local boards

. -

of education, on state superintendents and local superintendents,.all of these.

are at times very frustrating and very difficult to reconcile with the

general,` overall purposes of education.

Another area that is ofAextrethe importance is that of the relation-

ship of the
s
uperintendent of schools, the principal of a school,,the

school board to the teacher:

Teachers contend-'-with opposition frompost school administrators,

although not all, and'from most school boards, not all--that collective

bargaining is a solution to the problem. The controversy, rages, and

-\A

across the nation threats and counterthreats are made repeatedly. The

National Education Association contendt th' it can, will and does elect

national, state and local .officials, and willt efeat- ers if they- oppose

collective bargaining.
i

The purpose again of this

.

t

riter is ri4 to solve the problem, but to

t
r

.

.
\

.

.
point out that in the governance _f the schools, he collective bargaining

/ --_
,

issue is a "hot One" and one that has beekadvd aced repeatedly by sohatil

teachers, deriied:by.school bOards 8nd rejected b most school administrators.

it can be pointed out that collectivebargaining is working effectively-

.

in many places. It can also be pointed out that collective bargaining'
.

has led toa heavy expenditure of money.in many places and is leading in

some cases, according"to local administrators, tobankruftcy or near bank-

ruptcy, when all of the desires of the teachers awe granted. The issue is

i27
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what is the role of Collective bargaining in tfTl scheme of things,in

operating the t 1 , and how shall this be handled?

1

FINANCING EDUCATION

A probleretnat has existed since the beginning of American public'

education has been that of who'shall finance education, how much financial

suppOrt needed, the -source of the money, and how it will be spent.

Better working relationship's and a better partnership should be developed

between the, different-levels of support.

Local support could very well moving out of the picture as far as

one of the important sources of revenue. If we are fo'consider equalizing

educational opportunity, is it not time to talk abo t a state program of

financing education in partnership with the fecieral rogram of education?

The mobility of our people, the ease.with which they move from one

area.to another, job opportunities which MOVE pepple across:the nation,

different kinds'of preparatien programs for skills and education needa,

leads me to sugges,that federal support should have a more prominent part

to play. It also appears that if local control is to continue to be a point

of importance that some means shdald be developed'to provide for state

support, less tvcal support, but retain the local control. This is a very

t
Complicating factor, but it is an issue which is bedeviling every local

systemtin every-state in the nation.

The question of finance is very important. Should support be cata-

-'- gorical at the federal level or sho6d it be general at the federal level?

* .

ShoUld it be c'atagOrical and to wtiat extent at. the state level? General

versus catagorical aid; state aid,federal aid or both? What partnership

,

should exist? How much control? These are issuers, whicttare'prevalent,

present and controversial.

-,4 /.28
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ACCOUNTABILITY
'4

Who is'accourrtable? How a9 piu determine who is accountable? How/

do you plan for accountability? How do you know what should be done,

unless clear-cut, well-defined objectives 'are first planned? .can you

hold a person accountable when you are not sure what he is supposedto

be dbing? Schools do different things in different ways. The question

.

then of objectives and accountability, becomes one that s uld be pf grave

concern to every Chief State School Officer.. It is not su gested here what

accountability should be or how it should be maintained, or who should be

accountable for what, but it is suggested that accountability is an issue

that must be faced more realistically in the years ahead if the public is

,to continue tondo and say what it believes, a schOol shbuld be and how

_
it should operate.

DISCIPLINE ,

The results of a Gallup Poll, as published in the Phi DeltaKappan

in a recent issue, pointed out that the American public, the general public,

.
_Me citizen and taxpayer, believed that discipline was the number one problem

in the erican school system. It was pointed out that the use of narCotics-,

V/
vandalism, destruction of property, premarital seX'and pregnant girls who were

in high schools, and evenjunibr high, the general beha0or of boys and girls,

attacks on teachers, and all of these '611 in the category of discipline

problems.
dO, .

To talk about disciplin e is to talk about purposes and goals of the

schools. qf we believe--as many, people, say we do--that there should be

opportunity, and equal opportunity, for every child'to attend school, then

what are the goals for a widely divergent population across this nation?

124
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Unless we establish goals and provide the.programs, llow can we attack.

the problem of discipline when perhaps the very thing we are doing is

oausiq a part of the problem and causing the student to reject what is

happening? How do we plan a program,.how do we'accodetfor the develop-

,

ent of ideas in such a way thattoys and girls know and understa d the

ro\ of the, school and will feel that they have a part in and a reipon7

sib lity 'for carrying out the program of education? We may idealistically

say hat education is for'Ithe welfare and the sake of the child but unless

the ,ch 'ld somehow comes to,accept this, perhaps it is idle chatter.

determined the goals for these people, arid how did we arrive at

the deci ion that certain things are good for John or .William or Mary? How

do "we worA with,homes and communities and churches, YMCA's and YMHA's, and

-all the res\ so that a different attitude toward schdOls, a resp for

property, a respect for authority become a:part.of the-general aosphere

in the school?

It is my suggestion that we deal with this a very critical way
0

. _

in an attempt to find answers before we bring the institution down around

(
our ears by something that in all probability can be handled effectively.

Another topic mentioned in the Gallup Poll-was-6 t of 'busing. Some

of the questions appear to be appropriate when we are consderng busing

and the i'Mpti4 on the, schools.

Immediate?y after the Supreme Court decision it was assumed that the

problems resided largely in the-South. It seemed that the "bad guys" were

in the Southeastern Region and the "good guys" were in the rest of the nation.
\:

The fellows in the "whitelleNalking about what the South'should do

resided for the most Part in the big cities and the large'states. However,

after some 10 to 15years of busing, integration, and the problems that went

130-
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with it, it is now developing that some of the "bad guys' may reside in

Boston, Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland-or some Of the other big cities, These

*
. cities have not attacked and -solved -their problem. .

The question of integrating schoals4even tn Washington, D.C., is

of questionable value. Many have not been integrated; except in theory.

The white flight out of Washington has left the schools largely black, and

tite white flight out of many of the large cities has left the schools largely

black. The question then becomes; if the schoOls become block anyway, how do

-you- deal.with this in- such a way ,that the original intent; -which appeared

,to be both soci,a1 as well as educational--is achieved?

This is.no effort on my part to try to solve the problem; it is to

suggest that there ma be some sinners in places other-thav'schools. and that

theesolutton to t ,problem y rest with housing more realistically than

in the school building. The question has not been answered yet as to how

-riding a school bus for an hour each day can improve the educational quality
, .

id)

for ahild. Neither hi4 the question been answered about how not riding

a school .bus-,could be used to provide a much better program of education.

These have been talked' aboUt superficially, but the real issue is how do we

with both black children and white children so that botfl gain and so

that neAr one is going to suffer as.a result of-what might be done through

busing. This, is not to take issue with the Supreme Court decision, it is

not to take issue with the busing situation; it is simply to point out

that weshave not solved the problem y the Supreme Court decision, federal

I

court decision,'by rules and guideli es handed down by some who Shave been

designalted to implement the programs.

MP

NATIONAL ASSESSMENT NATIONAL CURRICULUM

When the original .idea was sugge ted that national assessment should,

.1.91
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be started and federal funds should be provided for a tdp-level group of

researchers to conduct national assessment, opposition was expressed

immediately from many sources. The opposition-simply stated that situatironi

vary SO greatly frpM state to state, andrwithin the states, that it would

be.impossible to develop one test that would measure allIfte things. to be

measured, if accuracy and reliability wera to be established. It was also

stated that the purpose of starting this kind of national assessment was

to lay the general groundwork for national curriculum.

Not so, shouted the proponents of the idea and those that were

supporters of the idea of 'national assessment. It was their purpose, they

.

stated, to provide some accurate inforMation so"thatschools at the local ---,

level and schools- at the state revel could change their curriculum, their

programs; their organizational patterns to de -would be identified

and-to correct what would be identified as weaknesses in their own programs.

Local 'systems. and state system were, not doing this and, therefore, someone

should be doing it for them.

After several years of national assessment, what has happened? I

shall not attempt to reach conclusions with you but to raise the very_pertinent

question: what has your state done to modify its program, its offerings, its

objectives to comply with the weaknesses suggested by the national assessment?

Some-may say that national assessment was not designed to-identify our

problems to that extent, but rather on a regional basis. This may be true,

but my question still persists. What impact has national assessment had in

your state on yoUr educational program for elementary and secondary schotr,

children? What has resulted from the expenditure of several million dollars

in this enterprise? What have you done--if anythtng2-and what will you do --

if anything - -in the future, andhat impact will national'asse5sment, with

its expenditure of millions of dollars, have on your schools?
0

/ A A
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What are You planning, hop/ are you working with it, or.are you simply

*ignoring the whole busihess?It appears that-Fday of reckoning should come

somewhere and from someone, Ferhaps the Chief. State School Officers should

say, "this is great, pt"Oceed with it, it Will revolutionize education, let's

get on with the bus.iness; or we should say "we have spent the dollars, we

have made the studies and nothing is happening, so let's forget it and spend

. .

the money somewhere else." The question, however, is an. issue, and in many

, . .

conferences questions are raised about national curriculum, national asfess-

vent impact; so, what is the answer? How do we deal with it? How da.we

handle this issue?

.00

7.-

There are several other issues that I would like to identify simply

as.issues.without mych,discussion about any of them.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

The next issue1ill be that raised by vocational education programs..

Whats the partnership role of the states and the federal government in'

providing an adequate program in vocational/technicakeducation for boys.-

and girls who are not 'college bound or boys and girls who may be college

bound, but'who.want a vocational/technical education? How do we put these

together and provide for this program in a nation such as ours? Colleges

o and universities are not sufficient. Vocational/technical schools are a must

if we are to have a balanced program.- And, how do we handle it, how do

we fund it, what kind of program do we need, how much of it do we1need, who

determines it, and how should it be handled?

EDUCATION FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN

In recent years, parents have demanded that equal opportunity be

provided for children that may be classified as exceptional children. The

. /33
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contention bias been made, and rightfutly so, that mentally retarded children

with sp6ecb and:hearing defects, blindchildren:and the like 'have not

received the same opportunity for education that other children have

received. Federal courts have ruled in several iettances that equal

'opportUnity must be provided. State legislatures are enacting laws which

not only require equal,opportunity but in many cases have special conditions

, which must be'met. Obviously, it requires a great deal more money per pupil

to_provide an equal opportunity for these children than regular, normal

children. Where does the responsibility for education begin with these

children? Is it at age zero? Howlong does it continue--is it age 21, 24,

or even 30? If these special provisions are made for these chi lircn, then

///7 what about the ame opportunity for other children not included in these .
,

categories'? If 4dentification and classification are required at age 1 for.

these children what about other children? If educational programs are,

provided 2,3,4, and 5, what are the implications for other children?

How much money should'be,spent eXtral Even though some pditerns are developing,

these questions have not as yet been answered satisfactorily.

The entire question how these services shall be provided is a Awry

depatable question. Main aming versus non-Mainstreaming, residential schools

. -

versus regular schools, resource centers,\consultants, specialists, class -

room teachers, and teacher aides are all topics of lively discussion when

education for exceptional children is mentioned.

The issue which evolves around funding for these Childr is a very

acute one. It would appear to the writer that all of these o ics are ones

which-shouldbe considered by the Chief State School Officers--not with any
A

attempt to secure final answers-but in an effort to secure better answers,-

than are available at the present time.

C-j
:13,1
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OBJECtIVE, GENERAL "

The'next topic would be general objective. How do we, in this nation,

'establish. the goals and objectives-for our schools? Do we have a clear-cut

understanding about what sh school system in each state is supposed to be

doing,, or do we leave it to the locality, the local schoolsysteM, the local

board; the local superintendent, to determine what that school will do and'

how it will be accomplished? "I

I know we give 4 lot of lip service to -thisibut: really and honestly,

what is' the'number 1, or 2, or 3, or 4 objective of American education today?

Yes, the seven cardinal principles *had a part to play- -they still do. There

are other prtnctples that-have a part to play=-they still do: But what,

"really, are we trying to do to improve the elementary and secondary schools

4

of this canary? Can you iflentify5 things that every state is doing? Are they

important? What are they? It seems to meto be important and Very necessary

that-we look at goeis of education for elementary and secondary schools.

OUR ESTIONS
a

I would like to, raise some other questions about early guidelines. How

do we get early guidelines developed by the U.S. Office?__ How do the Chief

State School Officers have an impact on federal legislation? How do the local

superintendents, in cooperation with,the Chief State School Officer, have

an impact on federal legislation? Ghat are the programs that are most

important? Whit kind of programs, what kind of funding, what general

philosophy should we have as reference to education for exceptional

children? Recognizing as we do that the great contributions will be made

from our intellectually,gifted and our able people, how do we provide for

-
/

them? Have we done it, or what can we do? Recognizing in addition that

a great work force in this,nation contributes to our economy, how can we
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4

train them,.how do we prepare them--does the school have a role or no

These are some of the issues thatcome to mind as I think of the

issues across. the nation and the impOrtance that should be attached to them.

LOUISIANA

Louis' J. Michot

State Superintendent of,Education

INTRO@WCTION'

a

The intent of this paper is to identify some of the Rcoblems facing

-states asa result of federally legislated education programs. It would

be presumptuous to attempt to define all those problems. Itwould be

equally as presumptuous to-attempt to begin such an identification of

problems without stating that federal programi have,been_a positive force.

1.

New programs have.been created, 9pod_programs generated, and a national

interest and emphasis in education has been and is continuing to'be initiated

by Congress and the Office of-Education. There is -much good to beyecognized.

and it is my hope in citing some of the problems that rye may jointly work

to solve them and continue to improve education through obActIve
'

positive
,, .

teamwork.

7

IRENTIFICATION 4CRITICAL PROBLEMS.

The enactment of the Education Amendments of 10744-after more than)
"

a year of Congressional consideration and compromise, represents a melting

pot of new, revised, and warmed-over federal programs.:'4The-Amendments have

been termed as an Act "to extend and amend the Elementary and Secondary

Education, Act of 1965, and for other:purpotes." The heart of the ACt is the

extension and.modification of 1ptle I, compensatory aid to diSlavantaged

children. However, the legitlation extends to other programs and the provisions

136
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fp

A

'' 101-

of tJ programs, as those of Title I, are being affected by the:process,

of regulc.tions and guidelines.

According to recent testimony at oyersigigt hearings on the Education

f *
r

Amendments of 1974, the Office of Education proposed regulations for-ESEA

;Tftl'e f and a valliplyof problems with consolidation seemed to be bothering

40

chief state school officers and Federal programs coordinators more than

anything 'else.

The proceirs of formulating regulations and guidelines within tfte

Office of Education,has caused a great deal of unhappiness among educators

//---
7and Congres. .The way that federal 'buieaucrats have prepared Nulations

for some education lajws resiulted in Coqress providing a means to review

draft regulations. Under the e-EducatiOn Amendments of 1974, Congress may

review draft' regulations and if necessary 'brd6sirable,,reject those

regulations by concurrent resolution of both hodses.

The regulatio s or guidelines drafted by official in .the' 4

IP

executivezp the Federal Government provide Uktipfederal administrators

and potential ant recipients with precise information on how td allOcate

or qua
..
lify for appropriated funds. The problems occur when the-regulations

*

become too exacting, too preee, and at times exceed' t4 very intent,of
&...

. . .

.

the law. When the intent of the law is,exceede4 and misinterpreted, the impact
.

is tar:reaching ind cr;ates. confusion, djsher$14117.40d a halting of the

, .

progres's of education: ,

. . , , .

F6r instance,: the reWatiOnso'propolerfor gpverna ce of Title I

.

tompar.Thility'requir''ements have created an ,inflexibility,for states that

equayize .expenditures 'down tp the local school, The r gillatiOns should be

4 flaible enough to allow a resolufion'of conflicts etween state equalization
,

,b

4 I
efforts and the regulations on comparability.

13,7
r

14.
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The Title Iregulations requirel\comparing the average non-Title I

schools withbeach Title I school.4551ccdHing to 'Some educators, such a Method

is not statistically sound and'the states and local education agencies should

4

be allowed to develop their own criteria to prove comparability and then

submit that criteria tothe Commissioner for approval.

The Title I regulations applitiOle to teacher training are not

sufficiently specific as to which teachers may be in training and for how

long. )

The regulations governing the Simplified State Application under Tine IV,
4

Consolidation Of Certain Education Programs, are structured such that the ,

4

"Simplified-state application"-,isa complete misnomer. The annual program

plans required by the regulations must contain everything that used
.

to go

into state plans which makes the general application additional paper -wdriel

To compound the problem; programs which di4n't need a state application at

,'all before, now have to submit a yearly'program plan to thee Office of Education
.

for-approval.. lb #
(..,;

. 0 4 ,

These are but a few of the'serious problems affecting states ana local
1

. *
. .

education agencies as aresplt of imposed regulations whichrestrict and
....

416nfound the progress of education.

)' ".Regulation re one.pilment which determiriesthe health ff the laW.
. .

.
.

Another is appropriations. 'These two elements have more ithpailt than the law,
, . ,

itself on'SAte education activities,and the: programs. of local school districts.-
P

Appropri a ti ons are the, monies actuallya046ble'fOr expenditure; authari-
.

-

zations are funds the Congress may provide for education laws: However, there .

es

is almost always a decided gap between whit might." spent and what is actually

.

Availele for expenditure. The authorization figures inclUded in 4,n act

alire influenced, primarily by members ofthe education committees of Congress;

appropriations are igluenced by the ?resident's budget,request:- Hence, the

'/38
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. . . ,

ever - present - gap between the two amounts results in somewhat Tess effective.

. . ,

programs or at other times, no programs at all. Such a probleth is a

frequent visitor to a piece of legislation and it is not uncommon for parts

of the law to receive no funding. The program is authorized but.no money

is appropriated.

'The passage of the fiscal year 1976, Education-Appropriations Bill

. 4 0

provides approximately $750 Million above fisal yeat 1975 levels. However,

the President's budget for education was approximately $775 pillion below

comparable 1975 levels, The appropriations bill is a billion dollars over

the budget. President Ford has repeatedly said he will veto appropriations

that exceed hfs budget requests.

Congressional insistance on a high level of education funding is

faced with the'deferral prospeCt under the new budgpt process. Under the

r

new Budget and Impoundment Control Act wh.ich became law last year, a deferral

bepomies effective imomediately when requested and continues until'either House

adopts a resolution, of disapproval.

Khe appropriatiin process and the regulatiOn peocess'can easily be

identified as the,front-runneyn education problems. If these two elements

are not functioning smoothly, education across the nati8n becomes adversely,

affected. The impact of confounding, poorly structured regulations and a

t

41114%Nfight to the finish on the amoatt'of money to be appropriated throws the entire

00

editation'system on a backwards course.

The proiision of the Education Amendments of 1974 has placed a joint'

obligation upon each' f the states and the United States Commissioner. of

Education to compile, analyze, and report the allocation of state-administered

Federal education funds withta. tne;,Sate. .Thb existing and pending legislative

reporting requirements have molded state reporting capaaities'to operate and

cope under fragmented, redundadt and confusing circumstances--/
1

oT /39
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PubliC Law 91-556, The Commitsion of Federal Paper Work, lia)s with

justification declat.ed that, "Federal information report requirements have
A .

placed an unprecedente.paper.work burdeg upon private citizens, recipients

\.
of Federal, assistance, business, governmental contractors, arid state and local

governments." Levels of such' unprecedented paperwork have never been so

apparent and demanding as they are in the educator sector. Examples of

the reporting requirements are overwhelming; the cost in funds and staff

time of the Federal, state and local 1.evels are astronomical with an iinestimable

detrimental impact on the services provided by state and local education

agencies.

A,
At present, there are twenty-Imo:mandated studies- required by the

passage of Public LaW 93-380% Demands in these'rporting requirements will

4

be increased and oomplicated bi the establishmenCof the new fiscal year.

Couple that proaem with untinfly appropriatioq and it is apparent that state

and local education agencies are placed in uhkanageabile positions.

There are countless exaNples of,.witatlippear to state and local education

agencies as fragmented and uncoorftated:reporting requirements. The 6andated

studies, the new Federal fiscal'year, and untimely appropriations are bat-

a few.
,

Congress is getting -more, and MoreVeriloseand taxpayert are shelling

out more than $108 million this fiscar year to Pay for the verbal inflation.
. « _

.

The public printer has estimatk that there 4011 be a volume increase

of 43 per cent in copies of hearings, congressional ilebates, bills and

resolutions and the recommended apOropriation for the Government Printing

Office for fiscal 1976 is t-108,100,000. ' . r',

State Departments of Education have been negligent in assuming the

leadership role in providing Congrts with the4ind of inforratiOn needed._

By that, I mean that states must be able to communicate effectiyely, the

/if*

(
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impact and difficulty that some reporting requirements imposed on state 4nd

--local education agencies are causing. .

taCh of the areas cited as critical problems regulations, guidelines,

apropriations and reporting requirements - represent ailments in the education

system, 'As stated earlier, these are ,not all the problems, but they are

indicative of some Of the most serious malfunctions. At the same time,

these areas identified as problems can be the key opportunities to contribute

' -7 -

to the health of the education system. Ifthe Problem is identified, the

cure cannot be.far off as long as we work at a'team to. jmplement that cure.

IMPLICAXONS FOR ADMINISTWIVEAND LEGISLATIVE CHANGES

The importance of taking advantage of opportunities to change and

improye the education system cannotbe overestimated. Problems have been

identified and now it is Cur responsibility to suggest method to alleviate ...

io

those problems,. The recommendations outlined below are suggestions for a

,.beginning: -
Recommendation No. 1. Establish an organized protedure to'worI with

the Office -of Educatiorrin'draftiq proposed regulations and guidelines_ for

various federal 'pro6rams,,I;ior to official publication in the Federal Register.

Such a procedure should be documented and approved by the Chief

State School Officers-and forWarded to the Office of Education'for toncurrence.

Recommendation Noy. 2. Pr:ovide for a more timely dissemination of

information on federal legislation and appropriation measures toeach Chief

State School Officer.

Recommendation No. 3. Assui-e a systematic and comprehensiOe coordination

of all activities of Federal, State and local *gentles which relate to eau tion

information, reporting requirements and Congressional data needs.
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F

Recommendation No. 4. Establish a working relationship with the
%1/4,

Congress to assure that Congressional information needs are understood apd
A

can be met prior to the establishment o legislative mandates.

NOTE: Recommendations No. 3 and No. 4 are not.intendedtto conflict

with the efforts of the Committee on Evaluation add Information Systems.

MAINE

H. 5awirfMillett, Jr.

State 66Mitsioner of Educational and CulturIT-services
a^

The following list o educational issues I believe represent some of

the more critical problems we in Maine are',faced'with:

1. Declining student enrollments and the resultant impact on program

quality and staffing;'

2. Collective bargaining and its irliPact on local management'decision-
.

making; 1

Student discipline in view of cur e t attitudes and recent court.

deciiiOn; P

4. Legislative attempts at expanding,the mission of the public

school without providing additional funding;

.5. Mobility of student population ar the resulting impact.o4 nTTacility'

and prograp planning;

Need to'prowide:more meaningful inservice education/programs for

teachers;

7. ,redeal vs state vs laaal control of education;

8. The shifting balance of teacher supply and demand and its impact

on the employment of teachers;

9.- Student attendance and the truancy-dropbut problems;

Working the 'Ibugs" out- of a new school finance law;
41Q*

f
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11. Pr..oVidintmeaningful-educational programs-for the handicapped when

a mandatory law requires compliance at a faster rate thAn such

programs can be developed;

12. The governance of teacher certification;

4. The most-efficient means of delivering high-cost vocational

prograMs;

14. The governance of post-secondary education;

/15., The impact which the courts and the federal government are having

on local educational policy.

This list is by no means intended to be a complete one. I can amplify

furt4er upon these itsues as, the format of the conference requires.

a

MARYLAND

James A. Sensenbaugh
State Superintendent 9f Schools

;he. State of Maryland,has been working on a number of concerns, and

has been making 'some progress toward their solution. However, much more

needs to be dOne. Among those problems which will be in the forefront in

the immediate years ahead are these, not given in any order or)ariority:

Funding Education Costs

As other vital services for people compete with education for funds

financing schools will become More difficult. EdUcators will need to

demonstrate more clearly th ir need for tax dollars and will have to assure

ds)the effective use of the a
J
es they receive. 7e

\

While tt may be easy to calculate financial resources on a simple

formula approach to budgeting, ending formulas which arenot predictable,

and which do not contribute to"program effectiVeness will not be tolerated

in future years. Equity in school support willprobablY come through compre,,

.193
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hensive planning and accurate budgeting rather than by fictitious formulas.

A true cost effective tool will need,to-be. developed in order for school

systems to have the proper information in making decisions On alternative

programs and spending. Factors- of. student needs, cost differences amosp

locations, and local capabilities of support will be the type, of information

on which a funding model ought to be'based.

Maryland is beginning to experience this direction in,its support

for transportation where computerized scheduling and routing of buses has

been utiliied. A step in the same direction has been taken for special

education where a system of data collvtion has been'used for funding. A

thirthexample is the school contruction program which is based upon actual

needs, school system by school system, rather than by formula ollocation.

Concerted` effort ought to be made among the states to develop:

techniques for data cOlection and interpretation which wit.] be basic to

_

funding based on actual needs of the various aspects of school operl(tion.

When this happens every child can better be assured of an adequate education,

regardless of the happenstance of residence. Equity then will be measured

in terms of programs received, rather than dollars spent.

Of course, there stip remains.the pedblem 6f appropriate sharing at

the various levels--local, state, federal.

Special Education

Educationiofxthe handicap is a iajor.problem confronting Maryland

416,

in the years im4diately ahea Not only does a court decree (1974) resulting

from a class-actionIsuit brought by the Maryland Association fOr,Retarded

Children againstkcertain Maryland school systems and the State make mandatory

educational program&--ftrr- e handicapped but also the General Assembly of 1973

mandated adequate educational programs for all handicapped children by 1980.
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For FY 1976 the 5,tate of Mar)and has allocated $43 million which,

added to sums appropriated by the 24 local.school systems, will be in the

neighborhood of a $90 million package for specialducation.' It is anti-

cipated that accommodation, as mandated, to'meet all the special needs

,

by-FY 1980 will requ 're a total annual sum of $150 heabove t noIrmal

budgets of previous years, at current dollar values.

Among questions to be rdsolved are these:

What children are entitled to.benefit from special programs of

education?

'How can all the children eligible be Ardentified?

How can ideqUate programs for the multiplicity of needs be developed?

How should the programs be funded and what is the appropriate sharing

at the various levels of governmentnational, state and local?

:Early Childhood Education (Pre-Kindergarten)

At a time )hen the country is endeavoring to eliminate vestiges of

discrimination in employment based on sex there is the concurrent deMand to

provide for the needs of preschool children during the working hours of the'
. _

.
_

parents. The mechanism by which these need are afroMmodated as well as "the

financial means to cover program costs aretproblems-iitifch will be confronting

administrators,-public and private, in the years ahead.

Educators must realize things, good or bad, will be lone for or to.these

small children who are in need of supervision for many of their waking hours.

It is imOortant*that thiipme be put to good advantage. Certainly other

agencies, such as health, mental hygiene and social services, have a tragical

'stake in providing programs for the early period of life. However, education
4k

has a big role -if not-the dominant-one, in seeing that opportunities are

properly utilized. .Additionally., the declining school enrollment in many areas

should make available public owned facilities which could be utilized to,good
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advantage for preschool age boys and girls.

The opportunities are fat too precious for educators to side-step under-
, .

allegations ofx/responsibiLity of others, excessive cost or inappropriate

philosophy._

Adult Education

It is difficult to realize that in spite of universal opportunities for

'schooling, today 27.4 perceht of Maryland's 2,082,000 adults age 25 and over

are lacking an eighth grade education. An even greater number, 48 percent,

have not graduated.from high school-. Consequently, basic and secondary

education for adults are high priority programs. The sucCess of tfie persons

i5, iVed in adult programs will be determined by the opportunity for

-continual learning'as one obtains basic skills and begins to climb the ladder

of growth as a worker, as a parent, as a citizen and as an individual.

While providing programs in basic subjects and specialized skills for

work opportunities are gerMrally accepted and accommodated, at least in Art,

frequntly overlooked is the need for programs oriented to parenthood and,other

life coping skills, whether a parent or not. What is being done to assist

adults confronted by the complexities of'life--the many regulations in licensing,

in taxation, in credit buying, in estate planning; the problems incident to crime,

to drugs, to liability; and the-traumatic experiences.in divorce, in protracted

illnesses, in death?

k Keeping a job and dealing with life's frustrations are a major part of

,every adult's -life. Additionally, the individual needs educational programs

which will bring life-fulfillment. The photography class, the seminar on '.

great books, the cooking and sewing labs may lead to additional or even primary

incomefolthe adult. More often, however', thesepe6grams fill the important
-

needs of leisure, mental and emotional'growthi and socialization.
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The influx of refugees from Vietnam andCambodia,is a stark reminder

of Alerica's,continuous absorption of new citizens. For these newcomers

and for,all Americans the roles And responsibilities of citizenship are a

source of educational need. Schools have an obligation to help its citiz

get in tune with and stay in tune with society and, changing times.

Career Education )
The concept of career education has emerged, over the past four or

five years, as a strAegyfor strengthening existing educational programs

at practically all levels.

0bviousT the implementation of career education involves some degree

of change in existing educational programs. Staff members need to be trained,'

existing curriculum needs to be analyzed and modified, and some resources of

materials will,.-need to be re-allocated or developed. Most schools have found

that the advantages of incorporating career concepts into the existing program

have more than compensated fir whatever costs are involved in the changes.

In Marylan3, most of the school systems'have folloed the State Board

of Education in naming career education as a priority. The State Department

of ucation, in oration with local school systems, has conducted

exten ive training, o ated model projects, and developed resource materials.

This session of the General Assembly provided the first funds for career

education--to be usedto train 'nearly 300 counselors in strengthening career

guidance.

In spite of the public support and the enthusiasm of most educators for

career education, much remains to be done in the State within the neit

several years. The identified needs:include: ; '

1... _Increased State support for staff and program development,

espee-i-ally. for the smaller school systems in the State.-
,q7
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. 2. Continued and increased resources ilithin,the State Department

of Education, consistent with the priority nature of career'

/

.

edu ation.

3. Sp vial emphasis on the development of processes through wh

the effectiveness of career education p grams may be determined:

4. Greater involvement of other departments, other agencies, other

institutions and the community.

Acceleration of Learning

For school chiefs who have spent fifty years on this good earth it is

not difficult to recognize the fantastic developments which have occurred

during that period of time -- intellectually, scientifically, industrially,

'socially. If, as we are told, at the end of the next fifty years what we know

today will:constitute but 3% of the knowledge package,-schools will need to

exercise cart in what they endeavor to teach or the competencies they hope

to develop.

Obviously no one wi be able to master this growing stock of knowledge,

nor would it be desirable to do so. _What is important is the competency to

select vital information from the vast storehouse and bring it to*bear upon=

the solution of problems pertinent to the individual.

Not unique to any one sta*e but common to all concerned with educating

- (

will be the challenge to accelerate the learning proceSs,' ana to help one to

/
sharpen skills in identifying issues and problems, in selecting and applying

%.

vital content, arid frequently in acting without the benefit of prior experience IS
.

directly or vicariously. Educationln times-of rapid knowledge and intellectual
4W

expansion takes on a sense of urgency._

An analysis of processes and techniques available for learning and the

selection of those contributing most effectively to:success are an important

phase of the educational enterprise. Although schools may not be utilizing
=

-

B.
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as well as they should what is already known. to be good, educators must be

orithe alert to discover still better ways of'teaching. Research, innovation

and dissemination should-be Playing an'Ancreasingrole in tie years ahead.

Vitality in the Curriculum

A continual problem confronting schools is that of keeping content

updated. Too often schools teach towhat'has been rather than what is or

-what will 'be.

Where once we taught problems of a .democracy we ought now td be

4
emending this content to problems of. the world community. Because* live

in close proximity with other culture of the world, brought about largely

through improved' communication& and transportation, we find that people

problems had deal of commonality around the globe. The probqems'

of environment, of conservation, of overpopulation, of,poverty, of food,

of consumer protection, of housing, of recreation, of health--all these and

others are current in every country, thclogh variable in intensity, and -have

effect beyond the borders. As Dr. Champion Ward indicated in last summer's

institute global understanding needs to be developed in terms of common humanity.

Doubtless the-dropout problem in many of our high schools is iue part

to the fact that much of what is taught halittle,or no meaning to:the student.

Teachers need to know what it is which has meaning to the students and make.'

contact. at the points of relevance. Many high.schools'operate on outmoded

requirements for graduatikri. Attention should be given to these requirements

in order that flexibility to cover a wide range of students and student interests

is provided. Maryland recently ha', taken a look at its requirementvand

hopefully the new'standards, when completely implemented, will provide the
'

degree offlexibili-ty needed. -

America is strong Because of itsdiversity.,Jhe curriculum should be

characterized, in a similar manner.

"ft
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Elimination of Discrimination .

n

..,

.'
,
Although much progress has been made in

t

liminating discrimillatir.
..

- '

from

:3
chools in Maryland based on racial and religious differences and plans

.

. . .

are under way for doing likewise on the basis of sex, still much remains

to be accomplished.

The numbers game may have some merit in identifying the extent-of
,

resolution of the problem. The 20%'disproportibn from the norm of the minority

4 . . .

group in a school, system utilized by HEW is a purely statistical approach'to

the problem and does. not take into account causatfve factors. The problem

of satisfying HEW compliance assurances evolves out of residential houting

'patterns which have as common denominators monoethniciy, economic status and

4

sheer discrimination of whateveryintage imaginablqw It As unfortunate that

the federal government expects one service (education) to correct what it

permijs another service (housing) to create.

The utilization of, busing, when used discreetly, can be an assist in
.9,

solving the problem. Unfortunately in many large population centers the

logistict in accommodating large numbers becomes cumbersome and expensive, at

4

a time when dollars are becoming.increasingly diffiCult to come by. In large'

urban areas, the metropolitan concept exists in matters related to busi;esc,

-cultural-enrichment activities., sewage and water. It does not exist as a

viable concept-when related to the desegregation,of public'schools.
,

AI.

The years ahead will be very crucial to education tp Maryland and the

nation. Unfortunately, the solutions apparently will have.to emanate from

the4political sector. More importantly, educators must realize that schools'

exist to educate children, that poor human relations robs even.thebest- --

/

achiever from realizing his'full potential. Failure 'to learn to live devoid

of fear in multiethnic situations today 411 have grave implications for the
via tAic-

future.

' /47.6
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ETiminatiO of discriMinat is far greaterthin proximity of hur40
1 , $

. bOdieMore.difficult.is theseliminition of the sublbties of the, problem --
. % ..

,

'.th_aettitiidesi tlevOrking
.-

relations, the contentof instruction, employment.
4 .

. .' '

,a
, ,

.

., .

q-, practices:" There cut out abig task for education as we move into the future.

4* Promotidn of Educational Progress Through Leadership

A. '
c

I '

, .

It.is withttinsider ire frhagrin that one school' chief pertapS there
,,- . .

'40 ire other=s) retognizes man tive developments Iti recent-years, at least
, ,.." changes in the operation of schools, have been brought abut outside of the

leadership in education. While educat6rs have been busy in fthding funds,

, ".

facilities,Jurnishings and formats to.ttiocommoditenumbers, others, especially

the ;courts, have been C!elingthe shots in the diteOtion' of social movement.the

as ifaafeects education.: Ptrhaps this is the way'it has always been, perhaps

this is tReway it should be. ,

.

In the-last ten or soyears the, courts have decreed the demise of the
, o .

dual system of education,equal employment opportuntties elative to race

116 and then toSeA; rights of the handicapped to free education, necessity of

bilingual instruction, the of board members, and the'-equitable" 14
00

suPport of eduction.- Courts-have been noted for making landmatk decisions

over the. year Which have hid far reaching effects upon education. However,

. it does seem that recent year's have'brought 9 an exceptional_ period of

'activity, which should give pause to thediscerning'educator to postulate

whether he has been giving direction as he or she ought..
,

Shoilldschool thiefs, state and local., be on the forefront of social
t s , \-- A '

-progress and aceordintiy endeavor to 'move education forivird-elthoutabeing

pressed intii action. by the courts?

4

#
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MASSACHUSETTS

MASSA HUSETTS, .
.

_ Gregory Anrig
.

:
State Commissioner of-EdUcation. -i:

Educational Strategies in Ivreas*g_iy Unfavorable Fiscal Envoronmdnts.
. .

0
I. Direct Indications and Causes4of Crisis 4

, .

igo

114

a) declining revenues on state and local leVels,

b) increasing "bLitit-in" costs of existing educational and

. social welfare programs on Federal, State and local level.

public-school costs have gone up at,a rate nearly four

Mmes ythat of the ConsuMer Price Indek (hiring the last

,

.

seven years

d) a national administratkon seeking to'deemphasize Federal

aid and intervention in state and loc40 programs

e) an apparent lack Of fit between 40existing job' market.

and entry level skills, on the one hand, anethe emphases

or existing educational

Complicati,ng Factors

programs ontthe ether ill,

a) declining pupil"enrollm'ents folloWingan extended p

of education41 expansion . - ...

b) increasing public disilluOonment with tht irpparent'failure

.400f schools to' provide pupils with basic skills

c) growing hostility on the part of state legislature; and local

ipxpayers to the burden of,contlnually increasing ed6cational

expenditures with ltttle apparent effort by educators yo

mentrol rising costs

d) the image of pubic schools as unable to control intreasipg

student drug /alcolol usIrvidlepce,..and vandalism

e) pervasiveness of racial and socto-ledonomic.isolation in

I

t,
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e

;,/

6

A

urban schools - ..
*

f) sincreaSinOn ervention of'the courts'in matters of educational

. , *

rights and remedies
, .

Pre- existing Educational Goals

a) increase in studeftt achievement levels,in.the area of basic.

t

b)

academic skills

'the.elimination of obstacles to equal access.to educational

services on the basis of race, sex, language, and/or wealth

of community of residence

c) the integration of schools and the educational vocess with

he realities .of local Community lifelillth special emphasis
. /-,

on the transition from school to work

IV. Strategies fbr the Futute

a) the public-demonstration. by educators of fiscal responsibility ,

r

b

drawn future strategies to ease.the painful cons' ncesof

through more rigorous aIministration and cost control procedures,

while seeking to avoid' sacrifices in eddcational quality; greater..

_utilization of services frOtri other social service agencies at

.

the local and state level and clarification of Lilo and

fe
'responsibilitiet\of all family-serving public institutions

) increasing resort to long-range planning to generate tSroadly,

an inevitable shrinkage in' the size of the publ4 educ tional"

establishment
,

c) a greater degree of openness_to public demands for information

about and input into, educational.decision-making

4) an effort to provide a clearer public vision of the somewhat
ft?

limited capabilities of schqols as vehicles for smile r

problem solving- 411
d*

1(3'
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t

e) an'increased willingness to resort ,to regional and metro-
, ,

politan solutions to problems which escape the capacities
ti

of individual local school systems

f). increasfid attention to alternative used for existing

educatiOnpl fac4i.tieg. and personnel

MICHIGAN

John W. Porter
---_-/-7 StaXe Superintendent 'of Public ,Instructibn

INTRODUCTION,

4

There are many problems confronting public 'andand secondary

education in these United States, bUt in my opinion, the mak triti.thl issue

is-the current variance between secondary schooling, a yolith's educational

experience, and the world of work.

In recent years, a 'lumber of articles and studies have been written

on this singular issue, burnone of the articles seem to offer a clear-cUe

simple formula .for dealing with the complex issue at hand.
Nvs,

To date no. specific -pr.-tarsals have been advanced which would initiate

action'on.this most46portant youth 4pblem.

In this paper, I offer to the Ihitip States Office of Education, eight

specific issuel which.can_be,and should be translated into -eight,recomfiendations

for acion'if any'cOnstructve change is-to take place-in responding to thei

,

critical problems.whi,ch,confront oyr youth, particularly those in urban and
e

'rural -setti

./ If life-Can be catigorizedaceording to the, four life cycles of.1),rearino

2) schooling, 3) 4vorking,and4) retiring', a if the working cycle (which for
.

most,people is the longest) is the-most rewarding as, many say it is#01tha1 a mush

iclearer articulation between the schooling and working cycles needs to emerge

40
/Sy
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in our highly technocratic society.

I offer to the OffiCe of Education and to my colleaguei,.the Chief

State School Officers of the United States, the following proposal as one

possible solution to the 'mist pressing problem facing our.schools."

.11r. -

YOUTH-TRANSITION TO WORK,

The United' States has become the first society in the history of the,
, ...--- , . , .

.

world that could coinue increasing its gross`national prOduct without

relying upon the manpower of its youth, ages 15:16,, and 17.

Our natiorios technological inventiveness is the principal reason

.;

this claim can telmade;\and the future_holds no panacea for, our youth, if

persons in the work force continue to be alloWed to work ,through age 65.

Thi
Current trends anti/cfpate most working adults being in the labor; fore for //

nearly 50 years,'which means probably some major reorientation of existing .

objectives for.high school education and other training institutions during

the'last quarter of the 20th Century. If these data are relatively accurate;

there Is probably need for some kind of a new National Manpower Policy.

.

The major problem which' confronts American.society.in relationship
, v-

to the issue 'of Youth Transitionto Work is not whether or not our secondary
,.-: .

::).
training progrAsfor studentSerereilistic,.. but whether or not there will

.

.: ..

be sufficient job, Opportunities, for' youth to transfer from sespndary schools
,. .

. ,

. to the world of work.
4 ' C , i:,

0'

1 c

I have every reason to belieu-aiat,the;gchool prbgrams,can be,improved
.

"if work Opportunities are,made available.. However; some OnoMists fave .
. .

, ...

suggested' that the current recession will ndt be/turned ound tO4the,point
v

.where:our "industrial might" will be able,to 'generate the kind of new jobi"which
.* , .1,

will be necessary to cover the demand's of our youth. ThereforelPas one consider, .
.

4.

'thit.long-term economic factors that will probably -have to be, taken into .

A
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consideration, it seems'that the country as awhole will have to consider

strongly a r&vv type of job generation similar to the Civilian Conservation

,Corps program of the '30's, and the Neighborhood Yofith Corps programs of the

'30's. These job opportunities .were generated as a result of public funding,

and tt may well be that private. enterprise will have to rely again more

heavily upon the generation of public employment jobs in the fu re if

youth transition to work is to be satisfactory and smooth."

I have reached this conclusion based upon the present relationship

of education (schooling in the narrow sense) to the basic issue of

"how the young become adults,"' which is the "real" problem confronting our

industrialized society. The rapid-and significant alteration of this relation7,

ship in the fost 50 year's is adequately documented in a report issued in

May, 1972, entitled "How Do The Yoiing Become Adulis?ul

The issue before the country, as Willard Wirtz hasrated,'is reordering,

the "policy," if the nation is serious, about trying to interrelate education_

and the rest of adult life experience. Wirtz.believes that without a new

' policy" the educational system is subject to pursuingvaliahtly goals and

objectives which reality-cannot bi reached, thus, leading to more and more

frustration and failure among our youth.
2

p

It has been stated by the writer that in many instances itsholiltkely

- r

that the children of the present generation of the nation's leaders will be

able to reach similar heights of accomplishment, because the job opportunities

for doctors, lawyers, teachers, engineers, etc. have'plateaued.

ir
In addition to the basic is.sut'of job generation, there are other,

1 "How Do The Young Become Adults?" May, 1972. James S. Celeman. Report

No. 130, Center for Social Organization of Schools, The Jan.Hopkins, University,

Baltimore, Maryland.

2 Education to Make a Living; Keynote address by Willard- Wirtz, forme,r,Secreta'ry

of Labor:- 962-69; presently President of National Manpower Institute. Prepared

for delivery at Education Commistion of the States Annual Meeting, Miami;

Florida, June 20-22, 1974. .

k

a
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t be addr6.sed if "Youth Transition to Work" is to

slogan.

alient reasons the country cannot implement a program of

youth 'transition to wo k revolve around the following assumptions:

1. The educationystem's assumption at the secondary level that

_th, _and guidance fuhotion should remain within the
..

..--1.,...,

educational system. -,(

. ...,--
,

'''1:
2. The education system's assumption that it can teach about the

world 'of work and the work ethic, and then adequately place people

in the work world.

.3. The education system's reliance upon present manpower needs'and

information in shaping the courses and curriculum to be vrovided,

which results in establishing high-cost programs which tend' to

outlive their usefulness.

4. The education system's belief that-a highly selected segment of

the population; the teachers in the schodls, can be held accountable

for the major 'responsibility of transmitting the work ethic through

institutions called public schools.

The education system's present reliance-upon so-called "career"

.
,

.

education" to solve the problems enumerated without any major

structural changes in the-education system itself.

There is no doubt that attention on the youth transition problem facing

tie country has been given added emphasis, because, of the initrest of the President.

President Ford'has suggeSted theed to develop a nattonal commitment

in regard to theissue.of-"Youth Transition to Work." As a result, three

Secretaries of the Administration jointly agreed in the summer of 1974 to study/

the issues and recommend to the President a course of action. The Seci.etaries

proposed tNe appointment of a new National, Commission. The President assigned

iretx.
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1

A

...
the task to the existing National Commission on Melpower PolVy. The issue

,

.

before the Manpower Commission is not "education" but "jobs."
1r

7

Such an approach s ems plausible at first glance because it restricts
%

the persons eligible an it presupposes some transitional training in the
I '

schools.- Howeor, some very intriguing statistics have emerged which point

out that for every 100 entering high school ninth graders, only 70/complete

high school, 30 of whom go on to collegd, with only 10,ending up with a college

degree. Such statistics raise interesting questions as to what approach shOuld

For'be taken. For example. Should la National Manpower Policy on Youth Transition
, .

take into consideration,the,1166, the 70, the 30, or the 10T,
.._

. ,

---u

I believe it is reasonable to focus do "what happens of er young people
,

4

leave secondary school or college," but one_cannot overlook the fact that many

people drop out of the systerOnd at alarming rates in the inner cities where

the emplOyment problem is the most depressing.

Although probably not Asential, it would be.4propriate to seek'the

advice of knowledgeable persons who could assume the task of preparing working

ft

papers on policy related themes, such as:

1. The dimensions of the problem and the state occurrent knowledge.

2. Employer practices regarding the hi.ring'of youth. "

3. 'Community case studies of improved linkages among iciptitutions.

. 4. An assessment of the federal government's programs related to.

1 youth employment.

5. Bridges to work: European experience.

6. Work study programs: their status andpotential expansion.

7 . Special problems of minority-youth and women.

a. The challenges that migrants fact,

9. The competence of school leaver's..

.4
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10. Alternative maturational modtis.

11. Closing the informational gap.

12. Training structures, incluing-apprenticeship.

Such a series of papers might be useful for a conf'ence, but at .

tVil point of little utility in dealing with thowfundamela41 issue which

faces the country, and that is "that many of the youth_are not now prepared

to enter the job market upon leaving the schools," or "if they are prepared' .

'the jobs are not available to ell who,Seek them."

Once a person has traveled throUgh the school ill-eqdlpped to face the

work reality, or has. left school because of its unreality, dr has acquired,

the skills but cannot find a joba bitter taste of cjemocracy is left unsweetened.

ThBut that is, idh effect, exactly what is transpiring.

It should be noted that this, is not the fault of the secondary schools,
1

since they, were not created in the first place to carry out this task of

"Youth Transition to Work," nor have they in the second place been given the

societal support necessary to achieve this objective.

This paper focuses upon two problems which confront 'the politfeians

and educators of the.country:

-- To first problem is that there are not enough jobs to absorb the

qualified; and

-- The second probl is that the schools are not turning out studehts

with adequate ills to be hired without major retraining.
4

Because of these two problems, I' would propose that before any studies

are undertaken to determine what happens after young people leave, school, that

the National Commission establish a policy framework on Youth Transition to Work,

which means that ineither case the issues &re job creation and 'job training.

Such a policy framework coul .ppropriately focus upon the current

American Youth Dilemma, which. can be d cribed in three recent changes in
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American culture.:

1. A major the basic )p rpose of secondary schools;1

2. The establishment of,universal attendance;

3. The increasing variance betWeen schooling and education.

Issue No. I

Secondary schools until recent years were not.held "accountable" for

the effective transition of youth to work. Most work prior to World War II

was manual labor or agriculture reltted. As a result, youth who were

motivated could leave school, and find adequate employment. The, men of the

country were also dispersed in society and were able to'assis_trin),the youth
,

transition to work process. This is not the case.today.-

As a result, secondary schools are now saddled with the full responsibility,

since our adult men and now women have retreated to the business andindustrial

complexes of the suburbs and .downtown edifices with little firsthand contact

with youth of today. To solve the current youth transition problem, the.

business and industrial complex must assume a greater share of the responsibility

for jib experiences by creating within their establishments "Youth Service Job.

Opportunities."

Issue No. II

Since the second World War, the Ration-has set a,stba goat', universal high

pool education. Such a goal is lofty and desirable, but it creates problems

retofore not,

Seco y students generally fall into three categories as they progress

through he schools'. One Category is..ale so- called ollege bound; another is

the general education-vocalional education studeh; and t third is the dropout.

The secondary school in most instance is unable,to handle the needs of those

not geared to academic credits, and the labor market has made no. provision for

absorbingthem since the high school diploma hai become an entry card to even

10
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the most menial 'of jobs.

While focusing upon a policy of youth transition to work after young

people leave school, WW11 alsq be necessary to establish a better in-school

work/study program which will, effectively prohibit the 10:5 million secondary

students, age 17 and less, from becoming statistical casualties of the

Labor Department figures.

To correct the twofold problems involved, such students should be

given a soaped " Youth Service Job Status" as long_ as their.primary qoal

is educational preparation, thus reflecting a truer labor market picture and .

eliMinating_the yoUth from active competition with the adult job seekers.

Issue No. III

At no ather time in the history of mankind hai the variance between

.

secondary school expectations and job-related education been so great.

Because of this variance, it is possible that the 70-75 percent high school

completion is the maximum achievable under the present structure of the

educatidnal system. In -urban centers, due in "Oart to a 60-75 percent

absenteeism, the completion rate drops sometimes to below 50 percent, which

argues for some kind of new incentives.

,^

It would seem that a return to the concept'of job placement and follow-up

needs to become al; integral part of an education - business- government consortium;

in order to.close the gap between schooling and education. This may necessitate

state and federal legislation to implement and finance a counseling and-guidance

system which iSeelated to the real world of living and-directly involves the

'employment service, educational institutions, labor, and the employers.

Growing out of thiS discussion are a series,of issues which need to
4

be discussed if any meaningful attempts at solving the Youth Transition to

Work issue is to betealized.
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ISSUES TO BE CONSIDERED

1. A National Manpower Policy that would genelIte job opportUnitieS

after young people leave school.

2. A generation of "Youth Service Job Opportunities" for some 7.5

million senior high school students (grades 11-12).

3. A tentatively planned program for.the 6.0 million 9th'and 10th year

students.who are teetering between "dropPifig out" and'"holding on."

4. A plan whereby np senior high school student be required to spend t

more than a half day In the high school building.

.

5. A-minimum of one semester:. credit foroptional community service

work, which is job related, according to established standards.

6. A system of contractual arrangements to implement school-work

related experiences, such as co-op, on-the-job-training, etc.

7. A procedure whereby.the business and industria4 community assumes

a major responsibility for youth transition-counseling and guidance.

8. A state-federal financed program of job placement and follow -up,,

utilizing the cooperative efforts of education, labor, business,

and government.

*These principles are predicated upon increasing job opportunities for after

school youth. If according to Willard Wirtz, in a speech given on. August 1,.

1974 .at the CCSSO Institute in Jackson Hose, Wyoming, that there will not be

a major increase in job opportunities, particularly at the nonprofessional

and technical levels, the need for such principles is even more paramount,

MINNESOTA

Howard B. Casmey
State CommisSioner of Education

Our domestic educational system has been concurrently impacted by an

.explosion of knowledge as well as increasingly justifiable competition-for

'" 14Q.

'1110 .
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resources from other institutions. This has resulted in the requirement for

educators to teach more with less.

'Problem's evidenced by statistics over time indicate that traditional

education meth90-are,unable to resolve the historic and projected paradox.

Because traditional education is labor==intensive, major cost reductions

cannot be eff'ected without .commensurate quality re6ctions. To make

education responsive within anticipated economic constraints requires

changing the base of the education institution from a labor to a

capital-intensive industry.

In Minnesota we have been actively investigating this possibility, and

have come to the conclusion that the same tool that created the knowledge

explosion can be harnessed to provide the solution.to our educational

,
dilemma. That tool is the computer.

More specifically, the application of a computer system hks been

identified as the most probable vehicle to both enhance the quality and

breadth of education while reducing the expense of this education's delivery.

The system PLATO (Programmed Logic for Automatic Teaching Operations) has

been in development for 11 yeprs and has fully-developed and proven hardware

and software. Its initial installations in an elementary and secondary

setting requires a subsidy or courseware development and equipment manufacture.

Courseware, or the translation of conventional curriculum to Computerized

curriculum, is available for purchase in certain areas and can also be

developed by loc4l teachers. Hardware, becauge it is not being created in

large quantities4 is more eXpenNve to build and acquire today than it will

be in five years (witmess the priceof electronic-calulators five years'ago

vs. today).

Because of theexperience we have already-had with computer applicatift

'education, as well as our georaphic proXimity and consequent access to

/4:3'
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the leaders in the field'of computerized education, we feel uniquely qualified

to undertake the development of what is destined ird*.-become the future

educational strategy of this country.

The State of Minnesota cannot undertake this rest)onsibilitx alone.,. We
. .

-have gained the'support in the Avelopyent of a computer-based eduCation
4

capability from the largest education-orientV computer corporation. They

-have pledged the availability of nationally-ecognised-education and cOtirseware

experts in this area, as well as availability of the tens of millions of .

dollars of research already expended in computei-=based education.
/-

I personally see no alternative solution for our educational dilemma on

the horizon. I intendto solicifyour,,support for the development of a future-

,

directed educational system. To further build a base of mutual understanding,

I.submit this white paper which addresses three principal points in detail;

(1) the problems tfacing education, (2) the inability of traditional educational

systems'to solve these problems and, (3) alternative solutions.

I. The problems faCing elementary and secondary education.

Every journey begins with a first step. In Minnesota we began our

search for an adequate method of educating our citizens with a-goal.

In pursuit of this goal we identified four basic concerns:

(1) achieving &quality of education

(2) meeting individual student needs

(3) keeping pace with the knowledge explosion

(4) living within realistjc economic expectations.

Each concern deals witb the meeg-tng of environmental forces and their

impact upon our current educational system_ .We recognized that to.

achieve our objective required that we first define +hese concerns and

consequently find solutions. In this paper we=have followed that same

logic. First, we have defined each'of the aforementioned concerns.

/4r
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Second, we have looled at,traditional edudational processes' ability to

overcome these'concerns. And last, we;ave definetrthe role of the

Compilter and.itvlinkage with traditioial educational techn4quet as
.

. .

a system of educat,jon in the future,

1. Achieving Equality of Edudition .,

_Although Americans would like td beliekthat'beCause the United States

lsea democracy, equality of education is assuredWe know that1 ll's-4,
. A

ideal' has not yet been achieved. Mg policies of,local school districts
.

and counties, and of state and federal departments concerned with

tducation have been unable to meet the needs of many of their constituents

and' their children. Sote childrenCare virtually condemned to failure

'because of,the sociarand economic disadttages they 'face with-the*

. parents and communities.

Several Minnesota school districts have taken steps to provide

increased educational opportunities in thoseAcholgOs serving concentrations.
a

,of 10w-income or disadvantaged students. Among the steps which havg

lead to additional. costs are:

A reduced student-teacher ratio in classrooms.
410

. 2. -A reduction of.the.adult Ilident ratio by adding parent and community
.00

sides in classrooms-.

3. Provisioqof additional professional and paraprofegsional'staff to
-I

-.4

'facititate'added,health and atVindanclservices. ____/,

i -.
..

4,-The provision of significantiy-larger amountsAf diignosticend
.

.' * . .
,. .

...

refer61 services. ..
4

,5. The provision of additional 'reading and math'curric.Art.1m materials.

6. TheprOlvision of additional Extended -day program's supportive of

education...j. %
..

7. The proVision of additional staff development fortmin'istrators414,
,

.

. : 1 .(fr \-, 4.
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twhers, paraprofeSsionals, and clerical *dal stiff.

8.' Provision of falsfor additional field trips and extracurricular

A
activftiesito support educationtl involvement for student

9. The provision of additional dollart to support rity measures.

to. The provision of nutritional suppOrtin the may of,breakfast,

. snack, and/or lunch when circumstances so warrant.

In 11267, Minnesota established the first State Department of HUman

Rights in the nation, and work began on a desegregation and equalization

,

lan because it was generally' elt by MitneSatans-that school segregation
- oo

was legally suspect, edutationalfc harmful, and morally wrong.

In Septeiber of 1973, the-MinnesOta State Bo'ard,of Education established

desegregatio regulations which indicated,thA MinneSota was prepared

gto use legal sanctions to end racial segregation In_public schools.

School di5Aicts implementing desegregation/integration programs

-- receive additional state funds to cover increased costs in transportation,

in-service training programs, Staffing additionsparent participation,
,

%.adership staffs,currictrium development, and ev uation in order to

'insure the successful completion of these
a

Another concern in Minnesota A for the provision ofequal.;opportuhities,

in education for such groups as rural childrelt, drop-outs, apd those

4
children requirin'g remedrl instruction.

It is hoped that the financial equalization plan' will funnel more equal

amounts of funding into rural communities which.fortherly had far less,

to spend on educational enhancements than the affluenticity-iuburbs.

These children may still suffer some-educa-rat iniquili ,Fiver,40
ecae they Ave sp far froAhe learning source,.the tchobl and its

4

.-. qIr .
teachers, .Somechildren it%ending consolidated A

/
chools must.spend as

4.

much as"two hours on the bus goin to school each morning. This may

, ....J
, /.

3,
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g

prevent their participation in many of the special' learning activities,

town or city schools can offer. It is also'soMetimes,-difficult to

convince the most qualified teachers to come to these relatively

_isolated areas tq teach,
Mb

arid, at times, the fairly small number oT

students in such schools'can make the outlay"for the hiring of

, teachers for such "specialty" areas as phyics and trench financially

impossible.

The Minnesota Department of Education is'also concerned about the

percentage of its students who drop out of school, 7.6%., These/

school failures pour out into the streets --proximately 900,000

each year acrs the country -- to join.their predecessors: Becatt;-

most of them can't read, they can't.find work. Their imMatrity,and,

inactivity often combine and -result in ventures into crime. the*

,crime rate his gone up 124% from 1960.to 1971 for boys and-Orls under,

.

18 years of age.'
,4

In order tp more effectively combats tie ,problem of dropouts, the
e

Minnesotg Depaftment of Education, the Minnesota'Department of Corrections

representatives fromoIher state agencies, and repreSentaiives from ,

6
Minnesota.industries and businesses hope tbwork together more closely

*V

,,

in the future in'order to'som bineresarces so that these problems,
.

in whicy all have acommon interest, may be More effectively handled:
0

. ..

Of special interest to the groups identified above isthe'problim of

learning"disabilities. According to the Western InterstateCommiSsion

,4

for kligher Education's Correction, Programs Division, a characteristic

. that all institutional {zed youth have in common, whether they come

from sparigly_populated.rural .areas or 'dense urban concentrations, is

stool failure
f

. 7
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Many studies, including research conducted by Dr. Dennis Hoganson,

a MinneapOis psychologist, on populations from the fansing Boys

Training School (Michigan) and the Red_Wing Boys Training School )1k

(Miftnesot), indicate that reading failure may be the snglemost

significant factor in those forms of deli:nqUency which can be

described as anti- socially agg7ssive.

Dr. Allan Berman, an Associate Professor of Psychology at the University s,

of Rhode Island examined 45 incarcerated juvenile delinquents and

controls insthat state and found th,At undetected adaptive,or learning

disabilities play an Aportantrgliological role, in the levelopment

of the life stYle.that resultin delinquency. Through hip! research,

Tr. Berman haslcome to the conclusion that youngsters\who become ,

. al*
_

delinquent are those whose perceptual-difficulties, whose learning

disabilities were not diagnosed and who were therefore caught up in
EP.

the cycle of failure and despair which eventually resulted in delinquent
/

behavior. It is fervently hoped by those agencies involved, who

-represent both the public and private sector, that, together, can

work nuappropritkt remedial Means of diagnosing and treating

each individual stildent(P)roblems, so that more appropriate and

effective remedial programs, rtcularly reading programs, can be

developed within out Minnesota schools The state and its schools

and school districts must continue to searih for alternat educational

delivery systems, and to explore programs geared toward ased

efficiency and productivity.-_

2, Meeting Individual Student Needs

A second general problem facing educartion In our nation's schools is

the challenge of meeting individual student needs. :Eduaktion, in order

to keep pace with today's ety, Must be*both more highly specialized
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I. /'
and more general. In order to a.ecoMp3iih this dichotomy, schools

Must offer a system of education which has.a higher degree of indi-/Pviduali-
-.

zation, so that individukl.neefis caan be' -met.' More Atention, therefore,
,

,
dust be given to pupil problems as a'

.

basis for individual opportunities

to learn`. The task before our teethes, then,.. is to find for each
' 0 -

child entrusted tothem'an apprcjriate relationship between.wh4 is

-to be learmed, the,way it is to be learned, apd thelearning.aq
.,

developmental stage the child -is. in. Wein Mipnesota are still )46-king

toward the soiation-of-th* s problem:

3. Keeping__Pace With the."knoWledge explOsion4
5

.

.

. Our job as educators is to prepare. students for the future; future,
. .

jobs, as future cons efs and for future crises. frhe.dynamiC nature

of man's existence isdramatized today, by the frequency with which he

. -faces crises. The energy crisis, the food crisis, the environmental
4. I'

. .

*

criStS, and-04;k0flationary crisis all serve to 411Ustrate how
(

csmplex life has become. But in times.of crises; man excels. His

inquisitive, creative, and adabttve.nature leads him to.discover news'

knowledge and new_ways:of.applyihg old khbwledge a$ he brings order
k -

out'1~ chaos.
, 4V

),, , .,,Ze:crisisiwith potential for ignitin0 major conflict is the energy
IA

,..

.
.,- crisis, Khewn l*troleuth reierve$ on this planet wfil.be depleft in .

.

,

. .

a few decades is developing- mitichis\Degin tb use oil at-the rate it is.

'r
consumed by Inustrialiied countries: The severity of the problem is

, ,

emphasized by tie estimate that knoln'reserves ofi petroleum in the
,

United States maybe depleted in a few decades;, Yet, we ,know.there

is approximately twenty times' as much oil in the oil shale deposits

of Colorado, Utah: bid Wyoming than in all,.of our, current reserves.
.t

/491 s.
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4.

'4
Ale.I

.
.

. .

Extracting oil from shale May be of que&tionabie econbrnic value, and

;run*,

,

s.the risk of seriously deMaging the environment, but'man will gain

the knowledge needed solve the problem'as he strives to beet the

-

.energy crisis,:. .......i

. , . . ,/
,

Resolving crises thrpwgh the discovery and use of knowledge illu rates
.

.

the rapidity wit%6hich map mi4t'acqWirel0ew fact; understandings: and

skills. The.ever-increasing cOMplexity'of.contemporary ling, Cor,pied

withthe commensurate frequency of'.crises, is reeding to a knowledge

explosion., It has been projected that man's acqutred knoWledge will

doable every ten years within the next half Century:

How is'the knowledge_explotion affectihg the way wg live and the way

we eduCate? First and foC'emosti it is prqiidiDg man with the means

to de-emphasizo,induttrialization.

As we benefit from the advancements of various technologies, we-also

Tealiz, that most of-our'previously-learned information has becdme

obsolete. I'll' an attempt to keep pace with this exploSibnqf knoWledle4

there is a trend by both individuals and institutions towards specialization.'

a, A

The challenge, then, is to effRctiveiy and efficiently communicate this

new-found educational informatiop.from the 'specialists to-the increasing

number of individuals who have a need for'it.
lh

' .,-
3

To k :pace with this explosion of information, some'Of:these same
.7 4

"k .

--. tec olo§ies f.e being 'used to provide a solution for this problem.
I /

. -,'These technologies include high-Cipacity information storage Systems

- - and coMmunications facilities sOch as!
...t

*WOrk Processing Machines
, 4

*Computer; Data Banks , 4

*Information Storage and Retrieve) Units
*Communications Satellites
*Video Phones.

17L
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4. ..Living within realistic economic expectations.

As in maniother states- MinnePota is spending a decreasing proportion

'of av3ail ble revenues,for educatio-ky This reality is due to changing

demogr hics, economics-and the resultanAhangei in politics ®`.

Clearly the problem becomes' how can we achieve equally-distributed,

individualized. and timely education, given continuing constraints
#

on available resources. To explore that westion, we will first

analyze the ability of traditional educational systems to resolve this

problem. Secondly we wil) take a look at a nOnliraditional educational

AiStem.

The inability of traditional educational systems to solve these problems.

The crisis situations of the last few years, involving such. attempts as

busing to. correct inequalities, are evidences that the traditional

'system is generally incapable of coping with the need for equal educational

opportunities across geographical and socio-economic barriers. Some

characteristics inherent in the teacher-based traditional system

indicate that equality simply cannot be achieved without recourse

to an alternative system. Among such/inhibiting characteristics are:

*Inequalfty of local...support of teachers.

*Varied attractiveness of resiOence.
*Unequal population density. '

These factors plus4many others, tend to lend support fdr improving ji

the educational programs-already at the better eaofthe spectrum

while th t 'the opposite Od receive'nothing ap oaching the

.

thres of-4.4o.fred assistance 'for improvement,

Alt gh equali)zation.of financial iupport ids conceivable, it is unlikely

that a-lipurely financial solution cold be contrived such that educational

. .

6 talentbeqmes eqUally, distributed as a result. ,Since the traditional
, .

.

1
.

educational systems are po fully teacher-centered-, and equal distribution

l
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of initructional talent so fully unrIklistIc, it is impossible to even

theor)ze-how traditional education could ever reach a satisfactory

.levet of equality.

'Ttie probtemsAf individualizing education in the traditional

classroom setting are many. While creative experimentation has led
. I ...

to (a) the reorganization of the physical setting, (b) the reorganisation

, of student into novel gr0upings,.and (c) the reorganization of curriculum

to initiate and isolate areas of teacher and 'student specialization,
°A4

the real ability of conventional teaching methods to respond to

individual student needs is found in an analysis of reading disabilities.,

There are Children-who are referred to as having "specific language

disabilities." They possess an average and often above-average ability'

to learn. Their handicap is an inability to "l'earn through traditional

instructional'methods.

Traditional :Socratic methodolograssumes the following two facts: (1)_

that a meaningful dialogue can take place between student and"teacher,

and (2) that the styden't can leaf, only that knowledge that exists

within the .teacher's intellehual reservoir. 'Me knowledge
_ .

ft
,,explosionimpfn9eslopon' both o f these basic tenents. As the base,of

huMan knowledge grows there does not appear to be'the growth in, human

intellect to match.. As a resillt,'We continuously develop more and more

specialized functions as individuals in soc ty. The-elementary and

secondary teacher lays a 'foundation of.educ tpat the student builds,

'hi s specialized intellectual structure vis Os s, higher education.

Thefoundation has to -be sfronq and broad enough to serve the student's

, 4 ; L
later

,

intellectual needs.' EleMentalgy.and'econdary education has to

be up-to4arte'and coMkehensive. Given the knowledge explooand

man's ltmited ability internalize this information at the rate it

l' H .
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has been generated, it is necessary to shift the roTe of the teacher

from a disseminator of. information, to a manage

role of the teacher in the'future must become

distributing knowledge on an individiialized need

one, of verbalizing historic truisms.

information: The

selecting and

asis rather than

Of ali the problems facing traditional educational systems, the
\

economics anelsothat which is most difficult to overcome. The

historic way to meet the aforementioned needs of our society'has

been to enrich the student /teacher ratio. Teachers are becoming more

and more specialized. As a result, they connuously serve a smaller

and smaller student audience.
.

In Minnesota,' as 'in many other states, teachers' expenses comprise

over 70% of total operating expenses. The remaining 30% of expenses

havg been continuously'cut back until further cuts'would take away

muscle.and bone, not fat. Today the only way we can expect to meet

the reduced revenues we know are coming i

of teacher expense.

Because we have been experimenting with the computer as an aid to

examine the management

education for the last ten years, we see a focusing of all the problems

in the computer. As industry has realized, increased productivity is

most readily achieved when the emphasis is shifted from investment in

labor to investment in capital equipment.' This change provided the

basis for the industrial revoTution. Perhaps it can provide the impetus

for the edOcation revolution.

"'Because of these problems and the inherent qualifies of the -computer,

we envision an educational revolution in which the ever increasing

vaHable'expe se, of teachers is gradually supplanted by the fixed

om
(9,11

expen'se of cp ter 'systems.
4

173 a
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III. A Solution to the/ Educational Problems

We believe the use of computers for Instructional purp es will increase

dramatically in the next decade. A number of forces lead s to. this
AP'

conclusion, but four seem to dominate: -(1) the world situati n is

such that educational productivity` must be substantially increased,

(2) technological progress,is making computer use educationally and

economically viable,,(3) educators are learning how to use computers

effectively and efficiently in a wide variety of instructional environments
.10

and (4) the individual is demanding that educatioaq processes be used

that are indivldu&lized, timely and responsive to huthan,needs.

The following remarks give an trid*CatiOn macroscopic of the way in

which the computer affords apotential solution for the problem as

-stated earlier.

*Equality: Two of the major problem areas in equality of delivery are

in the. area of geographic dispersion and minority education. A computer

terminal can be installed in any remote looatiom that can be reached by

a- telephonee and a computer terminal is unbiased, infinitely patient,

and ununionize0..

*Individualization: If one reviews the curriculum illustrated in Appendix

A (not included in this publication, but -available Upon request from

the Minnesota State Department) the diversity of individual learning

styles and of attitudinal reactions, onw qu4clay comes to the conclusion

that the only delivery tool, responsive to these phenomena is the computer.

In,this context, the richer and more flexible the device, the greater
- 41

the potential for individualization and attitudinA improvements in

the educational process.

*Khowledge Explosion: There is today a demonstrated knowledge explosion

both in subject matter and in pedagogical methodology. The computer is:
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* A limitless repositorS, of knowledge;4

* An extremely flexible cataloging de0ce fdr such knowledge;
* A highly sophisticated diagnosis, an/alysis, rid prescription
tool:

These capaOilitiet clearly indicate the computer as the'only source.of

educational delifer14,-esponsive-to the knowledge explosion:

*Economics: The history of the computer.ihmstry7clearly indicates a

significant potential for long-term cost ry,,tions. Research and

. development activity currently underway will lay the foundations for

these cost redactions. .

It is ciear'that all the necessary components for a solution to a major

societal problem are in place. What is needed is vision, concerted planning,

discipline management of pilot and evaluation activities. The logical source

for support of such activity with its national focus is the federal

government. .

MISSISSIPPI

G. H. Johnston
State Superintendent of fducation

1. Special Education Servic s

The need for providi g services to all children in the state

regardless of'.handicapped con tions it rapidly becoming a.major

concern. Through the introduction of state legstatioa, through

the passage of federal legislation, and through court suits sfite
4

.
.

officials are being asked to locate all handicapped individuals
... ,

and to provide an appropriate program for them.

. This, will be an extremely expensiie pfdoedurei Withait assistance'

from the. federal level, few states will be able to finance a complete

program of services to handlicapPed persons. :This can becOme an

almost impossible situation jf.pending fediral-legt-slation (S. ,6)
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mandates states to provide these services without providing the

necessary funds.

2. In-service Programs for-Teacher
1

,

Placing special education st dents in regular classes during a

part of the day will create a widespread need to provide considerable

in-service education to the regular classroom leacher. This,

''mainstreaming" of special edgcation students, combined with the

efforts o identify and. place all handicapped children in school

,

will frus teachers unless they, are prepared to cope with ths

new situatiok.

3. Moral and Values Education

World and national situations in recent years.bave created an

atmosphere of cynicism among many younapeopit. The view that

government is corrupt and that the free enterprise system does not

$

work should be conscientiously combated in our educational, programs.=

Special efforts should be made to replace cynical feelings with the

belief in the worth of individual human beingi and in democracy as

a way of life.,

4. Teacher Education and Certification

WhO will control teacher education and certification? Several

.

organizations are making efforts to become the controlling irNuenceip

in teacher education programs and in the certification of teachers.

N. Among these are the U.S. Office of Education, the'Nayiohal Education -1
.

y

.

,.

Association, and the American Federation of Teachers. If the Natidnal

AL
-

.

.Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education is to continue its useful

purpose, the various states Will need to be aware of the moves that are

being mule tochange the structure of teacher education and certification

. by the. agencies mentioned above. Will the state,departments of education

/
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play a major-role in determining the outcome of this situation?

The U.S. Off ice of Education has just secently.placed,the

National Council for'Accreditation of TelCher Education on appro7d

list for one Yedr and is requiring a review at the end of a year

to determine if.they are complying with criteria/established hy'.-N-
.

the O.S. Office of Education for'accrediting agencies.

The Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools was

given one week to make available' information required by the Justice

apartment to d'etermi'ne whether they are in compliance -with the ,U.S.

Office of Education standards and criteria.

The Office of Child Development of the Department of Health,

I

Edu6tion, and Melfare is experimenting through grants to Child

e /
Development Association Consort4ums with Methods and procedures' for,

credent-ialing workers in child development centers funded *lithe

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. Could this lead to

-credentialingof elementarqeachers? What implications are'here

for the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,to prescrjbe

curriculum materials as well as teacher certification?

5. The following problemS pertain to vocational education.

The perenrMal problem of late funding Ofiltderal programs probably

generates more administrative difficulty than any other single thing.

p.

The much talked about forward funding would solve this problem., A

strong stand by the chief state school-officers might be helpful in

accomplishing, forward funding.

The tredd toward passing all federal funding for' education and either

C>
programs through ti governor's office is, to me; one of.the most

critical problems facilhg educators concerned with any sort of federA

funding, This places educators'4n p'osition of having to answer to,

1 77
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and in many cases, almost beg f;" he needed funding for 'the operation

of much needed educat1461 prog A prime example'ofthis is.

---N

CETA. Perhaps the chief state school offic rs could urge that

educational monies be channeled through depa tments of education rather
rt

than the Department of Labor and gubernaiporial appointees.

.

These are certainly not all...the critical problern with federal
I

funding ofeducational programs, however, they seem to be the most

critical at this point.

In our,yocationalRehabilitatiOn Ailrm we are facedwith a-

financiil problem meeting the mandate of recent federal legisltion,

. pertaining to Vocational Rehabilitation services. Public Law 93-112,

'93rd Congress, H.R. ik70, knows the Rehabilitation Act of 1973,

Provides that if a State cannot provide services to all eligible

handicapped individuals who apply that first priority of service be.

given those with the most severe handidap. The fbllowing is quoted

from this egislatiob:

lectin 101(a) For each fiscal year in which a Stafe desines'to

participate in programs under this title, a State?hall submit to the

Secretary forhls approval an annual plan for .vocational rehabil;ZAIn

v"

services which shall-7;

"5(A) contain the plans, policies, and methods' to be followed

carrying out the State plan and in ,its administration and supervision,

includihg a description of the method to be used to expand and improve

services to handicapped individUals with the'rnost severe handicaps;

and, in the, event that vocatto4Trehabilitation services cannot be

provided to all eligible handicapped individuals_ who apply such.

services, show (i) the order to be followed-in seigcting individuals

to whom vocational rehabilitation services will be provided, and

,/78 I

-1
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(ii) the o4tcorffes and servittotigoals',,a d the time within Vey may
. Ibeachieyed, for.the rehabilitation of -such individuals, which order

,

. . i r
'.of -selection for the prokision of vocational rehabilitation services/ ., . -. .

, shall be detertbiRed on ti-1 basis of serving :fit4t those indivtduals
1-

, ,,.
. with the most severe handicaps and shall. be,conpistent with priorities,.

. ,, .
in spc-h "order opelection so .determina#t, and outcome' and service

. 'S b
goals for erving_handicapped- individuals, 'ablishN in regulatitns

ifr prescribed by .the Secretary; and
4 ,

gm
c . til .k

"(B) provIdetitatisliacibre assurances to the Secretary that the State has

studiegl agcr conslidere a broad-virieti,of means for_providing services --

414: , . , )11. ,

to*iridivillualS with -the most severe handicaps;" ".

. -S is too

I yree::wid this provision of the legislation but these cakes '

I.

- 1.
will'require lang. and -expepsive services and will require manrmore,/
counsel qr marr-hout-i- per case.. A recent study-of case service cast 'in"'

our St to shOwed that the average cost of serving the severely disabled
_

was $ 2 a compared to $342 for the non-Averely disabled.. The./

.i, ; average time requited for eihabilitation serVi ces. to the .seVere,ly,
..-- tl -\

._
-. . ---

-. . disabled;ws 24 mdIfths and 17.5 months "for jihg no.n-severely .disablet..
Nf

v..
Unless Congress substantially irteases "appropriations to :states

.
. ,

., ws -Pr lb 0 #
0- o 4

for reha litation purposeS,,the 1661 of'- oduction in tern* of riumbtr,
.

rehabilitated *11, be Mich lower than we have had fOr the past few
, ..

. l 6 . . .,.., .''....-. .0#'years., , .
,

,
, ,, .

-

.54e.-'
7

his is a report
.. . ... ..

have been ide ntified as. teifig of majoc;importarrcti,A The

--........,( .. z- .-. 32# ' .
N .

. .. . ,.
-..

; .,, . ,.... ., ....

Arthur Er. Mal pry
State, Corrini ssiolier of Education

otturret issues aniprOblems
.ON

Ot

inieducation

i ssues range from
,
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ISSUES - 1J3

_.
.

MISSOURI. (c"ontnue4

.
,

' IP ith

focal to national in scope, and.representAthe direrse.points of view of many..

people and groups..

.!

The firsA part of the paper, entitled-"Responses. to Survey on Educational.

,

F

Issues," summarizes in-tabular fo'r'm results Of a quest)onnaire'survey of
. ,

.

lk. 4

f meMbers.of the Department' of Elementary and Setendal Education. The .

, ,

table liststhe issues which were named and Indicates the orgencies. which,
, 4

.., according to the respondents, have a major responsibility for dealing with
,,

each
. .

_

a issue. In'the t#ble, for example, "Parent and Communiq Involvement"

.
,,

. -

i116.-
is.shown as being-the most_frequently

lit
stated issue, compriting 10.7-percent

.

of total responses. Eighteen respondents believed thit,--te be armajor

A .

04.,

*
-respovibilitY.of the community or of groups within the community; five.

. .

.

.belieVed
;
.pt to be an important part hf the role ofthez school staff, andl

..' r ) b e , '
4 k

* free associated the issue primarily with.the local board OF education. The

table includes data from twenty-nine respondents.

The second part is a collection of suniii;i3,-Ilatenents,,of materials on

y,
, r

educationaiOissues from writers from around the nation. ,The content hi'-the
4

.

articles summarized varies widely with the varying.aerspectives of the
.

.

a )

,4400r authors,. Seven articles are 'included.
.

. \
N

. .

in . (Text continues on page-1771

, -, ,

-
I m.

1

p
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The issues named by the respondents
indicatesrthe number, of respondents

RESPONSES TO SURVEY
.(Baved.on 29

in the left coluMn
Who ass ciated each

Issue
School
Staff

ON EDUCATIONAL ISSUES
DESE Respondents)'

is in order of decreasing fre
issue with eacHrbf the legisl

cy: The number in ch cell

atiw e or admjdistrative agencies.

Local
0

State National

Board

of
Educ.

Commu-
nity
Groups

DESE
State
Board

Legis-
lature

'HEW dr
'AIDE COngress

National
Groups

% of
Total

Responses

Parent and community involvepent

Curriculum improvement

Adequate,andequitable,financigig

Equitable financihg

Quality of ed6CationaT services 4

Simplification of prppram administration

Educational priorities and goals

Comffunity and public" attitudes and

,awareness

Staff retention and morale

Student dikcipline
0

Desegregation and Equal Rights

Determination of

*41
loCal policies

Programs for handicapped students
-

A

Policies-state level

0
5

13 3-

4

18

w-5,

5 2

3 1_

7

.

2

1

7

2

5

5

3 2 7 3

'6

3 1 12

3 2

I . 3

7,

2 3

4

2

4

10.7

8.7

8.2

7.8

7.0

6.6'

642

3 _4.1

3.3

2.9

-1 2.9

2.9

lOr 2.9
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RESPOOPES. TO SURVEY ON EDUCATIONAL ISSUE?P(Cont.)

,

_-- , _e
Igtue "-

..

Lotal ,State -

,

. National

% of
Total

Responses

Sthool

Staff
BoAEd
or

lAuc.

C -

nity-
_Groups

DESE.

State

Board
Legis-
lature

HEW o'
USOE Congress

National

Groupt

Is

Educational Research and Dissemination

Collective)Tergaining.and teacher
negotiations ,

,

Equal educational opportunities .

In-Serve Teacher Training-
.

Staff evaluation , -

Assessment and Evaluation

Teacher certification
, .

Equitable property assessment'.

Technical Assistance to SEA's
.

s

Urban education problems

District Reorganization . ..

. ,

School,Classification Standards $

9 k

inter-Agency Cooperatiin

Individual, Student Differences....

Consistency in-district operations

: . .

pil Transportation Formula

1

,

3

2

1

2_

3

,

2

-

.

.

.

.

_
- -

,

2
..r .

1

1

,

'2

-.

.

.

\,'

.

.

2

.

2

dr

1

3

2

1

.

,

,

--

,)

,

.

,

.,

,-

,

s

1

.

.

.

-1

.

.

,

.

,

,

-

.

4, .

.

.

.

/

.

.2.9

2.9

'2.9*.'

2.5

1.6

1,6 ,

, 1.21t-

1.2

1.2,

0.8

0.8,

0.8

04

D.8

0.4

.0.4

Cif
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RESPONSES .TO -SURVEY ON EDUCAtIONAL .ISSUES (Con. )

1..,_ .

Issues .

,

Local, State National % of

Total
ResponsesSchool

Staff
Board

of

Educ., .

Commu-

nity
Groups

DESE
State

. Board

Legis=,

ti ature
FiEt4 or

- USOE Congress
National

Groups ,

., . . , , .

Participation of non - public scho011
students

,

Tha her Education.t , _

Vocational Educatowtion Opportunities

f -

,

.,

1

1 .. .
t

. .

.

.

I

.

N.

,

.

. \ig
.

.

,

.

', 1

4

1

,

.

1

_ .

,

0.4

0.;4

0'..4

f

-
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MISSOURI (continued)

TIME FOR CRYSTAL- GAZING.-LET'S TRY 1985 (#1)

Several ideas on the nature of education as of 1985:

A
Educational Missions - continued indecision about mission Weducation; less

emphasis on transmitting the cultural heritage; curricula in which activities

will be relatedto a mission father than to subject-matter areas.

Educational Programs - almost universal nursery education; more lifetime

learning opportunities; job placement services in schools; standard for

mination of formal schooling at grade 14 rather thap 12.

Educational Strategies - inegased professional preparation for tIcchers;

_greater flexibility in school scheduling; more computer-assisted and programmed

instruction; more learning at home by usnf electronic equipment.

---koleS and RelatiOnships., (nore__and_better use of paraprofess onals; more

administrators and supervisors, with changed roles; larger an re efficient

school districts.
arm

EDUCATION U.S.A. (NINEMBER 25, 1975)--1#2)

The National Committee for Citizens in EduOation (NCCE) contends that:

or

The public has lost control of public schools, while teacher organizatjons

-t. are gaining in power. The article goes on to describe increasing teacher power

as one of the qr new problems in, education. The seriousness of the problem
}

varies with geogrphlc region.

4 EDUCAUON.U.S.A. (SEPTEMBER 9, 1974] (#3)

:A-resent edition -f the Journal, of Research and Development in Education 091.-7,, ,

_

No. 4) proposes that existing forms, of eduOtion may,be made obsolete by

increasing, oppaftUntties for "lifelong.leaftling:" A shift is predicted in the. 1'

..4

,purpose' -of education from preparing the learner for a "static society" to

learning.how to learn."
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MI$SOURI (continued),

EDUCATION U.S.A. WASHINGTON MONITOR-(OCTOBER 7, 1974) (#4)

A study commissioned by USOE and conducted by several task fofce groups on

ways to improve American education has produced these rather-disparate yiews:.

-1. "Increased state leadership is needed because 'relatively little has

been accomplished at the local level' as a result of increased

Washington'interference."
_

2. "Evidence abounds that educatiOn is, doing more$to itl victims than

S.
it is doing for its owners (the public)."

3. "The first priority is to provide better management and leadership

training for top administrators."

4. ., "Under ;he circumstances, teachers do an excellent job of educating

students."

5. "Better teacher preparation by colleget is the key to improved

education."

6. "The,day.whenteaohers are.trainey higher education 'alone is past."

PUBLIS AFFAIRS REPORT, JUNE 1974 (#5)

This paper describes the plic's loss of control Of the public schools as

one of the major educational issues. The development offp education is

traced through the 1960's when according to the author, pu lic control was

virtually lost. He then notes two txperimehti designed to restore, in sore

degree', public control of the schools.. The two experiments are the vouches

system experiment in California_and the School Site Governance project in

Florida.

Ira/
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'MACMILLAN NEWS, OCTOBER 1974 (#6)

This paper summarizeithe content's of EducatiOn Yearbook 1974-75,, which
.

givesan overview of important trends,and developments in educaiion-durtng

the past year. The complete table of contents., listing 52 topical articles,

is included.

REMARKS ON FUTURE EDUCATIONAL PROBLEMS, MARTIN BURLINGAM1, NIE"(#7)

The author identifies the "greatest controversies of modern American education"

as the power of teachers to control their own professional standards; the

organizational power of teachers to control their level_of eebnomic well-being;

and the struggle.to insure cost =effecti-veness in, education. Political impli-

cations of these controversies are discussed.

A

NEBRASKA

.

Anne Campbell . ,

State, Commissioner of Education . 4 .

.

,Education issues in, Nebraska 'lift little fromthe educational Imes
't

prevalent across the country. Perhaps the oraer of prortty may differ.
\

*Seoal'finance with the equity factor s theAate. The sheltered

taxpayer bounded, by hoot districtknliii 'ed by'the facade of /

L "local control," of'individualF d a ntiOnncrof:a uasi-open classroom'
,

situation., The battle of the pow must pay from the money sores of

fit ,

income versus sald6 versus .grope ty to es have resisted to th ?s point any
/

attempt t6 face the questiOn equity: Finance and:school district Organization

l

.

,

4 go hand in hand. The"writer is convinced'that a reward pr incentive for a

4

reasbhable organizational structure will need to be -devised.' Some recent

research and development in school finance reform -that" incorporates income with

properthas promise. ltdditbnal study, must be given to" resistance for

gurliitic educptiOnal opportunities using the-guise Of exorbitantincome/sals

.

r
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NEBRASKA (continued)

taxes. The latter,tends to surfa54.round urban areas:

The severe finance issue has been with Nebraska for many years, but

the,sudden "infiustudents, the high expectations of/bducation, the

reteolion of students, not only through elementary/secondary edutation, but

into-college, has made edUcatibn visible and vulnerable to overt political

attention.

An observation of the pointabove is that the structure of governance

in-education is also due for some consideration,. What roles are local school
I

beards, State boards of education, and even lay don ittees for private and,

parochial schooli to have? The legalrtlationships between state departments

andocal districts is clou6ed,, and both are under duress. The very fabric
41,

of local student needs. through educational opportunities are certainly not,

immune fr m the "general welfare" debate'of-contine political surveillance. .

Edu tioh-for the handicapped continues to present sorritdifficulttes

with'logytics, sparsity, transportation,,and the multiplicity of local units,

as weyl as the tendency for decentralization and non=residentill care. The creatio

of yet another Advisory Committee approved by the Governor appe es to present

.a double-barrelled shotg3 approach--control of programs by appo nted Oodles,
o

with'. the executive's constitutional responsibilkty for the budgetary function

for the ageyieswho mist carry outthe programs, in addition the appointive-

. 'administrative responsibility in state,planning and programmfq-Where is freedom

and how close is what, hW-and whain education. As*the public school systems

become loaded with their rhnsbifities, one wonders aboUt the future Of a

I

/

unique nation-serving mass educational effort which may collapsj of its Own'

.*
.

.

weight.
,

.

.

ililg

. .-
.

Collective bargaining in educatio ives rise to aAjsion of educational
(

..
%technicians

under the direction of corporate exeCutives with Boards of Directori

selected in another manner thas ctedby the people. Yet the educators,

)'0
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,D^

"educationists," have a right.to.be people too. Their strength has tobe in
Alb

organization. With ever increasing in- service training, greater experience,

most educators have become very fine specialists. Perhaps the medical model

of the teaming of specialists will really becoMethe Oactice.

Inundation of data tends td be the fate,of schOols--so much#is gathered

that -the gatherers' ratio to faculty is greater than the faculty/studept

ratio; 'Reports, surveys, objectives, goals-the.afcountability/informatior

system appears to provide more employment than service.

Every'critical issue in theAsocial arena is delegated to the-schools,

to solve or at leait to_contriOute toward its solution. Adult\ducation

seems to be beamed toward avocation, personal enjoyment, seasoned by learning
, .

to'do what you are doing better, but not.much in using the adult intellect ,

in addressing social issues. For this group survival and self- satisfactidfl

die the goals., Yet is has to be the adults-of today who solve today's.problems.'

,-Opinis, not knowledge, prevail.
. .

- ,

This epistle has been contradictive and satirical,. but perhaOs the

116-

words convey the perpetual faith that educational leaders hold r-thak education

can be improved, that it has a responsibility for all of"the 'children, that its'
4 ,

fault has been that it hat been. successful.

Education concerns needing att=ention in Nebraska are:

1, School finance and school district Organization.,

2. 'Refinement of 14nes of authority in education.
- A

'
3. Coordination of services to children to avoid dUplication and to

atsure needs are being met -- education's role 'in early childhood

education.

4. COntinueeimphasis on cultural awarepels, bilingual - education.

5.' Neglect of the,artsin educational priorities.

.00
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)

7
6. Parenting education and parenVinvalvement in education.

7. Coordination of edueation and trOning for-votational pursuits--'

.*a hodgepodge removed from unbta d

The above item i$ listed sepitate 7. but is.a corollary to .

8.- Coordinating of postsecondary education.
.

1

9. Education fOr the handicapped will need continued attestion. The

k,,c

F deral role pay well be to providirthecost differential.

#10. lanning lnd'development 4r education extension services from the: .

- State Department of Education--notextension courses, but tne

educationegent concept.

ll. The vplume of reports; surveys, aad other information/data gathering

activities.
it

t

12. Last bit not least, a concern for educatoion's role,ift valtT,Asa.)

-

ethics. Citizenship as it is conceived is cognitive, not affective:
4

NEVADA

Kenneth H..Hansen`.

(
State Superintendent of Public nstruction

The followingtritical issues On problems. re listed fri"no order

of priority Or, importance. Each one of them is of the,h1ghest order of

e(priority and importance in on &text or another, to tne special-interest ,

4

grobp or another, or,in connection with one or another several ofithe
.

.,

.

major goals of education, However, taken together they becope,both individually

and collectively,critical issues and problems.'

Although these issues and problems are identified a-nd 4pcussed

,

briefly ithin ,the context of the educational system o7 particular state

they ar4 in any ways also nationwide problems. We'quite rightly"in5;ist on
.

.

4 0

reiterating the uniqueness. of states, the differences thot we identify and
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cherisifin the 56 state and extra - territorial syst ems. Nevertheless, the

commonalities are'sometimes even more significant than the differences. This

we may find-to,be true as we discuss the critical issues and problems in

the educational system of a single state, but also Zook at the implications

for national concerns,andfederal educational efforts.

Issue #1 How can we. fill the gaps in our educational system? - Our

schools generally' do a fair- to- mid4ling job for the student who has no spe-jal-

problems. He will probably make.it in school and in life without a iireat deal

of extra help from us--perhaps, in fact, almost despite what we do or don't do.

7J3ut the student with special probleMs--tht disadvantaged, the handicapped,

the one from a non-English speaking name, the slim learner or underachiever,

the' unmotivated: These are the ones for whom-we try to develop special slip-

plementary or compensator( programs. s'

One problem is that thete programs have proliferated in response to

so manyspecial.tdentified needs that at both the state and federal levels

the ciptegories_threaten to overwhelm us.and to fractionalize, th educational

program beyond any realliable,possIbility of its remaining manageable.

We can't d away with categories and categorical aid without running
M.

a risk of ignoring identified needs and established priorities. Perhaps we have
4

) ,
.

to search for and identify just a few broad areas and support these'With what

. have been called "functional block grantS." For example, wouldit be possible

;at all.to group special aid programs,'both at state and federal levefs, into .

,-
. # .

. .

perhaps only three'categories: those programs which are_funlamental to.all--*

the basic skills; those prograMs which are sOpplementary or compensatory for

students with special needs; and those very few which are on the cutting edge

and really deserve the appelation "innovative."

k
. ,

It seems impossible that we will ever be able to'fill the gaps in our

educational system s,1Tply by plugging the loopholes one at a
,

time:

193
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suel0fr How can we reduce the exponentfal escalation of educational

costs? Many of'us have been involved for years or even decades in.thedevelop--,

ment of "finance Oanse maintaining that'he,primary nee of educatiop are

for greater support and. greater _equality and' equity both in the taxing and r

&distribution formulas,

By no defini60 whatsoever could I be libeced a fiscal conservative .

in education, bd! I am beginning to doubt very seriously that we can maintain

any reasonable degree-of public support unless there can be more substantial

reductions in the rate of growth.of educational cost. .I. realize that none of

the cost-savings techniques that have been tried over a oeribd of many year's

have been satisfactory at,all, and I do not have any specific suggestion for

what to try next--butI'm simply not ready.to give up,and admit that there

nqting we can do about the rate of cost escalation in education.

Issue #3: Can we reduce the number of taxing units in education with as

much success as we have had in reducing the numb& of administrative units? In

t
the past two or three decades, we'have had remarks le success Inmany states and

dramatic sucCets,*nationwide in reducing the number o administrat vie units in

education, now standing at about 17,00p local giitricts.

Without going-the uncertain and perhaps perilous route of full state

funding, would it be possible to gain acceptance of the id that taxing units
,

-in,education,need no more be coterminous with administrat' e units than the

_latter need be coterminous with attendance units? We have been successful in

.selling the idea that where students go to school in an attendance unit has

. fto--lo with where that unit is administered on a broader base; can we nbt

also sell the idea that where a unit of the educational system is administered
.

should nat limit our concept of the broader base which could be taxed for the

educational'ourpose of supporting both the administrative and the attendance_

unit?
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.

. 1

Issue #4: Can we work our way out of the collective bargaining morass?

Collective bargaining has asseedly increas the economic welfare of teachers,

ut its educational side-effectOeem to have been more negative than positive.

In the view of most local administrators with-whom I speak, collective bargaining

takes more time,money, and psychic energy than its importance to education

itself would seem to warrant. Furthermore, it is more than an idle speculation

to believe that the'ultimate effect'of-bargaining could remove fundamental

educational decision-making not only from administrators but fm lay-elected

local school boards.

The implications is.fthese problems for administrative or legislative

'changes or initiativesat either the state level or the federal level are not 's

.clear. Federal legislation in this field would not appear to me on the surface

of things to be the answer but perhaps a relatively impartial group such as

the Chiefs or the USOE could do a thorOugh study of this issue.

Issue #5: How can we revitaliz"")e nservice education of teachers and

administrators? Although state education agencies in general do have at least

some :titular control over preervice teacher education, the real problem today

are fn the area of inservice education of tealhers and administrators. It is

at the_tnservice level tha.t the bektechnfques of effective change strategies

in education can be worked out. Some state agencies have apparently done an

excellent job in makinTinservice education something more than a routine

needed to retain certification or to 6ecome recertified. Would it not be

A . .

.possible that a'great deal more of telstate and federal efforts should be.

directed toward inservice education of both teachers and administrators even

'iffit means foregoing some direct support drother programs? Although devoting
. ,

!

substantial amounts of money to a priOrity such as this which would not have
'46.--

--

xePy great popular support either among the general public or among many school

people, might seem to be i.pretty risky bdsiness, perhaps there nArds to be .

/9.5"-*

_
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courage enough to give it a very serious try.

Issue #6: How can we improve state -level governance of education?,

The USOE-supported study by Roald Campbell and others, along with/similar

studies over the past decade or two, make it quite clear that state-level

governance of education.is far from satisfactory. SEA's, it has long been

noted, do not h4ve a'readily identifiable or strongly sepportive clientele

.004

v. St to boards of education, with some notable exceptions, do,not-seem to be.a

ery effective vehicle for establishing statewide educational policy. Even

the nomenclatpre "state board" is raisleading,..for the e bodies really do

not have the legislative or fiscal powers of local b ards of education and

yet are often confused in their own minds and in the public mind with local

boards of education. Perhaps we need to look at a new nomenclature for

describing the governance system.

Could a consortium of states or the USOE itself see where we could

go beyond the studies that have been made of the status of state governance

into some new and positive suggestions for improvement?

Issue #7: Can we establish some organization, agency, or group that has

the SEA as its primary concern? The Chiefs' are well organized as the CoUncil

of Chief State School Officers; the state boardS* of education have their own

organization; the Education Commission of the States has its priMi-ry focus

on the interrelationship between the political and educationalgdecision makers

in each of the member states. Nobody seem to be primarily interested in state

education agehcies as suCh:.

Three or four yearS ago I prOmed both to some foundations and to the

OE a "Center for State Studies" w hich might beset up somewhere to concentillie
No.

on the concernsf the agencies.themselvesnot their chiefs, not their board

members, notnot the political/educational decision makers. Thjs would not be a

selfish interest: we keep saying that the state is the primary agency of
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government and that state agencies should be strengthened. Particularly with

. the impending loss of much of what we have known as "Title-U," wouldn't row be

the time to attempt to get some sort-of organization together that could focus

on the needs of state agencies, serve as an informatiotal clearinghouse, and

correlate state studies so that'each state would not have to gg its own way

without knowing what had already been done and discovered?
-s10,00

Summary,ary..
...

This acignment has,been difficult,and I find myself--as I so often)

db--unequal to the task. Much of what has been'said turns out to be obvious, .

and ready suggestions for specific administrative or legislative chapges or

initiatives, as the assignment described them, do not seem4 to emerge easily.

Nevertheless, perhaps this-(coupled with hal -a-bundred other similar

pagers) may provide both the states and th,USOE wit some indications of

problems ,that are nearly .universal and some, suggestions for improvements that-

might e wrought.

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Newell). Pairs
State Commissioner of Educatitn-

This paper identifies critical educational issues facing NeW Hampshire.

The firstisectiOn of the repor.identifies issues which are currently critical

dividing these into th categories - output issues, input issues and rocess

V

issues.,-The output 'issues identify areas which have been identified as\beirig
\

criticaY,concerns related to student capabilities. The irut section id ntifi
.

areas which must be addressed related to obtaining the necessary edUcatio 1

J.
1

.

resources. The process section identifies critical issues in,the procedu
. .

. ... -

we use to educate children. .

The second section ofthe report briefly idefitifies issues which are

not' yet critical but may become critical .in the not far distant futurapo

117
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CURRENT PROBL

Outputs:

I

Fou'- critical arras have been identified in which substantial

40-

numbers of New Hampshire'citizens and educators feel the school must

bring about program imprbvement. Student competencies must beimproved

in the areas of reading and mathematics, vocational s kills and Career

awarenesswkills. This same survey identified a major segment of our

educational population, which was being inadequately served -- the

A
handidapped thh and adult.

:

The Stats Board recently added a sixth .priority area; -- --Energy.
. .

InpUts:

If program improvement is to be m1de in these areas, significant

improvement must be made in the financing of education. A recent
5

report in the State of Connecticut comOnted, "Under its system of

i "finance, Connecticut education is, as one expert has put it.'facing the

problems of the seventies with a:turn-of-the-century formula'.'

New NIpshi;e, one would have to debate which century we were-turn'ng.

..c../
Consistently over the past five years New Hampshire has ranted last n

the nation in its state aid to education. Out foundation aid program -.--

designed to'equalize expenditures- among.districts will in 1975-1976 provide

6,1% of the Amount of
II

required if full funding were provided.
%

Mh41e 123 school districts in the State are theoretically entitled to

fOundation aid, only 52 districts ww11 actually receive aid. G.fven"the

political realities of the State, it is-extremely doubtful that the near

fkuirWill see a solution to this financing problem.

A second'input problem-lies in the area'of school rvrganization,

During the past 10 years, NeWHamp shire his made excellent progress

n the reorganization of our small school districts. Many of those,
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.

districts,' which were psychologically prepared for reorganization and

were physically located in areas where reorgariizatio as sensible,

have reorganized.. The,bringing 'of improved educatiopa ervies to

the children still living in areas of inadequate service will be

11.

increasingly difficult and will require our adopting creative approaches.

At the same time, our Southern distficts are faced with the Problems

ttendant, upon becoming part of the megoOolis. Two of pur Southern N-.
_ .. '4

counties are among the fastest growing Counties in the United States..

These districts reqUfre 40phisticated.sel-vice; which are currently
.

..,,,

available only-ly contract with University
.1
Personnel. The reorganization

.
.

>af these districts into loose federations forsupplementary services .#

i

will be an important' task to the. next five years. .

. , A third input problem lies -yin the area of vocational education.

During the past ten yeart','weve made gigantic progress in the providing
7,

of vocational training at the st- secondary level. At the.present time,

close to 90% of our-student pOpUlatton can obtain post-secondary voca-

k..
tional training within comfortAlle eoMmutiil distance,of their homes,. e

We.must now fans, our-attentibe upon improving programs at the seCondary,

.school level hopefully coordthating these pro ams with the sting

post-secondary programs. We nNme committed ourselves to the development/

of twenty regional vocational eenteri at ttie high schoolevel.
)f

"! .

Process':

"

...

If students are to improve their performance in the areas previously
¶

1

discussed, we cannot rely on making improvements only in the a reas of

inilut mentioned. We must address ourselves tothe actual process of

instruction. To that end, Mew Hampshire has embarked upon a bold

modification of its teacher recertification program. Our plan calls for

recer tification of personnel .be based on the-educators completing a Program

41 /9? g m*
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/

of Self-development which is tied to the needs of the local district.

JP

'Although we have completed the first cycle.of this process, me'anticipate

P

expending considerable time and energy in the next two years helping districts

improve their skills in imo)ementing this program.

For the past three years, the New Hampshire State Department of Education

gas been working with laymen and educators to develop an accountability plan

for education. Excellent progresS.has been made in developing commitment to-

this plan on'the part of the New Hampshire Education Association, the New

Hampshite School Boards Association, the Elementary and Secondary Principals,

AsSociation and the Superintendents Association. We anticipate Oil9h testing

our program in three school districts during the next three years -to uncover

problems which need to be solved': We believe that the implementation of an

accountability planiusi be based on a rellistic appraisal of the current

level of skill on the part of those required to,implement the system, and be

implemented in a manner that will allow addressing the legitimate Concerns

of the various groups who will be involved With the process.

Associated with the accountability process is .the needto'assist'the

department itself and local school .districts in various aspects of long rarige

planning. At the present time, very few e ators have developed these skills

and even fewer have organized their work in a manner that allows them time, to

engage in systematic planning. Within the State Department 'of Education, majOr

effott ip this,eTa has been to.implement the needs assessment in.a manner that

will produce hard data 'identifying'critical education neects---,but to do so

/

in a manner that will, produce an emotional t to action on the part.of

those who must produce action plans designed

II. LONG TERM PROBLEMS

correct, the deficiencies identifiec

;
.

.

Over the long term,a number of'problems, not nOw serious in their intensity

.

have the potential, for' becoming serious problems. A

. ' m

. .'too' ,

/
, ,,,,
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1. Chans in population characteristics -- for pany generations, ew.

:10 (NHamOihire has been a state with extremely slow ..fts in Popu ation.
.

This is clecirly oo longer the case. During the next 25 years,

much, if not all , of New Hampshire will undergo serious changes
l_

in population both 1p terms of numbers and characteristics:. Pie

''.

A population shift is'alreadY apparent --ithe lower one-third of the

state is rapidly becoming part of the megopolis. This shift

tends to hide,the second major change in the increase in the percent

of population outside the normal school attendance age. The schools

of the state will gradually find an increase in the demand for

adult community education programs with a dramatic increase in the

need forView.career and'post retirement education programs.

A third change in population is the expected dramatic increase

in the, Hispanic popllation in thestate.° Preliminary signs are

present which suggest Nashua -- Manchestei-will'see a dramaticyises.

in thispopulatioil in the next ten years.

2. 'Decreasing revenue available for education -- as the number of children

..1k: in school decrease the'abflity of schools to capture scarce dollars

will decrease more rapidly thin the pOpulation decrease unless tha

schools begin to serve the adult populatObn..-This will.require the

development of community education programs of specialized vocational

.

programs with an emphasis upon skill development for adults =Ong

from one career,field to another and of post relirement 00 enrichment .

.

/
..

programs.

0

3./ Decrease in content related courses -- with/the continuation of the

knowledge explost6 and the improvement in the electronic transfer

of information, tht schools of New Hampshire in the futurewill.show

*

a considerable decrease'in time spent in low order.content development,

. ao / 4
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IP' sand a dramatic increase in training students in synthesis and _

evaluation skills and in skirl development in,the affective domain.
I

This will require massive retraining, particularly of.teacherS

abo4 the elementary school level' and will result in tonsiderableit

conflict between the valued of the adujt generation and the

schools. The cry -- "the schools don't teach'the basics,," will

become .1 uproar unlesseducators become ,more skillful in involyiw
A

.and explaining the changes which have curred.

4. De-schooling of education -- along with tbe'decrease in content

training will come a movement of educatiOn out of school buildings

into far Mere diversified sates '-- homes, churches, store fronts,

,the outdoors will become the common /64ations for learning.
/

5. De-professionalization of education -- the professional edutator_

I will become the diagnostician and prescriber of educational programs

r
with the :learner then moving to selected sites manned by practitione

for astral skill training.

4.

While NO.Hampshire ha4 not experienced problems that have aced many

''of the states such as the problems of migratory wortrs, integration'and busing

problems, the Indian problp. and large influx of racial groups, nevertteleSs,
is

as described-pre Kiously, we are constantly facing the issues of appropriate

.

financial support; curriculum reorganizatio'n; the need for pladjng emphasis'

on the energy crisis; develo t of'alternativ% educational' programs, that

will appropriately deal with oar handicapped population, as well as other issues
.

that 'are common to tat nation.

We are constantly finvolve in communicating our'concerns to the Executive

branch of Government, thelegislature and the general populace of the State.
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NORTH CAROLINA

ACraig-Phillips
State Superintendent of Public Instruction

North Caroli5a.severalcritV1 educational issues and probrimgtdemand

dynamic resolution. 1)ortunately, many segments of society recognize this fAct;
.

4
yet one-of. the continuing problems facing the Statd is that signjficact

numbers among the State's leadership seem not to share this view., Though

"crisisulis:Oelative term, certain of the educational issues And prpbyems id

North Carolina are approaching the crisis level, For the Chinese, theKtwo

-AL
simbols for ,the coilept.of crfsjs suggest 'dangerous dPportunity.lr AcceOtance%

of this Far Eastern connotation of "crisis" would suggest 'that theoState's most,

, .

critical educational issues and problems, in reality, afford its citizens,.
.

..
,

especially its leadership at all levels, the challenging opportunityto

overcome the barriers to educational change which too long have been eitherr

unrecognized,,misundesstood, accepted; or half-heartedly tackled.

Shared Accountability
.

Accountability is more that a currently fashionable concept iokNorth

Carolina; increasingly it is becoming the focus of statewide attention. Iry

the State A§ency, for example;,ditermined efforts toward'iMplementiKg the

concept of shared responsibility is, kt present, the major goal of the-State

Superidtehden't and his staff, .especiall; in view of major finincialretruests

whith, for budgetary and political reasons,.vere slath from the 1.975-7.7

educational budget bythe1,975 Legislature. Prior to t is drastic Ton,

and particularly during recent years when the State Agency hos participatdd

in a regional project (Mid-Atlantic Interstate Project) on "accountability,"

44,

concentrated 4ptasi's has been placed on the macceptpnce of responsibility for

the continuing imioovement of the teaching-learning process and its results.",
.,

V In essence, thig if educational accountability. Or,.. as Leon L*singer states, ,-

14-

-
., A3

. . . 1
0

4
)
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k
.

"Accountability in education is, am66Othr,thingt..an attempt to build
,./

, -

responsibility into-the cyst eT iortgiOt 'cannot be dVoided."-
..

The naturesoftictouhtability4-itt,purposeg%''it;'posYbililies, and hdW

4
,

i might likst serve 'the overall objectives of educaixion7-should be understood
/

---.- _44 by all those individOals and agencies whom it,,iffecOand particularly by

'

' 4 -,;bose responsible for its utilization. 'Among'suchiviividuals land agencies
P , I v i

'4. 4. 1
1

i would be the Governor, legislators, the Sate'Superintendent, the State Board '

... ..
.

4., .

. tf Education,'CommAsioners, local bbarls Bpd committees; local administratbts,
i

teachers, parents, other taxpayersas well as students themselves. Such

a statement suggests.thS necess.ity for cooperative study and -determi,Rationv

..,
NO

first of all, of the placef accou4abilityin the'tb611Program of education

'
and fpr joint responsibility in guaranteeing maximum

I
use of-resturces,

.

maxfMum
. ,

' *-"
.

.

... student achidvement, plus an honest evaluation and reportidg of_, is learned.
1.0, i .-s,

In North Carolina, it is felt that'emphasis on shared resporibitity, for,

4

1 e

' .continuing improvement i educatiop must be strengthened at every.level within`
. . . e

the State and that authentic, cooperative identificactlon of individual roles,

, .

in a well-planned, welltcoordinated total plan must be detdKmined% Without

agreement on the signjficance' of such determination, accountability as a

. realistic approach ¶0 fulfillment is all but imptsOble. SinCe accountability

touches every -phase of tge total ducationalqKprogram, any sincere effort .4:,

,

implement the concept-would afford all those concerned their most 'significant,' '..
. . ,

, . . -__
--

.

,
opportunityjor improving the total process of growth and development.-

. .. 11

Shared responsibility for assessing-needs; for establishing goals, for
..,

developing program for-the achievement of-goals, for the evaJuation of efforts
.

undertaken, for the accurate reporting of results, and for the recycling of

Itedback-into the fetal'process gives promise of creative commitment on the--' ,

part of all those concerned with the pngoing improvement of educatiop:

administrators, governfAi boards, IdWatures, memb64s of the business and '.
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industrial commUnity, pare66, state education agencies4,studentt,'and teachers.

. ,

. .
.

)It is recopized.that any effective program Hof accountability must be
.,

',I.

catinuoUs. What 14' learned about needs assessment; planning; the formulation , :

,

of objectives; management; teaching methods; utilization of time, talents,

materials, facilities; and evaluation--all this,cinformatiion must be thrown

into- the intellectuaA, give-and-take hopper for recyclipgi as 4, were--fir

renewed assessment of needs,,gOals,* and strategies; for renewed. planning'!

programming; and for Tefined, more meaningful 4valuation.
, .

.
.

Intensified interest In accountability, partielil the resblt,of dissatis- ,

faction with educational results, has the very real possibility of i

...,_
, ..,,

involvement and commitment for better education.

Governance'
Q 4 .

Equally as important as t ed for a more'reliable type of shared
, . .

4
. . ,

e
I-

accountability throughout the State is the urgent need for further clarification

, .
s.

,.= relative to 'governance. Particular attention, was focused on this controversial

. .

-.area during the past session (1975) of the General, Assembly', though certain

aspects of governance have frequently been studied as .ways\of iMproVing edu- -3 !*-
4.,- ,

cation have been,ctnsidered.

-----.*-.-- ) T,
I.m

The growing dilemma in the area-of governance of fAib4,44.ducation pODs'

af #,

.
.

in North Oarolina.s'uch questions as these:-"

1

,

'Should the Chief State School Officer be appointed or elected?

If appointed, by whom? The bovernor? The,State BoardofflEducatia?

What should be the role and function'of the State Board of E cation? .

,
t.

To whatdegree'and in what areas should legislative mandate be deemed

appppriate as means of strengthening education?'

To what 'degree is citizen input relative to the goals of public education

desirable? How best can, such input become available and how best utilized?

What part should citizens participation play in the affairs of public

education as related,to the support of public education?

r
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0 Who, in actuklitx, is respohsible for accountability in the ldtblic
sthoolS? To whanedegree should accountabildtpke an indigenous process'?

4 .
. II

In this broad area of goVernance, subtle and not-so-subtle encroachments
. , '' .

.

.

..-are being made into areas of responsibility once considered more getlss sacrosanct

C

To-what degree should minority input be encoui'aged and utilized in
tli sensitive area pf changing urban school,districts? --

_

4
by individuals:,. groups, andagencies. To what degree is this appropriate, or'

even legal, in some instances?. How should the problems be faced? For example,
e"

-.

there seems to be a widespread tendency for Boards of education to move beyond

the polip-making function and become directly involved in administration and

management. "Legislative-bodies are tending to move into areas of curriculum angle'-

lillpailagement through legislative acts andth creation of their own appendages
-

4

to engage in study and oonitoring.. Through collective bargaining and teacher
... . ,

associattiOns, teachers are demanding a greater voice and increased power *in

decision-making.

Governance of another variety relates to the control exercised through

federal funding plans which. permit expenditures only for sOcific studentINL.
-

categories. Directly or indirectly such plans promote segregation,of 'student

groups for special instructional ,programs and activitiesda practice which is -

both divisive and inefficient and.1141, s negative effects-on all students.

,As,a result of what is takingrplace in goveimance,-it is neither fool-

hardy nor inappropriate to ask bluntly. "'Who controls the schools?" Is it

educators? students? local citizens? the general public? special interest

groups? Stale Government? the Federal Government ?, governMental agencies?

A more appropriate question is,"of course, "In ter* of productive, loningful

results for individuals and communities, how best'should all aspects,of the

total educati9pal program be conceived, organized,epordihated, administered,

and evaluated? Efforts to achieve the goal imOied'in this question would, of

-AO 4
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necessity; give'emphasiis.to the positive aspects of governance and make

mandatory a type of shared accountability whith the State needs to stress more

and more.

Goals and Objectives .

.
k

The purpose of.educational goals is to indicate thedirecthon in which

schools should be moving. Basically, then? one might say that als are state-

ments of preferences,-choices, and values. By and large; ove 11 goals

evolve; they are not discovered. Goals, for example, most frequently evolv in

/-forms of soCial.and economic philosophy,-and in terms of ethiCal :values. .0pro=

priate implementing objectives usually 'follow. In reality-, educational goals
.

constitute a forM of policy; 'they imply a program of social action based on

accepted values. And., since values change, educational purpose; of/necessity,

must change. Though certain "eternal verities" continue to be stressekamong

educational goals, new emphases, as is appropriate, also continue to'find their

.places in well-conceived statements'ofekMs,.goals, and philosophy. "It should

-. - -

be obvious that until some reasonably firm onsensus regarding what society

f ,

exo0cts from the educational system hat:bee achieved, no systematic improve-

ments are'kely to occur."

In recent years content and process goals have been clearly differentiated

\ 0

by the Kettering Foundation, each constellation which has its own positive

features. According to the Kettering Commission, content goals are the general

skjlls that.student\rmot acquire if they are to function at a level that is

both persorially and socially'rewarding.- Here much emphasis is,frequently

placed on course, term papers, examinations, marks, credits:igidity, and

'' conformity. Orr 4e other hand, process goals are the individual abilities

r-'
a?d attitudes .which are'influenced by procedures, environment, and activities!;

of the School. lethis area stress is often placed on creativity, critical
. 1

thinking, independent effort, self - discipline, questioning, responsibility;

11.
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"IF
and self-realization.

, .

Commitmept to the realization ot goals lies, for the most partvwin the

broad, active participation ormany i4i dete'rmgittig goals. It 'should never

be assumed, for.example, that educators should have soleprerogatiYe-for ident4-

fying goals. Jus-akimpOrtantt'plain itizens--parents, Ifher'lay people,

' as well as members of business, aneinduSlry--should be heard from. And; of

course, students and consultants. NOthing is more important than.Ahe fact tfiat

educational goals should be cooperatively formulated.

GoalS fdr students, iseems, should emphasize those for intellectual,

personal, and social development. More important then acceptance of such a

statement, however; would be the ultimatedeterminatior of priorities among

goals'by those closest to students.
A'

.Such idealistic ideas do tuti- lessen the frustrating problems -that continue

to exist in this vital area.

To what degree should 1 be instruments for effecting social change?

To what degree should schools attempt to'solve the ills of society?
Impersonalization of the individual? Watergate -type activities? Loss'
of confidence in government?- WidesOms'ad graft? Changing,moral values?
Breakdowns in institution's?

IslOp asonable to expett the schools to deal with such probleMs in a
:reaspi , p tical manner? .ir,

, . .,

Towhat degree should gals consistently reflect the new type of student'
which populates the schools? In what ways.can students mosteffectively Ar
assist.in'determining goals.? ,

..

-

/ . . .

e Should a.major goal of the - school es an 'institution be that of de'velbping.

a sensitivity among youth relative to-changes that seem to be desired
.

as well as ways of accomplishing these changes?
.. 4

* .

To what degree_should goals relatiye to equal' educational opportuniti
compensatory education, pluralism, elimination of sex'discrimination,

4'

and others-equally sensitive and controversial be re-examined and modified

. to Terms Of findings available relative to the implementation up to now?

To what degree should current Ooals pertaining,te.improving education.. in
.

urban areas be re-appraised and modified in terms of the many problems,

still concentrated in these,areas? .
'

ot
c .
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Whit are'the best approaches for resolving basic differences of opinion
and philosophy among the State's top leadership in government,
education, industry, and the Tike?

Where, finally; should major emphasis be placed in the area of goals?

On social engineering? Civic responsibility? Coping with change?

Shaping.change? Equal opportunities for all children and youth?

The Curriculum or What Should be Taught?
4,

Conceptsof the curriculum as a fixed body'of knowledge, as well-defined

courses, or as identical learning exlieriences for all children and youth at

incompatible with practicalily all verbalized goals and otives. Moreover,

recent emphasis on individualized instruction- (instruction which is meaningful

to the individual) forbids conformity and encourages cooperative' tailor-made

programs which fit specific students. In essence, therefore, approachet must

'PAR
be discove 's' and devised--and on a continuing basis; -to accommodate what individual

students at any particular time. Whatever students experience is the curriculum.

.
Deteimining what is worth knowing should be regarded as the tontinuing \

1 ..

responsibility of administrators, teachers, students, and others who havethe

\t' right and the responsibility for being involved in educational decition-making.

--7\\Realizing that knowledge is not static, that truth does not remain the same,

ttt opportUnities and. ambitions change, and that the differences in students

demand differentiated learning experilces reinforces the concept Of.continuing--

0

and cooperative determination of that which is worth knowing, not only in terms

of .groups but in- terms of individuals also.

*
Curricula of'the future,.it seems, should evolve from the best thatsis

, known about changes in society, the needs of individuals,'and the successes and .

limitations of past educational programs. Inherently this-suggests increased

flexibility and wide expansion of individual curricd'1%, with less emphasis on

hours, credits, units, and the like than heretofore.

Keeping that which has genuine merit; discarding the worthless as an ,
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ongoing process; telescoping certain areas into shorter periods of learning -

updating emphases; stressing the interdisciplinary approach to learning as a

means of lessening fragmentation and duplication; and recognizing what constitutes

the total learning environment should contribute. much An next few years toward

a revitalization of curricular content, The fact that process is also content

in the broad interpretation of learning suggests still another dimension for

growth.

Though North Carolina,is headed in this general direction in a numbel or

' its' schools, the problem of what should-be taught remains as a,comp%lling ssue,

confusing and dividing many well - meaning and splendid -citizens throughout th,,

State. Such questions as the following are sOghtficant:

What6pecifjcs should be included in the curriculum? How should these

be organized?
-.-

Who has the right and responsibiltiy for determining this? Educators?

At what level?, Local Boards of Edkation? The State Board of Education?

Parents? Students? Consultants in institutions'of higher learning?

In b6usinessland industry?

To what degree should modification of the curriculum be a continuing

process?,

f What criteria might be useful in determining, hether curricula are

meeting the needs'of_individuals? Of society?

In what ways should earlier matur;tion affect the curriculum?

S

What, in reality, are the "basics', in education? Readiu? Writing?

Arithmetic? Rights? Responsibilities?, Wise use of leisure time?

'Independent thinking? Decision- making? Creative expression of

acceptable skills and talents?,

'What is the role of the curriculum in the latter part of the twentieth

century relative to drugs, changing moral Wiles, mass media, the

,dethronement of standards, and other pertinent and sensitive areas?

How can the needs of minority groups, whether ethnic and/or exceptional

bre reflected in the curriculum?
1.9

When are innovations in the curriculum justified? And who has the

responsibility for determining this?

. .

To what degree should preparation for college mold thOlIcurriculum?

1

sK
.210

.111.11.
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1
What emphasis should be placed on job preparation? How flexibl

can the curriculum be? How flexible should it be?

How can education for quality replace education for grades,

credits, scholarships, and the like?

How can "the public" as a whole come to appreciate individual skill
and competence with lest emphasis.on compttition?

Who among.us will dare to devise marking systems which reflect the
best that is known about the teaching-learning process? And how

might tills best be done?
.

How best can the overall effectiveness of the curriculum be measured?
To what degree should outside consultants be used?

How best are results of such appraisals disseminated? An4 wAat

should follow this effort? N
'Nft

finandna Education.

Though' the dilemma of adequately financing the schools might h-ave-been

discussed first in this-paper and though major and continuing attention must

be given this all- important area, it is piked at this point since all the d'

concerns presented here deserve priority thinking and constructive action,, but

eps.

primarily 1?ecause the SEA has committed itself irrevocably at thislitoment to

the imp4ementation ofshared responsibility among all levels of the educationai-

spectrum.

fi

It is recognized that substantive changes in the schools of North Carolina

will require parallel changes in the financial structure supporting these schools."

L

In,1948,-1959, 1968, and 1972 special studies were made in North rolina relatiVe

to the sources of funds as well as their distribution. All ese studies

stress the importance of local initiative, flexibility, and equality of fun

the North tarolina system of public spool fiances was dtigned tb revive

destitute local systems which had experienced financial bankruptcy as a.result

of the depression-of 1929. This system of finance has undergone manylnanges; 1

but, a system designed,to meet the crisis of the depression cannot be expected

to provide for the eMerging demands of the twenty-first century.

I

42/1
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The present methods Of financing the schdols of North Carolina prohibit

imaginative, creative program planning at the local level. Since numerous'

contraints characteriz1e.the manner ili which State monte (70 percent, of all

funds) may be spent,ocal scho9 units ,have practically no freeddmas to how

they mayuse these funds. For this reason, the State "system" can be blamed

for ineffectiveness, where it may exist, than more accountable local Officials.

If schools in North Carolina are to' meet the challenge of educating all children

and youth for the life and world that is and that which is to come,aints

of traditional procedures in state'fiscal support musf, it seems, be removed.

Ways, however; must be found for more adeqUate and effective support. Monetary

policies must_stimUlate growth in excelleace of educational opportunities rather

than stifle it.

,Concerns which are now*more acute than tt any time in ircent history

include the following:

How can the twin problems of diminishing revenue and increased costs

'best be.resolved?. What are the possibilities-for a joint study group
(key government leadership, top educational leaders, layment including

the business community, and consultants) in hammering out concrete
suggestions for "immediate" implementation?

What approaches seem desirable afthis time in trying-to eliminate

inequities in school financing? ,Thote inherent im the state system?.

Those resulting from local characteilstics?

16.

What shall be the State's educational peiorities at a critical time like

this? Universal education, even if watered down? Special education

groups, such as the disadvantaged, the handicapped, the talented, etc.

individualized'teachine Support services? Limited areas with emphasis

on quality? %.

Whit are the next *steps in Achieving more effective cooperation in the

area of financia) support between the SEA and the State Board of Education?

What strategies seem most necessar4 and/or desirable in securing more

federal funds fdr education? More state support? Additional local

responsibility?

How best can the public be apprised of the realitig of the State's

financial difficulties in the area of finance? And what approaches

should be made to enlist thp assistance of "men of good Oil' throughout

the State?

421.2.
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A Changing. Studentitiody and Teaching Staff
4

Today's' students and eir-teachers constitute, to a considerable 'degree,

a totally new timed. Understa g these "species" is essential in order'to

cooperat in the resolution Of their fears and insecurity, their idealism,
,.%

concomitant bravado and impatient"demands." -)

The process, of understandiered
k

cboperative endeivor, will, it seeds,

necessitate a'knowledge of the changes which so 'rapidly face us; a realisti

acquaintasri6q1of what each group is actually like--their needs, interest;

ambitions, etc:; a knowledge of how learning best takes place;"an appreciation

of the nature of change and the necessity for continuing change; acquaintance

with the basic skills of inter-personal relationships; the values of cognitive

and affective learning; the need for recognizing optional approaches to conventional

teaching - learning pr'ocesses.; and an awareness of viable ways for appraising the

/ meaningfulness of learning experiences.

Concerni'in, this aria include among others, the following: -'

What are some of the most viable approaches for lessening student boredom,

a major cause for physical and psychological dropouts?

,

Are teachers being in.far too many instances for a world that

has vanished or is rap' ydoing.sd? What can be done about this?

How will developments in the legal field as.they relate tb tudent due

process, Student privacy -rights, educational opportunity ri9hts,,etc.

influence the education process? How best 4ien educators, parents, and,

students keep abreast of legal information which pertains to them?-

Hoiv should activism be dealt with? How can teachdrt best be prepared

for their part in this' responsibility? Parents?

What are some of the practical meaningful approaches to alternatives

to classroom instruction which many students desire and sometimes "demand?"

What implications doet this type of situation have on finances, governance,,

objectives, and the curriculum of the schools?

How can teacher mil'tancy be approached so that teachers and Other

.concerned with educational progress can peofit, whether the issue is

salaries, class size, fringe benefits, absence in the decision-making

processes, or some other area?

A/3
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Can educational professionalism best be promoted through teacher
organizations? Unions? Professional development? How?

LESS DRAMATIC THAN ISSUES -- YET FUNDAMENTAL: ONE EXAMPLE
4.

Fundamental to any resolution of theissues-and dilemmas currently

characteristic of the North Carolina educational scene is an awareness and

an acceptance of other specific realities,.oftenonot stressed, specifically

those such as the following:

4elpecessity for unde standing.the nature of change and the
continuing 'need for c nge

* the necessity fo appreciating the significance of affective as. ,

well ascognitiv learning

*the necessity' for understanding how learning best takes place and
. for utilizin what is known' in this area'at all _levels of education.

Since these urencies are_less dramatic and less well appreciated than _

some others and se ingly less important -- except among behavioral psychologiSts,

perhaps--it is customary to focus attention on the so- called more "urgent" matters,

such as financial
,

problems,
k
for example. Yet, until there is widespread unde r -

standing, apprecia ion, andcpptance of the importance of these ar) s o

vAdespread neglect, it is not likely that-the generally accepted "major" issues

of public concern will be resolved. One example will be used. Well-planned,

prestigious, and continuing attention, tt seems,'shouid be given areas such

as these at the national, state, and local level - -and ovelptime span long

enough--for productive results'to ensue. "Major" issues (s6 often those about

Which much clamor demands immediate attention) would,,, of necessity, be attacked

simultaneously. ,

. HE NECESSITY FOR UNDERSTANDING THE NATURE OF CHANGE
AND THE CONTINUING NEED FOR CHANGE

It is increasitgly imperative that the process of change be more

thoroughly rstood among all segments of'sdtiety, if indeed educaticnil

improvements are to _parallel the ever-thanging interests of children and youth
ti
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in a_ society which itself is changing more'rapidly-than at any period in the

history of civilization. The anatomy of change -- including its pressures:and

their varying intensities, goals which must 'be considered.in view of an ever-
.

developing philosophy, indiviiu,als and their readiness for change, psycholisql.cal
. .

effects among those, concerned, and approaches-to evaluation which night

.
indicatetheivalidity of specific changesitills a complicated 4tter. This

fact, however, need_not forbid determined efforts t6identify those posit-he
At

results which might result from the teaching-learning process'

No less than educators themselves,legislators and other la, en alike

muS appreciate the fact:and act upori it, that in a world which beach day is

unlike any other which prectded it, in a society whose moves and values are

constantly changing -- educational patterns arso must change, or, more emphatically,

must be changed. Haphazard change, revolutionary change, and change by`chance

do not constitute the answer. Since.change is not necessarily synonymous with

.
improvement, it'must be justified in terms of its many interrelated facts. One

might rightly say, therefore, that one of the ,man tasks of those concerned with

education is that of understanding the nature of change and.that of planning for

change, without fear of such lables as "innovation,'.' "experimentation,".and

"change' itself.

Change' we are often reminded is the onTS' basis for stabili ty. Ah ifr-,
at

it is true, as Edmund Burke admonished years ago, that "we preserve by ch ging,"
at

/ - it seems reasonable thSt change in education should be regarded as opportunity
. ..

for
.

more meaningful growth ratherithan as a challenge to one's 'per.so 1 integrity.
.----06

Yet, in spite of the, high intentions of governmental leaders, gducati nal.

administrators, teachers, parents, and rt, the infTuence of reform, experi-

mentation, and innovation in recent y 7-has not touched the, majority of schOols,
`according to national statistics.

, t
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.

Ip assuming 'increased Initiate for understanding change and for helping

others understand its nature, educators are,challenged to keep up-to-date in
.

a number of areas: the rapidly changing society at.which all aius are'aTairt;

the ever-changing needs. of studehts; .the mariner in which learning best tees
. . _

, -. . .

place; what research Etas to say about motivation and methadology-,. grlouping in

light of contemporary findings; what's worth knowing; evaluation; optional
. \ 414

'approaches :to self-fulfillment;as well as trends-and promising practices.

When.educators at' all levels are fortified with knowledge and entpuiiasm, ,;

.....

leadership for change2can'tecome arealitl
.

...'
-t

'NORTH DAKOTA

. . ,' M. F. Peterson
State Superintendent of Public Instruction

Embodied herein are identified rrid discussed the 01)14eiis and issuesr
...

r

of the principal federal-support programs administered and iupervitise&by the

Illopth Dakota' State Agency for Education -- Titles I, II, III, V,"and

C,-1), and GoKthe Elementary and Secondary EducationAct, and Tait) III

of the-NatiOnal Defense_Education Act:

The'paper closes with comMents by North Dakota's Chief State School

ffJier relative to consolidation under Public'Law 93-380 and recommendations

an general..

TITLE I ACtOM ISHMENTS

Probably the most important cont aion of ESEA was spotlighting ,

the needs of children.

Approximately 20,000 public and 1,000,norr-public educationally depraved

children; have received supplementary services each year in North Dakota since

Title clegan 'in FY 1966.

Nearly all of the eligible school districts are participating with
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a.

)1
273 appriped programs in the State in FY 1974.

LEA's have concentrated remediakery,ices.in reading and mathematics in

the lower grades with ttie greatest concentration being int9rades 3, and

Ins of blaming the children for'failinj t fit fhe school, ESEA

"
asked the sctlpol to fit the child; do assess the particular needs of their

students and to deviseIndividualized and effective prescripticins for therk

0 . .

Emphasis is on the indikidual student in ,DakotaDakota and instruction take'
4

.

1..
pike in groups CT not over six s,tudents and often on a one to one Isis.

1,6peclal provisions of Title I were talletedat children of migrant.
. .N

workers'1 egleated youngsters'and juvenile delinquents in various types of

institijtidns. Simultaneously, ESEA spotlighted the chronic -need for expanded

.
4

services to handicapped )children.

Today our school discicts seldom question the need for federal aid.
.

.

11
...,

Rather the debate reyoives about what kind and how much fediFal aid to offer

and how to'bestionstruct a workable federal-state partnership, rather than, over

the contiguity of ESEA itself. Indeed, former opponents of ESEAhave"come"to

be numbered among the Acts'more constructive'critics and co.:sponsors, Today,

renewal of the Act is never indoubt, as the lopsided 1974 House vote of 380

to 26 demenstrAtes.

READING RESULTS

The average progress of .students in all-Year§ in school, except first,

have gained an, average of at least one grade equiWent. This is equal to

at least 33.4% gain over the average rate Of gain in prior years.

MATHEMATICS RESULTS

Prior rate of gain for students 10 the mathematics prdjehs ranged front

a.low of .40 grade equivalent per year to a.high of .75 grade equivalent per

year. The average rate of prior gain Is .65 grade equivalent per ?ear.
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Outih test r.sul/k have been,eespectible from the very, beginA ning of Title I

and witli.better pre pared teachert nd greater concentration, the'results should

improve. 4

,,. PROBLEMS' OF TITLE I

4
Title I has always been funded for failure. Late funding-has resulted

in poor plalining by the school di stricts and he.loss each year.of some of

in North Dakota are not supplanting services throu Title

the best trained teachers. They transfer to the regular classroom in order-.

to obtain stability.
0

Forward funding, before July 1st, is an absolute necessity if-Title
.

I-is to receive an equal break with other programs.

.

The'target provision prevents the State from serving the'most need '

children, only the needy in certain-areas.

Comparability requirements are too technical and inflexible and*,

not allow for exceptions in our sparsely populated ar as. School districts

I. The time involved

in checking, thoroughly, one of our large districts would take at least a week.

We do not have the money or stiff necessary to. check comparability thoroughly:

AdMinistrative funds for Title I have not increased in 10 years, or

since the beginning ofTitle I, while several programs have been added

and inflation has been rampant. It will be necessary to cut back on services

to the districts and more seriously curtail monitoring.which is absolutely

essential in order to administer Titlej 'efficiently.

,need special training and there is little money available

for most school districts to do this.
.

' Federal Directives have required local schoolAittricts to concentrate

their funds on those Title Ineligible students having'the'greatest need.

This leaves large numbers of Title I eligible students unserved and many

Mk ?

more children whose parents gross more than $1,000 annually ineligible.

el/IP
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a .

Schaal administrators fa,ce uncertainty each year as the Congress and

the Pr ident determine slowly and)heatedly 'the DHEW - Labor Budget. Yet,

the sameadministrators face theocrjticism,each year that they did not

.

adequately plan their Title I prpgrams.

We are fearful that the new indirect Charge,regulaion will use

1,-
...

funds that should gp for children. Only 1.87% were-u, fd under our State

regulations.

It was the intent Of Title 130" serve the whole child, bilt very few

dolyars are being spent on supportive services because of-the difficulty of

offering them' to Title I pupils in our small:school's.

North Dakota capable of allocating Title I funds far more equitably

than-isnOW being done with the Federal Formula%

TITLE II ESEA

INTRODUCTION 4

Tjtle II ES A is designed for the acquisition of school library resources

14
and other printed and published instructional materials suitable for use by

W.*
.

children -and teachers in public and non-public elementary and secondary schools.

.

ti
EVACUATION AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS

IneValuating the Titl,g II ESEA Programs through stool visitations by

the Coordinator and other personnel of the Department of Public Instruction,
41

. .

annual library reports !nd evaluations by school administrators andlibrarianS,
,

the foffowing accomplishments seem evident:

.
.

1. All library materials have been improved inapitity as-well as

quality in our participating local education agencies.

2. We find more and better library media Selection tools, particill'arlY

in our smaller school systems. 11,

3. The number cif books per studenChag incPeased considerably as

at

AP'

1.
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result of 'Title II ESEA.,

4. We are finding .that the LEA's,are getting a better balance between

library materials and audio-visual materials.

5. We believe that-due,to Title II ESEA and the requirements of

Title II ESEA, LEA's are strivingrtoward 6etter management of

their media, centers.

6. In the past four or five year we are getting more qualified

librarians in our, school districts.

7 Due to the requirements of 1.'tle II ESEA relative to the maintenance

of effort for libraries, LEA's are budgeting greater amounts for

4 ,their media centers. ,

8. We find that in eistal yea'r 1975 we had between 95-97 Oercentof

'all the children in:public schools parttcipating'in the Title II

ESEA Program. This indicates that Title DL ESEA has-been a popular

program in the State of Mirth Dakota.

9. School administrators, librarians, and :teachers hoped that the title

4

II ESEA Program would continue because they felt that this program

tad done much for the improvement of the instruction of the children r

to their schools.
,

10 Administrators and librarians consider title II ESEA one of the

li

.., . .

4 better federal programs due to the-minimum red tape involved for

participating in the program.-

11: We feel that Title II ESEA has been instrumental getting better

cooperation between the private schools and the.public scflools'and

.

has created a better relationship betweenthem:

::-

RECOMMENDATIONS

If 'the Title II ESEA Program would hive continued, I would havsubmitted
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the following recommendations:

1. Forward funding for better 'State and LEA planning.

2. Increase the minimum funding for each school district in the State

to no leSsthan $20t

3. To continue to impress upon school administrators and librarians

to weed out obsolete instructional materials.

A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF TITLE III, ESEA

ACHIEVEMENTS

The Title ,III, ESEA program in North Dakota has resulted in many achievIments

alpng the lines of community involvement, developmental assistance, needs

assessment change strategies, management' systems, performance-objectives,

staff develOpment, comprehensive evaluation, cost_ effectiveness and program

'auditing.
.

SHORTCOMING

Guidelines for wtiting annual state plans, together with annual reporttoms,

have freqjently.arrived after repbrts were due in_Washington. Consequently,

approval di-the plans and subsequent funding have been delayed, This has

caused some problems in program planning anfprogram management. We,

however, realize this is nit a-unique-problem to Title III, ESEA. We do Wish
0

to state that our relations with the IJSOE staff have been excellent.. They are

most cooperative--4e realize the constraints' .under-which they operate.
- -

Lack of expertise at the local level in carrying out evaluation of local projects.
o

More concern should be given for.the.broad needs of the LEA's over all curriculum

areas.,

Clearance prbcets for regulations and gUldelines should be streamlined,-

. 4 1

'-RECOMMENDATIONS
.--

, r

a , , 44.,
Local districts need training in needs assessment procedures which would enable

them to matO these needs with projects which have related p'oven practices.

o Pal
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Projects should Kave,strongcommitMents froM the ,local educational community

with documented proof that the school community; including the yOuth, have a

chance,to be a part of thecommitment process.

We need a more viable means of disseminating information to schools thru

identifiable proqraMs that would match their needs.-

The role and-function of the Title 306 Facilitator should be a part of the

State Department of Public Instruction in North Dakota rather fhana local
4

.

_school district. This office of, the Facilitator should be an on-going part

of the Department of Public InstructiOn if we are to effect the-change that'

has been demonstrated.

:CONSOLIDATION'

The idea of consolidation...is,pot all bad but if the purpose was to simplify

the process and provide equality to the states,-I feel they have missed,*

the mark. If we stand to lose the amount of money we are purported to lose

in 1977, then we have canceled out thg Title III program.

TITLE 4V ESEA
A

Title V is. the heart. of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act

of 1965. and addresses itself to _the purpose ,of strengthening, State Departments

of gducation. Its objective in strengthening the state educational agency is

to stimulate and assist state leadership resources.

Plans include additional personnel to aid in o'erall supervision

and accreditation of elementary schooioas-well as in secondary schools of

the state. listances arel'grgat,in North Dakota in relation to the population:
4

which increasesthe burden'of on-site monitoring and supervision, It is

physically impossible to accomplish on -sate visitation; therefore, workshops

and conferences in strategicdplaces are periodically conducted. Title V

.funds provide. the means of these activities:

a

b.
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There is also great need fo# r accurate information relative to'schools

and education--inforMation about personnel, finance, curriculum, and fatiliti44

for example.

All of this has to do with relationships between the state agency and

schools, and, surely comes under the huge category of strengthening the State

-
Department:

Title V funds are used to develop new curricula, new study guides, -6.)d

helps in instructional materials. Title V ESEA has been the most versatile

.,
.

4 ,..-,

of the federal support programs for education for several reasons.
.

It permits

,money to be used in diffesrent areas, including'staff, projects, and curriculum

development.

Since the "hold-fast" condition seems to be a part of the regulations

under P.L. 93-380, the consolidatipm will not changeapkreciall)y the administration

and operation of Title V in North Dakota.

Title V funds provide salariei for over one-half of the personnel in

North Dakota's educational agenCy. 'Our strong recdmmetidation is that it-com%inue

and that the amount of funding be increased to accommodate the inflation impact.

TITLE VI-8 EDUCATION OF 'TIE HANDICAPPED ACT

Tito VI-B, Educatten of the Handicapped Act, has been very helpful in

providing funds for "growing edge" projects. which have demonstrated effective

techniques in programming for handicapped children.

Project funds hate been available to school districts and county special

education boards for initiating and developing programs for handicapped

children. A total of 1,41 such projects have been funded through the State

Department of Public Instruction with Title VI-B funds since its inception.

.A11 of these 141 projects initiated programs of services to handicapped in

schools or areas that were not providing these services. These Prijects have
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beenmbst effective.in that over 90% of them were continued with loc*.f' and

state funds after th.ethree years of funding from Title VI-B funds.

We cc&I realize the need for comprehensive planning, accept .the changes

priorities as reeds aee met, and fully accept the mi imal funding under

. .

Title VI-B as supplepiental,funding.' How6er, w# view as Very dangerous to

our state,prpose federal legislation contained in 5-6 and HR 7217 for

funding in Fiscal Y ar.1977.

. We feel Tit VI-B funds for the handicapped should remain`as supplemental

not become a giant funding effort which will abort state and local effOrt.

Educational programs,for Zzhandicapped.in North Dakota need to. be implemented

on a planned quality baris. Massive funding directly to schdol districts on
'\

the basis of use it or loose it would nottenefit the special education programs,

being developed in our state.

TITLE VI-C REGIONAL RESOURCE CENTER DEVELOPMENT '

-
North. Dakota is one of eight states fundedthrough Iowa for regional

developmght of services targeted on identification, evaluation, and planning

for individual handicapped children, who have multiple or severe handicaps,

and were previously unserved. This program ties in well with the rfew 1976

amendments to P.L. 93-380, which delineates state responsibifitj, to locate

and.eyaluate every handicapped childtin the state.

We have received some technical help fronithe Iowa headquarters, although :'

.

they tend toward minutk reporting and nsse counting. The emphasis of the program

specially important in this area ofon individual prograling, however,

i .severely handcapped. A speci-d00 is aimilable for diagnosis of children

and 4e are usN that.

TITLE:VI-D'PREPARATION OF TEACHERS FOR HANDICAPPED CHILDREN

North Dakota has received approximately $60,000 per year in traineeship

ta4Y
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and fellowship money since 1959. Currently the amount is $50,000. These

funds go to selected graduate trainees (varier sessions)..and fellows (full

year fellowshil").0torfielp meet the demands for personnel in public school

programs for handicapped children.' These funds have been significant4in the

past., preparing more than 300 teachers. In addition, the grants to the.
college or university which accompany each trainee or fellow have helped

Mirth Dalota colleges develop their graduate programs.

In addition, inservice special study institutes have provide4 approxi-

mately 4,800 man days of in-depth study which has made a significant difference

in program quality.

Now that North Dakota has committed"its school s to total programming

for handicapped childNa by 1980, it is in need of 'greater numbers of

qualified people. The traipeeships and fellowships have encouraged experienced

teachers to return for graduate courses and,degrees. The amount of money

. was reduced to $50,000 at a very unfortunate time. We had reqUested $100,000

-to help with meeting the mandate.

--Traineeships and fellowships under Title VI-D have undergirded the

developMenlofgradae teacher education in special 'education, and have

provided North Dakota school with, significant numbers of persons. We will

need a few people in these areas. ,We are now hurting in the areas where more

numbers of graduate level teachers are needed, mentally retarded, specific

'learning disabilities). 'We need more dollars for all areas of training.

1

. .

'TITLE VI-G SPECIAL PROGRAMS :FOR CHL1-.DREN WITH SPECIFIC LEARNING DISABILITIES

In 1973-1974 and 1974-1975, the.DepartmeRt of Public Instruction

participated in a cooperative effort with the University of North Dakota to

serve 200 children with specific learning-disabilities,. and in the process

preihre graduate level teachers who would commit'at leastone year teaching
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children with specific learning disabilities in a small school (300-1,000

/
enrollment) in North Dakota.

This has been an excellent *gram and has provided,Aall schools

with quality personnel. It was very time consuming and because of its (Aaa,vy

emphasis on teacher preparation, we encouraged the University of North Dakota

to assume the responsibility of the project in 1975-1976.

TITLE III NDEA - IN RETROSPECT

The federal assistance provided by Title IIItNDE.A, Financial and

Technical, came at a very opportune time in North Dakota. Four years prior

to the enactment of P.L. 85-864, the Division of,Director of Field Services
1

was established in the Department of Public Instructton. This enabled the

Department, for theofirst time, to assign a person full_time to school

visitations and counseling. At the inception of Title III NDEA, a visitation

report indicating areas of deficiencies and suggestions for improvement

had been completed for every school district in the State:

i/ FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT

SPECIAL PROJECTS

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

CURRICULUM MATERIALS

Pros

-Improved facilitieS and equipment

,LEA's
-Language labs are used effec-
tively and are still being
installed in North Dakota.
-Foreign language enrollments
increased due to this program
and are still developing.
-Schools consistently indicate
an improvement of the instruc-

tional program as a result of

the assistance received,upder
NDEA Title III.

WORKSHOPSANO IN-SERVICE PROGRAMS°

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION AND U.S.O.E.

INSTITUTES
N .

EVALUATION

Cons

-

in =Need for more funds.
-We were never able to completely over-

, come the ides tha.t_4WEA Title III.is ,

' only a science,'mathematics, and
modern foreign language program.
-The evaluative process'for this
program was not effectively implemented,

by the many school districts.
-Support was given td some special
projects in which rather sizeable fonds

were invested in installations and

equipment which have not been as
beneficial to the teaching-learning

.2a4
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Pros -

-The matching asp of this

program. required L 's to make

a commitment and usua ly
resulted in improved s ection

practices in the acquisi on

program.

-The more important parts of
program included the activities
'in curriculum development and

teacher in-service.
-Boai'd members, adMinistrators,
and teachers have been nearly
unanimous in the support of
NDEA because of its flexibilfty,
planning, and lockl matching
requirement.

a-

CONCERNS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Cora >

7
process-as was anticipated.

-The direct impact of the program is
difficult to identify inopupil

achievement in light of the limited
funds available-for Title III NDEA
compared to the total per pupil

expenditures.

It is difficult to understand the action of the past thFee Administratibns

to eliminate a program that has practically universal support among sdhabl boards,

admiriistrators, and our Congressional delegation. It also enjoyethwide support

by the Nortfi Dakota Legislature when a matching State appropriation was

required. Many attributed its success to the matching requirement.

As one,of a largelgromp of educators who question the wisdom of.

Consolidation because of what it will do to accepted and established p ams,

our anticipation as to the outcome appears justified. -The provisions J:if

Title IV Qf P.L. 91-380, the complexity of the RuleS, Regulations, and Guidelines,

based upon Our experience to-date for all intent and purposes will nullify the

basic goals and objectives of Consolidation, namely to "prOvide that each

1 edMcation agency will be given complete discretion on how the funds it

rece ves will be divided- among the various programs."

A recommeihdation that the practices and procedures currently in effect

for the categorical programs, to the extent possible, be adapted to the
Ay,

administration of the consolidated program would.appear, to be inorder.

. v
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CONCLUDING COMMENTS
go

One of the major causes of frustration and discontent on /the part of the

State Agency, and local educational "agencies, too, is the absence of forward-
.

funding, or at least the absence of the certainty of funding and the amount of

funding for the various programs. Not knowing whgn,and if funds are coming

makes it necessary for us to operate in a vacuum.

In North Dakota-we do not check each school relative federal support

programs for the reason the staff,and funds are not sufficient. This would be

a time - consuming activity, esircially in the larger districts. Hence we use

the system of spot checking and monitoring. We find that this works very

satisfactorily and seems to 1)6 effective.

Speaking of Title I ESEA, administrative funds have not been increased

in the last ten years while programs have been added, and then, of course,

there is inflation. Inflation strfkas in every point; consequently, administrative

funds should be increased for-all federal programs.

We are of the-opinioirtha.t the utilization of a state fOrmula will

make it possible for us to more equitably allocate federal funds than the

utilization of the federal formula. In this instance'', am thinking of Title .I..

A word about Public Law 13-380, which consolidates several of the

federal 'program-§': At the same:time that consolidation is e ected, several

-new categorical aid programs been added, -so it se hat we have as many

categorical programs--in fact, more than we had before. However, I cro believe

that 93-380 is the step in the right direction; even though federal-guidelines
*

are quite stringent.
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Martin W. Essex
State Superintendent of Public Instruction

"It was the best of times, it was the worst oftimes "sand it

still is. Today's schools are superior to those of any priOr time. Today's_

teachers are better prepared and of higher quality than. at any prior, time.

Unfortunately, the best in history is not adequate for our Ilex,technological
. .

society, with its rapid. urbanization and depreuing anonymity.

This paradox"gives rise to a host of educational issIes-- issues that

are nationwide in scope, yet particularly significant for each of. the several

States. Prompt action is needed to avoid debilitation of our nation's vitality. 7

Salient educational imperatives for the states and the nation are listed
4

below. While not exhaustive, the items do reflect the magnitude of the work

to be done. A brief analysis of each issue and possible solution;N found

on the following pages.

INSTITUTIONAL REDESIGN IN TEACHER EDUCATIAN

Unprecedented social, technological and economic-changes--with concomitant

. shifts in employment markiti--have outstripped the capacities of the best

teachers and schools ever tb cope with the divergent needs of students.

Numerous innovations such as the storefront school and school-without-walls

have'not blazed the hoped-for trails to serve the emergent learning needs of

youth.

Standing at the vortex of the educative process is the individual teacher,

whose improved preparation becomes crucialif schools are to be responsibly

responsive.

. Teacher education historically has been done on the cheap. Remaining

at the bottom of the academic pecking order,, colleges of education have too

frequently been perceived and used as institutional money-makers.

a 49
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b

New or modified course patterns for teacher certification are inadequate

to break the lock-step bargain-basement approach, Fundamental structural'

redesign of teacher education institutions is imperative.

At 40.

The expioratiops associated with the competency-based approach to

teacher eElycatiqn do

1

notencompassIthe necessary structural changes. -Rather,

it will lead to merit rating.

Merit rating has been unsuccessfully trig in numerous settings over

the past several decades and-has run amuck. With highly developed teacher

anti administrators organizations, its potential offers less hope than in the

past.

The recent NIE evaluation of the-competency-based concept identifies

the weaknesses which had been anticipated by/ experienced practitioners.

Sweeping reforms for the preparation of teachers have been adopted

by the State Board of education in i . Action followed 18-months of

intensive deliverations involving over 3,6Q0 participants 120 meetings

'.'`..through a process described as "unique in the apnals of public policy

development in education."

Thorough, tompr ensive and appropriate restructuring of teacher *-

education had been called f y the State Board of Education on May 14, 1973,

culmliarng six years f research-based, long -range planning in anticipation of

an improved supply-of tea hers--a condition essential for the transformation of

teacher education institut

N.. The approach includes'components for the development of inical skills,

basiemethonological tompetenciand expanded Preld experien rsimilar to

the Flexner prescription for the redesign of colleges of medicine which were

engaged in the preparation of physiCians.

Under new standards for Ohio collegef,and universities desiring to

CT'

.Z:10
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prepare teac hers:

*all teachers are to be prepared in'the teaching of readingi dealing
with discipline' problems; and working, effective.* with young people
from a variety of soda?. , cultural and racial backgrounds.

4

*clinical preparation.isJ44Wed to enab %teachers to use mode cn .

diagnostic instrument's- ,observational ttc.tiniques so that appro)riate

learning experiences maybe prescribed.

*earlier and more freq4ent sChoolrbase exp6 ences are to be provided
prospective teachers deterOjne if they are suited for teaching and to

improve skills in clasStoom management under actual conditions.

*practical experience is to becomplated in different kinds of schools-,

urban and suburban or rural. ,

*teacher education is to be organized in a systematic nner similar to

other professions, with a fully developed syllabus for ea h course and
the specification of essential prerequisites to assure se uehce and

continuity.

*More attention is to be directed tothe selection and retention of
high quality teacher education stdOentst

*relationships'with school districts are to be explicated in writing

. with roles and responsibilities.clearly defined.

*broadly representative advisory committees, including school district
personnel and lay citizens, are to be used by colleges to Plan improvements

in teacher education.

*follow-up of graduates is to be conducted to determine how fu'ther

improvements in teacher education can be attained.

*education professors are to have taught successfully at least three .

years in an elementary Or secondary school.,

*faculty/student ratios are toapbroximate one to fourteen.

*funding in-colleges of education_needs/to be at a level comparable to

state alloCations.for preparation An social work, journalism, griculture,

fine arts, drqma and similar professional areas. ,Currently these areas
are funded approximately SO percent higher than teacher education.

Translation of these standardi into actionable'models for use by Ohio's

53 colleges and universities engaged in,tekcper education appears assured through

a special purpose $1.25 million 1975 -77 biennial appropriation enacteby the

General Assembly.

3°

e.
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Inservice Teacher Education

fr

Continuing education needs of teachers manifested by societal conditions

have been further magnified by historically inadequate inservice assistance.

.Confounded by a dearth of suitable material, inservice efforts have,keen typified

at being dull and meaningless.
.

, .

A new concept of stand-free, self-study materials --des-igned to be used by"

an individual teacher, a group of teachers or an entire building faculty

without costly seminars or institutes--is being implemented in Ohio. Illustrative

of this concept is theeaching Teen Reading Series.

Designed to prepare upper elementary, junior and senior high school

.
teachers to teach reading skills and comprehension, each individualized '

packet in the series provides condensed, readily usable procedures0

Assessment of print materials and student groups, literal and interpretive,

comprehension, vocabulary. development through word recognition skills and word

ineaning, sequences of a reading lesson, individualization, and the-uses of ,

reading -study skillsare the topics highlighted.

Incorporated in these stand-free materials is a self-ipstruction process

beginningwith steps, for securing information, followed by Suggested uses in-

content

. .

,

teaching situations ando self-corrective post-evaluatiOn.
\,....,/'' '

.Maximum utiiizitionvof the series, S being-issured'hy district Right to

Read directors trained during intensive ten-day summer seminars. Sessions
M

focw4n human.growth and development, program planning and reading instruction

techniqUes.

MAJOR CURRICULUM REDESIGN
, --

,

Our super-sophisticated technology, ,rapid urbanization and need to

,prepare all children and adults for both employment and citizenship respon-

.

sibilities have surpassed extant
eldmentary and secondary curriculums. "Major
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ltok
.

.

cur culum rede ign is urgently needed.

n appro iate response to this ,overarching need woutild be a national

commjssion--aPpolnted by the various education associdtons.--to assess and

' recommend a major redesign of the curriculum for American schools.

Including a majoliPof practitioners, the commission shield have an

adequate staff to proceed promptly: Publication of an overall deSign should

be targeted witDin a nine-month timespan.

Elements of-curr frulum redesign should einclude:

'1. One of two semester courses in both reading, and

arithmetic for all high school students who score below

national' rio"rms. Functidning both in the work world and in

citizenship responsibilities requires proficiency in the basie

skills. Many 'children may not be'successful in reading or

arithmetic. skills during the eltmefitary'grades. However, most

.44,these students, with increased mental maturity, can learn

basic skills it high school--if the basics are taqht. Such

courses should. be substituted for other offerings that do not

contribute successfully to"the development of basic literacy.

2. Grade placement o learning experiences and instructional materials

tt are Suitabl for the varying learning needs and capacities

encompasse wit n the concept of serving all chiTdriin and adults..
as

3. Attent on to the concept enunciated by PresidentFotd a yeat ago

that could ult'in a e914,44 of goverhM ient and ndustrygproviding

cooperative ork experiences for' drop -out' prone or alienated -

youngsters beginning atage 14. .

fhe urgency to include with, basic textbooks those concep; pertatniag

to emergent social .issues such as drug, alcohol and tobacco abuse;

envirdnmen41 concerns; energy limitations; Consumer economics; and

career opportunities.,

5. Modification of the schgel -day so'that 'Aided learning expertencesi

may take place throughout the community. .

a"
6. .The position of counselot=Coordinttor-teaoher to.serve studentstwh

are unable.to adjust Satisfactorily to ,school,noutines, particularly

"those who exhibit unacceptable emotional and behavioral characteristics:

o ^*, '

EDUCATION FOR CITIZENSHIP

, ....)#
Community participation in determining governmktal services has been a

cherished and:vital eletileht of our American heritage. Urbanlation art Mobility

I I

4

,1.
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Pave spawned a lonely anonymity, and ucation for citizenship has neither

been adequate noricept pace to cope with thesoncomitant complexities.. Hence,

Pleaders have been inappropriately prepared and many Americans have become

turned-off, disillusioned, or alienated. Increased emphasis by schools is

'urgently needed for citizenship education and citizen tnvolvement.

Citizenship Education

Instructional materials have been prepared by the Ohio Department of

)Education to-better equip students for decision-making in a societal structure

markied by giant industry, giant business, giant labor, giant government and

giant education. The System and.You and a companion'pfece entitled Education for

Voter Competency: A Guide for Conducting Mack Elections have,been disseminated.

-- broadly.
I L

A four-part resource unit for senior government students,The System and

You explores how every individual may'betomel'a Contributing participant linked

to governMent through voting, membership in political parties /or interest -__

groups, and tilrough the basic freedOng of assembly, pre9s and lKech! .

Suggesting in-school registration by students, 'lolling places and voting

procedures, Education for Voter Competency: A Guide for Conducting*Mbck

Elections enables.simulation of-practices under Ohio law. 'Students are
. .

eneburaged to explortorhedOes'of-the'cOunty.boardof election and to-
, I

undertake voter registration drives iniboth schbol and communiitS.: .-

.

0-
. Soon tope available for distribution to help students build - desirable e

-.

...

*4 .

.- I , =

citizenship knoWledge are With And Ab4ut The News-Melia, Citizenship Decision-.

Making: A Sourceboor-of Jnstructionaj Materials, Grades 4-6,and The Amerioan

Revolution_Bicentennial Sourcebookifor Ohio tchpo3sr-/Development of theseV
.innovative cericu)um material is another move by the Ohio Departhent of

4

Edu4ation to encourage more adequate preparation of students for responsible

participation in the politi_cal prbcessand to help.restore the nati'on's confidence
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in -is institutions.
. 4

Citizen Involvement

New techniques and methods are needed to maximize citizen'involvement

in the education policy development of school districts and the respective

states.

During a recent 15-iphth period, 125,000 Qhibani participated in a.

. --

massiwe "Search for Consensus #. A series of 604.1ocal s eminars, 88 county"

assemblies, 12 regional councils and a culminating statewide conference

enabled participants to register'their opinions for 'guiding the,redesign of

eduCation.

Pk

A VOICE FOR ED4ATION

Education is not exempt from the increasing lack of confidence and

credibility Which. 'characterizes the public view of govgrnmenf--federal, state

and local. Absence Of these fundamental' qualities has severely hampered efforts,

to redesign and reform elemtntary and secondary education to be respOnsive to

tpe needs of twenty -first century adults,4 's youth.

An essential link betipen agencies overnment and the public is

missing. Articulation of broadly accep$d policy directionl-reflective of
0

our cultural and social pluntlism,-is urgently.needed. Absence of this policy

'direction and a recognized unifying voice ?br educatiop is one of the most

cri;7611Lissues facing the.states--the 'constitutional body responsible for

eduCation.Ar

"Identifying Unified Policy Setting Models" .has been undertaken by

Ohio, Georgia and Iowa through ESEA, TItle V, SectiO 505 funds. Designed to

'. , 1

. A

,videptif.y.feasible alternative means for creating unified directions in education,

%%0..14

''4ii0 project is in its Initial stages,.
.

-\

AA rxpertise of experienced educi,tors throughouthe United States' will be

..

utilized in developing model approaches to policy'development. Ideastld

C

0
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'thoughts from people representing all facets of-American education will be

obtained to promote' cohesiveness and Coordination. Results should provide.

.choices for developing policy,,with applicability and responsiyeness to

indTvidual state concerns.

EQUITY IN SCHOOLFINANCE

COuntless studies, court-decisions, tax formulas and disbursement

plans attest to inequ%ities in, school finance. -Po,ckets of wealth amidst

.

acres of poverty create; respectively, schools of.splendor.and schools of

squalor- -given over-reliance on'the property tax as a source of relnue and'

as an equalizer.

Proponents of school ftnance reform have asumed.erroneously that the
=

poor reside only in districts with low property'wealth. .This is patently

Remedies sought in equity cases such asliodriqutz and Serraho will

. '

fail to hit the target unless both property wealth and atrility-to-pay are
v r

factored into state subsidy, formula5,_146, state school fclundation formulas
z

as a major instrumentality in'eqUaliiing resources for education--need to include

6,

false!

4

both income and property.
. ,

EXPAND*EDUdATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES,

Biecntennial observante oi4 figovelpmen of the peopli,by the people"

a

is .inextricably attributable to
.

Vie-peoples education. THe "promise of

'America" continues to be the praMisc4of opportuhity-=opportunity increasingly

predicated hon,appropriate education to Seove the needs of a varied_ clientele.
,

Extension of educational Opcirtunities to all the children of Al the

pe6ple has never been attempted '6 such an extent by any dgther people. But

then, no other people have conquered sci.,many frontiers.

.423C
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Career Education

As the world of work becomes more masked from the view of youth and

household'Chores of yesteryear are dissolved by technology, the need for

career education increases.

Intense efforts have been undertaken in Ohio to provide students

with ample background.andmottvation for choosing careers.

-Major thrusts focus on career motivation in kindergarten through 0 th

lk
.

grad, career orientation for seventh and eighth graders, and career exploration

or freshmen and sophomores.' 4 .

l' Avoidance of 'excessive tart-up and continuation costs is b 'rig
4 ,

v

. accomplished by using existing teachersiend_counselors.

Funding at $20 per elementary pupil, $25 for each seventh and eighth

grader and $30 at the high school level has been a significant factor in
#4,

providing supervisory leadership,, inservice preparation and instructional

materials for piloting with 179,000 participating students.

Being completedat the present time is"a comprehensive series of

specially designed text materials' td make career eduCation a more integral

port of-the curriculum.

Vocational Education
t,

Ohib firmly believes that high school students Should have the opportunity

to 6tain both a sheepskin and a bootstrap...the skill to be employed in our

technological economy.

School districts enrolling 96.4 percent of all high school students have

or exceed e basic program in vocational education, or have voted the necessary '

funds two construct the essential shops,-laboratories andolasrobms.

Ohio's march for vocational education represents a capital investment

453,436,933 during the past decade. Local tax dollars 'have accounted for

02a7
4r,
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008,440,130 of this amount, with matching, state or federal funds totaling

$244,996,803.

Special Education
ft<

The percentage 'of handicapped children has not.increased,but sensitive

educational practice identifies more of them; and'increasing accent on

individualized learning assumes more responsibility for them.

When possible, the ideal isto avoid separating handicapped children

from their peers, but to give them special learning help. Most, of the

53,712 educable mentally-retarded youth in Ohio's'3,994 special education

classes are joining other youth in general education. 4

One of themajor needs to advance further the "mainstreaming" concept is

theinservicebucation of the regular classroom teacher to work effectively

with the handicapped child.

CWork-oriented education for the ducable mentally retarded in Ohio has

been increasingly successful, 'as.emploYers, community leaders and parents

acknowledge the occupational abilities of4EMR pupils and create new work

opportunities for them. This, couples with many new EMR curricular offerings,

has led many of society's formerly "hidden children" to the ranks of self-

sufficient, taxpaying citizens.

Evidence that EMR graduiftes are now holding their own in the labor

market'has been shown by the'fact that 84 percent of 2,104 seniors who graduated

in 1973 have been employed lull time since receiving their diplomas.

-k
For severelysh andicapped children requi ing elaborate and expensive

equipment of where incidence of a particunr'handicap is low, cooperative

,

_arrangements 4-'or -Oasses need to be made among neighboring school.
. .

-
. .

districtS. . .
.

/
'

i-national study of practices in "mainstreaming," cooperativeempl ment

. -
.

arrangements and ancillary leaning experienCes is'indicated.at this time to

.--4 -?39
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further refine progresi made in helping the handicapped become fully contri-

buting, participating citizens.

EPILONE

As this country prepares to enter its third century as the oldest

representative republic, eighteenth-century AmeriCan revolutionary commitment,

enthusiasm and vigor are negded to explicate these essential requisites for

education. Designed to. meet the needs of the times with integrity and pra

ticality, the challenge of redesign can foster an educational renaissance

to revitalize this nation.

OKLAHOMA

Leslie Fisher
State Superintendent of Public Instruction

State Education agencies are being presented mare major problems and

. issues currently than any time in the past. The issues to be discussed,in this

paper relate basically`to one major area, Special Education, but have impli-

cations for every aspect of, public school programming., 'The following issues

are by no means all inclusive, but are selected problems chosen for discussion

4

because of their imperative owed for prompt dqcussion, study, evaluation,

and exploration of alternative solutions. 'The concepts creating the issues are:

1. The proliferation of funding authority to a multitude of diverse
agencies with a conflicting USOE requirement for responsibility to
rest in the State Education 'Agency.

k

2. The "zero reject" philosophy seen in court decision.

3.. The "Least Restrictive Altejrnative" philosophy for delivery of
services.

4. The observed major thrust toward pre-school programs for the handi-
capped, i.e.: what constituth elementary and secondary education.

_5. The conflict between equal funding (money follows the child) and the
provitions of adequate educational opportunity for all children and

L youth.

01,39'
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6. The conflict between confidentiality. of personal information And
the requirement of identifying all handicapped, their, location and
the status of the educatiortal programming.

Now a more detailed look at each4moblem area.

A. Proliferation of authority vs'. 'single agency responsibility.

Current guide-14 s to impleMent state pl'ans for Part B 1-114,-as amended

by.P.L. 93-380 indicates that the State Educrt-ion Agency should be designated as.

the sole agency for the administration of the State Plan under,Part B: A summary

of the main points set out in the House and Senate reports indicates:

a. The full services goal ari l-implementation plan is to be concerned with

all handicapped children reg9I-dlessof their location or the agency

that 's 's serving them.

b. The p an is regarded as a State plan and not simply a-E-SIA'plan:

c. Other agencies are expected to provide information on the children

for whom they are responsible; and all appropriatiagencies and

disciplines are to participate in the planning. it ,'
,

d. Federal funds for education of the handicapped from other federal

acts are to'be included in the resource allocation plan.

e. The plan is expected to be updated periodically.

f. The Commissioner is expected'to establish "Criteria" which if

followed would enhance tie cachievement of State goals.
,-

In Oklahoma, as in manh other states, unding authority and responsibility for

the education of t ndicapPed s vestecy i several agencies. The Department

of fristittitions, S 1 and Rehdlililotion Services hasAuthority over the

Schools for theiReta
I

d as W1k11 as the State School for the Deaf and Hard of

Hearing and the Bltnd and Parti lly Sighted. The Mental Health Department has

the funding and author ty over the schools for the emotionally disturbed.

Vocational education is a separate department from'the Department of Education

'and tP)ere are several district legislative authorizations such as:

. 42 90.
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a. Cerebral Palsy Center, Norman, Oklahoma

b. University of Oklahoma Science Center (Program of Deaf Education)

c. University of Science and Arts of Oklahoma (Program of Deaf Education)

d. Dis-Cretionary'grants from various federal agencies directly to

grantees in the state without input to the S.E.A.
,

In addition, Oklahoma maintains a separation of state from privateedu-

cational operations.

All of, the above factors complicate the actual development of an effective

functional "State Plant" Cooperative efforts between the mentioned agencies have

been excellent; however, maintaining communication and flew of data creates .

time problems for the coordinating agency, the S.D.E.

SOLUTION ALTERNATIVES

I-. Require responsibility only for areas over which S.D.E. has authority.

Z. Redirection of all federal-funding for the handicapped st as to be

handled by the S.D.E.

3. Promote implementation with assistance from the Governors, Chief

State School Officers and State legislative bodies, coordinatiqg

legislation to provide the SEA as the sole agency for coordinating

and planning all education for the handicapped.

8. The "Zero reject Philosophy

Recent court decisions have confirmed the right of every individual to

an appropriate education. The decisions imply that every individual regardless

of the degree of iiandicap has some potential for learning. The writer, in no "I

way, denies the validity of the above statements, but is concerned about the

implicatiOns Ofdate rulings as they are being interpreted_amapplied to the

determination of who responsible for the provision of the services and who

is'to determine4e appropriateness.of such services. While no specific
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delineation of responsibility has been made, there appears.to be a movement to

consider public education as responsible regardless of degree of handicaps.

The major.concern(lies in the extent and degree each local education agency

will be required to provide, within that localiocommunity,.a program for ead,

*
individual child.

7
C.

ALTERNATIVE. SOLUTIONS

1. Recognition of the continued need for institutional placement of

some children.

2. Recognition that some children-and youth are 'so handicapped the problem
4.

is medical rattier than educational.

3. Involvement of state agencies in recommending solutions before any

. major mandates be placed on L.E.A.

The "Least Restrictive Alternative" Philosophy --

1. All special placement,must be viewed as it relates to the individual's

needs and his chances-of success in the suggested placement.

Enforcement of placement changes must be a gradual, planned movement

and only after all supportive services needed are available. mplete

knowledge of the individual's problems must be available and under-
,

.
stood by every,teacher involved. Most important is,the readiness to

accept the additional load and above all the child with problems.

O. Pre-School Education for .the Handicapped

Lt is generally recognized that a high percentage of an individual's

. -

abilities are developed by age four. This development assumes intact physical

mental and emotional abilities as well as an environment conducive to the indivi- .

dual's growth/ By definition, the Handicapped child meets his environment with

.. ,

impaired abilities. The result is delayed development in direct relationship
_

.

to the degree of impairment. Specialized intervention at-the earliest possible
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moment is' must if the impar.t of the disaJoility is to be minimized. The

question 'is hot should there be$interverftion; but, how soon,.Vmhorrand

what should be done. .

Once again, it appears that public education is being viewed as the

vehicle for reaching these children. Head'Start Programs, usually under

community action programs, have been involved to some extent as have the so

called "Well Baby Clinics" under Health Depaftment auspices. The Child Study'

Center under DISRS in Oklahoma City and Childrens Medical Center in Tulsa,

Moth have extensive evaluative services and some educational programming.

the diversity of agencies and programs already partially involved will

call 4or extensive inter-communication and cooperation to insure maximum im-

pact without duplication and yet, provide for continuity as one agency reaches

the extent of their allowed involvement.

If public educatiOnis -going to be required to coordinate and be respon-

stloe for a "State Plan", extensive support from all levels of education and

government are a.must. Legislative ipvolvement in removing legal barriers and

in providing funds become,obsolute'necessities. Edutation personnel, both at

the state and local levels, nust be ftexible in viewing "What is Education."

Tradition.allyNCnany.educa iew their function as beginniTirg when the child

is ready. That is, ready in to read, write and cipher. There-will negiA to

be much inservice education to develop an accepting climate among many educators

before meaningful pre-school programming can be successful.

ALTERNATIVES

a. State public education be assigned the major responsibility for pre-

-school education of.the handicapped with appropriate funding and

authority to accomplish the task.

b. Aillulti-agency consortium be established by Legislature or Governor

to delineate responsibility and function of various agencies for ,
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segments of the program.,

E. Equal Funding vs..Equal Opportunity

Recenephilosophy being e)spound&in the Congress of the United States

and expressed in court decisions such as the provision of equal dollars for

physical activities for both men and women is causing great concern among

educator;, Title IX, and people responsible for funding of educatio41 efforts.

State taxing structure js under examination again on the basis of Unequal funding

per child. Carried to its extreme; this concept could cause a multitude of.

problems. Comprehensive educational programming is replete with examples of

°high cost and low cost programs. If equal funds were expended'on each individual

student's program, many specialized classes would not be possible.

Some students need more specialized_help if they are to succeed; therefore;

equal-5expenditures cannot be equated with equal opportUnity.

- The handicapped provide a major example of the need for differential

funding and programming. To provide a program, for example, for five deaf

children with the funds generated by them from the tax structure is obviously

'impossible.

The Chief State School Officers should take a very carefd, look at this

'concept as being presented by Congress in rblation to the,Education of tilt

Handicapped Act. Funds distributed'on the basis f the number o'f handicapped .

in any LEA., unless there is i massive'increase n funding, cannot provide

sufficient funds to, initiate programs of sufficient, ize and scope to be adequate

in meeting the need of the handicapped. Carried to i s' logical conclusion,

equal funding would destroy equal opportunity for individtal growth. 411P

ALTERNATIVES

a'. Distribution of funds based on evidence of programming of sufficient

f

size and scope to meet determined needs.

, (I
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b. qietermin'ation of specific program cost with funding based on

program, not number of children involved.

rt ality vs. Need for Information to.do Adequate State Planning,F. Confide

Recent Decisions on parents' rights to information and the need to protect

the privacy of .the individual as it relates' to personally identifiable data

, presents A variety of problern.t

Amendments ta'the 'EHA by 93-380, as they relate to the-handicapped,

need m h study and clarification. The "full service to all handicapped" goal

includes the need fo'r a statewide location, identifjcationgiend evaluation of all

handicapped individuals to age 21. Involved in this goal is'the ability to

determine if tIle identified handicapped are being served or.not and is the

servile provided adequate t et their needs.

Present guilielines tfre less than definitiVe as to who may have personally

identifiable data. What type of data is also-under question?

It is obvious that in order to do adequate state planning, comprehensive

informatIon'must be readily available to the planning committee. Every attempt

possible needs to be made to prevent the final guidelihes and regulations.from

14\becoming so rigid to prevent needed information being readily available.

ALTERNATIVES

Allow state education agencies to maintain a file of all the handicapped

4 in the state. The use of some coding system coulimaintain confidentiolity

as the only location of actual names would be at the L.E.A. This could

be curtailed by the Privacy Act or Buckley'Amendment.

b. Establish a common system at the L.E.A.,so that data on the handicapped

.

child could be derived with minimum time lag.

SUMMARY

This paper was not an attempt to exhaust the long list of issues and

oroblems facing education. The issues chosen were viewed frog the impact

d
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they would have as related to handicapped,childrep: his point of viewirwas used,
.

as these general concerns become more visible when viewed' from tihe.standpoint

of ell d population whose special need accentuate the issues. Thissues.

are relevan.* in varying degrees.is they impact on different segments of public

111
involvement in seeking various alternatives as solutiOns to the issues.

--,/

eq%

3

education. Hopefully, the commtnts made will generate-general interest-and

OREGON

Verne A. Duncan
State Superintendent of Public Instruction

Special yucation
,

Oregon's initial legislative response to court degisions extending

the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to public education for

thehandiC Aped (Pennsylvania Association of Retarded Citizens v. Pennsylvania.

and Mills v. Board of Education) has been relatively swift but falls short in some
i

respect). SpecificAlly, school districts have been given new responsibilities

without the major infusion of dollars they need.to meet these.

1973 the Oregon Legislatureenacted HB 2444 which struck from the

compulsory school attendance law those provisions perMitting the exclusion oCf
C

'children mentally'and physically unabel to attend schooi or those. determined by

the local school board to be unable-to benefit froM education. House Bill -2444 (-

also required local school boards,to identify handicapped children in their 4

districts who had not been ma4g.!treamed into the public school system,nd to

consult with parents before deciding to place a handicapped child in a special

education program. The bill called-for assistance for local districts from
4

the ,State Department of Education "whene44ft'possible." -

This year''s Legislature' passed SB 157, introduced at the request of the

State Board. As originally drafted, Si 157 provided 50% state funds fOrthe

,
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9,*

appnpved cost of education for handielapped hildren served i'nlocal district

progl-arritand avlutiber. of witnesses pn the bil urged 100% state support.. As

finallppassed, however,cSB,157 prdVides 30%. The bill.also remedies an inade-
- a /

4 lit
qoacy of HB 2444 ,by providing a hearing lirocess for placement of children into

,
tecial education.

Oregon has_tiken4somelmoortant s eps with the enactment of these tWo

J.

AVMs, bUt there'are still major t.- kuesttons havegbeen raisedWbout

-wfiether surveys conducted by local school districts to determinekhe number of

4-
handicapped children were thorough, There May.well be handicapped children still

"hidden" to be located and mainstreamed. And while the 30% state support will

. So.
s

help signifcantly, localdistrtsts still face major financial burdensAin
r ,

.

. w

MainStreaming.1140dicapped children.,

, ,
As a resi, bills now before Congress tO,provide expanded federal aid

for the educalion of the handicappedare a high priority.for Oregon. BecauseN,
%

.

/.1

l'of
.

the Department's role so far in helPin6to develop education for the handicapped,
- .

tore particularly-oSnce;nid that state-edlicational agencies be responsible

---

',' for ttikalklocation'of fundszpprOpriated,under -these bills.

. .:

'Indian Education . A

'The'fundamental questiorNf whether separate schools for Indians will

1?-......
. ... . .1.__

--,-be7-* should be--,perpetuated is currentl&rthe focus of some controversy in
-g%

)

, -Oregon'as Chemawa Indian School, z Warding school in Splem.serving approximately

,
200 lodian students, seeks fundfor new facilities.

The related questiOn it whether the Bureau 'of Indian Affairs'will continue

td play ar4lajor role -0. formueing federal education policy for Indians or
f

A

*

:-.
whether USOE will assume an increasing share of the responsibility for Indian

, ,

education. . . . /

, .... . (--
.

- To helvanswer-these4estions,Congress. has forged the Amerivn Wien
1'

P(Tcy Review Commission This Commission', WiTch'includes 'six Congressional
*

0 e 0 A
1/'

A si7,

4
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members and five Native American?, has establ hed a task force to consider ,

educational issues: In the meantime, Oregon's Senator Mark Hatfield has,:

(

f.

proposed am amendment to the Bureau of Indian Affairs budget that would'
I

provide $5.5 million for Chemawa's new facilities. The fate,0 this school

diq
is not likily Ito be decided without further controversy between those who think

k

-separate schools such as Chemawa are essential to the preservation of Native

* li
,Am scan culture and those who.feel Native Americans should be mainstreamLr'

sopirour public educational system.

Other issues

Partly because of the results of a statewide assessment in reading,

improvement of reading skills has become a major Concern in. Oregon. Unfor-

1
10

tunately, despite, several years of,rhetoric on the Right to Read, federal funds

for this commitment have failed to increase significantly.

The role of state and local educational agencies in early Childhood
,10 t

education should be clearly defined in any legislation in this area. In egen

N the malt responsibility
?

for day care is vested in tfie State Gbildrenq Ser ices

DivO; however, the 1975 Legislature directed the Department of aEtidrt to

etattlisti guidelines for early childhood programs in local scholip districts.

4
AlthoughAthe drop-put rate'ii-increasing at an alarming rate in even

ar.40 .

r

a non-urban.state like Oregon, drop-put prevention remains a-low priority for

federal funding.

New Legislation on Faily Rights'and Privacy Act

or

*

The new federal legislation regarding parent and student-confidentiality

has created-some problems regarding the forwarding of student records across

. .
1

state lines. In some'cases school districipopre'choosing to withhold-student:,
,

.._

..
N

records for reasons of privacy. 'In other cases, they are withheld because of

lack of payment of fees. In the former case of withholding student records on
..k,

. ..

.1

4
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the basis' of pri4cy, this is clearly not the intent of federal:legislation.

IR the latter case, the practice of withholding student records' for- nonpayment
;

of fees )s.illegal in Most cases and against accreditation standard$ in others.

At is recommended that.Ch'ief StatecAmol 'Officers issUe a'statment
,.

to their respective. school- districts urging them to forward student records in

accordance with regulations which have been establhed. Clea. rly,_tho position'

of educators should be to provide maximum support 6,students in,transferring
I

from one state to another. Wtthholding,student records can only result in compli-
n

cating and making more difficult the adjustment to a new school situation.

I

We should en ourageother states to enact procedures that require forwarding

)of, records similar o Oregon's requirement. Perhaps federal lellipation should

Iv
.

,
. -

.

be amended td reqdtre prompt forwarding of records on notice of transfer and
.

. . 4.6

that'ilrwoul-d be illegal to withhold student records on the basis of nonpayment
,

,

, 1 .

of

'SOUTH CAROLINA

. Cyril B. Busbee
State Superintendent' of Education

CRITICAL EDUCATIONAL ISSUES:
14 I\

1. Equalization of educational opportunity through Educational ,Finance Reform.
J

2. gregation.of public 'school systems throughout the United States and

,C !

)
its territo iel units.

I,-

3: Seeking juddc41 interpretations and decisions that will preserve both-
.

the rights of individuals and educWonal opportunity.

4. SeCuring a Federal Ifid to education program that.will tend to equalize
4 * ,

6

1. financial resources among the States and Territories. N
.p

$

brYentingntducatibnal programs' to. the needs'of.socity. 'Defining society5.

in terms that the masses Can dodersiand.
ik
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6. Finding an acceptable balance between the educational well-being of

children and teacher welfare. If not found, this problem alone can

spell the doom of public education.
1 '

7. Identifying and instituting ao:system of governance of dducation that

is related tal..the source or .sources of support.

SCHOOL FINANCE REFORM

The decade.of the sixties,in the field of public edudation was Ofaraca,rized

by a proliferation of desegregation plans, court orders, and bussing to achieve

racial equality. Parts_ of the nation are still heavily involved tn desegregation

issues, thus leaving the history books opera im the area; however; a. new chapter

o.

has begun for the seventies with the major heading being school 4inance-reform.

As early as the 192015 writers laid the theoretical foundati9 for the' programs

.
being implemented in many states today. The impetus for today's revival in

k

legislation regarding schoolfinanceis probably linked to the social reform

of the sixties and the taxpayers' revolts of the late sixties and early seventies.

I

School finance reform has in recent years been, two headed movement_

-
of.

One area was epitomizeLin the Serrano
.

decision, which illustrated the fiscal
.

1/4. .

neutr4 ality.doctrine. This doctrine provides In its basic form that each child,

as.an educational ward of the state, must be guaranteed equal access to the'

sta'te's wealth'devoted for public education. The second area which was &rought

to the forefroDt in Robinson v. Cahill establishes that not only shoopld the state

provide equal,acces5 to dollars for each child; but the level of access should

be educationallysuffitclerft for the child.
`'

While numerals real results have already been recorded, the scirol,finance

movement is still gaining momentum even in $tite of the present economic reces5ion.

To date, practically:every'state in the union has initiated a stud; of 1yfinance,

scheme and possible alternatives. The - Federal government is also getting into

.711111e%

S-0
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the act resporrding W the complaints Aoif those states which have initiatbd

equalization plans only to.find such plans compromised by the fl.cwHof Federal.

funds. This responseis seen in some-of the newt guidelines and-proposed amend:,

ments for the distribution of Federal funds which recognize local tax efforts

and equalization plans. -

In attempting to characterize the school finance reform legislatiop that

has been implemented, the seicalled equalization model seems to be by and c the

most popular form. Those people who Rave cone in-contactwith school finance-
.

issues will recognize the,equaliiation model as the plan which, distributes state

money to local districts inn inverse proportion lo the lotal districts' ability

Since in most states-the majoqty of the local revenue is derived from
. ,

to pay

property taxes, the only meaningful determination f local ability is the
.4 mr

valuation of 'property subject to ad valorem taxes. It is significant that

practically each state which has revamped or even closely studied its, finance

. scheme has had legislation introduced dealing to varying degrees with property

tax reform. While the schooffinance reform movement cannot take full credit

(-4

for these changes in the property tax aria, it must be considered a contributing

factor.'

- Equalization models fall into one.:PVtwobroad,areathose,that take

into consideration the necessary variattons:in ROO needs tither through a

weighted)pupi) unit -or some,. other special unit which'Orovideslor the cost
/7-

'. .

0 differences between pupil categories, and those ilhich prpiide a uniform amount

'

.

. '. .
.

per unit without giving consideration to variations in coSt'fo;- the,different

-

. ,

r ', -- - . _ , , .

educational' programs and services. However, 'e:,eh iCthose sta.t whin fall
-; ''

into the latter type, some form of4 ifferentials are .usually 'found in other

sections of their finance scheme. .TherefOre, tt is safe to state thatslhe

concept of providIngfunds accordingAo esttbrished standards of need,, while

. .

not'a new concept,,, will be included in almost all Ow financial lellslat

L
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-Another common factor in those states which have implemented new finance

lawi, is' the increased level of support from the state. This increase, usually

i product of-state's increased revenue potential during the early part pf the

seventies or the use of Federal revenue sharing funds, helped those states to

.upgrade the funding level of the poorer districts without causing any dramatic

changes in the funding level of the richer districts. The states which have

implemented changes in the last year or so and those states which are planning

changes in the near future are not afforded this luxury., In these states, we

find elaborate "hold harmless" provisions and "phase in" plans with the initial

funding level of the equalization program being at the very minimum level. The

problem is.compounded in many states which now rely heavily onvlocal funding ,

because no additional financial support can be expected from these local

sources. Therefore, the additional funds needed for equalization must be provided

from the state with its broader taxing base or frovinew programs from the

Federal government which is surely unlikely for the foreseeable future.

In regard to-local add-ons or local leeway, there is great variation
. 4e.) ---..7

,

among the-states. The spectrum has generally run from those states which are

systematically reducing the leeway)option to a zero level to those states which

have left'the option entirely to the local governing body. lutdrally mosti.

states have installed plahs which are between the two extremes by allowing

limited leeway. Some states which have the fiscal capability are power

equalizing the leeway options either thrOugh state funds'or charge baCks on

therich-local.districts, (
In conclusion on'the movement nationally, it is interesting to note in

'many states where new school finance legislation exists that tHelegislators

have seen fit to include sections in the law to insure that the funds. *ill be

expended in the appropriate manner. It is quite clear that such laws are

definitely helping to usher in the accountability decade.
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"
Accountability in addressing school finance reform is as appropriate

as is accountability in the operational phases. Thus, the-following questions

about any proposal for improvin4 the equalization of a state's educational

aid system shoula\be addressed before a specific prbgram of reform is proposed.

(1) Why is a new-equalizati.on plan necessary? What are .the ,present

variations in taxes afldiexpenditures'among the state'S school districts? Do

these fiscal differences result in inequitable and burdensome local school taxes?

Do they deMonstrably affect the ability of school districts' to offer high quality

educational services or to even attain the rilandates of the Defined Minimum Program?

Unequal educational services and-taxpayer inequities have geneFally provided the ,

rationale for finance reform tr other states; their existence and severity, in
--

----

South Carolina would be a natural backdrop to promoting any new equalization Man.
.

(2) What are the basic principles of a new equalization proposal? Other

state school finance reforms have sought to (a) neutralize wealth differentials ,

among school 'districts, (b) recogntze educational need tn disbursing state aid,

(c) be aware of the fiscal demands of high-cost school districts, or (d)

gradually equalize the spending levels of all 'school districts within a-state.

To attain these goals, states have redistributed education aid, to poor districts,

areas with concentrated educational needs, or school units that have to pay a

high price for their educational services.' Which of these aims are to b4 central

in a, new state school finance plan?

Are,wealth differences the main finance problem in the state? Are poor

-
,

districts not raising their school taxesdue to fear of local tax tomPtition?

Are local property tax bases growing faster in richer communities rather

than poorer ones? How do differences in educational need manifest themselves

among school units? How do retention and dropout rates compare? What about the

relative incidence of special education, vocational education, and compensatOry
0

education students? !Where are these high-cost students'located and how well are

do&

It
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they being served by their school districts? That abOut educaticinal price

variations? What do different districts have to pay to attract various

types of qualified education 1 personnel? How do the prices of non-persorthel

services vary? Do non-educational service and tax burdens differ from district

to district? Do they reduce a district's ability to raise additional money

for local schools? Should these various factors be recognized in a 961 school

finance plan?

Closely related to these que'ons are matters concerning the feasibility

of trying to determine these wealth, need, tax effort, and educational cost

differentis among districtS. ',We have alteady begun to examine some of the

problems of determining accurate estimates of taxable property values. Similar

ones occur in other areas. How are students to be classified if educational need

( ig to be met through a pupil weighting-system?=-How well can different types of

studentbe identified in the school population? What are the leyels of service,

hence pupil weighting, to be offered to students with different educational needs?

On the price side, do we have accurate data about the costs that various school

districts have to incur to attain various services? Do some districts settle

for inferior personnel and other services when they cannot Pay the p price?
I

Do richer school units corner the market on the pool of av e high-quality

services? Can we accurately measure residential and individual lbtal property

tax burdens? Does a high level of municipal services dry up-available monies:'

for local school taxation? Detailed tax, expenditure, personnel,-pupil; and local

budget analyses may provide the answers to many of these feasibility questions.

(3) What is the specific type of funding plan that is best suited to meet,

the goalsibf any new equalization_proposal? If simple expenditure equal-
_

ikation is the aim of a new proposal, full state assumption of all educational

finances might be a suitable vrogram, If wealth differentials are the key finance

plan. a full-scale foundation plan maybe the answer. If, On the other hand,
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11.

local districts are to retain their freedom to choose the level of their

education budgets, a district power equalization or guaranteed tax. base plan

mignt be the vehicle for a new fiance plan. Are pupil weightings or a cate-

gorical aid program focused on the neediest districts the best way of meeting

diArse educational needs in a new aid plan? Or should a new propdsal be a

hybrid of all these measures--a frequent occurrence in many other states.

. .
_

.

.

(4) What is the total cost and fiscal impact of anew equalization plan?

How much, will tIe new proposal cost in additional state and local tax money. How

will thp costs be apportioned among state and local governments? Are educational

costs. under the plan likely to increase, decrease, or remain stable over time?

Should the plan be phased in or adopted all at once? Are expenditure controls

on state or local contributions to the finance plan required? How much will

diffeSent local districts be able to raise school expendituret or lower school

taxes or do both under the 'new plan? How will any oposed plan integrate

Federal monies into the total funding program? What re the Federal restraints

in equalization or finance reform?

(5) What are the ultimate ends of the new finance proposal? How should..

a new finance plan be evaluated in the future? What are the key fiscal and educa-

tional_goals that are to be implemented by the reform? Is the quality and

2._

scope of educational services in different districts ,to be raised? Are local

tax burdens tdbe raised, lbwered, or made more equitable? Is educational

prOductinty to be improved perhaps in 'accord with the Defined Minimum Program?

Wha't are the probabilities of attaining these variouslfiscal and educational .

goals? What.are the obstacles to the attainment of these ends and what other
4

legislative or executive action needs to be taken outside of the finance proposal

to make sure that it is an effective and enduring one? This reference is to

further district consolidation, degree of 1 .1 and state contra , etc.
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Thomas C. Toqd ,r

State Superintendent Education

The most important issue in viewing the role Of the Federal Government

is public-school education must be the need to Increase the level of Federal.

funding.

Recent improvements in Federal-State-relationships must be continued.

Continued emphasis, should be given to consolidated grants to State

education agencies.

Indian Education. In South Dakota, one of the unique'problems erns

4,

Indian education and the jurisdicational esponsibilitits. :The reestablishment

of community schools and the use of the concept of career education can be

vital outlets in resolving this issue.

National Education Minimum Foundation Program. ,One of the most meaningful

thrusts. the Federal Govgrnment can make in assuring educational equality in

the United States and its territories is to adopt a national minimum foundation

program whiA recognizes he mobility of our nation and the resulting impact

in social Change-upon our youth and adults.

Secretary of Education. If the Departments of .Commerce, Agriculture,

Defense, Interior, Navy, Army,--and Treasury merit Cabinet status, ce(tainly

the rimportant function of any government (education) shitid.be accorded

degree oflilltitionfty establishing a Department of Education at

the onal lev ith a Secretary who advises the President.

Federal ollective Bargaining LegislattOn. Collecti argaining for

pu is employees, the Federal Government should defer to the sta s in this

vital'area of puboic concern.
,4e

44ipori

alb
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Walter D. Talbot
. State Superintendent of Public Instruction

.
Utah, traditionally, has been recognized for high quality education.,

This recognition has come-as:a result of a people with intense Interest in

education and a commitment to the-ideals which most of them believe are

achieved through education. In this setting it is difficult td imagine that

problems are encountered. Yet most of the problems-in education in the nation

are found in Utah. Any discussion of education problems by'-`state will,

therefore, overlap.

Providing Greater Financial Resources. New sources of financial support

must be found. Yet,.conversely, federal government activity, or Tack of it,

plays a role in holding the lid on the tax base,

Nearly 70.9er cent of the land in Utah is owned by the federal government.

Utah is rich in-mineral resource but that resource lies either -on federal land

or access todit is controlled by federal ownership. It would be helpful to

Utah's financial base if several things were to occur.

I. Provide a survey of the federal lands 4n Utah and make wore.of them

^ available for private ownership and development.

2. Lift the moratoriUM on mineral exploration on federal lands and

ease the restrictions on access across federal lands.

3. Subsidize the development and exploration of known mineral deposits.

In addition to making federal lands more productive as a resource for the

operation of state and local government, the federal government should:provide
"

through directappropriation a higher percentage of the fundg reded'for.

public instruction.

Public Involvement in Education. Mechanisms st be four4ofor meaningful
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involvemelt of more individuals and-groups in influencing educational decisions.

Involving citizens in'determining the role of the schools in solving individual

and community problems is the highest order of democratic practic,

Recent efforts in the Community Education movement is a step in the right

direction. T uild upon that movement holds promise. We must spend less

time trying to convince ourselves and other what the people want from our own

point of view and instead find methods and prOcesses that work so that people
d

may speak for themselves.

Governance in Education. With the-inextricable movement of the federal

government into public education come a A6mber of questions: What is the proper

role of the U.S. Office of Education? Is the traditionally honored concept of

education as a state responsibility being challenged? Should responsibility

ana authority in education be diffused among many departments and agencies at

all levels or government?

/-
Yet, daily,activity occurs from the federal level Which brings a challenge

to the constitutional authority and responsibility of the Utah State Board of

Education. Can and should the,U.S. Office of Edutation dictate the kinds of

programs, including the setting of objectives and evaluating, against those

objectives, that will operate in Utah public schools? Can and should the

Office of Civil Rights investigate' and deal directly without approval and even

the knowledge of the state office oeducation? Can and should federal laws

and Riles and regulations of federal agendies prescribe the composition;

function, and precise responsibility.ol ddwisory councils wOch are. to

advise atate and local education,agencies. an0 report their Illiccesses and

'failures directly to thefederal gOvernment or to counterpart councils at the

federal level?

Complexity of Society. Educatorslmust fj,nd ways of humanizing, individualizing

or personh-lizing education not only to give more attention to greater prodUCtivity

v _
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/in people but to permit people to develop in themselves a more humane attitude

and a higher self-image.

"Teacher education and teacher training insitutions need to be redesigned-

to give to all teachers the basic skill to teach the fUndamentals of reading,

writing, and computing in addition to content area3--of major and minor subjects

and to enhance pedagogical techniques and human relationships.

Administration must be trained in supervisory techniquesaq4 how to

-deal with the various factions of a community.

Pupil-teacher ratios, at least, in the primary grades, must be reduced to
ay,

allow individual attention to be given to students to reduce' failure and

enhance the self-image.

Redesigning teacher education and teacher training institutions, Ancludes

greater attention to the responsibility of state and local education agencies-

and the profession itself for inservice training.

_Greater emphasis must b focused upon man's place in the world community

.and his -relationship 0 other cultures and the acceptance of other traditions.

Twenty-tour different languages are used as the -basic language in the

various homes in Utah; an additional forty-twianguages are spoken in the

homes of Utah thus providing not only a challenge but a vast resource upon

which the schools may draw to develop their capacity to deal with a
I

multi- faceted culture.

VERMONT

Robert A.)dilkhey _

Commissioner of ftucation

State Aid to Education. State assistance in the= financin public

schools has been a feature of our society for nearly all of the current

.

as?
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Century. Indeed the need for state government tb play such a role is no longer

questioned. Left to local government, the resources(devoted to public education

would be inadequate to the take of' provt-ding the kind and quality of services

desired by society.. The ability of communities to finance public education.,

moreover, varies widely, reflectingAhe univennesswith which wealth tends

to concentrate.

Of_the 247 school districts which received state aid in 1974, 91 were

granted "Floor" aid. .Total state aid allocated via the Floor amounted to

$678 thousand,,a tiny fraction of the overall approbhation of $33.8 million.
/-

/Had the state "fully funded" the system in 1974Which would have required

a $45.3 million appropriation--only 65distriCts' would have been relegated
16,

to'the Floor, receiving in total $400,000 of state aid.

This so-called "Miller Formula" wa* s designed to equalize the ability of

'school districts to support public educati-on. It has failed to do so. The

primary cause of its failure has not been underfunding by the state. It lies

in the system's fundamental misrepresentation of the fiscal ability of the
lh'

school distri&t by its equalized grand list. So long as property values continue

NI!

to serve as the basis for distribution of state aid; it would bea mistake for

the State to increase its proportionate share in public school finace. .1

The point to be streted is-that solving the problem of equalization-

(financially and educationally) is just like tryiiig to solve.most ot, er social'

problems; more taxes are almost always required.

School District Organization. Initial' impetus for the current State

Der3artment,of Education study on state sclicol district organizati

the Vermont legislature. The final reporeof the Ilegislotive Joint

Educational Finance and Taxation, which,had been deliberating for-two years,

came, from

i ttee on

Tashman Report", 1974.

)
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was issued in September, 1973. Among the recogrendations in that repj.t was
., .

',, ' , -

lee addressedto-the Vermont State Board Of Education wht read: "The

A.

Committee recommends.the orderly'coosolidation of -school dimricts- where such

consblidatipri is indicated by educational need4" , *

The assumption is almost universally madg that this can best.be.accom, '

to

pushed by more efficient'atilizatipn of funds and thit more efficient

utilizatiOn:of funds is best achieved by fewer and larger administrative
. A

junits. At the same time: most of the studie6 conclude that the continued

failure of the State-to take action to reorganize itself into fewer and

larger districts is-due. to resistance at the local level becuase of antici-

. a -
_

pared higher initial or permanent costs. Several Of the studies mentioned the

necessity of financial incentive's in the'form4f increased state aid or other

ONthods in Order to get reorganization - accepted. Thus, ironically, measures

presuMbd tolead to savings in funds apparently may 'not be effected Unless

4.

9.

more moneyis Spent. ,

Few peOpte realize that today we operate seven different typesof school

districts (towh, city, incorporated joint contracts, union, unified,,and

.
interstate;Schoordistrictt) each governed under a different set of statutes. .

,! One of,the:values.which Vermonters hold :dearest aip f 4 thetr public affairs is
,-

local_control. Maintaiting the status qqo will ir>f all likelihood allow citizens

#
,

less and ldss real control overthe\conduct of their local schools in

:

theituture

atthe same time tharit'perpetuates'theRnormous disp4ritie§ in school services,..4.
i

from our 278 existiltdistricts.
4

4 Early Childhood Educatilk - Parenting'., "The development Of a child does

not begin the day he is born -or at, the age of threeNit much earlier, dung

the formative years of his.Oarent5. The school2s fo'sk.is to assure that
1

adults will have the education they heed to raise healthy,. productive children."

1

4
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(Commissioner T.H. Bell, "Parenting and,the Public'Scho ' ne 2, 1975

'Atlantic City, National PTA Congress. The State Depar.tment o Education' seeks

to esiablish.a position on early childhood eduation in relation o1 bhe 5 te

fillBoareil'of Eaucatian to its legal authority and responsibility

other departments and agencies, including the family.

Racial and Cultural Isolation. 1968-State Board of EducationResolution.

4
Public Schools Are urged to select materials anc plan curricula that provide:

1: Space treatment commensurate with their contributions be'given to
f

le* of, the various minority groups in our culture.

.' Accurate portrayal.be given of the pol e of "ority groups, and their

s in historical events.

4

3. Illustrations reflecting the varied ethnic compinents of American

_Ak
Society be given in whatever aspects that skiety is discuss.0.

T f
Other CriticalEducation Issues and Problems:

t

Struggling with Inflation and Reductiop in State Resources. Inflation and,

the reduction or level funding of the State educatidnal appropriations has

already ta n a bite out of numerous education programs at t e local educa-

tional itvej.

Conservation of Energy! The energy crisis.has progressed to'th.point where
t .

the conservation of energy has become a necessity. ShT.Itage of fuels (reliance

on exports from Middle East and CanadaLand skyrocketing casts are today '64reali,ty.

Career Education. All teacher are not trained or coOpitied to Career

Education. The drop put rate has not decreased,

Health Educations. Cbmprehensive health education to includebul not be
d,

limited to body structure and function,'comMunity heari, safety, elk.,
AP

protection, family health personal hoolip, consumer-hdalth, grqwth d

development; drifis, and.mpod,modifier, andlitrition.

.2G'A

,4
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Student Leadership and Governance; Vermont Headmasters' Association
.

4
'(Secondary School Principals) are presently-exploring ways of providing

meaningful student leaderS-hip training and governande.

Post-Secondary.Coordihktion. Develop state-wide goals for post:Secondawy

,

education in Vermfnt. The question of orgatiization, imOls-iccomol)shments

,daps, ,resources costs, assessability, duplication and coordination /,cooperation

are 4mportant'issbes.

Vermont Educational TV. With the receipt of Federal Funds to purchase new

color equipment, Vermont'Educational TV is still confronted with problems of funds

for programming, inflationary enqrgy costs, and reception barriers.

Alternative in Education. The idea of proiding eckicational 'aiternatives

or options has becOme increasingly attractive -to large numbers of parents.,

students, and teachers.

VIRGIN ISLANDS

Gwendolyn E. Kean
Act g Commissioner of Education

All asounkthe United states, superintendents apse talking about decreasing

erirelments; the'opposita:is true in the Vifgin Islands where the `boom years of

the EIO's b-o4ght in immLigra 1.abors from the neighboring islands. In order,

to stem the high turn-over rate, app.licAtion Was made to USE Title I fundsto

V
train teacher aides of some-abl'ity as teachers for grades.K through 3.

, In the area-of,In-serwie training--0-d staff development,.the Department

. ,

of E,ducation'fails dismally for Nu' reasons: lack of planning.and teaching

- personnel and lack.of funds.-'

Ma4ntenance,of Effort. This lockil aspect of federal fundih"g which demands

-,-
. .

, .

,-,an equal or an increased share on the part of the receiving state can create

problems.

4 Bi-lingual, Bi- cultural Ed iat ion. There are several Spanish-speaking

settlements in St. Croix.- Many f the childrin who attend the public schools,

I
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,ane second and third generations, the'first- group having gone to that island

from the Puerto Rico dependencies of'Vieques and Culebra.

Special Education. At thiS point our big probleiii in special education is

expanding our,services t clude other handicapped categories. -"Mains.treaming"

lias:.not been well accepte and the speci education division is'Concentrating

. .

. on plans of approach with the teachers involved.
C

'Federally Funded Program'. Some attempt s'"Ould be made at USOE Pdto adapt
: . i .

.

.

... .those parts of federally funded programs which do not pertain to the,territ9! les

sw ':'014" which are at variance with the laws and customs of these areas in order.to

make for.'smoother implementation.

el

ee

VIRGINIA ,

'V'

p. E. Campbell.
SuperinIendent of Public Instruction'

44t

A critical issue having strong national implications is-already under

d,icussiOri in Virginia- -the question of lowering the compulsory school

attendance age.
-

56me recommendations:

1%.

1. The Committee recommends the development of graduation requirements

reflecting achievement of competencies' deemed essential to the

survival of the individual'and the society.

"2. Develop alternatiie schools and/or program alternatives. within to

provide instructional curricular choices forparents and students.

3. Reduce the compulsory school attendance age requireMent in the

Commonwealth from 17 years to 16 years effective September, 197

d that the compulsory attendance law be aggressively and faithfully
,... .

enforced. To reduce the compulsory attendance age requirement frtm

17 to 15 years in the following school divisions, for a,three-year
wit

trial period, beginning September, 19it.

V
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t

4. Enactiegislation. to provide each citizen'orthe'Commonwealth with

12 years of free publir_education beyonA'kinderfarteN, within the

public school system, 9 years of which would bp compulsory and
7

remaining? years for use at any stagr of life. .

5. Eliminate the unnecessary duplication of effort.
,

°
6. 'Wor_i_with.the Division of Youth Services -tor improved communication,

cooperation,
and roordinati with all other agencies ignvolve0,44'th'

'qb--
, .7,-,

_youth services Virginia.

WASHINGTON

Frank B. Brouillet
Superintendent of Publit Instrvction

i

-Critical issuewhich wehave idet.if'Alkrare .appropriations,' funding),/.

SEA Title I maintenanceWeffori, ESEA title ,IV maintenance of effort,

.-
. .. , .

randigtalon of federal rules and:regulations, vocattonal education, the

NationaT Institute of-lEducationOnd,the creation of a Department of Education.
(

.
. ,,,- ,

Waspingionisturrently faced with. a` rtgresiive tax :system that is forcing
%-- .

,

,local *duration agenriies to pick Up a larger percentae,of education costs. LEAs
.

. . , .

are being forced to'relUesf larger dollar amounts.
4 -

.

A .

The'special levy system has rreated-a confrontation between.the State of:
AV

-,Washingion ind the Office:of Education. The issue is;,ESEA.Title I, maintenance,
,-1-.

, ,, ....

of effort% From the,implementatiV-of the Act unt11.1974, USOr ri'vie;fe4m,s 0
. - . . .

. haye told the Superintendent of Public InstructfonAtht the nunusual.event7.,

.

_

language in federal regulation ?'was a matter for the state education agency to

. de ermine. In 1974, the review teani changed its sianoe and ruled ghat 'en .\) I; it
.

unusual event could also be determined by the USQE. The OSPI

twhat it interprets to be the intent of the Federal Regulations and legisTation.

Funds are beini allocated to LEAs whist have suffered levy losses.

'1
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,

The 1150E has 'created a-serious problem in our state by changing is opinion

7 1 , ''

on Titlt I mainta4pce of 9ffort. It appears to some observers that-it is

D
. .

.

trying to'bring pressure:upon our state to 'change itstax"structUre.

The states are faced with a problem in Title IV- of PL93=380, the .

. ,- ,. ,

Education Amendments of 1974. The maintenance ofeffOrt language in the law

Aloes...not allow for any reducVin in mOntertance of eff
.

Ort, not even :001=,:.

(
-,

If current economic trends.were to change, many states would find theAlielves'

,

.

z
. ,

in trouble. It 'is a poipt that we must cqntirqie to'pursueapd'resolve before

a serious problem arises.

Another area of frustration is the promulgation of ,'rules gnd regulations.

A prime obstacle is the time.delay between the effective dates,of federal

legislation and the finalization' of rdies and regulations ! In some cases,

rules and regulations are.finalized.three or more years after passage of

.'leigslation by tht Congress. We peed to work toward a goal of having rules and

'regulations finaliFed before new legislation is- implemented.

Such terms as "significant" and "substantial" are difficult tt interpret.,,

4'

USOE,staff members give very little flexibility in interpreting r.ules, reg6--

lations, 'and guidelines. This results in,a rigidity that leads to problems

,such as our current .Title I controversy.

However, states are expected to be in complianc4 whether or not they

havealdequate in rmation with which to comply. S

17Most -Of th problems created by federal rulei and regulations arise when

the USOE altempts.,todd its interpretations of Congressional intent to the

\, .

reptrlation drafting ptfotess.
. . ,

USOE is not ,ionsiStent in terms of identifying- specific program

requir nts. For example, maintenance of effort requirements are dffferent

frarTitle I and Title'IV of PL 93-380, yet the purpose of maintenance of
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effort is exactly3the same. An initial step in improving this process should

the formation of.a committee representing chief-state school officers to

research areas of 'commonality in educati4n regulations.
.

Coordtnation of federal prOgrams would be more efficierlitif direct aid

to school districts were eliminated. When funds bypass the SEA, it creates

an opportunity for doublefuriding, as has happened in, Indian Educatiori. Some
4

type of 'flow through bravisioh on all federal dollars would be anLimprovement.

In the same vein, state offices should be given mop

st*eoffice staffing. For instance, when the U$OE directs Washin ton to

increase stafttiff,3.- federal program, they are in direct conflict With a

lirliii;imposed by the Washington State Legislature.

nee to direct special attention to the elimination of the single state

'agency cohcepts for the distribution of funds.

Once'legislaigion is passed, the USOE should finally give vocational

tducation the commitment it requires to enable it to reach a higher level
4

f effectiveness.

-Chief State School Officers and the Office of Education could start by

developing' greater inyolvemeht,by busiriess and ip stry,
f1

. Many bills centering on pre- school'educatiJ have been introduced during

this esstUn of,Congress. The current situation regardint responsibilities

for pre-school education is in real need of clarification.

We need to have discussions with.our Congressional delegations end provide

them,with information on ho a iiIE.Can best mee0theneeds of'resear-ch and
!

deVeloOment for elementa and s4shodary education.' At the same ttMe,'we need

to continue to work wii NIE sa r)hat they know our needs and *res:

Hopefully we W3 , avea separate Deportment of Education,and that
4

we
. .

might get pmeoeople to stay there long enough.for us tolit down an"work

It*
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116

out some oftheseprograms. I agree with Senator Magnuson and hope that all

of us will set the establishment of a Depattment of Education as one of our

priority goalS.

It;is

I
,

time to reassess -the federal role in education. -Education forces

and specifically state education agencies., must begin to decide the education

programs in which the federal government can most effectively participate during

the next, ten years. If we fail to initiate this proceils it may be done for,

us- Od without our input.

WEST'VIRGINIA

Daniel B. Taylor
State Superintendent of Schools

issues that conf'ont educational decision-makers in West Virginia are,

1

in all probability, not unlike those prevalent in other, states.. Issues,that

'seem particularty troublesome currently:

1. tqualizing educational opportunity.

2: Properly financing public education.

413. Desegregating public education.
N,

4. Restoring public confidence in'itbloic OndeavOrs.

5. Educating school teachers in a way that will prepare them to teach'

gffectively:

,6_' Re-ev,aluating the American High School and perhaps abolishing it.

7. peterrining who shall control public education.

8. Re-assessing the Federal role in elementary and secondity education.

:9. Attempting'to control the ever-expandini.responsibilities

10. Responding'to the Clear. contradiction Of (a) shrinking enrollmentsi .. ,'
-..

.

(1i).sky -rocketing costs and (c) falling Student achievement. ---4,
)<----,---J

_The shocking i'mplications,of spending more and more on fewer and fewer
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students with poorer and.poorer results as measured by student achievement

tests are as potentially explosive as they are disheartening to those who have

invested their time, money, and energy in a public education system in the

belief that the system worked. Thiscr'itical Issue transends all others at

this particular time in over-all importance, and is one toward which 0E-and theme

CSSO could profitably, direct their energies.

II .

WISCPNSIN

Barbara Thompson
State Superintendent of Public Instruction

Every step into the future re4uires keen sensitivity to the issues and the

dynamics for change. Maintenance of a balance.between poli;cal and professional

requires.a..11 policy makers to base decisions upon logical'cAsiderations,

scrutiny of established practices, and evidence-based data. 4
i . .

/ The following pattern for action is being used as a general policy in the.

.

Departmpnt of Public Instruction and should serve as an assurance that the

commissioned(papers will be challenged before suggested pol4

(
y decsfons are

estatqished an implemented. The following is an outline of he decision-
,

making- that we have utilized during my tenure in office:

I. Define the' problem or issue

2. Identify differenepoints- of view

3. Collect all relevant information 0

4. Analyie and interpret information

5. Disseminate all information and the alternative solutions

6. Sample preferences to alternative solutions

7. Announce decisions .

8. Evaluate effectiveness of action

'
The issues discussed include the following topics: Early childhood

!

education, Career education, Community involvement in education, Alternative,

chocls, Educational assessment, Humanizing and individualizing education,

Inservice education, Teacher collective negotiations, Regional service,unies

(CESA), and:Federal aid to education.
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Early Childhood Education:. Policy Options

4
A brief summary of the dilemma confronting policy makers in regardllo

programs for ydung,children suggets that theme are three'distinct sets of

issues which reqbire attention in order: to develop relevant and coherent social

and educational policy.' They are as follows:

1. What/ constitutes effective earls childhood programming, educational

or otherwise? They do not exist in the United Stases

2. Who would most appropriately be, responsible for policy development

and prograM implementation in ear:** childhood services? A variety of human

service agencies including health, educgtion, and social welfare unit,5, have

approprrate roles to play in the development'of policies and in program

.4,delivery sy ms..

3. What.ro e or'roles might be assumed by public education in such

development? The simplest answer is that public education is iMplidted in the

""nevelopment of programs for young children, and probably should assume leader-

ship. It requires management and leadership skills sufficient to prow* for

development orpolicies and programs which, in order to schieve se.rvice-

N
integration, cut through tilditional boundaries among the human serNOces. In

.
,

short, the most appropriate policy option is the Most difficult.

Alternati)ducation in the State of Wisconsin

The paper recommends an increased role for the Department; this role is

spelled out in terms of administrative guidelines.

<!....)
Inservice Education'

Professionals in teacher education agree that more or less continuous

inservice education for practitioners at all levels and in allIkpes of public

school professional positions is necessary to adequately serve the'needs of the

pups clientele.

A70 .
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Career Ed cation
-1

The etent to which local and state educational agencies can move tdward

the as operationalized in career ed6cation is yet to be effectively

measured.

Federal Aid to Education

Ours is a federal system of government where nearly every function is

shared by almost eveilevel of government. In eduCation, for example,

financing and control .have become shared responsibilities of local, state, and

federal governments. The delicate nature of this.shared responsibility for

education is examin'ed:in this paper in which federal fuhds for education are

viewed as an aid to the states and local communities:

Federal influence on state educational poliCy:

Federal aid to education has*probably stimulated more controversy than

has any other domestic aid program. For more than a century, debates over

fedel-al aid have pinched the most sensitive nerves of the American people--

the nerves of religiorj, race, and states' !rights. Generally, those debates

center on questions of educational finance.

It is not necessary to discuss all of these issues in this paper. The .

central concern here is the extent to whi h federal dollars.have influenced

state educational policy. ImOdcit in this qu tion is the assumption'that the

'I, states'have primacy in matters pertaining to public education. Overt efforts

to establish a national school system or directly control even a small;portion

of public education f'om Washington are uniformly resisted by most eduhators

and by a substantial number of politicians and citizens.

Thefirst and 1st forthright response to the geheral.quespona4out

federal influence onIstate education policy is to accepthe fact that it

exists, and it will continue to exist regardTess of the distributioh scheme,-

a7/
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which is writtertinto the 1 . The power to increase, diminish, or withhoTd

funds from-a lublic agency ispotentially effective. Whle such power may

be dtnied to administrators in USOE, the
x

ited States Office of 'Education,
.

who will exercise such constraints on Cong,ess? Moreover, on sober reflection,

who would suggest that Congress should have no voice in determining Mow federal

tax dollars for education are expended, or that such funds he used effectively!

The very notion that the federal government should share its revenue with state

and local governments on a "no striings attached" basis appears to strike hard

at a basic venerable Puritan'ethic which"decrees that the pleasure of expendi-

ture should never be divorced from the pain of taxation.

An example of how the federal government can use its funding power to

force educational institutions to comply with its wishes cane found in

federal laws and executive orders concerning race _and e3'C dis.crimination.

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended by"the Equal Employment

Opoortunity.Actof 1972, is an example.' This federal law prohibits educationil
.

institutions, which receive federal money, from discrimiriation in emploAent.

in all institutions with federal contracts or grants of"Overl$10,000., Pre-

award reviews. are mandatory for contracts over $1,000,009. . f

A more recent exampleiof federal control'exercjsed through apprOpriation$

found in the qmily Educational Rights and Privacy Act which was signed into

iii;aw by President Ford as part of the- 1974 amendments.to ESEA.. This legi'slattoro

zenies federal funds to any school or college that fails to allow parents to

irs;pect; thalleng, and refuse public use of their,children's stool record.
4 ,

act, as well as thole disucssed above, federal influence extends to

schools -a gr'eater'reach than is normaAly avail.;ble to state legislatures.

van.. more federal laws and regulations of this type could be cited. So, it

Ai7A,_.

0.
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seems the only way for a state/to retain complete autonomy-respecting
,

. c
.. . .

public education is to reject all federal funds. No state to this date has
..,

exercised this option.

Now that the existence of federal influence hasteen set forth in its
,

.
.

,

basic form, an analysis of the control features which Congress has written
. t: , .N..\,__

into federal laws promises to, stied more light on the complex question before

us. Also, a realistisc view of the political limitations of USOE to enforce

raL regulations will provide some comfort to those who fear the "feds'.

Th4s'Oper, is replete with reference to Congressional responses to per-

Ge,ived national needs. Generally; such responses find their way into federal

statutes which allocate money for rather specific education programs. Cate-
,

gorical grants 7ip-aid, 'rather than general -,aid to education, have dominated

the federal educption scene for the past fifty years.

The federal influence inherent, in categorical grants
,
is apparent,-

Congrest has said that the money, must be spent to accomplish it goals--hot

necessarily those of the receiving state or operating local educatignagency

(LEA). States may be given a greater or lessdidegree of latitude in the

determination of plans and programs, but generally the central thrust must be

in the direction pointed by,Congress. Titles II'and III of0ESEA and the

VOcatiOnal Education Act are good examples'. State plans must qmiubmitted

before grants are made. While there is no record of USOE everrejecting one

of these plans; a nominal amount of influence exists. USOE administrators do

J issue guidelines and provide technical assistance for the writing of state

plans.rAlso some features of state plans may be negotiated between USOE and

'state departments of publicinstruction According.to Berke and Kirst

(1972, p. 65), -who 5.4died the procasktin sikstates, this negotiation is
r

a 73
J t1

J
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generally a matter of fellow educators at different governmental levels

agreeing on how the state can prusue
41

its goals within federal guidelines

ILTitle I ESEA is the largest federal aid program a is targeted.for dis-

advantaged youth. Sigoifitantly, no state plan is required to order, for a

state to receive its allocation of Title I funds.. The money is instead dis-

tributed to LEAs-according to a formula setlpy Congress. Thy 'Nis provide

the conduit for the distribution of Title I funds to LEAs, and they are given

an allocation of funds tg administer the program and to make educational

and financial audits to.LEAs. /

In practice, however, categorical-aids have even less influence on LEA

spending than might be presumed. School distrfCts, especial)); large city

_lystems, (Nye multiple sources of revenue, including _bonds, -property taxes,

several categories-,of state aid, and numerous categories of federal aid. Some

school-districts are knoWrt to haveA hundred or more separate sources of

t

incomes and a district which can identify fewer than fifteen is Tare. (Milwaukee,
I

for example, had 54 federally fJded programs in 1973.). As the totalfiumber

of rev'enue sources'prolciferates, the restrictions imposed by any partiallar

,source becomei,less and less enforceable. This multi-pocketed budgeting gives

LEA administrators considerable latitude in tke useof categorical funds. For

- ,

example, if a grant .is restricted to an areain which the LEA thinks it is dofng
.

. /

an adequate job, it will workout & budgeting procedure where the federal
..a

.
dollars amore "symbolically allocated", thereby releasing local funds, for use,

,

in other areas. This multi-pocketed budgeting allows the conversion of cate-
.

grital idS toto general grant& for education and thus defets much of the

Congrwional purpose.' 'This samepheipmenon'holds true for DPIs. With

several sources of funds flowing into the Wisconsin DPI, who is to say prlsely

which funds are actually used to saitsfy a given state-or federal, objective?

.,
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. "9. gor

....'
.

, #
. ft,

In'addltiOn to!e weaknesslof categOrficejaids ' as a e,ans-ofachievi (
.

-,-Lonyr4stonal purpose,i(hey suffer from a more fundamental mala)-,e.' The,
. ...,

Is no Akistent,, federal poll*
f

or puroosi ,served tythe many federdl ;)rojral.,."

As Berke-anTKYrst Have observed Each federal category is souie4on4-essmun's
r

t%

footnOte in hi5tory and some 8E bureau,crat's base of expertise. Fragmentation
. .

,

..
,

-' is extremely difficult to.overcome.." 41972, p 334). A-glipd.qxample Of,the

.

.
..., .

severe problems inherent. in .this fragmented approach, can bekoupd with4n the .

various titres. of ESEA: Title I i' clearly earmarked for the equalization-of'ol

%..4
eduCatiomar doportuhities forThildlign ifrip low-income families. Howeyer, 4

, # 4.

6erke.and Kirst (1972,,Q. 37%.k) ha-not d that Other titles of ESEA tend to

, ' 0 e. _. 4
favor chldren.of tfie:more*pro.sperous.parents: N'seems that off-sefting.-' ,,--.

111.2 .. .
4

)

11, nationa.11Frograms canno4Abe kyotded'uptil a consi,tent policy is estaWshed. *a' '

.111V
4.

'r, '

: k
USuE adminitriltors might` respond to.this criticism of earmarked funds ,40.:. Ar

0,.

pointi,nga,out tfr?i,t thdre i'snottiing in'dA Or ederal guidelines: which wOuld '1'

. *.

4

protbit crate fro" velopi.ng a more Uniform policy regarding the use of

48e4sal money to- achiev, a state purpose. F'01" instance, Wisconsin could ule

virtualloy all of its ESEA funds., onsiderablp amount oftvocational

education'mphey, to improveeducatiop for the economically disadvantaged... .

*

, .
,..,.. .' 44$ -,' ... el

Itet'd tht rather stringent of Title Iontrol Titl fhoweger, .e..d!cation ,
.

\
.

.

.

for the Tcbnolc4l1) dis,;d anfaged is t4
-,4.

he only single,state rpose hiCh-
, %

cculdbe-aThieved thrOugh the use of fed4ral funds in, istonsin.)
. A '' _ ..-

, , , .''

Research'by48erke analKirst sliggets that state plans for each*Of the

- . . .

i- t'tleS of EqA'vary tremendously,. They concluded: "If federal influence were $
-

r . .0
.0"

1 , A
,- ,1d,Opread "and. highly /effective, state and lool responses would tend to be .

. -,..: ,...

:44 4 . .. V . ,

t
, ,

'
.,^iform.,:sAs we have*s6en, this is not congruent witAhour findings" (1972,
' . ... 4.

, . a '
+ .

" [So 378) : 'it .
e.,

.
.

., ....
,o -11.

,

Fin'ally,- federal programs have eJendncy to suffer from 'a "hatlibening
'...

. ... ...

. . .4, , 1--
,

-' ,of the categories": yministrators in ,the Wisconsin' DPT comrade that su0 i:s

,
.

:* *
NI' .

. ,.-, 32. . II' -
. .. 4

..,..

.

(SI ea:lif avg.: ..-J.;.,:k..- :t.,,
,,, :,

,e.

It

A
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the case in'that state. This tendency to
protOcts,and.maintain a power base

.,

is ǹo
most difficult and explains in part why,they is no single

ptIlicy regarding the use ofiederal funds in Wisconsiq: There are,goals
. .

'and objectives for' each program,
but-mest_needed of all is.composite

4

state*ntAugarding the-use of feder4al-funds..

N

Given thelederal interest in education, one might wOner why USOE seems

virtually powerless when dt comes 1o_enforcing federal guidelines or regulatirJns.

Jerome-Murphy explains as follows:
,

" USOE's behavior has in part.Ueen ada4ed .to take advamehge'of its

strategicalry weak bargaining position. It is vintually impossible

ja for IiSQE tip cut off, funds which` the states view as thei*-rightful

Pentitlement under law. The states know this and so does USOE; thus,

order4 ordemands by USOE are bound to be ineffective since they

,cannot be backed up by action'. Furthermore, demands might alienate

t e states and result in a'Toss in communication.' Since USOE's 4'

fluence comes ,mostlw Nom thepower of perstosion, and singe it is

resently almost totally reliant,on the states for information about

local programs; it is absolutely essential 'that USOE maintain cordial

.
relations with the states. Under these bargaining conditions; the

:states are in a position'to_exact a price fdr their go9d will.

USOE's problem, then, is not simply the lack Of good will or lak of

.staff, bu*lack of political muscle. (Murphy,.I971, p. 53).

Beni and Kirst'U972, p. 380) add that USOE is in an inferior pdlitical I

oaition because DPIs existed first. Consequently, they conclude, it h4's ',

- .
,

0 been impossible for USOEIo,create a star agency allyArhas been the case.
i

,,- -

,.,'

in newer areas of -stee endeavor such as welfare and urban renewals that were

.
-,°'

.

tnitl'ated-by federal grants.
..,

,

Federal Funding of DPI5' 40

-

I. Of sOeTc-i interest here is the extent to whit federal funds afire _used

. . -
to support tie bepration of the Wiscontin Do4rtment,ff Public.instructiop.

Ir

" fhi'S is 0 because of the strafegit position of the DPI in-setteg edu'eittional

f)ol'it:y in the statioik Federal dollars spent at this level-have'the potential

more impact
on'educAltii. than would be true, if the Same funds were

c

42?
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40:
.

allocated to a single LEA in the state. The-federal government has in fact"

spent between-2.6 and 4.5 million dolral-s per year for the operation of.the

Wisconsin DPI inhe years 1'969-73. This represents betwee 35'and 40 percent

of the DPI ;budget.

A substantial number of permanent DPI positions are 'support by federal

ends. The Division-for Instructiona.1 Services; the Division for Handi-

cappedChildren, and the Divis,iori,!br Library Services have been th pritCioal

,,

recipients, of these funds._ These three divisionaccount for,all but about

twenty-tWo of 144 federally funded positions. Funds for the positions come

frdmeight en categorical programs supported by -the federal loveQment. 'These

programs and Title V, Section.-503, support roughtly 30 `'percent of the penman=

nent staff of th Wisconsin DPI.

itle V,'Settion 503 Funds for Wisconsin:DP

A discuSsion'of federal impact on eddcation in Wisconsin would be incomplete

without a dke detailed lamination of Title V allocations. This is the case
,

beclause Section 503 funds have few strings, attached, the purpose being: "To

stimulate and assist,States in strengthening the leadership resources of their 4111t

111041,

:) 'state educational agencies in the establishment ind improvement of programs to

identify and meet the educational needs of states". (Section 501(a) df

89 -10, April 11:1965.).
op.

Accordingly, Title V, Stetion4,503 is important because,it represents the

nearest approximation to general-assistance whfCh can be found in the education

'acts. -Whi..le the Statute does include a
14

list of suggested activities eligible
.,.

' .

for furid.i.ng, inpractice DPIs have been able to obtainSupport foqany activity'

r,
'consistent with thebroad purpose of the law--to "strengthen" tis, The S'igni

ficance of this statement is foil.* in the fact tha14, no'DPF Title V application

4

from any state has ever been rejected by USOEI' r

,

.

*

4
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Approximately thirty-four permanent positions in the Wisconsin DPI were

funded during fiscal year -1973 by Title V,.Section 50) funds. Twothirds

of the positions were in the Division for ManageMent and Planning Services.

This use Of Section 503 funds is highly consistent' with the purpose of Title

V as described in the statute. 'Moreover, it is clear that the Wisconi,in DPI

1

would suffer a substantii) toss if Section 503 funds were eliminated. The

Division for Management and Planning Services would be especially aTfected.

11,

Access to a rather substantial block of general aid poses both opportunities

and dilemm4 for DPIs. In many instances the units within DPIs with the

'', .

greatest manpower needs receive the bulk of the funds. This practice was

criticized severely by Murphy. The major conclusiOn of hit study of Title V

prOgram is found in'the title of the report, Grease The Squeaky Wheel.

(Murphy, 1973, p 6). 0ther-researchers have not agreed with.Murphy. , Shanks,

of the Wiconsin DPI, concluded thAt,a withdrawal of Title"r-funds would

severely cripple DPIs. Shanks, 1973). The differences in these views

probably result from diissimillipterpretations of "strengthening" DPIs. Appar-

Ifently Murphy would have - Section 503 funds utilized for more Ereative and

'imaginative DPI actititike's.while Shanks feels that.an iimprovementim the

quality of the rather standard fu.nctions df DPs the.besf way to. maintain

strength in DPB.

ThUs4here are disagreements about "how best to utilize Section'503 funds.

Curiously, in a way, the disagreement is perpetrated in part bithe categori-.

cal progawhicft'Congess'has'encouraged. DPI support funds from these

prograip haVe to'ntributEid to an imbalanc'e'in sitbfftrl whtth has been corrected

.

to some extent by theL'use of Section 403' funds. M f the 34 pqrmanent

t

pbsTITons now supported by Section 503 funds-are-1 the DAN df Management

and Planni.ng Services which provides rese

a

,_planning,- and data processing

Q79

s.
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services for many'of the Divisions in the W!sconsin DP,,I, which receive support
- . ...

.

'4.unds for categorical programs.

Again, it rs clear that federal funds are flatting a 51 ific impact bri

The.quality and eumber of services' provided by DPIs would be dimi"nisned .

greatly if federal funds were withdraWn.. Less clear, however, is the amongI- -

of e impact which is attached to a fixed percent df federal support.

,

Sma amounts of strategically placed funds may have a rather large impact.

Conversely, a huge amAnt of money.may wield less influence if the funds are

Used in a marginal unit of the DPI. Therefgre, a tipping point, wherekthe

balance of control shifts from the state tO'the federal government, is

impossible to establish.

Futur:e'Directions of Federal Aid t.

4

Accurate predictiOns about future directions of federal aid-are difficult

because of inflation, budget deficit), unemployment, and a host of other

problems which are occupyi-ng most of the attention of Congres* In fact,

, ; -
. . ,

maintaining existing programs at preInt live sof ning.will require

#

policies are not normally initiated within the educational.system. External

Herculean efforts. HOwever, as rioted earlir federal programs for education

seem to born in times of national crises. Also, changes in educational
110'

pressUres-rSupreme Court decisions, the baby bdom (more recently birthyontrol),
s

,Sputnik, the war on-poverty, community control, youth employment, the movement

of women into Vie labor force--have resulted in more-basic changes in education

than have the pedagogical studies of professional educators. ,-This practice w ill

continue -and pWsibly accelerate an the future. Therefore, educational policies

based merely on projections or refinements of current pograms are totally

....

inadequate to meet ;lie challenges which 1;ie a ad. An attempt to iderltify
.. i,

\future problems and a statement 'of assumptiorTs these problems seems to

, ..09::-
. ii..,

, 40..
,...

be a more productive way to proceed with 04,Cational forecasting.
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P' oss'ible fipture trends have been identified'by.theidtanford Research
t

Institute (1973) and siiar agencies whicscan the horizons forklues about
a '

the future. Examples'-of trends which seem,likely to emerge and have profou'nd4

implications' for federal policy in education are:

1. Major economic challenges lie,ahead,'perhaps leadi ng to a

restructuring of economic institutions4lith resulting a

-, . N
educational implications. - ,

, . .

. 2. ThajeCliDe in the number,of mature d older cities of thq

nation wl,Lcontinue.
. ,

.

---,
ik 3. The declining growth. of dverall-federal' expenditures and the

4 attempt to bring the .federal budget4under.control will create_
new priority debates ovrer national goals and domestic prograbs.

The'rists inherent in forecasting future social and economic trends are -

i . ,

,

enormous. To take such foreca'Sts one step further and predict the educatiopaf

consequences is doWnr,ight hazardOuS. Even so, some general directtons, rather

than precise events, may, suffice. The principal task here is to make some

observations' about the probable future role of te.feBeral government in

edycation. 'They are as follows:

1. The federal government w wand the federal' -city relationship in

education Which has been field-teSt6drdut2ing thf past decade. ,Four conditions

1 ,

and trends seem to converge in eUpOrt"of this forecast. First, many.peoplelin
. ,

.
.

. . .
.

Washington and-aro)nd the nation alrFless than enthusiastic about the capacity

1
,.... 4

of DPIs,-to respond to change. Secondly, ,correctly or othirwise, prs.have as
. . ,

image.whicr*Os,
.

at be st unenUghtenela with resOtt to central cilleduc. ,atIon.
,

, _ i ,. .. _ _

- 1

The third.trendbea:Finq on this fe'deral-citYcOUrts'hip and,oessible Marriage
'.s. . r ..---

J .
.

is.thecontiriuing de:clin of, the mature and older central cities. 'The'concentra.-.' /,
1 ,

, . ,,
, g .

tion of the poor' in centr cities. imposes a heavy urden upbn what,isbecomipg
)

....
. r

i ,
a 9rnup of blInkruptschonrdistr'cis., 'As political control of tbe large cities,.

shifts to Tacks and :other'mlnority groups, their mayors af14,schobl ionerintendents
4

. - - ,
, 1

, ov.' , i
-

S, . ,
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can be expectd-to march on Washington rather than- on their %tate capitols for

social justice. Finally, there is a growing. Opinion that the states simply-

,

cannot cope with the problems ",in the big cities. ',This Kier 1:baved 60 the
... . , .

knowledge that the problems have been'ireated at least in krit by the
/
movement .

of por-people frbm the rural sections of Some state to the urban centers
-

in

other states. Alsoh., metropolitan areas often' encompass partsof two states

or more.

2. Congiess will epend on agencies othec_qpn USOE to man'age federal

education programs. -This ptediCtion is based on-the belief that formal education

S

.

,,,,,..
w311 become a less specialized function--one not limited to schools but shared

: f
with other institutions of society. Increasingly, educational reformers are

okihg to society,to aid them in the attainment of educational objectives.

...,

:Rec4r6Kresults are supporting thi-s tre as the evidence suggests a corre-
.

latiOn between non-school factors and success in school:regardless of the

program of formal instruction.

,f
--

3. The categorical aid approach to federal funding through USOE will not

be expanded-. This predictitn may appear to be contradictory to earlier

sfatements'alout the durable character ofcagoical aids'and.the observation

f
-, . 4

tnat such'aids were doubled with the passing of ESEA less than ten years ago.

This forecast about categorical aids hobs for a number of reasons. First, this
- .

-

'.
0

.

iction sgys nothing about the continuation of existing programs.- Indeed,

. .10

r
rest of them wilt probably continue for many" years. Hk the likelihood of

,

s,bslantial nePcategotical programs seems remote becau e the trend is simply ,

I

in thidirection. Proposals for grants consoridat orTand educational

-irance relitrm are more in tune with the times. As noted earlier, categprical
,... -.0

,-,-ants tend to,assume qualities close)'=a0n,-to general aid because-LEAs have
I ,s

.- --

--_ipie revefte sodtes. Also, virtually- everyone-conderps the conceptof
1 .

4 .

,

..armarked funds for.eduCati.81.
1

'

.

.-
IF

,.;

I.
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4. Grant consolidation and block grants will become increasingly,
0- 4

popular with educators and politicians. ',Dissatisfaction with .the effectiveness

of ,government in America has been growing for more than a decade and is.now at

an all-time high. Althoto.h many reasons are given for the loss oAublic

confidence in government, there is some agreement on the remedy--decaqiyalization.

5., Federal funds to encourage,schOolifinance reform are a disc -inct

possibility. (Educ. Commi-ssion of the States, 1974). While it would be

erroneous to say that a national policy respecting public education has emerged
0

,in all of the categorical programs, the most recurring theme is "equal
IP

opportunity". Study groups and commissions on school fiAnce, including the

President'6 Commission on School Finance, have urged the federal government to

_provide_ funds to eja rage school finance reform. Ohe might point out that

since Congress has beenunable to reform the federal income tai.structure,

it would unlikely-to enter the arena of state taxes to try to accomplish

that which the states cannot achieve in, their own legiSlative hallt.

Alternatives Available to -DPI

Tike foregoing statements about likely changes in- the federal role in

education have enormous implications f9rDi)I. The interests of all concerned

will be served best if these implica4sare identified and alternative

strategies considered, Such is.the purpose of the final sectioh'of this paper. s

Before proceeding, 'however, it seems necessary to describe .what appear's to'be

, .

the present posture of the DPI with respect to fedef'al funding of education.

DPI persahnelseem to be fully coomitted to the administration o federal
-*

programs according tpstatutues and USOE guidelines. The relationshi between

DPI pnograMs directors and USOE adMinistrators iSsinuformly Kanmonious.

Technical assistance is often sought ah4 received from USOE 'personnel and

X
indepeWnce frdirm other rirogi.em control and influenafris apparent.

, :
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A second observation about the policy of the dWPI toward. federal funding

is that*adriiinistrators are Under kessure to get as much money as possible.
I

While this is not necessarily the official policylOf the DPI, it permeates

the entire Department._ Survival in highly burearatic struc5re-demaads no

less of program hears. Also, the citizens of Wisconsin, like their coif parts

in all other states, want, their federal tax dollars returned to the state.

Therefore, complaints about federal controls are generally kept within the

DPI and soon become lost in the press for more federal funds. Indeed, the most

pervasive criticism of federal programs is that the money allocation is

insufficient--not the existence of unreasonable federal control. This 4

unwritten policy concerning the need, for more fedelal funds, is understandable

because,as noted earlier, the leVel of federal aid received has not been

favorable to Wisconsin. I

The third, and final generalization about DPI policy respecting federal

programs is the absence of a pfogrammatic *rust DPI_ Each categorical

program has goals and obj Lives, but there is no .evidence of a siggle state

plan. While federal statutes and guidelines'do place restrictions F the use

of ends, it would be possible to identify one or a few programmatic thrusts

to be pUrsued to the extent that discretion permits. All of the federal

programs do allow for a c nsiderablelaMount of state determination respecting

fre use of,forcls:

'These observations about DPI bolicy'and the' predictions about .DP4blicy

and the predictions about'the changing role of the federal government in

:edUcation provide the background 64" the fOlowing.lst of DPI 'a)crnatives.

.

.

I, Develop a DPI philosophy regarding federal funding. The wisest
e'.

management strategy is to use such funds to satisfy. DPI goals as far_as possible.

Gi'ven the-plethor:a o^f categorical progr ms now funde4 by, the federal givernmebt,

'
C .0
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it is possible for the DPI to shape the Use of. thesefunds to resemble general

aid.. The necessary but missing ingredient is a single programmatic thrust and

policies tcrimplement it.

2. Counteract the federal -city relationship.* making a greater effort

to respond to the needs'of the large metrbpolitan areas in the state.

3. Expand the concept of education. Fot-maleducation must be seen more

as a function of society as a whole than of school as separate a'd distinct .._

e

institutions.

--., 4. Change the present c agement of federal programs, In

other words', the focus will be bn outputs rather than inputs. The states will

be held accountable for results,.

The DPI implications from this precistion^are rather impre'ssive. The

major emphasis^pi the future will be on program evaluation. In this instancd

the DPI may be forced to utilize a'similar management strategy with LEAs to

omplete the accountability chain.

A t or a Stick?
t

A central theme,permeating this paper ,is tha ngress has used its power

to rund education as a carrot to persuade_states and LEAs to comply with its

wishes respecting an emphasis in education. In some instances the emphaiis

has been narrowly defined and in others the funds have been 'used fbr riety

of prograMs. Also, the Congress has provided'a substantial "bolds in some

acts and buf a token one in others. In virtually all instances, hovver, the

'lechnigue has been to offer a financial incentive wlth,the implied threat of

withdrawal if 'tats or LEAs fail to comply with the federal statutes and the

attendant USOE guidelines..

Congress has adopted a posture of persuading rather than prodding'because

I --
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of its weak legal Imsition-regarding the control of public education. As noted

earlier, the U.S. -Cohstitution has established education as a,function3of the

several states. Congress can tax and spend foreducation under the Genet/ 11

Welfare clause but it has ne legal obligation to do so, and there is no con:

stitutional authority forCongress to- .directly control or manage the schools..

'1
Accordingly, Congresyhas adopted the "carrot" approach because it'is the only

-%

tool available. ;t folloWs that there is no stick in the federal-state

relationship in education except to the extent that the potential, denial of

A.
funds is so perceived. Those who regard such an eventuality as a undisguised

stick seek to regain contrOL of federal tavdallars'as entitlement of the

states rather than an "aid"-to a state function. While federal education acts

ofteh include a measure of "this concept, as represented by formula distributions

and no pre-grant approval by USOE, there is no constitutional reuqirement that

,' .,

Congress provide aid for all schools or any schools. Therefore, those who '''

would establish the federal Congress as the tax,ceJlector for public schools

/ , ,
-ust depend-on the political ,process,or change the Constitution!

.
...

141
The foregoing,Lonclusions.about the federal -state onshi-Are equally

',appropriate forthe interacts Q between the W cons"
it.and the federal

own:..overnment. The DPI has accepted larlre its

op With*the singleexception of Title V, thts'money has been earmarked ".

or specific programs.
4 1Hower, given the isc ion Obich is generallt1

orIcluded in the federal acts, and the. fly )bility afforded by ri1,11tiple sources

:=i=ncome, the funds have been used twstrengtt;en the DPI without reli,n6ishinj

::-tro1 to Washington, Therefore, if federal funds were withdrawn from the
1,

22:. there would be a substantial ,diminution in the'rahge Ynd 'quality of

services, withe47140reciable gincrease in the degree of state=control.

0
4.7

I
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WYOMING

Robert G. Sher
State Superintendent_of Public' InStruction

a.

)

Following, not neces;.>t-1-y in priority order, is a listing of what

consider to critical problems and issues which we are facing in education

ih the State of Wyoming.

,.., 1. Population Impact. Development of coal, and energy-related resources

.
. ,

in Wyoming's Powder River Basin has caused and will contihue,tq,cause considerIble

increase in the,regtonal population between now and 19801, If these dfstricts
V

do not pro.ide accommodations fsor increased enrollments,vecan anticipate

the following results;

/, Classroom sizes will quickl,9 reach capacity and necessitate high

pupil'-teacher ra N os. (Wyoming presently ranks second in the nation with a i

pupil-teacher ratio of 18.5 to 1.) .,-

;

'2. 'Overcrowds conditions and lack of classroom space in -eristir4-

facilities may necessitate the use of temporary structures suCt-as mobile

trailers and rr6dular units. r--

3. Lack of adequate classrooms and gymnasium facilities may necessitate

the.operation'of some schools on a double-session basis.

4. Inter-county busing of students between school 4stricts may be

necessary.

4
5, The overall quality of education may be seriously and adversely

affected.

'The following steps would help4eet both temporary and permanent impact

needs:

4*

1. Continue to provide adequate and additional state assistance to the

School Foundation PrograrloAr the annual me intenjhe of school programs.

.65

2. Provide a School Construction Fund with adequate resources-to meet

the needorpublic school facilities:

C
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.

o ,J

ability to tie. Fyofessional _preparation should. continue thorughout the

career of the practitioner if education js to be rejevant)to today's rapidly

changing society.
,

I

7. Private School Licensing. Experience, over the past several years seems to
Ir.

.indicate several areas of concern relating to the private schoollicens'ing

.. program. One is the-lack of intercommunication. Another is the need for

some evaluation Of the performance of these schools in term of their objectives.

AnOther concern is the definition'of a private school.,

'-Perhaps the greatest concern is the clarification of the objectives for

each school's' program andisome determination of whether these objectivere,

being met.

8. Indian Education. Indian education problems are compounded-by multiple.

sources of funding and various types of organizational structure. The sources_

\
of fOndinrinclude local., state, and private fundinga9 Well as several cate-

gorical and g:Aral feder,a1 fund support:

It appears that no one takes'the responsibility for assuring-educational

-quality and relevance. A-majorptopic, of concern is the .control of educetionti:

programs and facilities by Indians
t,

whether reservation residents or not. Many

tribes are making a great effort to relate the, -r culture and customs to the A

educational process-so that they can develop a contemporary understanding and

appretiation of both, the Indian world and the non - Indian world.

'9. Gifted and Talented. To date there are no operational programs, either

formal or informali which cater to the special needs of gifted students, nor

is there any siatapry requirdhent requirtngithem. The real key to the education

of gifted aiiitalented.students lies with the education of teachers in the

techniques of theidentificatAn of the.gifted'student, and in the methods of

dealijieith the gifted student: .

A
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3. Assess the value of constructions annually eid enter on the tax rolls.

,

The delay- in assessment until, a construction is completed causes corRirterable

+Ewa,

hardships in meeting ,financial.deman4s. 14

4. Make funds available to school districts fo annin capital

constcction porjects.
4

5. Plan for an equalized capital construction program applicable to alto

Wyoming school distrtclii

2. Data Collection. The colle!tion of data is cecessary to identify priorities,

.to contribute to the solution of major issues, to plan and manage programs, to

allocate resources, to assess pObgram effectiveness, to enact legislation, to=

and -it expenditures.and to exercise stewardship over public funds.
4

3.* Inequities in Educational Funding. Dispjrities tin per pupil expenditures,

corcelation between the levl of expenditure and the quality of education,

"unequal d itributi on of property wealth, fiscal neutrality, and "thorough and
4

, efficient" system'of education.-

4. Institutional Education. In my dpinion the quality of education at the

Illfrstate institutions is not as good at it -might be because (1) ere is 1,ittle

if any coordination between.the eduNtion programs of the i11 itutions and

(2) there is extremely limited input from SDE staff on curriculum,diagnosis,

'planning, etc: The institutions cannot e fectl-Vely do much long-i-artge

a

planning. Consequently,. continuity in .prograMming suffers considerably.
s

AL Late FOnding for Federal Pregragls. The problem of late funding hasbeen

With state and local eduCatiDn agencies for'some time
4

I

t. Ceetification.. The present certification system is being severely tritiCized

because its emphasis is based upon the ourses a teacher education Studer

taken, with no pro f thtthe courses are related in any way to an pplicant's

1

a

,
dr
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.

I believe the problems of American education today, are.not surprisingly,

a part of the problems of society and in some cases a reflection Of them:

I believe that since the. end of WW II both society and, the individuals
. 1

o

. who make up society have consciously or unconsciously abandoned the traditional

values of the past without adopting a satisfactory set of values to replace

.

them. All of'this was accompan4ed by a series of court cases which ,rejected

the old authority in favor of individual freedom. This_change is'dramaticaly
-.

illustrated by the changed expectations of women. 1

.

I believe tha the inonymity for the individual.which has accompanied the

mov4 2to urbanization and the breakdown of tht neighborhood, to-ban, suburban,

and rural has removed many of the restraints against antisocial behavior and

many of the incentives toward desirable behavior and accomplishment.` Az.student

may be known by name but fells that he is not known as an individua) t',Ir as

part of a family unit.

In the past perhaps the greatest positive force for good in the life of an

indivddyalwas the ,The family was!theplace where values were

where life was given a sense of purpose, and where the'love aneattentiongiven

the individual made'him a'secure person.
A

As society has become more complex, more governmental services have been

required and as the influence of the family, the neighborhood, the church, and
.

otOer social institutions have diminished,, great Voids have been created which

Reed be filed. In some cases the schools have attempted to fill these

voics. There'must be a clarification of the role of the school s.o that the,

tota' school staff can work twoard, the sameffials andobjectivet and so that .

adecuate resources can be provided to accomplish. the/purposes. As changipg

4
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I

I believe the problems of American education today, are.not surprisingly,

a part of the problems of society and in some cases a reflection Of them:

I believe that since the. end of WW II both,society and, the individuals
. .

who make up society have consciously or unconsciously abandoned the traditional

values of the past without adopting a satisfactory set of values to replace
.

them. All of'this was accoMpallied by a series of court cases which ,rejected

the old authority in favor of individual freedom. This_change is'dramaticaly
0

Illustrated by the changed expectations of women.

I believe the the anonymity for the individual which has accompanied the

frovh:to urbanization and the breakdown of tht neighborhood, urban, suburban,

and rural has removed many of th.e restraints against antisocial behavior and

many of the incentives towarddesirable behavior and accomplishment.' {student
k 1

may be known by name but fells that he is not, known as an individual br as

part of a family unit.

In thepast perhaps the greatest positive force for good in the life of an

AL,
indiviidpalwas the Amily: ,The family waythe.place where values were learned,

I
ft

where life was given a sense of purpose, and where the-love aneattention.given

the individual made'him a'secure person. *

, .
, .

: . A.
1

As society has become more complex, more governmental services have been

required and as the influence of the family, the nei.ghborhodd, the church, apd

otOer social institutions have. diminished,, great Voids have been created which

need to be filled. In some cases the schools have attempted to fill_ these

voics. There must be a clarification of the role of the school s.o that the

tota' school staffscan work twoard, the same goals andobjectivet and so that

adecuae resources can be provided to accomplish. thefpurposes. As changijg

ae?'

4
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.
roL5 emermosfor tt-..e Schools, there must also .be changing patterns of support.

. .

,

.

Concurrent with these extremely complex p-roblems there are evolving problems
,....r

concerning the relationship and role,of teachers, administrators, bOardsand
. a

Citizens
4 .

I will make some statements which are indicative ofihe problems. These
...

s
k

statements are: : .. _3
o

1. Local school districtS tannot adequately meet'the Current and emerging
4b

needs Of education but they are concerned about losing control as the state

and federal Overnments get Involved.

2. Education is a state responsibility but most of the oper'ational

control of theschools have been Otr.ust(td to local.districts. In an effort

to increase quality and assureiequllty, the states are progessively providing
J`

more financing which is accompanied by more control.

3> The federal role in education has not been rlearly defined.

TeacherSmaintain'theY cannot be accountable without having control

of most of education.
I

5. _ Administrators are caught between the teacher organizations and the

wishes of boaHs and parents.

6y Boards of educatiOn are..faced with ever-increasing deMands from

educators, as well as:a growing disenchantment On the part of the parents

who feel that they are not adequately represented.

I

7. Concerned citizens, who have witnessed much grOwth in education and

,

increased complexity, feel thatthey are losing control over the education of

theirsjldren but are not sure how to intervene successfully.

... 01011 now attempt to identify,some of the difficulties with federal

.edu9atian programs and their administration.

of.
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Federal programl are usually too narrowly categorical to meet state

and local needs.

2. The affinistrative detail and 'Reporting involved.far exceeds the

relative monetary value of the prograrps..

3. The administrators of federal 'programs often make demands which go far

beyond the letter of the law.

4. Federal dollars should be made available to help state end local

educators to meet the educational needs which they have identified.

5. State and local educators should be involved ine planning abd

development of federa=l' legislation rather than just being allowed to react

after the legislation'is practically in the final form.

6. State and local educators frequently do not know in advance the

extent of their federal entitlement or whet.' they will get the funds;

7. Frequently feddral auditors seem to operate from a difflirent set of

guidelines from those, guiding program personnel and state and local. administrators.

8. Feqral data collection efforts should be coordinated with state and

'local efforts ttassure.Maximum benefit from the date.with minimum effort on

the part of those who must furnish the gita.

Finally, if the schools are ping to successfully.fulfilj their role in

society fhcfollowing'problems will have to be resolved:

1. Schools are affected by the general lack of.trust in government.

2.Inflation is making it-most difficult for schools,to do a good job

on existing resources.

3. As a result of inflation, teachers-are demanding more and more money

thereby further widening the credibility gap.

4. Declining enrollments 'limit funds and programs and.the ability to

,satisfy the desires of the community.

a
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5. In the past the results of education were more evident and more'

appreciated.
r-

6! The ceurts-have mandated new and expanded programs as well as
. , 11

rejectirig old financing plans without providing adequate alternative solutions.

7. Special interest groups, often motivated by concerns outside of

education, are demanding control ofthe schools.

8. _Salary schedules based ontraining and experience, coupled with

0014ell

.

acher tenure are stacking people at the top of the salary schedule which

has an adverse effect on the ability of the di- strict to support an educational.

program and also motivation for teachers to improve.

ti

9. Todays students vary greatly from students in the past with regard

to their motivations, drives and levels, of''sophistication, therefore schools

will have adapt to new needs and expectations.

w.
A
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APPENDIX A

CRITICAL ISSUES

1. FINANCE AND GOVERNANCE: Equalization, Tax Reform, Federal-State-Local,

National Coalition, O.E. Leadership, O.E. Regional Offices, Educational

Policies commission, Education Commission of the States, federal

Secretary of Education, Federal Collective Bargaining, Deseve9ation,

Clarify Federal-State Relationships, Federal Regulation , blic Demands,.

.
Professional vs. Lay Control, Influence of Chiefs and ates*, State

Budget Restrictions, School Distrgct Reorganization, R
o

nal Service

UnitsCommunity Involvement, Financial Reform in Face Declining

. Revenues, Ed'ucatiorral' Governance--Role Definition--Court Intervention,

Interagency and Interinstitutional Relationships,

2. PLANNING AND EVALUATION, ACCOUNTABILITY: Assessment, Testing, Federal-_

State Local. Reporting Procedures, Funding Schedules, Nature of Change,

Setting.Go'als and Objectives, Private School Licensing, State Audits,

.
Evaluation of Students, Accountability.

3. PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT: Teacher Centers, Overseas Education Personnek

Balancing Teacher Welfare with Child Well-Being'Negotiations,'Leadership

Progr'ams, Teacher Education, 'ertification.

. SCHOOL CURRICULUM AND RESPONSIVENESS: Indian Education, Articulation

Of Elementary-High School-College, Rural Education, Urban Education,

student Discipline--Involvement--Dissillusiqnment, Law Education,

Consumer Education, Alternative Education, Affective Education; Humanizing

Education, Exceptional Child, Gifted, Career, Vocational, Early Childhood

and PreschooLt Parent, Post-High School, Bilingual, International, Computer,

Art AerospaceTducation.

5. SOCIETAL ISSUES: Desegregation, National Pr oritie5, Condition of tha

Economy, IsolatiOn--Racial and SOcio-Economie, Energy, Food, Problems of

Population Shifts, Growth and Decline. '
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